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Abstra t
In this thesis we address algorithms for polynomial fa torisation over nite elds. In the
univariate ase, we study a re ent algorithm due to Niederreiter [102℄ where the fa torisation
problem is redu ed to solving a linear system over the nite eld in question, and the solutions are
used to produ e the omplete fa torisation of the polynomial into irredu ibles. We develop a new
algorithm for solving the linear system using sparse Gaussian elimination with the Markowitz
ordering strategy, and onje ture that the Niederreiter linear system is not only initially sparse,
but also preserves its sparsity throughout the Gaussian elimination phase [3℄. We develop a
new bulk syn hronous parallel (BSP) algorithm based on the approa h of Gottfert (1994) for
extra ting the fa tors of a polynomial using a basis of the Niederreiter solution set over F 2 . We
improve upon the omplexity and performan e of the original algorithm, and produ e binary
univariate fa torisations of trinomials up to degree 400000 [1℄.
We present a new approa h to multivariate polynomial fa torisation whi h in orporates ideas
from polyhedral geometry, and generalises Hensel lifting [2℄. The ontribution is an algorithm
for fa toring bivariate polynomials via polytopes whi h is able to exploit to some extent the
sparsity of polynomials. We further show that the polytope method an be made sensitive
to the number of nonzero terms of the input polynomial. We des ribe a sparse adaptation of
the polytope method over nite elds of prime order whi h requires fewer bit operations and
memory referen es for polynomials whi h are known to be the produ t of two sparse fa tors
[4℄. Using this method, and to the best of our knowledge, we a hieve a world re ord in binary
bivariate fa torisation of a sparse polynomial with degree 20000. We develop a BSP variant of
the absolute irredu ibility testing via polytopes given in [45℄, produ ing a more memory and
run time eÆ ient method that an provide wider ranges of appli ability [5℄. We a hieve absolute
irredu ibility testing of a bivariate and trivariate polynomial of degree 30000, and of multivariate
polynomials with up to 3000 variables.
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Chapter 1

Introdu tion
1.1 Motivation
Symboli omputation has been the obje t of omputer algebra systems for de ades now, fo using
on the use of omputers to perform symboli mathemati s. The rudimentary elements of a
omputer algebra system onsist in numbers and polynomials over a eld, and the basi domains
are the natural numbers, rational numbers, nite elds and polynomial rings [29, 55℄. One major
problem in this area has been the fa torisation of polynomials over nite elds, an a tive area
of resear h that has gained a lot of interest in the last few de ades. Finite elds in general, and
fa torisation of polynomials over su h elds in parti ular, have widespread appli ations in both
theory and pra ti e. In many instan es it be omes essential to be able to fa tor any large degree
polynomial or otherwise establish its irredu ibility. Appli ations within mathemati s appear in
a variety of situations: Equation solving, su h as in modeling the Cy lohexane mole ule and
studying the spatial onformations of Cy lohexane ([55℄, Chapter 24), and symboli summation
and integration [111, 112, 126℄. In number theory, univariate polynomial fa torisation an be
used in nding omplete partial fra tion de ompositions, and omputing the number of points on
ellipti urves [37℄. In oding theory, univariate polynomial fa torisation is used in onstru ting
a useful lass of y li odes, the BCH odes [9, 69, 95℄, some of whi h use polynomials over the
binary eld [16℄. Some ryptosystems, in turn, are based on the Goppa odes, a generalisation of
BCH odes [92, 93℄. In ryptography, the fa torisation of random polynomials over nite elds
is used in some randomised methods for omputing dis rete logarithms over nite elds [37℄.
High degree sparse univariate polynomials in this respe t have re ently been used in developing
publi key ryptosystems: SPIFI [7℄, based on the diÆ ulty of nding a sparse polynomial with
spe i ed values at some given points, and EnRoot [61℄, based on the diÆ ulty of nding a
solution to a given system of sparse polynomial equations over ertain large rings.
Binary trinomials are also important in their role in onstru ting linear feedba k shift registers, hen e ontributing to uses in random number generation, to onstru ting stream iphers in
ryptography, and to generating Hamming and BCH error orre ting odes [9, 93, 98℄. Primitive
trinomials over F 2 [18, 19℄ also play an important role in onstru ting elds of even hara teristi
and for omputing with elements within su h elds. In general, omputation over the binary
eld is parti ularly fashionable be ause of its simpli ity in omputation, serving as an example
to illustrate some of the attra tive features of a parti ular algorithm over nite elds. It is also
often used as the underlying eld where appli ations in ryptography and oding theory employ
1

omputations over nite elds [93℄.
Bivariate
polynomial fa torisation an be used to solve systems of polynomial equations
::
using Grobner bases ([55℄, Chapter 21). Methods for solving systems of algebrai equations
have also been developed using multivariate fa torisation [28℄. Algebrai simpli ation and
proving ombinatorial identities an also make use of bivariate polynomial fa torisations [55℄.
Absolute irredu ibility testing of families of multivariate polynomials an be an important tool
in deformation theory and number theory [47℄. Multivariate fa torisation has also been used in
the lassi ation of algebrai varieties [109℄
Apart from appli ations in these domains, univariate polynomial fa torisation over nite
elds serves as a subproblem of other fa torisation problems, namely, those pertaining to multivariate polynomials over nite elds, and univariate and multivariate polynomials over the eld
of rational numbers and nite extensions of the rationals [56℄.
Contemporary resear h in omputer algebra aims both at wide fun tionality of the present
algorithms (by solving a wide range of di erent problems) and at their speed (how large an the
problems to solve be made, using reasonable resour es of time and ma hinery) [55℄. Our motives
behind undertaking this line of resear h from a omputational point of view stem from our belief
that algorithmi trends in mathemati s need to be examined and re-evaluated using the very
same tools for whi h the algorithms were originally intended, whi h is the a tual \ omputer"
ma hine. A ontinuous hallenge lies in onne ting the new mathemati al ideas on how to best
perform a ertain algorithm, with the omputing approa hes and tools that help materialise a
parti ular algorithm. A variety of tools are made available towards this end. Improvements an
tou h upon issues exploiting sparsity, memory management and spa e redu tion. Parallelism
in omputer algebra has also been interestingly demonstrated [31, 118, 129℄. One of the main
ontributions of this thesis is to also investigate areas of parallelism whenever an improvement
in run time or spatial omplexity is desired. The main fo us is on re ent algorithms whi h
have still not been thoroughly used: Niederreiter's algorithm for univariate polynomials and the
polytope method for bivariate polynomials. The ultimate aim of our work is to bring about the
best performan e possible in those two approa hes using a given hardware and reasonable time,
a hieving ompetitive fa torisation re ords that in some ases have not been a hieved before.
In parti ular, we a hieve the fa torisation of a sparse binary bivariate polynomial with degree
20000, and the absolute irredu ibility testing of a bivariate and trivariate polynomial of degree
30000, and of multivariate polynomials with up to 3000 variables.

1.2 Outline
Chapters 2 and 3 ontain a preview of the mathemati al ideas on whi h our work is based. In
Chapter 4 we examine the Niederreiter algorithm [102, 103, 104, 105℄ whi h has been predi ted
to perform very well for sparse polynomials over the binary eld. This prompts us to investigate
the sparsity feature for trinomials in parti ular, those providing the most immediate model for
sparse polynomial fa torisation. We prove that the Niederreiter matrix is sparse in the ase of a
trinomial, and establish the exa t sparsity pattern and density of the Niederreiter matrix [3℄. We
also develop a new algorithm for solving the sparse linear system dire tly to produ e a basis for
the solution set through Gaussian elimination and using the data stru ture of Gustavson [65℄,
and show how the new algorithm ir umvents the problems that have always been asso iated
with this data stru ture in terms of elbow spa e and ompression. Although it an be easily
2

modi ed to be ome a general linear solver for other various appli ations over F 2 , our experiments
show that the algorithm an be very eÆ ient in the ases when the matrix maintains a high
level of sparsity throughout the redu tion phase, typi ally an observed feature of the Niederreiter
matrix.
These results are later in orporated into an algorithm for extra ting the fa tors using a basis for the solution set, based on Gottfert's a eleration of the Niederreiter algorithm over F 2
[59℄. In Chapter 5, we develop a new BSP (bulk syn hronous parallel) algorithm that outlines
a lear dependen y between the major omputations involved in the fa tors extra tion pro ess,
so that the resulting algorithm omprises a ompletely new task distribution pro ess [1℄. Our
main reasons behind adopting su h a model of parallelism are due to its features simplifying
the ost analysis and its lear distin tion between the three important phases of omputation,
ommuni ation, and syn hronisation. Our BSP theoreti al model results in an eÆ ient BSP
ost requiring relatively small ommuni ation and syn hronisation osts, and the parallel algorithm a hieves very good eÆ ien y as on rmed by our experimental results. Combining the
results of Chapters 4 and 5, the resulting hybrid algorithm provides a heaper and more memory eÆ ient alternative to the fa torisation of trinomials over F 2 than previously known dense
implementations of the Niederreiter algorithm [110℄.
In Chapter 6 we be ome interested in algorithms for bivariate polynomial fa torisations over
nite elds. Based on joint work with Shuhong Gao and Alan Lauder [2℄, we introdu e a new
approa h to bivariate polynomial fa torisation whi h in orporates ideas from polyhedral geometry, and generalises Hensel lifting. The method exploits the sparsity of input polynomials so that
bivariate polynomials an be pro essed signi antly more qui kly than using ordinary Hensel
lifting. Given a bivariate polynomial over a eld, one may asso iate with it a onvex polytope
in the two dimensional real spa e alled its Newton polytope. A well known result is that if the
polynomial fa tors, then its Newton polytope de omposes, in the sense of the Minkowski sum,
into the Newton polytopes of the fa tors. If the polytope does not de ompose, one immediately
dedu es that the polynomial must be irredu ible. However, the onverse is not ne essarily true,
and we are fa ed with the following problem: Given a de omposition of the polytope, an we
re over a fa torisation of the polynomial whose fa tors have Newton polytopes of that shape,
or show that one does not exist. Our approa h, motivated by Hensel lifting, is to assume that,
along with the de omposition of the polytope, we are given appropriate fa torisations of the
polynomials de ned by the edges of the Newton polytope. These polynomials will be essentially in one variable less, and the boundary fa torisation of the input polynomial is then lifted
into the Newton polytope, where the oeÆ ients of the possible fa tors of the polynomial are
revealed in su essive layers. In standard Hensel lifting, instead of lifting from the boundary,
one does so from a single edge. Uniqueness of the linear systems en ountered during lifting
an then be ensured by randomising the polynomial to enfor e oprimality onditions and to
make sure the edge being lifted from is suÆ iently long. However, this randomisation is by
substitution of linear forms, and this destroys the sparsity of the input polynomial. With the
polytope method, uniqueness an be shown to hold in the bivariate ase, only under ertain
oprimality onditions, and without restri tions on the lengths of the edges. As with Hensel
lifting, the polytope method has an exponential worst- ase running time, sin e the number of
summands of a Newton polytope ould in the worst ase be exponential in the total degree of
the asso iated polynomial. However, our experiments performed very eÆ iently in fa torisations
of sparse polynomials whose polytopes have few edges, and hen e very few Minkowski de ompositions. This leads us to onsider possible extensions of this work, in the belief that it ould be
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a promising new method with fast performan e in pra ti e, despite its worst- ase exponential
time.
In Chapter 7, we pursue this work in an attempt to get as lose as possible to solving the
open problem of devising a sparse bivariate algorithm. The polytope method has potential
features that one an exploit, but as it stands above, it argues for one major advantage suiting
sparse polynomials, namely, the fa t that the worst- ase exponential sear h for summands an
in fa t be very small if the input polynomial is sparse with a Newton polytope having few
de ompositions. However, for an input bivariate polynomial of total degree d, the amount of
work per extension of a given boundary fa torisation is still of the order O(d4 ). We investigate
whether this omplexity an be redu ed, in the ase when the ground eld is of prime order,
to some bound whi h is dire tly dependent on the number of terms, say t. The method, whi h
exploits both the fa t that many of the oeÆ ients orresponding to latti e points in the Newton
polytope of the input polynomial (and hopefully its fa tors) are zero, and also the fa t that many
of the polynomials generated during the lifting steps are zero in general and sparse in the worstase analysis, results in very high degree, sparse, bivariate binary fa torisations for input degree
equal to 20000. To the best of our knowledge, this is by far the highest binary fa torisation
a hieved to date [4℄.
In Chapter 8, we examine multivariate polynomial absolute irredu ibility over nite elds, a
sub-problem whi h is indispensable for examining input polynomials before feeding them into a
possibly expensive and nontrivial fa torisation algorithm. In parti ular, we revisit an algorithm
due to Gao and Lauder [45℄ that is also based on the use of polytopes. Motivated by their original
ndings and the spe ial feature whi h makes absolute irredu ibility testing largely dependent on
the shape and the size of Newton polytopes, we investigate a BSP s heme that serves to extend
the range of appli ability of the algorithm, by making it possible to ta kle signi antly higher
degrees, and by allowing a more eÆ ient performan e for low degree yet denser polynomials than
those reported in [47℄. We show that the algorithm an be optimally parallelised by onstru ting
a balan ed load s heme using the pattern of omputations in the sequential ase as in [45℄, and
by adopting a orresponding data distribution representing latti e points inside polytopes in R 2 .
The distribution not only adheres to the proposed load s heme, but also allows for a s alable
parallel performan e whose eÆ ien y is re e ted in our experiments. This then paves the way for
the multivariate ase, where a model involving parallelism at two di erent levels is des ribed.
The resulting improvement is shown to perform well for a wide range of input polynomials,
a hieving absolute irredu ibility testing of bivariate and multivariate polynomials up to degree
30000, and of lower degree multivariate polynomials with up to 3000 variables [5℄.
We on lude with a summary of our work in Chapter 9, and outline possible lines of resear h
of relevan e to this thesis that an be undertaken in the future.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries
In this hapter we present a brief olle tion of lassi al terminologies and results des ribing the
tools upon whi h the rest of the thesis is based. We start our dis ussion by de ning several
types of algebrai stru tures and properties ne essary for the onstru tion of nite elds. We
also dis uss issues related to the representation of polynomials over su h elds, and for performing arithmeti of univariate polynomials over nite elds. We nally on lude with a brief
des ription of the BSP model that we will adopt in all our parallel algorithms.

2.1 Rings and elds
For a omplete overview of the statements and proofs of all assertions oming forward, we refer
the reader to [9, 40, 55, 85, 93, 97℄.

De nition 2.1.1 A group G is a set together with a binary operation  operating on elements
of G su h that:
i.  is asso iative.
ii. There exists a unique element e in G ( alled the identity element) su h that for all a 2 G
we have:
ae =ea=a
iii. For ea h a 2 G, there exists a unique element a

aa

1

=aa

If the group also satis es a  b = b  a for all a; b
ommutative).

1

1

2 G su h that:

=e

2 G,

then the group is alled abelian (or

In what follows, 0 denotes the identity under + and 1 the identity under .

De nition 2.1.2 A ring (R; +; ) is a set R endowed with two binary operations + and  (not
ne essarily the ommon operations of addition and multipli ation) su h that:
i. R is an abelian group under +.
ii.  is asso iative.
iii. The distributive laws hold. That is, for all a; b; 2 R, we have:
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a  (b + ) = a  b + a  and (b + )  a = b  a +

 a.

a

De nition 2.1.3 i. A ring R is alled a ring with identity if the ring has a multipli ative
identity; that is, if there exists an element e 6= 0 su h that a  e = e  a = a for all a 2 R.
ii. A ring is ommutative if  is ommutative.
iii. An integral domain is a ommutative ring with identity e 6= 0 in whi h a  b = 0 implies
a = 0 or b = 0.
iv. A ring is alled a division ring (or skew eld) if its nonzero elements form a group under
the operation .
v. A eld is a ommutative division ring.
In what follows we write ab as a shorthand for a  b.

De nition 2.1.4 A subset S of a ring R is alled a subring of R provided S is losed under +
and  and S forms a ring under these operations.
De nition 2.1.5 Let J  R. Then J is alled an ideal of R if J is a subring of R and we have
ra 2 J and ar 2 J for all a 2 J and r 2 R.
For a ommutative ring R, the smallest ideal ontaining a given element a 2 R is the ideal
(a) = fra + na : r 2 R; n 2 Zg. If R ontains an identity, then (a) = fra : r 2 Rg.

De nition 2.1.6 Let R be a ommutative ring and J an ideal of R. If there exists an a 2 R
su h that J = (a), then J is alled the prin ipal ideal generated by a.

De nition 2.1.7 Let J be an ideal of a ring R. We say that b and in R belong to the same
residue lass modulo J if b
2 J.
If a 2 R, the residue lass of a modulo J will be denoted by [a℄ = a + J , onsisting of all
elements of R of the form a + for some 2 J .

De nition 2.1.8 The ring of residue lasses of the ring R modulo the ideal J under the operations:
(a + J ) + (b + J ) = (a + b) + J
(a + J )(b + J ) = ab + J
is alled the residue lass ring (or fa tor ring) of R modulo J . We denote this ring by R=J .

Theorem 2.1.1 The ring Zp of residue lasses of the integers modulo the prin ipal ideal generated by a prime p is a eld.
De nition 2.1.9 Let p be a prime and let F p = f0; 1; :::; p 1g. Let
 : Z=(p) ! F p
be the mapping de ned by ([a℄) = a for a = 0; 1; :::; p

F p whi h we all the Galois eld of order p.
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1. Then  indu es a eld stru ture on

Theorem 2.1.2 The mapping , as de ned above, is an isomorphism, i.e.:
([a℄ + [b℄) = ([a℄) + ([b℄) and ([a℄[b℄) = ([a℄)([b℄):
It is lear that the nite eld F p has zero element 0 and identity 1. Moreover, its stru ture is
identi al to that of Zp. An obvious advantage to this is the fa t that omputing with elements
of F p redu es to ordinary arithmeti of integers modulo p.

De nition 2.1.10 Let R be an arbitrary ring. Suppose that there exists a positive integer n
su h that nr = 0 for every r 2 R. We all the hara teristi of R the least su h positive integer
n. If no su h positive integer exists, R is said to have hara teristi 0.
Theorem 2.1.3 A nite eld has prime hara teristi .
Theorem 2.1.4 Let R be a ommutative ring of prime hara teristi p. Let a; b 2 R and n 2 N .
Then
(a + b)p = ap + bp :
n

n

n

In the following, all polynomials are assumed to be in one variable.

De nition 2.1.11 Let R be an arbitrary ring. The ring formed by polynomials over R with the
usual operations of polynomial addition and multipli ation is alled the polynomial ring over R
and denoted by R[x℄.
De nition 2.1.12 Let F be a eld. The eld of fra tions of the polynomial ring F [x℄ is the set
F (x) of rational fun tions in x with oeÆ ients in the eld F .
P

De nition 2.1.13 Let f (x) = ni=0 fixi be a nonzero polynomial over R su h that fn 6= 0.
Then we all n the degree of the polynomial f (denoted by deg(f )), fn the leading oeÆ ient of
f (x), and f0 the onstant term. If R has identity 1 and the leading oeÆ ient of f (x) is 1, then
f (x) is alled a moni polynomial.
De nition 2.1.14 A Laurent polynomial with oeÆ ients in the eld F is a polynomial of the
form
a

mx

m+a

(m 1) x

(m 1) + ::: + a

1x

1+a

0 + a1 x + ::: + an x

n

where ai 2 F , for m  i  n, m; n 2 Z0, and where only nitely many of the ai 's are nonzero.

De nition 2.1.15 Given a nonzero Laurent polynomial f =
degree is de ned to be the di eren e n m.

Pn
i
i=m ai x ,

where m; n

2 Z, its

De nition 2.1.16 A regular polynomial is a polynomial whose indeterminates annot have negative exponents.
Within appli ations involving only regular polynomials, we set deg(0) = 1 or 1 depending on the suitability of ea h. If f = 0 is treated as a Laurent polynomial, we set deg(0) = 1.
Polynomials of degree equal to zero are the nonzero onstant polynomials. In all the following,
F denotes an arbitrary eld.
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Theorem 2.1.5 Let g 6= 0 be a polynomial in F [x℄. Then for any f
mials q; r 2 F [x℄ su h that

2 F [x℄ there exist polyno-

f = qg + r; where deg(r) < deg(g):
De nition 2.1.17 A polynomial f 2 F [x℄ is said to be irredu ible over F if f has positive degree
and f = b with b; 2 F [x℄ implies that either b or is a onstant polynomial (equivalently, either
b or belongs to F ). In other words, f is irredu ible if and only if it has only trivial fa tors.
Theorem 2.1.6 Let f

2 F [x℄ have positive degree. Then f
f = ag1e1    gre ;

an be written in the form

r

where a 2 F , g1 ; :::; gr are distin t irredu ible polynomials in F [x℄, and e1 ; :::; er are positive
integers. Moreover, this fa torisation is unique up to the order of fa tors and multipli ation by
units (the nonzero onstants from F ).

Theorem 2.1.7 Let f 2 F [x℄. Then the residue lass ring F [x℄=(f ) is a eld if and only if
f is irredu ible over F . In parti ular, the residue lasses omprising F [x℄=(f ) are of the form
r + (f ), where r runs through all polynomials in F [x℄ with deg(r) < deg(f ). Thus, if F = F p
and deg(f ) = n  0, then F p[x℄=(f ) has pn elements.
Theorem 2.1.8 Let f
distin t roots in F .

2 F [x℄ be a polynomial of degree n over F .

Then f an have at most n

2.2 Field extensions and stru ture of nite elds
We all a sub eld K of F that subset of F whi h itself is a eld under the operations of F . We
all F an extension eld of K .
Let K be a eld and F a nite extension of it. Then F an be viewed as a ve tor spa e over
K . F is alled a nite extension if it is a nite dimensional ve tor spa e. Its degree (denoted by
[F : K ℄) is pre isely its dimension as a ve tor spa e.

Lemma 2.2.1 Let F be a nite eld ontaining a sub eld K with q elements. Let m = [F : K ℄.
Then F has qm elements.
Theorem 2.2.1 The order of a nite eld F is a power of its hara teristi . Consequently,
every nite eld has order pn , where p is prime and n is the degree of an irredu ible polynomial
over F p su h that F is isomorphi to F p[x℄=(f ).
De nition 2.2.1 A eld F is said to be algebrai ally losed if every univariate polynomial of
degree at least 1 with oeÆ ients in F has a zero in F .
De nition 2.2.2 A eld extension L of F is said to be algebrai if every element of L is a root
of a nonzero polynomial with oeÆ ients in F .
De nition 2.2.3 An algebrai
algebrai ally losed.

losure F of a eld F is an algebrai extension of F that is
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Theorem 2.2.2 The algebrai
elements of F .

losure of a eld F is unique up to isomorphism whi h xes all

De nition 2.2.4 Let F be a nite eld and K a sub eld of F . Let f 2 K [x℄ be a polynomial
of degree n > 0 and leading oeÆ ient a. Then f is said to split in F if it an be written as a
produ t of linear fa tors in F [x℄ or equivalently, if there exists some 1 ; :::; n 2 F su h that
f (x) = a(x

1)

   (x

n ):

The eld F is alled a splitting eld of f .

The following theorem states that nite elds of any prime power order exist and are essentially unique in stru ture though their representation may vary.

Theorem 2.2.3 For every prime p and every positive integer n there exists a nite eld with
pn elements. Any nite eld with q = pn elements is isomorphi to the splitting eld of xq x
over F p .
Theorem 2.2.4 Let F be a nite eld with q elements and a 2 F . Then
aq = a:
Theorem 2.2.5 Let F be a nite eld with q elements and K a sub eld of F . Then the polynomial xq x in K [x℄ fa tors in F [x℄ and the fa torisation is given by:
xq
In this ase, F is a splitting eld of xq

x=

Y

a2F

(x a):

x over K .

Theorem 2.2.6 For q = pm , F q ontains an isomorphi
words, F q is an extension eld of F p of degree m.

opy of F p as a sub eld. In other

Theorem 2.2.7 Let F q be a nite eld and n 2 N . The
produ t of all moni irredu ible polyn
q
x.
nomials over F q whose degrees divide n is equal to x
In what follows let F q denote the set of nonzero elements of F q .

Theorem 2.2.8 The nonzero elements of F q form a group under multipli ation. Furthermore,
this group is y li of order q 1.
De nition 2.2.5 An irredu ible polynomial f (x) 2 F p[x℄ of degree m is alled a primitive
polynomial if x is a generator of F pm , the y li multipli ative group of nonzero elements in
F pm = F p [x℄=(f (x)).
Theorem 2.2.9 For ea h m  1, there exists a moni primitive polynomial of degree m over

F p.
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In on lusion, we de ne the formal derivative over elds bearing in mind that the de nition
entailed does not involve the idea of a limit (be ause of the absen e of the notion of distan e
or topology on a eld). Instead, we adopt the following de nition whi h applies to arbitrary
ommutative rings and not just elds :
P
De nition 2.2.6 Let R be an arbitrary ommutative ring with 1. Let f = 0in fixi 2 R[x℄.
We de ne the formal derivative of f by
X
f0 =
ifi xi 1 :
1in
Theorem 2.2.10 Let R be a ommutative ring with 1, g1 ; :::; gr 2 R[x℄, and e1 ; :::; er positive
integers. We then have:
Y
X
X
f
r
(g1e1    gre )0 =
ei gi0 giei 1 gjej =
ei gi0
gi
1ir
1ir
j=
6 i
where f = g1e1    grer .

2.3 Constru tion of nite elds
We have seen in the previous se tion that, given q = pm for some m  1, we an always determine
a nite eld of order q. In addition, any two elds of the same order are isomorphi , i.e.
stru turally the same; however, the di eren e in representing isomorphi opies of those elds
is essential to pra ti al appli ations where one has to ome up with the most suitable hoi e of
eld representation.
We start our dis ussion on how to onstru t nite elds by onsidering the ase q = p. In
this ase, we know that F p is isomorphi to Zp and so the nite eld an be taken to be the set
of integers f0; :::; p 1g. If q = pm where m > 1, the representation an be ome more diÆ ult.
One eÆ ient way to onstru t elds of prime power order is the following. We have seen that, if
f (x) is an irredu ible polynomial of degree m over F p, for some m  1 and p a prime number,
then F p [x℄=(f (x)) is a eld onsisting of pm elements. By the uniqueness (up to isomorphism)
of nite elds, we know that F p[x℄=(f (x)) an represent all elds F q of order q = pm . Thus,
elements of F q an be represented as polynomials taken modulo the polynomial f . Moreover,
if f (x) is primitive, we know that x is a generator of the group F q ; in other words, all q 1
nonzero elements of F q are obtained by omputing xi mod f (x) for i = 1; :::; q 1, where f (x)
is the primitive polynomial of degree m over F p used to onstru t the nite eld. It is now
obvious that elements of the nite eld F q , where q = pm , an be represented by polynomials in
F p [x℄ of degree less than m. Subtra tion and addition of elements of F q are the usual operations
as performed among polynomials in F p [x℄. The produ t of two elements g1 (x) and g2 (x) of
F q , however, is obtained by multiplying g1 (x) with g2 (x) and redu ing the result modulo f (x).
Multipli ative inverses and g ds of elements of F q an be obtained using the Extended Eu lidean
Algorithm in F p [x℄, always followed by redu tion modulo f (x) [97, 98℄.
As a result, the representation of a univariate polynomial in F q [x℄ be omes, informally speaking, that of a bivariate polynomial (a polynomial with two variables) in F p [x℄. To illustrate, if
h(x) 2 F q [x℄, then we an write

h(x) =

X

hi xi where hi 2 F q :

0in
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However, hi 2 F q implies that hi is a polynomial over F p , ex ept that it is regarded as a
\ onstant" in F q .
The following example illustrates how we an onstru t a nite eld and represent a polynomial in the ring of polynomials over that eld.
Example [98℄
We are given p = 2, m = 4, and f (x) = x4 + x + 1 a primitive polynomial over F 2 .
i. Elements of F 24 an be generated in two ways as follows:
Method 1 :
We know that F 24 onsists of all polynomials over F 2 of degree less than 4. As a result, we have:
F 24 = fa3 x3 + a2 x2 + a1 x + a0 j ai 2 f0; 1gg;

whi h on rms that F 24 onsists of 16 elements.
Method 2 :
Sin e f (x) is a primitive polynomial of degree 4 over F 2 , we an generate all elements of F 24 by
omputing xi for i = 0; :::; 24 2 and redu ing the result modulo f (x). The omputations are
summarised in table 1.

t
xt mod f (x)
0
1
1
x
2
x2
3
x3
4
x+1
5
x2 + x
6
x3 + x2
7
x3 + x + 1
8
x2 + 1
9
x3 + x
2
10
x +x+1
11
x3 + x2 + x
12 x3 + x2 + x + 1
13
x3 + x2 + 1
14
x3 + 1
Table 2.1: The powers of x modulo f (x) = x4 + x + 1.
ii. We an add any two elements of F 16 using regular polynomial addition. Sin e all elements
are redu ed modulo f (x), the resulting polynomial sum would need only be redu ed modulo 2.
iii. Two elements in F 16 an be multiplied as polynomials and then redu ed modulo f (x).
For instan e,
(x3 + x2 + 1)  (x3 + 1) = x6 + x5 + x2 + 1  (x3 + x2 + x + 1) mod f (x):
It is worth noting that multipli ation an be performed more easily using a look-up of indi es
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only. For example,

x3 + x2 + 1 = x13 mod f (x);
x3 + 1 = x14 mod f (x);
and thus to perform the produ t (x3 + x2 + 1)  (x3 + 1) we al ulate

x13  x14 = x27  x12 mod f (x) = (x3 + x2 + x + 1):
This kind of table look-up ( alled the Ze h logarithms representation) an be pre omputed and
is eÆ ient for small values of q only.
iv. The inverse of x3 + x + 1 in F 16 is given by x2 + 1. Using the Extended Eu lidean
algorithm for polynomials, we an verify that
(x3 + x + 1)  (x2 + 1) = x5 + x2 + x + 1  1 mod f (x):
v. Polynomials in F 16 [x℄ an be onstru ted with the help of elements of the eld serving as
the onstant oeÆ ients. For instan e, an example of a polynomial of degree 5 over F 16 is given
by:

f (y) = (x3 + x + 1)y5 + (x + 1)
where x + 1 is the onstant term of the polynomial.

2.4 Univariate polynomial arithmeti over nite elds
Arithmeti of univariate polynomials over nite elds overs operations su h as addition, multipli ation, division with a remainder, g d omputation, and repeated squaring. Su h algorithms
fall into two ategories, the rst of whi h is the lassi al arithmeti , where the operations are
implemented literally as in their de nition. The omplexity of these algorithms is hopefully
greater than the orresponding ones in the se ond ategory of \fast" arithmeti , su h as Karatsuba's multipli ation algorithm, S honhage and Strassen's multipli ation algorithm, and the
Fast Fourier Transform [55℄. Sin e fast arithmeti does not always provide an improvement in
performan e for input size under ertain ross-over points, one has to make a areful hoi e on
whi h options to use based on the problem at hand. In our implementations, we use the lassi al
algorithms for general arithmeti purposes. Detailed dis ussions of lassi al and fast arithmeti
algorithms an be found in [21, 29, 55℄.
The omplexity of the algorithms below is measured in terms of the maximum number of
arithmeti operations required over F q , where q = pm for m  1, and all polynomials are
understood to be univariate. In what follows, let F q be again a eld with q elements where,
as usual, q = pm for some prime p and a positive integer m. log x denotes the binary (base 2)
logarithm of x.

Theorem 2.4.1 Two polynomials of degree at most n over F q an be added using at most O(n)
operations in F q .
We note that there is no useful alternative to the lassi al addition algorithm.
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Theorem 2.4.2 Two polynomials of degree at most n over F q an be multiplied by the lassi al
algorithm using at most n2 operations in F q . Fast algorithms perform this multipli ation using
O(n log n log log n) operations in F q .
De nition 2.4.1 Let R be a ommutative ring with 1. Let
M : N >0

! R>0

be a fun tion su h that two polynomials in R[x℄ of degree less than n an be multiplied using at
most M (n) operations in R. Then M is alled a multipli ation time for R[x℄.

We have the following from [55℄:

M (n)  n;
M (n)=n  M (k)=k if n  k;
M (nk)  k2 M (n);
M (nk)  kM (n);
M (n + k)  M (n) + M (k);
for all m; n 2 N >0 .

Theorem 2.4.3 Let f be a polynomial of degree n > 0 over F q and g be a polynomial of degree
m su h that 0 < m  n. Then the division with remainder of f by g requires O(M (n)) operations
in F q .
The Eu lidean algorithm an be applied to ompute the g d of polynomials over nite elds.
In parti ular, the Extended Eu lidean algorithm an also be used to determine the inverse of a
polynomial over a nite eld. There are also two lasses ( lassi al and fast) orresponding to
these algorithms.

Theorem 2.4.4 Let f and g be two polynomials of degree at most n over F q . Then g d(f; g) an
be found using O(M (n) log(n)) operations in F q , where M (n) is the multipli ation ost de ned
above.
Theorem 2.4.5 Let F be a eld and f 2 F [x℄ of degree n. Let R be the orresponding residue
ring F [x℄=(f ). Then a multipli ation in R an be performed using 6M (n) + O(n) arithmeti
operations in F , and an inverse with at most (24M (n) + O(n)) log n operations in F .
Corollary 2.4.1 Every arithmeti operation in the nite eld of order pm for some prime p
and positive integer m an be performed using at most O(m log m log log m) operations in F p .

2.5 The bulk syn hronous parallel model (BSP)
The bulk syn hronous parallel model is a model for parallel programming whi h provides a
simple framework to a hieve portable parallel algorithms independent of the ar hite ture of the
omputer on whi h the parallel work is arried out. The model is attra tive be ause of its simple
ost fun tion whi h helps predi t the running time of parallel algorithms before implementing
them, and has been su essfully used in a variety of appli ations (see [14, 71℄ for instan e). For
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a detailed des ription of the BSP model, we refer the reader to [15, 127℄. In our implementation
of the BSP model, we use the standard BSP library [15, 66, 67℄. An alternative is the Paderborn
University BSP (PUB) library [20℄ whi h has the extra feature of allowing subset syn hronisation
and hen e, very importantly, nested parallelism.
A BSP omputer onsists of a set of p pro essors ea h with its own private memory, and
having remote a ess to other pro essors' private memories through a ommuni ation network.
A BSP algorithm onsists of a sequen e of parallel steps, denoted by supersteps. A omputation
superstep is a series of omputations performed on lo al data available to the pro essor before
the superstep. A ommuni ation superstep is a series of ommuni ations in the form of sending
or re eiving a number of non-lo al data between pro essors that are needed to perform lo al
omputations. Communi ation supersteps are followed by syn hronisation barriers, whereby all
transferred data is updated. A BSP omputer an be des ribed by the following four parameters:
 p, the number of pro essors available;
 s, the pro essor speed in op/se ;
 g(p), the time (in op time units) it takes to ommuni ate (send or re eive) a data element
among p pro essors;
 `(p), the time (in op time units) it takes all p pro essors to syn hronise.
We distinguish between the BSP ost of an algorithm and its expe ted running time. The
BSP ost is established using the parameters g and ` and the estimate of the exe ution time is
obtained by dividing the BSP ost in op time units by s, the single pro essor speed. The BSP
ost of an algorithm is simply the sum of the BSP osts of its supersteps. The omplexity of a
superstep is de ned as

wmax + g(p)  hmax + `(p);
where wmax is the maximum number of ops performed, and hmax is the maximum number of
messages sent or re eived by any one pro essor during that superstep. In our appli ations over
the binary eld, oating point operations orrespond to binary operations, and thus all osts
are understood to be expressed in bit operations.
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Chapter 3

Fa torisation algorithms
In this hapter we present the key algorithms in the literature of polynomial fa torisation
on
::
whi h our work is based. We dis uss in more detail Niederreiter's algorithm and Gottfert's
re nement of the algorithm over elds of hara teristi 2, give a brief outline of Hensel lifting
for bivariate polynomial fa torisation, and present a review of Newton polytopes in relation
to absolute irredu ibility of multivariate polynomials. For a broad survey on the origins of
polynomial fa torisation we refer the reader to [29, 55, 74, 79℄.

3.1 Univariate fa torisation
A basi premise in the dis ussion of polynomial fa torisation is its uniqueness, the fa t that for
any eld F the polynomials in F [x1 ; :::; xn ℄ an be uniquely fa tored into a produ t of irredu ible
polynomials, and that this fa torisation is unique up to the order of the fa tors and the multipli ation by units (whi h are the nonzero onstants in F [x1 ; :::; xn ℄). Sin e we are interested
in polynomials over nite elds, we restri t the dis ussion to the ase when F q is a nite eld
of order q = pm , for some m  1, and where the orresponding ring of polynomials over F is
denoted by F q [x℄.

De nition 3.1.1 A polynomial f is square-free if and only if it is not divisible by a non- onstant
square.
De nition 3.1.2 If f = g1e1 :::grer for some irredu ible polynomials g1 ; :::; gr and exponents
ei  0, for i = 1; :::; r, then the produ t g1 :::gr is alled the square-free part of f .
In what follows, let f 2 F q [x℄ denote a polynomial of degree n. The fa torisation of f over
F q onsists of determining pairwise distin t moni irredu ible polynomials g1 ; :::; gr 2 F q [x℄ and
positive integers e1 ; :::; er su h that

f (x) = l (f )g1e1 :::grer ;
where l (f ) denotes the leading oeÆ ient of f .
The algorithms fall into two lasses: deterministi algorithms and probabilisti (or randomised) ones. The general aim is to devise algorithms with running time bounded by a polynomial in the input size, i.e. the total degree of the polynomial to be fa torised and the logarithm
of the order of the nite eld. Musser presented an algorithm for the square-free de omposition
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of univariate polynomials over the integers [101℄, whi h has been extended to the multivariate
ase by Yun [133℄. Berlekamp gave the rst deterministi algorithm for univariate fa torisation
over a nite eld [8℄. Kaltofen and Shoup [82℄ and Shoup [120℄ provided an algorithm with
subquadrati time based on asymptoti ally fast power series omposition algorithms from [17℄,
and the algorithm is known to perform best for large nite elds. Kaltofen and Lobo introdu ed a bla k box representation for fa toring high degree polynomials over nite elds using
the Berlekamp algorithm [81℄. The work of Berlekamp [8, 10℄, Cantor and Zassenhaus [22℄, and
Kaltofen and Shoup [82℄ are among many examples where univariate fa torisation algorithms
have su essfully a hieved quadrati or subquadrati running times in the input size.
Perhaps the simplest approa h with whi h to view fa toring univariate polynomials over
nite elds onsists of performing the three stages of:

 square-free fa torisation,
 distin t-degree fa torisation, and
 equal-degree fa torisation.
Square-free fa torisation on erns eliminating multiple fa tors of a non-square-free polynomial
f , whi h amounts to omputing g1 :::gr su h that f = l (f )g1e1 :::grer for positive integers ei .
A well known algorithm in this respe t is due to Yun [133℄, and returns the square-free part
of f deterministi ally using O(M (n) log n + n log(q=p)) operations in F q . On e a polynomial
is redu ed to a square-free form, its fa torisation an be a hieved by simply de omposing the
square-free part. First, one alls Gauss's distin t-degree fa torisation, whi h operates on the
polynomial to separate its fa tors a ording to their degree. Let f be a non- onstant, squarefree polynomial of degree n over F q . The distin t-degree de omposition of f onsists of the
sequen e (w1 ; :::; ws ) (ws 6= 1) of polynomials su h that wi is the produ t of all moni irredu ible
polynomials in F q [x℄ of degree i that divide f . Moreover, the distin t-degree fa torisation is the
pro ess of omputing this sequen e [55, 56℄. The pro ess is deterministi and an be shown
to require O(sM (n) log(nq)) operations in F q , where s is the largest degree of an irredu ible
fa tor of f . Finally, equal-degree fa torisation solves the remaining problem by splitting all the
fa tors of the same degree whose produ t has been generated by the pre eding algorithm for
distin t-degree fa torisation. Proposed in probabilisti form by Cantor and Zassenhaus [22℄, the
algorithm takes as input a moni byprodu t of the distin t-degree fa torisation, say g, with r
moni irredu ible fa tors all known to have some degree d  n. It returns all su h irredu ible
fa tors with probability of failure less than or equal to half, using an expe ted number of
O((d log q + log n)M (n) log r) eld operations. For more extensive details related to the above
algorithms, we refer the reader to [29, 55, 56℄.

3.1.1 Niederreiter's algorithm for small nite elds
We now dis uss an important lass of Linear algebra based algorithms, so alled sin e they
redu e the fa torisation algorithm to solving a linear system over the eld in question, and
using the solutions to produ e non-trivial fa tors of the input polynomial. The earliest work in
this respe t was due to E. Berlekamp, and appeared su essively in two versions, a deterministi
and a probabilisti one, designed to work over small and large nite elds respe tively [8, 9, 10,
22, 29, 55, 93℄. Berlekamp's algorithm for small nite elds a hieves deterministi ally a omplete
fa torisation into irredu ibles in O(n! + rqM (n) log n) eld operations, where r is the number
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of distin t moni irredu ible fa tors of f and ! the exponent for solving an n  n linear system
over F q , and where r  O(log n) [83, 84, 100℄. Note that ! = 3 using lassi al dire t methods
and ! = log2 7 using for instan e Strassen's fast matrix multipli ation algorithm. For large nite
elds, it su eeds with probability at least 1=2 and requires O(n! + rM (n) log n log q log r) eld
operations. The bottlene ks asso iated with these methods usually on ern the linear algebra
phase, where the osts of setting up the linear system, solving it or even storing it dominate
the operational and spatial omplexities. However, it is perhaps paradoxi ally this very aspe t
whi h makes these algorithms attra tive in pra ti e, sin e many te hniques already known to
improve upon the performan e of linear solvers over nite elds an be used to expedite the
entire fa torisation algorithm, as an be demonstrated in the fa torisation re ords of [1, 38, 39,
110, 117℄.
In this se tion we report on a relatively re ent fa torisation algorithm for univariate polynomials in the linear algebra based lass. For proofs of the results given below, we refer the reader
to [102, 103, 104, 105℄. First proposed by Niederreiter in [102℄, the algorithm has re eived a lot
of attention parti ularly for its e e tiveness over binary elds. Niederreiter's original ontribution rst addressed small nite elds, spe i ally, elds of prime order only. At the heart of the
algorithm is the study of the di erential equation:

y(p

1) + y p

=0

of order p 1 in the rational eld F p (x). Here, y(p 1) denotes di erentiation of order p 1 and
yp denotes exponentiation of order p. Although this equation an still be used for fa torisation
over elds with prime power order, we shall restri t our dis ussion to the ase when the ground
eld is F p , where p is a prime. Sin e we have seen that any arbitrary polynomial an be made
square-free, we an also assume that f is a square-free polynomial of degree n > 0 over F p , and
that we aim to determine its moni irredu ible fa tors g1 ; g2 ; :::; gr 2 F p[x℄.

3.1.2 The square-free ase
Let L(y) denote the expression y(p 1) + yp . Several properties hara terise the di erential
equation L(y) = 0, most important of whi h are that L(y) is a linear operator on the ve tor
spa e F p (x) over F p, and that the solutions of L(y) = 0 form a linear subspa e of F p (x) [102℄.
Niederreiter onsiders those solutions of L(y) = 0 with xed denominator f : If we write y = h=f
with h 2 F p[x℄, the orresponding solution spa e de ned by:
 (p 1)  p
h
+
= 0g
N = fh 2 F p[x℄ : fh
f

onstitutes the so alled Niederreiter linear spa e, whi h forms an F p -ve tor spa e [102℄. Elements of this set an be des ribed expli itly as follows:

Theorem 3.1.1 [102℄ Let f = g1 :::gr be the de omposition of f into distin t irredu ible fa tors
and let deg(f ) = n > 0. The solutions to L(y) = 0 su h that y = hf are given by
y=

r
X
j =1

aj f

gj0
with a1 ; :::; ar 2 F p :
gj
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If f is as above and h is an unknown polynomial of degree less than deg(f ) = n, then the
polynomials on both sides of the equation
 (p 1)

h
= hp
(3.1)
f
have degrees less than or equal to (n 1)p, and both sides of the equation are polynomials in
xp . The major impli ations of this lead to the ru ial result:
fp

Theorem 3.1.2 [102℄ If y = fh with f xed of degree n and h(x) is an unknown polynomial in
F p [x℄ of degree less than n, then solving y (p 1) + y p = 0 redu es to solving an n  n linear system
over F p .
For the sake of larity and illustration we shall repli ate the proof of the above theorem from
[102℄:
nP1
Proof: Write h(x) = hk xk . Rewrite y(p 1) + yp = 0 as
k=0

 (p 1)

h
= hp :
f
Sin e the polynomials on both sides of Eq. (3.1) are of degree less than or equal to (n 1)p
and are polynomials in xp, this indi ates that (3.1) holds if and only if the oeÆ ients of xjp,
 (p 1)
0  j  n 1, agree on both sides of the equation. Identifying the oeÆ ients of f p fh
with those of hp results in an n  n system of linear equations
in h0 ; :::; hn 1 , the unknown
 (p 1)
oeÆ ients of h. Let Nf be the n  n oeÆ ient matrix of f p hf
. Then sin e
fp

h(x)p

= h(xp ) =

n 1
X
k=0

hk xkp;

this system an be rearranged as
where h = (h0 ; :::; hn 1 ) 2 F np and (Nf

(Nf

I n ) hT = 0

In ) is an n  n matrix over F p .

It an be shown, as a onsequen e of the above in relation to polynomial redu ibility, that
Rank(Nf In ) = n r, where n is the degree of f and r is the number of irredu ible fa tors
of f . In parti ular, f is irredu ible over F p i Rank(Nf In ) = n 1 [102℄. Upon redu ing the
matrix (Nf In ), and if we nd that its rank is n 1, then f is irredu ible and the algorithm
halts. So, we may assume that the rank is less than or equal to n 2 or equivalently that
0
P
r  2. Now let h be a solution of (3.1). By theorem 3.1.1, h an be expressed as ri=1 ai f ggii 2
F p [x℄, for some
a ; :::; ar 2 F p. Let J (h) = f1  j  r : aj = 0g. One an then show that
Q 1
g d(f; h) =
gj , and that:
j 2J (h)

Theorem 3.1.3 [102℄ The probability that a random solution h produ es a nontrivial fa torisation of f is approximately pr , if p  r.
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3.1.3 The algorithm
The following algorithm returns a moni nontrivial fa tor of f (or all fa tors of f if p and r
are not too large). In the former ase, all irredu ible fa tors an be found by re ursing on the
output of the algorithm.

Algorithm 3.1.1 Input: f a square-free moni polynomial of degree n over F p and r the number
of its distin t irredu ible fa tors.
Output: A nontrivial fa tor of f .
1. Determine the matrix Nf then al ulate the rank of (Nf In ). If the rank is equal to
n 1, output f as an irredu ible polynomial and halt the algorithm.
2. If r  2, solve the linear system of equations
(Nf

I n ) hT = 0

over F p. Ea h solution h results in a polynomial h over F p whose oeÆ ients are the oordinates
of h.
3. Consider a nonzero polynomial h produ ed in step 2 and al ulate g d(f; h). Repeat until
g d(f; h) 6= 1 or g d(f; h) 6= f . Then, g d(f; h) is a nontrivial fa tor of f . If p and r are not
too large, then we an onsider all pr polynomials h from step 2, so that g d(f; h) yields all
moni fa tors of f (with repetitions if p > 2).

3.1.4 A eleration of Niederreiter's algorithm over the binary eld
We now dis uss how Niederreiter's algorithm an be extended to deal with the ase when f is
not square-free and when the nite eld is of order q = 2. The approa h taken here be omes
more ompli ated for elds of order qt , for t > 1, and we refer the reader to [41, 103, 104, 105℄
for more details.
The algorithm lends itself to major simpli ations in the ase p = 2. Let us onsider again
the di erential equation

fp
For p = 2, this simpli es to

f2

 0

h
f

 (p 1)

h
f

+ hp = 0:

+ h2 = 0 () (h0 f

f 0 h) + h2 = 0

() (fh)0 = h2:

Theorem 3.1.4 [103℄ Let F q be an arbitrary eld of hara teristi 2, and f 2 F q [x℄ a moni
polynomial su h that f = g1e1 :::grer , where the gi 's are distin t moni irredu ible polynomials and
ei  1, for 1  i  r. Let b be a polynomial running through all square-free moni fa tors of f .
Then the polynomials h solving the di erential equation
(fh)0 = h2
(3.2)
are given by

f
h = b0 :
b
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Furthermore, di erent solutions h are determined for di erent hoi es of b, and hen e the above
di erential equation has exa tly 2r distin t solutions.

Again, for the sake of ontinuity in further arguments, we shall repli ate the proof from [103℄:
Proof: Let b be a moni fa tor of f . Then

b=
For h = (f=b)b0 , we have

r
Y
i=1

gi i ;

for 0 

i

 ei and 1  i  r:

r
gi0
h b0 X
= =
:
f b i=1 i gi

Sin e F q has hara teristi 2, the i 's are either 0 or 1, and hen e it suÆ es to let b range over the
square-free moni fa tors of f only. Let h be a solution to the di erential equation (hf )0 = h2 .
We an assume that h 6= 0, sin e the ase h = 0 is obtained by hoosing b = 1. Let a = g d(f; h).
Then we an nd b and su h that f = ab, h = a , and g d(b; ) = 1. Now
(hf )0 = h2 () (f=h)0 = 1 () (b= )0 = 1 () b0 b 0 = 2 :

Hen e, j b 0 , and with g d(b; ) = 1 we get that j 0 . But this happens only when 0 = 0.
Sin e we also have b0 b 0 = 2 , we must have = b0 or equivalently h = fb b0 .
On the other hand, if h = (f=b)b0 for some moni square-free fa tor b of f , then
h 2  i0
f b0
(fh)0 =
b
0
 
2
f
0
=
b bb
  0
 
f 2 bb0 + f 2 (bb0 )0
=
b
b
 2
   0
= 2 fb fb bb0 + fb (b0 b0 + bb00 )
 2

= f (b0 )2 + bb00 (sin e all arithmeti is performed modulo 2)
b

=

 0 2
fb

b

= h2 ;

where here we have used the fa t that g00 = 0 for all g 2 F q [x℄ when F q is a eld of hara teristi
2 (this an be seen as a result of the fa t that the only nonzero summands appearing in g0 o ur
at powers xi where i is divisible by 2). Thus, h satis es (fh)0 = h2 .
To show that di erent hoi es of b result in distin t solutions h, we pro eed as follows. Sin e
b is square-free, this is equivalent to g d(b; b0 ) = 1, and so for h = (f=b)b0 we have
f
f
g d(f; h) = g d(b; b0 ) = :
b
b
Thus, it is lear that di erent hoi es of b lead to distin t solutions h.
The above theorem provides an expli it des ription of elements that solve the di erential
equation (fh)0 = h2 , and one an pro eed as in the general ase for F = F p . In parti ular, we
have:
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Theorem 3.1.5 [103℄ The di erential equation (fh)0 = h2 results in a system of quadrati
equations in the unknown oeÆ ients of h.
As a result of the above theorem, we have:

f
f
g d(b; b0 ) =
b
b
where g d(b; b0 ) = 1 sin e b is square-free. At this stage, the r irredu ible fa tors an be
determined using any of the following strategies:
g d(f; h) =

1. Choose any solution h of the linear system su h that the orresponding polynomial whose
oeÆ ients form the row ve tor h is not equal to zero or f 0. If h 6= 0, then g d(f; h) 6= f
and if h 6= f 0, then b 6= f and so g d(f; h) 6= 1. We an apply the same fa torisation again
to this non-trivial fa tor and its omplement and all the pro edure re ursively on the
output. This may be ome in onvenient in pra ti e, as it requires setting up a new matrix
and solving the asso iated system on e again. For an input polynomial of degree n, there
will be about O(log n) irredu ibles [83, 84, 100℄, ea h with multipli ity at most n. In
the worst- ase analysis, one will have to all the Niederreiter algorithm about O((log n)n )
times.
2. Determine the 2r solution polynomials h. The orresponding polynomials g d(ff;h) = b will
then over all 2r moni fa tors of the square-free part g1 :::gr of f and in parti ular, all the
irredu ible fa tors of f .
In this ontext, R. Gottfert introdu ed a third strategy leading to a polynomial time algorithm for extra ting all irredu ible fa tors of f [59℄. Perhaps more striking is that Gottfert
restri ted his attention to the set of basis elements fh1 ; :::; hr g spanning the solution set of
(fh)0 = h2 , rather than an arbitrary solution of the linear system. In [59℄, Gottfert showed
how this an be used together with at most r2 g d and division operations to obtain a omplete
fa torisation. We shall re all the algorithm brie y and refer the reader to the original paper for
details and proofs of the forth oming results.
Consider the set of basis elements fh1 ; :::; hr g of the Niederreiter linear system and the
orresponding polynomials

bi =

f
g d(f; hi )

2 F q [x℄; for i = 1; :::; r

representing moni square-free fa tors of f . Those fa tors are then listed in a olle tion of at
most r rows as follows. The rst row ontains only b1 . The se ond row onsists of at most three
polynomials, spe i ally, the non- onstant polynomials among
g d(b2 ; b1 );

b1
;
g d(b2 ; b1 )
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b2
:
g d(b2 ; b1 )

The third row onsists of

r1
;
g d(b3 ; r1 )
r2
;
g d(b3 ; r2 )
r3
;
g d(b3 ; r3 )

g d(b3 ; r1 );
g d(b3 ; r2 );
g d(b3 ; r3 );

b3
g d(b3 ; r1 ) g d(b3 ; r2 ) g d(b3 ; r3 )
where

r1 = g d(b2 ; b1 ); r2 =

b2
b1
and r3 =
:
g d(b2 ; b1 )
g d(b2 ; b1 )

In general, the polynomials of row k, for k = 2; :::; r, onsist of the non- onstant polynomials
among

d1 ;

r1
r
b
; :::; ds ; s ; k ;
d1
ds d1 :::ds

where r1 ; :::; rs are the polynomials in row k 1 and dj = g d(bk ; rj ), for j = 1; :::; s.

Theorem 3.1.6 [59℄ Any polynomial row onstru ted in this way has the following properties:
i. The polynomials in any row are pairwise relatively prime moni square-free fa tors of f .
ii. The polynomial bk appears in row k, either in its original form or split up into some
non-trivial fa tors.
iii. Every polynomial in row k 1 also appears in row k, either in its original form or split
up into two non-trivial fa tors.
Theorem 3.1.7 [59℄ The irredu ible moni square-free fa tors of f are determined on e a row
ontaining r polynomials has been rea hed.
The following theorem shows that this pro edure always results in a row with r elements:

Theorem 3.1.8 [59℄ The row of index at most r ontains the polynomials g1 :::gr , the distin t
moni irredu ible fa tors of f .
Summarising all, Gottfert's algorithm takes up the following form :

Algorithm 3.1.2 [59℄
Input: A polynomial f of degree n over F q where q = 2t , for some t  1.
Output: The r irredu ible fa tors of f .
1. Set up the n  n matrix Nf I . By a rank omputation, determine the number of
irredu ible fa tors of f . If this is equal to 1, output f as an irredu ible polynomial and halt the
algorithm.
2. Determine a basis fh1 ; :::; hr g of the solution spa e of the system
(Nf

In )hT = 0:
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(3.3)

3. Compute b1 ; :::; br de ned as

bi =

f
for i = 1; :::; r:
g d(f; hi )

4. Set up a table of polynomials of at most r rows as has been des ribed earlier. The rows are
set up indu tively and non- onstant polynomials are removed from ea h row. Stop the pro ess
when a row ontaining r non- onstant polynomials is obtained. This may be row r or any other
earlier one. The polynomials found on that row are the r irredu ible fa tors of f .

Sin e at most r rows have to be set up, ea h ontaining at most r polynomials, we need at
most r2 g d operations and at most r2 division operations to nd all irredu ibles. Over F 2 , this
brings the total ost of su h omputations to O(r2 M (n) log n) bit operations, where log n is the
binary logarithm of n, M (n) is the time to multiply (or divide) two polynomials of degree at
most n over F 2 , and O(M (n) log n) is the time to perform the g d of two su h polynomials over
F 2.

Theorem 3.1.9 [59℄ Using Gottfert's a eleration of Niederreiter's algorithm, a polynomial f
of degree n over F 2 an be fa torised using O(n! + r2 M (n) log n) operations in F 2 .

3.2 Bivariate fa torisation
In the multivariate ase, algorithms have been on erned with two types of fa torisations over
nite elds: Rational fa torisation into irredu ible fa tors over the ground eld, and absolute
fa torisation of the input polynomial into irredu ible fa tors over the algebrai losure of the
ground eld. In the former ase, Lenstra, Lenstra and Lovasz [91℄ gave the rst polynomial time
algorithm for fa toring univariate polynomials over rational numbers, through the so alled
LLL latti e basis redu tion. This was used later on by A. K. Lenstra [88, 89, 90℄, Chistov
[23, 24, 25℄, Grigoryev [63℄, and Chistov and Grigoryev [62℄, to obtain polynomial time algorithms
for multivariate polynomials over various elds, in luding nite elds. Kaltofen [75℄, and von zur
Gathen and Kaltofen [51℄, introdu ed polynomial time algorithms using Newton approximation
for multivariate fa torisation over rational numbers and nite elds. Algorithms for fa toring
multivariate polynomials using a bla k box representation were given by Kaltofen and Trager
[78℄, Diaz and Kaltofen [32℄, and Rubinfeld and Zippel [113℄. The work in [78℄ and [113℄ also used
modular interpolation to redu e the problem to univariate fa torisation. Bernardin developed a
polynomial time extension of Yun's algorithm [133℄ for square-free fa torisation of multivariate
polynomials over nite elds [11℄.
Among the well known algorithms for absolute fa torisation are the following: Duval [34℄
used spe ial fun tion spa es based on algebrai geometry to obtain an algorithm that is only
onje tured to run in polynomial time. Kaltofen proposed algorithms for absolute fa torisation
also using Newton approximation [77, 80℄. Gao obtained an algorithm for multivariate polynomial fa torisation over any eld of hara teristi zero or of relatively large hara teristi that is
based on a simple partial di erential equation [44℄. All the above algorithms run in polynomial
time or are onje tured so. For instan e, given a bivariate polynomial f 2 F q [x; y℄ of total degree
n, where the input size is of the order N = O(n2 ), Lenstra's algorithm for rational fa torisation
requires O(N 4 ) eld operations [89℄, ignoring logarithmi fa tors. The work of von zur Gathen
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and Kaltofen based on Newton approximation requires O(N 6 ) eld operations [51℄. When applied to nite elds, Gao's algorithm using PDE's requires the hara teristi of the eld to be
at least 6mn, where m and n denote the upper bounds on the degrees in x and y respe tively.
In that ase, Gao's algorithm has a ost of O(N 2:5 ) eld operations [44℄.
Another spe ial lass of rational multivariate fa torisation are Hensel lifting based te hniques
whi h have been shown to be eÆ ient in pra ti e [13, 101, 128, 131℄. Despite its worst- ase
exponential running time, Gao and Lauder showed that the appli ation of su h algorithms to
bivariate polynomials over nite elds has an average running time that is almost linear in the
input size [46℄, whi h explains why they are fast in pra ti e. Sin e this relates strongly to the
fa torisation via polytopes algorithm in Chapter 6, we shall dedi ate the rest of the dis ussion
to a summary of Hensel lifting.

3.2.1 Hensel lifting for bivariate polynomials
We re all brie y the main ideas behind this approa h following the bivariate version in [46℄.
Let F q denote a nite eld of order q and let T (n; q) denote the set of all polynomials in
F q [x; y ℄ of total degree n that are moni in x and have degree n in x. As shown in [46℄, this
model of polynomials on whi h the Hensel lifting algorithm will be based is not trivial be ause
any polynomial of total degree n an be transformed into
a polynomial P
in T (n; q) that has
P
the same fa torisation pattern. In parti ular, let h(y) = ni=0 i yi where ni=0 i xn i yi is the
homogeneous
part of f of degree n (in other words, ea h j 0 represents the oeÆ ient of a term
0
j
j
a(j;j 0) x y in f su h that j + j 0 = n). Then g = f (x; y + x) still has total degree n and the
oeÆ ient of xn in g is h( ). Sin e h is nonzero and has degree at most n, we only have to
hoose 2 F q su h that h( ) 6= 0. When h( ) 6= 0, g an be made moni in x, and hen e an
be viewed as belonging to T (n; q). Obviously, the fa tors of f are easily obtained from those of
g by the inverse transformation (say f = g(x; y x)) [46℄.
Let f 2 T (n; q) and suppose that f = gh, where f , g and h are all lying in F q [x; y℄. Let
n = deg(f ), r = deg(g), and s = deg(h), so that n = r + s. Write

f=

n
X

r
X

k=0

k=0

fk yk ; g =

gk y k

and h =

s
X
k=0

hk yk ;

where deg(gk )  r k and deg(hk )  s k, for k = 0; :::; n (here we onsider gk and hk to be
zero whenever r k and s k are negative). Equating the oeÆ ients of yk , for k = 0; :::; n, on
both sides of f = gh, we see that f0 = g0 h0 and for k  1:

fk =

k
X
i=0

gi hk i ;

or

g0 hk + gk h0 = fk

k 1
X
i=1

gi hk i :

(3.4)

Let d = g d(g0 ; h0 ) with u and v hosen so that

ug0 + vh0 = d
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(3.5)

and deg(u) < deg(h0 ), deg(v) < deg(g0 ). Then d divides g0 hk + gk h0 = fk
(3.4) we have
k 1
X

gk h0  (fk

i=1

Pk 1
i=1 gi hk i .

By

gi hk i ) mod g0 ;

and by (3.5) we have

vh0  d mod g0 :
Thus,

gk vh0  v(fk
or

gk d  v(fk
Sin e d divides fk

Pk 1
i=1 gi hk i ,

i=1

gi hk i ) mod g0

k 1
X
i=1

gi hk i ) mod g0 :

we an nd wk 2 F q [x℄ su h that

gk = v
On the other hand, we have

k 1
X

fk

Pk 1
i=1 gi hk i

d

g
+ wk 0 :
d

(3.6)

P

k 1
g0 hk = fk
i=1 gi hk i gk h0 Pk 1
Pk 1
= fk
hk i v h0 (fk id=1 gi hk
i=1 giP
k 1
= (d vh0 ) fk i=1d gi hk i wk g0dh0

so that

fk

Pk 1
i=1 gi hk i

i)

wk g0dh0

h0
:
(3.7)
d
d
Turning this observation around, assume we have been given a polynomial f 2 F q [x; y℄ of
totalP
degree n and a fa torisation of the redu tion of f modulo y given as f0 = g0 h0 , where
f = nk=0 fk yk and g0 ; h0 2 F q [x℄. Assume further that f 2 T (n; q) so that deg(f0 ) = n. Let
r = deg(g0 ) and s = deg(h0 ), so that n = r + s. The question one seeks now is whether it
would be possible to use Equations
(3.6) and (3.7)
to de ne a sequen e of polynomials fgk gk0
P
P
k
and fhk gk0 su h that g = 0kn gk y , h = 0kn hk yk , and f = gh, under the restri tions
deg(gk )  r k, deg(hk )  s k, gk = 0 if r k < 0 and hk = 0 if s k < 0. It turns
out that
this is possible provided at ea h stage wk is hosen so that d divides the polynomials
Pk 1
fk
i=1 gi hk i . If d 6= 1, then the hoi e we make of wk may not be unique, resulting in
exponentially many hoi es for gk 's and hk 's. If d = 1, however, there will be at most one way
of doing this, and the equations (3.6) and (3.7) uniquely determine gk and hk , for k  1, as
hk = u

gk  v(fk

k 1
X
i=1

wk

gi hk i ) mod g0
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(3.8)

hk  u(fk

k 1
X
i=1

gi hk i ) mod h0

(3.9)

and the lifting an be arried out uniquely as high as one wishes, after he king whether
deg(gk )  r k and deg(hk )  s k. In the parlan e of Chapter 6, the Newton polytope
of f as given above lies in a triangle with verti es (n; 0); (0; n); (0; 0), and lifting is initiated
along the horizontal edge, sin e all terms in f0 have a zero exponent in the variable y.

The algorithm
For n  1, let M (n; q)  T (n; q) denote the subset of all polynomials whose redu tion modulo
y is square-free. The ondition in the previous se tion requiring that d = g d(g0 ; h0 ) = 1 shows
that Hensel lifting works for all polynomials in M (n; q). We shall rst present a version from
[46℄ whi h a epts only polynomials in M (n; q). With slight modi ations, this an later be
used to fa tor polynomials in T (n; q).
Algorithm 3.2.1 (HenselPFa torisation)
Input: A polynomial f = nk=0 fk yk in M (n; q), where fk 2 F q [x℄.
Output: All moni fa tors of f with total degree between 1 and bn=2 .
Step 1: Use a univariate polynomial fa torisation algorithm to fa tor f0 , a square-free polynomial. If f0 is irredu ible, then halt the algorithm.
Step 2: List all pairs (g0 ; h0 ) of moni fa tors of f0 su h that f0 = g0 h0 , and deg(g0 ) < deg(h0 ),
say. Let r = deg(g0 ) (so that 1  r  bn=2 ). For ea h pair (g0 ; h0 ), repeat Steps 3-5:
Step 3: Compute polynomials u and v with ug0 + vh0 = 1 and deg(u) < deg(h0 ), deg(v) <
deg(g0 ).
Step 4: For k = 1; :::; r, ompute
gk  v(fk

k 1
X
i=1

gi hk i ) mod g0 ;

and

hk  u(fk

k 1
X
i=1

gi hk i ) mod h0 :

In the ase that r  k he k whether deg(gk )  r k and in the ase that k > r he k whether
gk = 0. Also, in the ase that s  k he k whether deg(hk )  s k and in the ase that k > s
he k whether hk = 0. If any of those two he kings fail, halt the omputation for this pair of
(g0 ; h0 ).
P
Step 5: Che k whether g = rk=0 gk yk divides f . If so, then output g.

Corre tness of the above algorithm follows easily from the pre eding dis ussion. The worstase running time is learly dependent on the total number of pairs of moni fa tors (g0 ; h0 ),
whi h is exponential in the total number of irredu ible fa tors of f0 . The average su h number
for a univariate polynomial of degree n is about O(log n) [83, 84, 100℄. For ea h pair (g0 ; h0 ),
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the inner-most omputations of the algorithm is dominated by O(n) polynomial divisions in
F q . If d(n; q ) denotes the bound on the worst- ase number of F q operations required to fa tor
univariate polynomials of degree n over F q , the above algorithm has a worst- ase omplexity of
the order O(d(n; q) + 2log n n3 ) eld operations, assuming lassi al polynomial arithmeti .
In general though, f0 = f mod y may not be square-free in F q [x℄, and hen e, annot be
fa torised using the above version of Hensel lifting. To this end, a randomisation te hnique is
introdu ed in [46℄ addressing square-free polynomials f in F q [x; y℄ whose redu tion modulo y is
not square-free. In parti ular, it was shown the following:

Lemma 3.2.1 [46℄ Let S be a subset of F q and f 2 T (n; q) square-free. For random
have g = f (x; y + ) 2 M (n; q) with probability at least 1 n(2n 1)=jS j.

2 S , we

Thus, if q > 4n2 , one an take S = F q and so the probability in the above lemma will be at
least 1=2. If q is small, one needs to go to an extension of F q of suÆ ient size and fa tor f over
there, then ombine the fa tors to go down to F q . For more details on this and on Hensel lifting
te hniques in general, we refer the reader to [29, 101, 128, 130, 131, 134℄.

3.3 Polynomials and Newton polytopes
For an extensive review of the theory of onvex polytopes we refer the reader to [64℄. Let R
denote the eld of real numbers and R n the Eu lidean n-spa e. A onvex polytope in R n is the
smallest onvex set ontaining a given nonempty nite set of points in R n . A point of a polytope
is a vertex if it does not belong to the interior of any line segment in the polytope. A hyperplane
uts the polytope if both of the open half-spa es determined by it ontain points of the polytope.
A hyperplane whi h does not ut a polytope, but has a non-empty interse tion with it is alled
a supporting hyperplane. The interse tion of a supporting hyperplane and a polytope is alled
a proper fa e, and the union of all proper fa es is the boundary. 1-dimensional fa es are edges.
By proper we simply refer to the non-trivial ase when the dimension of the fa e is less than the
dimension of the polytope.
Let F [X1 ; X2 ; : : : ; Xn ℄ be the ring of polynomials in n variables over an arbitrary eld F .
For any ve tor e = (e1 ; : : : ; en ) of non-negative integers, de ne X e := X1e1    Xnen . Let f 2
F [X1 ; : : : ; Xn ℄ be given by

f :=

X

e

ae X e

where the sum is over nitely many points e in N n alled support ve tors of f , and ae 2 F . Let
Supp(f ) denote the set of all its supportP
ve tors. The total degree of f when f is not a onstant
is de ned to be the maximum value of 1in ei over all (e1 ; :::; en ) 2 Supp(f ). The Newton
polytope of f , denoted by Newt(f ), is the polytope in R n obtained as the onvex hull of all
exponents e for whi h the orresponding oeÆ ient ae is nonzero. It has integer verti es, sin e
all the e are integral points. We all su h polytopes integral. Given two polytopes Q and R,
their Minkowski sum is de ned to be the set

Q + R := fq + r j q 2 Q; r 2 Rg:
When Q and R are integral polytopes, so is Q + R. If we an write an integral polytope P as a
Minkowski sum Q + R for integral polytopes Q and R then we all this an integral de omposition.
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The de omposition is trivial if Q or R has only one point, and P is integrally de omposable if it
has at least one non-trivial de omposition. If a polytope has no non-trivial de ompositions then
it is integrally inde omposable. The Minkowski sum of two onvex polytopes is also a onvex
polytope.
The following result, demonstrated in [36, 64, 117℄, des ribes how fa es de ompose in a
Minkowski sum of polytopes:

Lemma 3.3.1 Let Q and R be polytopes in R n and P = Q + R.
1. Ea h fa e of P is a Minowski sum of unique fa es of Q and R.
2. Let P1 be any fa e of P and v0 ; :::; vm 1 be all of its verti es. Suppose that vi = qi + ri
for some qi 2 Q, ri 2 R, and i = 0; :::; m 1. Let Q1 and R1 denote the onvex hulls
of fq0 ; :::; qm 1 g and fr0 ; :::; rm 1 g, respe tively. Then Q1 and R1 are fa es of Q and R,
respe tively, and P1 = Q1 + R1 .

A polytope of dimension 2 is a polygon, where the only proper fa es are edges and verti es.
The above lemma an then be rephrased as follows:

Corollary 3.3.1 [45℄ Let P , Q and R be onvex polygons in R 2 with P = Q + R. Then every
edge of P de omposes uniquely as the sum of an edge of Q and an edge of R, possibly one of
them being a point. Conversely, any edge of Q or R is a summand of exa tly one edge of P .
Let P be a onvex polygon in R 2 , and let v0 ; :::; vm 1 denote its verti es ordered y li ally in
a ounter- lo kwise dire tion. The edges of P are ve tors of the form Ei = vi+1 vi = (ai ; bi ),
for 0  i  m 1, where ai ; bi 2 Z and the indi es are taken modulo m. A ve tor v = (a; b) 2 Z2
is alled a primitive ve tor if g d(a; b) = 1. If ni = g d(ai ; bi ) and ei = (ai =ni ; bi =ni ), then Ei =
ni ei , where ei is a primitive ve tor, for 0  i  m 1. The sequen e of ve tors fni ei g0im 1
is alled the edge sequen e or polygonal sequen e and uniquely identi es the polygon up to
translation
determined by v0 . Sin e the boundary of a polygon forms a losed path, we have
P
that 0im 1 ni ei = (0; 0). For onvenien e, an edge sequen e an be identi ed with that
obtained by extending the sequen e by inserting an arbitrary number of zero ve tors, and so we
an assume that the edge sequen e of a summand of P has the same length as that of P . The
following lemma gives an expli it des ription of edge sequen es des ribing all possible summands
of a given integral polygon.

Lemma 3.3.2 [45℄ Let P be a polygon with edge sequen e fni ei g0im 1 where ei 2 Z2 are
primitive ve tors. Then an integral polygon
is a summand of P i its edge sequen e is of the
P
form fki ei g0im 1 , 0  ki  ni , with 0im 1 ki ei = (0; 0).
For proof, see [45℄.
We on lude with a nal useful result des ribing the notion of the length of an edge of an
integral polygon, designating the number of integral points falling on the edge:

Lemma 3.3.3 [43℄ Given v0 and v1 two distin t integral points in R 2 , the number of integral
points on the line segment v0 v1 , in luding v0 and v1 , is equal to g d(v0 v1 ).
For proof, see [43℄.
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3.3.1 Inde omposable polytopes and absolute irredu ibility
Re all from the above dis ussion that f is absolutely irredu ible over F if it has no non-trivial
fa tors over F , the algebrai losure of F . Absolute irredu ibility forms a stronger irredu ibility
riterion than rational irredu ibility be ause f has no irredu ible fa tors over F if it is absolutely irredu ible. The multivariate fa torisation algorithms presented earlier an all serve
as irredu ibility tests. The following theorem is at the heart of a di erent kind of absolute
irredu ibility riterion:

Theorem 3.3.1 (Ostrowski) [108℄ Let f; g; h
Newt(g) + Newt(h).

2 F [X1 ; : : : ; Xn ℄.

If f = gh then Newt(f ) =

Corollary 3.3.2 (Irredu ibility Criterion) [43℄ Let f 2 F [X1 ; :::; Xn ℄ with f not divisible
by any non- onstant Xi , for 1  i  n. If Newt(f ) is not integrally de omposable, then f is
absolutely irredu ible.
For proof, see [43℄.
We on lude this se tion with a brief dis ussion on a relevant on ept of homotheti de omposability [42, 43, 64, 96, 99, 115, 121, 122℄ a e ting integral de omposability. The relevan e of
this will be ome learer towards the end of this se tion.

De nition 3.3.1 Let P and Q be polytopes in R n (not ne essarily integral). We say that Q is
homotheti to P if there exists a real number t  0 and a ve tor a 2 R n su h that
Q = tP + a = ftb + a : b 2 P g:
De nition 3.3.2 A polytope P is alled homotheti ally inde omposable whenever P = P1 + P2
for two polytopes P1 and P2 implies that P1 or P2 is homotheti to P . Otherwise, P is alled
homotheti ally de omposable.
The following proposition outlines the relationship between homotheti and integral polytope
inde omposability:

Proposition 3.3.1 [45℄ Let Q be an integral polytope in R n with verti es vi , where 0  i  k.
If Q is homotheti ally inde omposable and g d(v0 v1 ; :::; v0 vk ) = 1, then Q is integrally
inde omposable.
For proof, see [45℄
Remark: Note that if Q is integrally inde omposable, then Q is homotheti ally inde omposable.
To see this, write Q = T + S for some integral polytopes T and S . Then T , say, must be a
trivial summand onsisting of one point, v, in whi h ase T = 0  Q + v.

3.3.2 Testing inde omposability of polytopes
Polygons
Following the dis ussion above, testing absolute irredu ibility of multivariate polynomials over
arbitrary elds is thus redu ed to de iding whether a given polytope is integrally de omposable.
Assuming that the polytope is given as a list of its verti es, the input size of this problem is the
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length of the binary representation of the oordinates of the verti es. It was established in [45℄
that de iding polygon inde omposability (and hen e inde omposability of higher dimensional
polytopes) is NP- omplete, and thus it remains an open problem to develop an eÆ ient, polynomial time, deterministi or even randomised algorithm for testing general integral polytopes for
inde omposability. Gao and Lauder developed a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm (see [48℄)
with a run-time omplexity that is polynomial in the lengths of the sides of the polygon, rather
than in the logarithm of the lengths [45℄. We re all the algorithm and refer the reader to the
original paper [45℄ for more details.

Algorithm 3.3.1 Input: The edge sequen e fni ei g0im
starting at a vertex v0 where ei 2 Z2 are primitive ve tors.
Output: Whether P is de omposable.

1

of an integral onvex polygon P

Step 1: Compute the set IP of all the integral points in P , and set Ai = ;, for i = 1; :::; m 1.
Step 2: For i = 0; :::; m 2, ompute the set of points in IP that are rea hable via the ve tors
e0 ; :::; ei :
2.1: For ea h k = 1; :::; ni , if v0 + kei 2 IP , then add it to Ai ;
2.2: For ea h u 2 Ai 1 and k = 0; :::; ni , if u + kei 2 IP , then add it to Ai .
Step 3: Compute the last set Am 1 : For ea h u 2 Am 2 and k = 0; :::; nm 1 1, if u + kem 1
2 IP , add it to Am 1 .
Step 4: Return \De omposable" if v0 2 Am 1 and \Inde omposable" otherwise.

Theorem 3.3.2 [45℄ The above algorithm de ides de omposability orre tly in O(tmN ) ve tor
operations where t is the number of integral points in P , m is the number of its edges, and N is
the maximum number of integral points on an edge.
For a detailed proof of the above theorem we refer the reader to [45℄ and we sket h only the
basi idea for the sake of larity. All the points in Am 1 that P
are points in IP rea hable via
1
the ve tors e0 ; :::; em 1 are onstru ted to P
be of the form v0 + m
i=0 ki ei , 0  ki  ni . If one
m
1
of the points in Am 1 is equal to v0 , then i=0 ki ei = (0; 0), and so the sequen e fki ei g forms
the edge sequen e of an integral summand Q of P . On the other hand, it an be easily shown
that the edge sequen e of every proper integral summand of P will be dete ted by the above
algorithm.

Higher dimensional polytopes
Carrying this work further to deal with general polytopes in R n , Gao and Lauder integrated
the above algorithm into a heuristi randomised test for higher dimensional polytope inde omposability. Their approa h relies on the use of random integral linear maps whi h proje t a
given polytope into a polygon in a plane. If the proje ted polygon is inde omposable, and under ertain onditions presented in the lemma below, one dedu es that the original polytope is
inde omposable.
Lemma 3.3.4 [45℄ Let P be any integral polytope in R n and let  : R n 7! R m be any integral
linear map whi h maps integral points in R n to integral points in R m . If (P ) is integrally
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inde omposable, and ea h vertex of (P ) has only one pre-image in P , then P must be integrally
inde omposable.

For proof, see [45℄.

Corollary 3.3.3 [45℄ Let Q be any integrally inde omposable polytope in R m and  : R n 7! R m
any integral linear map. Let S be any set of integral points in  1 (Q) having exa tly one point
in  1 (v) for ea h vertex v of Q. Then the polytope in R n onsisting of the onvex hull of all
points in S is integrally inde omposable.
The above results an be used in a multivariate polynomial absolute irredu ibility test as
follows. Given a non- onstant polynomial f 2 F [X1 ; :::; Xn ℄, let S = Supp(f ), and let P denote
the onvex hull of the nite set of points in S . We need to de ide whether P is integrally
inde omposable. Note that P need not be omputed at this stage, sin e the points of S that are
mapped to verti es of a polygon by a random integral linear map will be verti es of P , provided
ea h vertex of the polygon has only one pre-image in S .
To des ribe a suitable proje tion, we write the points of S in R n as olumn ve tors. If S has
points, then it an be represented as an n  matrix, where ea h olumn stands for a point.
For onvenien e, we shall also denote the matrix by S . Its olumns are distin t sin e the support
ve tors of f are so. Let u; v 2 R n be two integral points; then for any w 2 R n , the matrix-ve tor
produ t (u; v)T w represents a point in R 2 . This de nes an integral proje tion  : R n 7! R 2
where (u; v)T S is the image of S under  in R 2 . The polygon de ned by the onvex hull of the
points in this image is alled the shadow of P . The next statement is a spe ial ase of Lemma
2.9 in [44℄ and determines how likely it is that the proje tion is inje tive on the set S , where
elements of Supp(f ) are viewed as ve tors with entries from Q :

Lemma 3.3.5 [44℄ Let S be an n  matrix over Q with no repeated olumns, and let K be any
nite subset of ardinality k of Z. Choose ui 2 K randomly and independently, for 1  i  n,
and let
(a1 ; :::; a ) = (u1 ; :::; un )S:
Then the entries a1 ; :::; a are all distin t with probability at least 1

( 1)
2k .

The above lemma an be used to establish a lower bound on the probability that a randomly
hosen linear integral map satis es the onditions in Lemma 3.3.4 above. In parti ular, if we
hoose K = f 2 ; :::; 1; 0; 1; ::; 2 g, then K has k = 2 2 + 1 integers. If we further hoose the
entries of u and v from K randomly and independently, then the points in (u; v)T S are distin t
with probability at least 3=4. In this ase, ea h vertex of the shadow has only one pre-image
with the same probability, whi h an be in reased arbitrarily lose to 1 if one in reases the
size of the set K [45℄. The polytope de omposability test (and hen e the multivariate absolute
irredu ibility test) is now as follows:

Algorithm 3.3.2 [45℄
Input: f 2 F [X1 ; :::; Xn ℄ with no non- onstant monomial fa tors, and Sf the set of exponent
ve tors of nonzero terms of f of ardinality .
Output: Absolutely irredu ible or Failure, where the latter ase means that de omposability of
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onv(Sf ) (and hen e absolute irredu ibility of f ) is not de ided.
Step 1: Re-arrange the points in Sf as an n  matrix S . If n = 2, let A be the trivial proje tion
and go to Step 4. Else, hoose positive integers b and e. Let M (b) denote the set of all 2  n
matri es with integer oeÆ ients bounded in absolute value by b. Repeat Steps 2-4 up to e times.
Step 2: Sele t a matrix A uniformly at random from M (b) and ompute the set of points in R 2
de ned by A(S ) := fAsjs 2 S g.
Step 3: Compute the onvex hull, onv(A(S )), of A(S ) and he k that ea h vertex of onv(A(S ))
has only one pre-image in S under the proje tion A. If this ondition is not met, return to Step
2.
Step 4: Call Algorithm 3.3.1 above using the edge sequen e of onv(A(S )). If this polygon is
integrally inde omposable, output \Absolutely Irredu ible" and halt. Else, if n > 2, return to
Step 2. Else, if n = 2, output \Failure".
Step 5: Output \Failure".

Theorem 3.3.3 [47℄ Algorithm 3.3.2 works orre tly and requires at most
eO(((nbd)3 + ( + n)) log2 (nbd))
binary operations and O((nbd)2 log(nbd)) bits of storage for a polynomial in n variables, with
nonzero terms, and degree at most d in ea h variable. If f has no more that = O(nd) nonzero
terms, the run-time be omes ubi in the total degree of the input polynomial.

For proof, see [47℄.
Though promisingly eÆ ient for polynomials whose number of terms is not mu h greater
than their total degree, the above method is still onsidered a heuristi for the following reasons:
Although the probability that the ondition in Step 3 is satis ed an be determined, it still needs
to be determined how likely it is that the algorithm will show inde omposability if Newt(f ) is
inde omposable, sin e it is possible that there are inde omposable polytopes whose shadow
polygons are always de omposable [45℄. On the other hand, sin e it has been proven that most
polytopes in R n , for n  3, are homotheti ally inde omposable [117℄, a dire t onsequen e of
Proposition 3.3.1 is that, most random integral polytopes may be expe ted to be inde omposable.
Algorithm 3.3.2 may dete t these qui kly in most of the ases, and hen e should be parti ularly
e e tive for random sparse polynomials.

3.3.3 Constru ting onvex hulls in two dimensions
We now on lude with a dis ussion of a fast algorithm for omputing onvex hulls in two dimensions, based on the pioneering work of R. Graham [60℄, who gave the rst O(n log n) algorithm
for omputing the hull of n points in the plane. We shall give a brief des ription and refer the
reader to the omprehensive texts in omputational geometry [35, 107℄.
The input to the onvex hull algorithm will be a set S of n arbitrary points in the plane,
and the output we seek will be a subset of these points representing extreme points or verti es
ordered in a ounter- lo kwise dire tion around a hosen pivot. By verti es we refer to those
points of the hull at whi h the interior angle is stri tly onvex (less than ). Also, a point is
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extreme if and only if there exists a line through that point whi h otherwise does not tou h the
onvex hull. Alternatively, a point is non-extreme if and only if it is inside some triangle whose
verti es are points of S and it is not itself a orner of that triangle. An edge of a onvex hull is
also alled extreme if every point of S is on or to one side of the line determined by the edge.
We shall do this by treating the edge as dire ted, spe ifying the left side of a dire ted edge to
be the \inside". As su h, a dire ted edge is not extreme if there exists some point that is not
left of it or on it.
The above de nition of extreme points and edges will be ru ial to our understanding of the
simple Graham's algorithm. In parti ular, the onvex hull of points of S will be onstru ted
su essively in a sta k of points, ea h representing an extreme point. The sta k is onstru ted
using a subset of S representing sorted points around a hosen pivot. The sorting rule is as
follows. The pivot, say p0 , is hosen as the lowest rightmost point in S , whi h is learly on the
hull. The remaining n 1 points are then sorted around the pivot, a ording to \leftedness"
from p0 , or a ording to in reasing values of their ounter- lo kwise angles from the horizontal
ray emanating from p0 . If there exist two points forming the same angle with p0 , we de ne a
to be less than b if the distan e from a to p0 , de ned by the eu lidean distan e ja p0 j, is less
than jb p0 j. In that ase, point a is deleted, sin e it belongs stri tly to the interior of the hull.
Assume that the number of sorted points (after deletion) is s  n, and let p0 ; :::; ps 1 denote the
ordered set of points around the pivot. The sta k is now built iteratively as follows. As indi ated
above, the rst point is the pivot, sin e it belongs to the hull. The se ond point is p1 , sin e it
forms an extreme angle with p0 (no point of the hull is to the right of the dire ted edge p0 p1 ).
The rest of the points are then pro essed in their sorted order in rementally around the set. At
any step, the hull will be orre t for the points examined so far, but newly added points may
ause earlier de isions to be reverted. To illustrate, suppose that we wish to examine whether p2
belongs to the hull. Sin e the edge p0 p1 is extreme, the dire ted sequen e of points (p0 ; p1 ; p2 )
makes a stri t left turn at p1 , so that p2 is pushed to the head of the sta k. Now, if p3 is also
su h that the dire ted sequen e of points (p1 ; p2 ; p3 ) forms a left turn, p3 is pushed to the head
of the sta k. Else, the earlier de ision (i.e. to add p2 ) is reversed, and p2 is deleted. One then
he ks for the new dire ted sequen e of points p0 ; p1 ; p3 , and repeats the above pro ess, for all
points pi , i = 3; :::; s 1. The algorithm an be simply stated as follows; for a detailed proof of
its orre tness as well as several important implementation issues, we refer the reader to [107℄:

Algorithm 3.3.3 (Graham's algorithm for omputing onvex hulls)
Input: A set S of n points in the plane.
Output: onv(S ), the onvex hull of S , as a list of verti es ordered y li ally in a ounterlo kwise dire tion around a pivot.
Step 1: Find the rightmost lowest point and label it as the pivot p0 .
Step 2: Sort all other points angularly around p0 ; if two points have the same angle with the
horizontal ray emanating from p0 , delete the point loser to p0 . Let s denote the total number
of sorted points.
Step 3: Set onv(S ) (p1 ; p0 ) = (pt ; pt 1 ); t indexes top.
Step 4: Set i 2; while i < s do:
4.1: If pi is stri tly left of pt 1 pt then push pi to the top of the sta k onv(S ), and set
i i + 1.
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4.2: Else, delete pt .
Step 5: Output onv(S ).
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Chapter 4

A new sparse Gaussian elimination
algorithm and the Niederreiter linear
system for trinomials over F 2
4.1 Introdu tion
Various methods have been used to solve the Niederreiter linear system using expli it and dense
linear algebra in [110℄ and impli it linear algebra in [39℄. While those implementations have
a hieved fa torisation re ords for polynomials over F 2 , on rming the argument that the Niederreiter algorithm is a very eÆ ient linear algebra based algorithm for the fa torisation of su h
polynomials (see [8, 102, 103, 104, 105℄), we attempt to investigate the sparsity feature of the
algorithm whi h renders it more eÆ ient for sparse polynomials, and in parti ular, trinomials.
Trinomials are very sparse and hen e provide a good model for investigating this aspe t of the
Niederreiter algorithm. In this hapter, we prove the argument that the Niederreiter matrix is
sparse in the ase of a trinomial, and establish the exa t sparsity pattern and density of the
Niederreiter matrix. We also develop a new algorithm for solving the sparse linear system dire tly to produ e a basis for the solution set through Gaussian elimination and using the data
stru ture of Gustavson [65℄. The new algorithm is mainly aimed at ir umventing the problems
that have always been asso iated with this data stru ture in terms of elbow spa e and ompression (see Se tion 4.4). Although it an be easily modi ed to solve general sparse linear systems
over F 2 , the algorithm proves to be very eÆ ient when the matrix maintains a high level of
sparsity throughout the redu tion phase. Our experimental results on rm that the Niederreiter matrix is initially sparse, and maintains its sparsity throughout the redu tion phase. Our
results an then be in orporated into Gottfert's a eleration of the Niederreiter algorithm over
F 2 whi h uses all the elements of the basis set [59℄.
We refer to Chapter 3 for the earlier summary of the Niederreiter algorithm over the binary
eld, and to [38, 41, 87, 102, 103, 104, 105℄ for an extensive review of the algorithm. In Se tion
4.2, we prove the assumption that the Niederreiter matrix is sparse for trinomials, and establish
that the initial number of entries in the sparse matrix of dimension d  d does not ex eed 3d.
In Se tion 4.3 we review some of the widely used data stru tures for storing sparse matri es. In
se tion 4.4 we dis uss the new algorithm for performing sparse Gaussian elimination with pivotal
ordering using the Markowitz strategy. In Se tion 4.5, we report on our experimental results,
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from whi h we onje ture that the Niederreiter linear system maintains a high per entage of
sparsity throughout the Gaussian elimination phase.

4.2 Setting the Niederreiter matrix over

F2

Let F 2 be the binary eld of order 2 onsisting only of the elements 0; 1; it is thus understood
that all polynomials des ribed in this hapter are moni . Let f be a polynomial of degree d over
em be its anoni al fa torisation over the eld. Let N denote the Niederreiter
F 2 , and f = g1e1 :::gm
f
matrix de ned in Chapter 3. In [102℄, Niederreiter proposes that, due to the simple form of Eq.
(3.2), the system (3.3) has the form:
min(2X
j +1;d 1)

k=max(2j +1 d;0)

f2j +1 k hk = hj for 0  j  d 1:

(4.1)

The proof of this assertion an be sket hed as follows:
First, we know that h2 (x) = h(x2 ) in F 2 [x℄ and so the oeÆ ients of x2j in the right-hand
side of Eq. (3.2) are given by hj for 0  j  d 1. On the other hand, re all that the matrix
Nf is obtained by omparing the oeÆ ients of x2j for 0  j  d 1 in both (fh)0 and h2 . Let

f (x) =

d
X
i=0

fi xi

and

h(x) =

d 1
X
k=0

hk xk :

The oeÆ ient of x2j in (fh)0 is the oeÆ ient of x2j +1 in fh, and so the oeÆ ients of (fh)0
an be expressed as
min(2X
j +1;d 1)

k=max(2j +1 d;0)

f2j +1 k hk

for 0  j  d 1. The bounds on k follow be ause of the following fa ts:
a. Sin e deg(h)  d 1, hk = 0 for all k > d 1 and so k has to satisfy k  d 1. Also,
sin e f2j +1 k = 0 for all 2j + 1 k < 0, we have to maintain k  2j + 1. As a result, an upper
bound for k would be min(2j + 1; d 1).
b. In a similar way, hk = 0 for k < 0 and f2j +1 k = 0 for 2j + 1 k > d (sin e deg(f ) = d).
Therefore, k has to satisfy k  0 and k  2j +1 d and so a lower bound for k is max(2j +1 d; 0).
The above proposition establishes a xed stru ture for the Niederreiter matrix from whi h
the algorithm derives many of its attra tive features over F 2 . The following result appears
originally in [102℄. For a detailed proof of it, we refer the reader to our report in [3℄.
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Theorem 4.2.1 [102℄ Let f = fd xd + ::: + f1 x + f0 be a polynomial of degree d over F 2 . The
elements in the Niederreiter matrix Nf an be obtained as follows:
1. If d is even, then:
a. f2k0 appears in rows i = k0 + 1; :::; d=2 + k0 and o upies olumn 2(i k0 ) in row i, for
0
k = 0; :::; d=2.
b. f2k0+1 appears in rows i = k0 + 1; :::; d=2 + k0 and o upies olumn 2(i k0 ) 1 in row i,
for k0 = 0; :::; d=2 1.
2. If d is odd, then
a. f2k0 appears in rows i = k0 + 1; :::; d 2 1 + k0 and o upies olumn 2(i k0 ) in row i, for
k0 = 0; :::; d 2 1 .
b. f2k0 +1 appears in rows i = k0 + 1; :::; d 2 1 + k0 + 1 and o upies olumn 2(i k0 ) 1 in row
i, for k0 = 0; :::; d 2 1 .
In other words, the Niederreiter matrix over F 2 an be written as
0
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B


f1
f3
f5
:::

f0
f2
f4
:::

0
f1
f3
:::
:::

fd 1 fd 2
0
fd fd 1
0
0
0
:::
:::
:::
0
0
:::
0
0
:::

0 0
f0 0
f2 f1
::: :::
::: :::
::: :::
fd fd 1
::: :::
::: :::
::: :::

0
0
f0
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::

0
:::
0
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
0
:::

:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
0
:::

::: :::
0
::: :::
0
::: :::
0
::: :::
:::
::: :::
f0
::: :::
f2
::: :::
f4
::: :::
:::
fd fd 1 fd 2
::: 0
fd

1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

if d is even, and
0
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B


f1 f0
f3 f2
f5 f4
::: :::
fd fd 1
0 0
0 0
::: :::
0 0
0 0

0 0
f1 f0
f3 f2
::: :::
::: :::
fd fd 1
0 0
::: :::
::: :::
::: :::

0 0
0 0
f1 f0
::: :::
::: :::
::: :::
fd fd 1
::: :::
::: :::
::: :::

0
:::
0
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
0
:::

:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
0
:::

::: :::
0
::: :::
0
::: :::
0
::: :::
:::
::: :::
f1
::: :::
f3
::: :::
f5
::: :::
:::
fd fd 1 fd 2
::: 0
fd

1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

if d is odd.

Theorem 4.2.1 is at the basis of the assumption that the matrix Nf is sparse if the polynomial
f is sparse. It also establishes that there is no ost asso iated with arithmeti operations for
setting up the matrix Nf , in the sense that the matrix oeÆ ients an be read o immediately
from those of f . In this hapter, we support the main argument that the Niederreiter matrix
is sparse by determining exa tly the per entage of sparsity of the matrix upon set-up. The
following theorem not only des ribes a onsistent pattern of where the entries o ur in the
matrix Nf I if f is a trinomial over F 2 , but also the exa t number of entries that initially
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o ur in Nf I . By a simple abuse of notation, we de ne the length of a row to be the number
of nonzero entries appearing in it, rather than its a tual length d. We then laim the following:

Theorem 4.2.2 Let f (x) = fd xd + fsxs + f0 denote a trinomial over F 2 . Let M = Nf I
where Nf is the d  d Niederreiter matrix and I the d  d identity matrix over F 2 . Then:
a. if d is even, the matrix M ontains exa tly one row of length 0, one row of length 1, d2 1
rows of length 2, and d2 1 rows of length 3.
b. if d is odd, the matrix M ontains exa tly one row of length 0 and one row of length 1.
In addition, if s is odd, then M ontains exa tly d 2 3 rows of length 2 and d 2 1 rows of length 3;
else, if s is even, then M ontains d 2 1 rows of length 2 and d 2 3 rows of length 3.
Proof: Suppose that d is even and write i = j + 1. By Theorem 4.2.1, f0 falls along rows
i = j + 1 of Nf , for j = 0; :::; d=2, and fd falls along rows i = j + 1 of Nf , for j = d=2; :::; d.
Sin e f is a trinomial, Theorem 4.2.1 also implies that the maximum number of entries in any
row of Nf is two, those onsisting of the pair (fs ; f0 ) or (fd ; fs ), and so, the maximum number
of entries in any row of M is three. Let

Seth = fj : 0  j  d 1j row i of M ontains h entriesg;
for h = 0; 1; 2; 3. We aim to show that jjSet0 jj = 1; jjSet1 jj = 1; jjSet2 jj = d=2
jjSet3 jj = d=2 1. Let

1, and

d
Rf0 = fj : 0  j < jf0 appears in row i of matrix M g;
2
d
Rfd = fj :  j < djfd appears in row i of matrix M g;
2
d
Rfs = fj : 0  j < jfs appears in row i of matrix M g;
2
d
Rf0 s = fj :  j < djfs appears in row i of matrix M g:
2
We rst laim that f0 an never appear as a diagonal entry in Nf ; otherwise, if we write f0 = f2k
for k = 0, and sin e f0 o upies the position (i; 2(i k)) for some i = 1; ::; d=2 (Theorem 4.2.1),
we must have i = 2(i k) = 2i, a ontradi tion, sin e i  1. Thus, when omputing row i in
M for i = 1; :::; d=2, f0 in Nf is never an elled out by a diagonal entry in Id , or equivalently,
jjRf0 jj = d2 . Similarly, if we write fd = f2k for k = d2 , then for fd to be a diagonal entry, we
must have i = 2(i d2 ) or that i = d. It follows that fd appears as a diagonal entry of Nf only
in the last row d, and so never appears in row d of M . This implies that

jjRf jj = d2 1:
d

Note that s 6= 0; d. For fs to o upy a diagonal entry in Nf , Theorem 4.2.1 implies that

i = 2(i t) $ i = 2t
if s = 2t for t  1, or that

i = 2(i t) 1 $ i = 2t + 1
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if s = 2t + 1, for t  0. It follows that fs is a diagonal entry of Nf (and hen e disappears in M )
only in row s, whi h as su h ontains either f0 or fd alongside fs . Also, by Theorem 4.2.1, fs
appears in d2 rows of Nf . As a result,

jjRf jj + jjRf0 jj = d2 1:
s

s

Now, sin e f0 is never a diagonal entry in rows i = 1; :::; d=2 of Nf , sin e fd is a diagonal entry
only in row d of the last d=2 rows, and sin e row d does not ontain fs, it follows that Set0 = fdg.
Sin e fs is a diagonal entry of Nf only in row s 6= 0; d (whi h also ontains either f0 or fd ),
Set1 = fsg. Also,
(Rf Rf ) [ (Rf R0 ) = Set2 [ fi = sg
0

s

fs

d

where Set2 ontains the diagonal entry and one of f0 or fd . Thus,
jjSet2 jj = jjRf0 Rfs jj + jjRfd Rf0 s jj 1
= jjRf0 jj + jjRfd jj (jjRfs jj + jjRf0 s jj) 1
d
=
1:
2
Sin e

jjSet0 jj + jjSet1 jj + jjSet2 jj + jjSet3 jj = d;
we have jjSet3 jj = d=2 1.
A similar proof an be sket hed when d is odd and we refer the reader to our report in [3℄
for details.

4.3 Data stru tures for the sparse matrix

M

In this se tion we des ribe brie y the data stru tures that are widely used to represent sparse
matri es. A major review of the subje t an be found in [33℄ (see also [123℄). Without loss of
generality we assume the matrix to be a square d  d matrix. Let  denote the number of nonzero
elements appearing in the sparse matrix, and entries refer to the nonzero elements. Initially, it
is always onvenient to supply the matrix in a oordinate s heme, a set of triples ontaining the
value of ea h entry, together with its row and olumn indi es. Sin e we are working modulo 2,
an entry an only have the value 1, hen e our disposal of the data stru ture and algorithmi
details whi h deal with storing the nonzero values, modifying them, or maintaining the numeri al
stability of the algorithm. The oordinate s heme is one favoured form of supplying the matrix
elements, but not for performing Gaussian elimination, for instan e, sin e this would require
easy a ess to rows and olumns. For this, two main data stru tures an be used. In [65℄, a
data stru ture whi h transforms the matrix into a olle tion of sparse row and olumn ve tors
is introdu ed. For simpli ity, we assume that the indexing of arrays starts at 1 (not 0). In the
olle tion of sparse row ve tors, and for ea h row of the matrix, we store a pointer to its starting
entry and its length. For ea h entry in that row, we store its olumn lo ation. For this, we use
two integer arrays (say, row start and row length) of size d, and one integer array (say j n) of
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size  . The omponents in ea h row ve tor an be ordered or unordered. As su h, all entries along
a parti ular row i have indi es s = row start[i℄; :::; row start[i℄ + row length[i℄ 1. Setting
the row ve tor representation from the oordinate s heme an be established using O( ) + O(d)
operations (see [33℄). The olle tion of rows allows a ess for entries along a parti ular row,
but not along olumns. To perform this, a similar stru ture designating a olle tion of sparse
olumns is established, with arrays ol start, ol length, and irn allowing a ess to the start of
ea h olumn and information about its length, as well as the row indi es of entries found in the
olumn ve tors. This data stru ture requires four integer arrays of size d and two integer arrays
of size  in total. One main diÆ ulty asso iated with it arises when a new row be omes longer
as a result of row operations introdu ing new entries. In this ase, the urrent spa e allo ated
for the row ve tor has to be wasted temporarily, so that the new row ve tor is added to the
end of the stru ture. Subsequently, rows be ome disordered, and after several su h additions
requiring what is alled elbow room at the end of the data stru ture, one is for ed to ompress
the stru ture by re-ordering the rows to o upy the free spa e wasted previously, a pro ess that
is known as ompression. This onstitutes the only major disadvantage of the data stru ture,
hen e the alternative of linked lists.
A sparse matrix an be represented as a olle tion of rows, ea h in a linked list. For ea h
row we store a pointer to its starting entry, say in a one dimensional integer array of length
d, denoted by row header. All subsequent elements in the row are forwardly linked by links,
stored in a one dimensional integer array of length  , denoted by row fwd link. The olumn
lo ations of all entries are stored in a one dimensional integer array j n of length  . The fa t
that the list an be updated without referen e to the a tual physi al lo ation of entries allows
proper insertion of new elements upon ll-in without having to have elbow room or perform
ompression. The list an be ordered or unordered by in reasing index of entries. To make
insertion or deletion easier and less expensive, the list an be modi ed into a doubly linked one
where entries in a parti ular row are further linked to their ba kward neighbors in the list (this
is made possible through the use of a one dimensional integer array row ba kwd link of length
 ). Sin e the olle tion by rows allows only a ess to entries within a parti ular row but not a
olumn, a similar solution as above onsists in establishing a olle tion of the matrix olumns as
linked lists and storing the row indi es of entries found along the olumns. This transforms the
stru ture into a two dimensional list, whose elements an be singly or doubly linked, ordered or
unordered. However, this s heme results in large memory overheads by asso iating four integers
with ea h entry if the list is not doubly linked, and six integers otherwise. Curtis and Reid
[27℄ suggested that the arrays irn and j n an be dis arded, so that the negation of the row
( olumn) indi es of entries along a parti ular row ( olumn) are stored in the last link of the row
( olumn). A basi diÆ ulty asso iated with this data stru ture is that the integers stored an be
as large as  , in ontrast to the orresponding upper bound d asso iated with the Gustavson's
data stru ture, whi h allows for the use of half-word storage if the array entries t in 16-bit
(32-bit) omputer words. Although the issues of elbow room and ompression are ir umvented,
the initial memory requirements an be larger than that of Gustavson's if the doubly linked list
is used, onsisting of two arrays of size d, and four arrays of size  .
Summarising, the advantages and disadvantages of the data stru tures an be listed as
follows. The singly linked lists need the same amount of memory as that required by Gustavson's
data stru ture at the time of set-up, but less memory than the doubly linked lists. However,
their use requires extensive sear hes as entries are added or deleted, and the alternative is at
the expense of in reasing memory requirements through the use of doubly linked lists, or elbow
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room and ompression through Gustavson's stru ture. The sequential operational omplexities
for performing sparse Gaussian elimination using all of the stru tures above are the same (see
[33℄), although di eren es emerge for parallel appli ations, where the two dimensional unordered
double list is of lowest operational omplexity (see [123℄ for a detailed a ount of omplexities).
The de ision as to whi h data stru ture to use be omes a problem-dependent hoi e whi h serves
the priorities of the appli ation, those being either improvements on running time or savings in
memory.

4.4 A new sparse Gaussian elimination algorithm
Solving the linear system onstitutes the bottle-ne k in the Niederreiter algorithm for very large
polynomial degrees. As a result, the hallenges in implementing polynomial fa torisation onsist
in rst, performing the algorithm for as large an input size as feasible, and se ond, performing it
in the fastest possible way. A ordingly, our main interest in this hapter is aimed at a hieving
savings in memory to deal with very large sparse linear systems over F 2 . These fa ts, oupled
with our interests in fa torising as large a trinomial as our resour es an a ord, motivated us
to onsider an e e tive data stru ture su h as Gustavson's and investigate how the problems of
elbow room and ompression asso iated with it an be avoided to yield a more spa e-eÆ ient
data stru ture. Our new algorithm for performing sparse Gaussian elimination using Gustavson's
data stru ture onsists of a series of major sub-tasks, ea h of whi h is des ribed in due ourse,
together with its operational omplexity. We rst give a few de nitions and notations. Re all
that we have to ompute the left nullspa e of the system (3.3), and as a result we have to perform
row operations onsisting in inter hanging two rows, adding a multiple of one row to another,
and multiplying any row by a nonzero eld element. Sin e we are working over the binary eld,
our algorithm onsists of the rst two operations only, where the se ond operation simpli es
to adding one row to another modulo 2. To further apply the pivotal Markowitz strategy, we
also have to perform olumn inter hanges. To establish the representation of the matrix M as
a olle tion of sparse row ve tors, we laim that this does not require that the matrix be given
in a oordinate stru ture. In parti ular, we have

Proposition 4.4.1 The matrix M for a trinomial over F 2 an be represented as a olle tion of
ordered sparse row ve tors without the use of a oordinate s heme.
Proof: By Theorem 4.2.2, entries along any row of M an be spe i ed a ording to their olumn
lo ation. This dire tly provides the information in arrays row start, row length, and j n.

The olle tion of sparse olumn ve tors an be easily set up by s anning the rows, in what
requires O( ) operations. We de ne A(a0 ! b0 ; 0 ! d0 ) to be the blo k matrix omprising
rows a0 to b0 and olumns 0 to d0 of some matrix A. We let and r denote the maximum
number of entries along a nonzero olumn or row respe tively, M (q) the transformed matrix
orresponding to M during some stage of Gaussian elimination, and M 0 the image of M (q)
under a transformation whi h involves any of the following:
1. An inter hange I of olumns.
2. An inter hange Ir of rows.
3. Repla ing row i with i + j where j is some other row in the matrix. Over F 2 , this step
redu es to a pro ess of adding and/or removing 1's from row i wherever appli able, and hen e
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onstitutes a omposition of a nite number of transformations of the form Ae and Re , where
Ae and Re represent adding and removing an entry respe tively.
The row and olumn operations in a sparse algorithm appear di erently from what an be
seen in dense algorithms, where any of these operations is performed as in their literal de nition,
su h that elements of the dense data stru ture are inter hanged whenever rows/ olumns are so,
or added together whenever a row is added to another. In our sparse algorithm, the operations
are a hieved through a series of hanges updating the information in the various arrays des ribing
the data stru ture, based on the assumption that the transformed matrix is still sparse and hen e
an be represented by the same stru ture as that of the original matrix. The sequen e a ording
to whi h the updates are performed is not arbitrary, in that some arrays need to be modi ed
before others. For instan e, the lengths of rows and olumns have always to be updated rst,
a e ting the pointers to the starts, whi h then a e t the row or olumn indi es of entries. Our
algorithm maintains this order of dependen e among arrays and this is impli itly assumed to
hold in all forth oming des riptions of the sub-tasks.

4.4.1 A essing entries along a olumn
Often enough during any stage of Gaussian elimination one has to be able to lo ate entries
below the pivotal element. To he k whether there exists an entry in some position (a; b), we
an hoose to either a ess the row a looking for an entry whose olumn is b, or a ess the olumn
b looking for an entry whose row is a. If we know that this entry is likely to be situated in the
start of a olumn (for instan e, if b happens to be a pivotal olumn), then a essing the entries
by olumns would be more eÆ ient. Lo ating an entry in some position (a; b) an be performed
by s anning all entries s 2 f ol start[b℄; :::; ol start[b℄ + ol length[b℄ 1g. In the remainder
of this hapter we denote by Lo ation by olumn(a; b) the sub-routine whi h when input the
length and starting index of olumn b, returns P ASS if there exists an entry in lo ation (a; b)
and F AIL otherwise. It an be seen that the sub-routine requires at most
eld operations,
sin e in the worst- ase analysis, one would have to s an an entire olumn before nding an entry
in lo ation (a; b).

4.4.2 Implementing the Markowitz strategy
In our present implementation we use the Markowitz riterion [94℄ for lo ally minimising the
ll-in during ea h step of the Gaussian elimination, as opposed to other global methods whi h
preserve the general sparsity pattern of the matrix [33℄. The Markowitz strategy onsists in
lo ating good andidates for pivotal elements during ea h step of Gaussian elimination. By a
good pivotal andidate aij we mean a nonzero entry in the a tive part of the matrix whi h
minimises the Markowitz ount (ri 1)( j 1), where ri and j represent the lengths of row i
and olumn j respe tively, and where the minimum is over all entries of the a tive sub-matrix.
Note that the Markowitz ount represents the maximum amount of ll-in that ould arise using
a pivotal entry aij . The Markowitz riterion requires a further numeri al stability test to be
satis ed by the pivotal andidate, but this is not of on ern in our implementation over F 2 , sin e
all arithmeti is exa t. A straightforward implementation of the Markowitz sear h is likely to
require s anning all entries in the a tive sub-matrix before a andidate is found. Curtis and Reid
(see [27℄) introdu ed methods to avoid an expensively naive sear h. We des ribe the method
only very brie y here and refer the reader to [33℄ for more details. In prin iple, the approa h
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onsists of storing the various row and olumn lengths and sear hing for a pivotal andidate
through the rows and olumns in in reasing order of ounts (i.e. number of entries). This an
be a hieved by olle ting all the rows ( olumns) in a set of doubly linked lists of rows ( olumns)
having the same ount. The row ( olumn) lists an be onstru ted using two integer arrays,
row fwd link and row ba kwd link (or ol fwd link and ol ba kwd link), ea h of size d,
and an be a essed through header pointers, stored in a one dimensional integer array of length
d and denoted by row header ( ol header). The sear h for pivotal elements begins along rows
and olumns of least ount, and progresses in in reasing order, whereby the orresponding row
and olumn lists are s anned. For a xed ount w, one rst s ans all rows of length w, then
all olumns of the same length. At any stage of the sear h, one an determine a bound on the
Markowitz ount of all unsear hed entries, whi h helps terminate the sear h before all rows and
olumns are s anned. The following des ription an be found in [33℄ and we repeat it only brie y
here. Suppose that one is about to sear h rows with ri entries, so that all olumns whose ount
is less than ri have been s anned. This leaves only entries whose ount is
(ri

1)(

j

1)  (ri

1)(ri

1) = (ri

1)2 :

Thus, the rst entry whose ount is equal to (ri 1)2 is hosen as pivot. If no su h entry exists,
one simply hooses an entry having least ount among all other entries in the a tive sub-matrix.
On the other hand, if one is sear hing olumns with ount j , then, sin e rows of ount j have
already been s anned, the ount of remaining unsear hed entries along olumns with ount j is
(ri

1)(

j

1)  ( j + 1 1)(

j

1) = j (

j

1);

so that as above the sear h is terminated as soon as an entry whose ount is equal to j ( j 1) is
en ountered. Else, one again hooses an entry having least ount among others in the a tive submatrix. Although there is no theoreti al justi ation that this method always improves upon
the O( ) pro ess through a naive sear h, experien e has shown that it is likely to be su essful
after looking through only a few rows and olumns (see [33℄ for experimental results).

Updating lists of olumns having the same length
As before, all following arguments work for olumns as well as rows, by repla ing the arrays with
appropriate ones. A number of row and olumn operations may result in the olumn lengths
being hanged, and as a result, the lists of olumns having the same ount must undergo a
orresponding modi ation. Suppose, for instan e, that olumn i, of original length a, be omes
of a new length b. This orresponds to removing i from the list of olumns of length a and
inserting it into the list of olumns of length b. There are several positions into whi h one an
hoose to insert the olumn, the most natural being the head of the list. Obviously, this does not
preserve the order of olumns by in reasing indi es, something whi h, we argue, has advantages
in the following:
1. Our appli ation of the Markowitz strategy requires that we have an eÆ ient way of determining the rows and olumns of minimum ount but only those in the a tive sub-matrix.
Ordering the linked lists allows for a qui k way of lo ating the a tive rows and olumns of
some parti ular ount.
2. Inter hanging olumns takes pla e when a pivotal andidate is hosen having some minimum Markowitz ount and along a olumn j that is di erent from the pivotal olumn,
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say i. As will be ome learer later on, our algorithm for inter hanging two olumns i and
j is most eÆ ient when the total number of entries found along olumns k = i; :::; j is the
least possible. All other olumns ontaining entries whose ount is and having the same
length as j belong to the same list, whi h when ordered in in reasing order of olumn
indi es helps that we hoose olumn j su h that j is losest to i among all olumns of its
list.
With these advantages, we are in lined to a ept the extra ost of maintaining ordered linked
lists. We denote the sub-routine for updating the lists as a result of hanges in olumn lengths
Column hain(i; a; b) , whi h updates the lists of lengths a and b as the length of i hanges
from a to b. This an be easily seen to require at most O(d) operations by onsidering the
worst- ase analysis of inserting a olumn to the end of a list of d olumns.

4.4.3 Inter hanging olumns
Be ause of the symmetry involved in ex hanging rows and olumns, we dis uss only olumn
inter hanges. For k = 1; :::; d, let k denote the ve tor o upying olumn k, L(k) the length
of k in M (q) and I (L(k)) its length in M 0 = I (M (q) ). Similarly, if s denotes the index of
an entry in the representation of M , then I (s) denotes the index of that same entry in the
representation of M 0 , whether viewed as a olle tion of sparse rows or olumns. We will further
require information about the greatest olumn index less than k su h that olumn is nonzero.
This integer an be stored at lo ation k of the integer array previous olumn of size d.y If no
su h integer exists, previous olumn[k℄ is set to 1. The array previous olumn an be set at
the start of the algorithm and later modi ed only when a zero olumn is displa ed, a nonzero
olumn has be ome of length zero, or a zero olumn has be ome nonzero. This modi ation will
be assumed to hold impli itly in any of these ases and we leave it to the reader to verify that
this omes at a negligible ost. We note that, if 6= 1, then

olumn start[k℄ = olumn start[ ℄ + olumn length[ ℄:
The inter hange of olumns for es us to keep tra k of the orresponding hange in the order of
the oordinate entries of the unknown olumn ve tor hT solving the linear system (3.3). This
is ne essary for the orre tness of the nal solution of the system after olumn inter hanges
have been performed. For every olumn k = 1; :::; d, we asso iate an integer y representing
the original index of k in M and store it in original olumn[k℄, where original olumn is an
integer array of size d. The array an also be initialised at the beginning of the program su h
that original olumn[k℄ = k for k = 1; :::; d and modi ed a ordingly when two olumns get
inter hanged.
Now, let i and j denote the two olumns to be inter hanged su h that i < j . The matrix M 0 =
I (M (q) ) an be obtained through a series of hanges a e ting its olumn lengths and starts, as
well as the row and olumn indi es of its entries appearing. The algorithm for inter hanging
olumns is presented as follows:

Algorithm 4.4.1 Inter hange Columns(i; j )
Input: The matrix M (q) ;

Row hain
A similar algorithm,

arrays.

yA similar array, previous

,

row

,

an be analogously

an be used in the

onstru ted, by

olle tion of rows.
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hanging referen e to the appropriate

Output: The matrix M 0 = I (M (q) ), where I represents the inter hange of two olumns i and j
of M (q) . Without loss of generality we may assume that i < j and that at most one of i or j is
zero.
1. Swit h(original olumn[i℄,original olumn[j ℄);
2. y
ol length[i℄, ol length[i℄
ol length[j ℄;
3. Column hain(i; y; ol length[i℄);
4. ol length[j ℄ y;
5. Column hain(j; ol length[i℄; y);
for k 2 fi; :::; j g do
If ( ol length[k℄ = 0) do
6.
ol start[k℄ 0;
else do
7.
previous olumn[k℄;
If ( = 1) do
8.
ol start[k℄ 1;
else do
9.
ol start[k℄
ol length[ ℄ + ol start[ ℄;
end;
end;
end;
10. Initialise to zero(new array), sum 0;
for k 2 fi + 1; :::; j 1g do
11. sum sum + ol length[k℄;
end;
If ( ol length[i℄ 6= 0) do
12. a sum + ol length[j ℄;
for y 2 f ol start[i℄; :::; ol start[i℄ + ol length[i℄ 1g do
13.
new array[y℄ irn[y + a℄;
end;
end;
14. a
ol length[j ℄ ol length[i℄;
for k 2 fi + 1; :::; j 1g do
If ol length[k℄ 6= 0 do
for y 2 f ol start[k℄; :::; ol start[k℄ + ol length[k℄ 1g do
15.
new array[y℄ irn[y + a℄;
end;
end;
end;
If ( ol length[j ℄ 6= 0) do
16. a sum + ol length[i℄;
for y 2 f ol start[j ℄; :::; ol start[j ℄ + ol length[j ℄ 1g do
17.
new array[y℄ irn[y a℄;
end;
end;
18. Copy(new array; irn), Initialise to zero(new array);
for k 2 f1; :::; dg do
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19.
20.
21.

22.
23.

24.
25.

If (row length[k℄ 6= 0) do
sum 0;
for s 2 frow start[k℄; :::; row start[k℄ + row length[k℄ 1g do
If (j n[s℄ > i) and (j n[s℄ < j ) do
sum sum + 1;
end;
end;
t1 Lo ation by olumn(k; i), t2 Lo ation by olumn(k; j );
If (t1 = P ASS ) and (t2 = F AIL)
do
for s 2 frow start[k℄; :::; row start[k℄ + row length[k℄ 1g
do
If (j n[s℄ > i) and (j n[s℄ < j ) do
new array[s 1℄ j n[s℄;
else if (j n[s℄ = i) do
new array[s + sum℄ j ;
end;
end;
end;
If (t1 = F AIL) and (t2 = P ASS ) do
for s 2 frow start[k℄; :::; row start[k℄ + row length[k℄ 1g
do
If (j n[s℄ > i) and (j n[s℄ < j ) do
new array[s + 1℄ j n[s℄;
else if (j n[s℄ = j ) do
new array[s sum℄ i;
end;
end;
end;
end;

end;
27. Copy(new array; j n), Initialise to zero(new array).

Proposition 4.4.2 Algorithm 4.4.1 performs orre tly and requires O (d( r + )) eld operations.
Proof: Steps 1-5 of the algorithm perform the initial hanges that have to do with swit hing
the lengths of olumns as well as the original indi es of olumns o upying positions i and j .
As a result of hanges in olumn lengths, the orresponding lists of olumns of the same ount
have to be updated through alls to Column hain, ea h requiring O(d) operations.
In steps 6-9 we perform the hanges to the starting pointers of olumns. We laim that
only olumns i; :::; j of M (q) an have the pointers to their starting entries hanged in the
representation of M 0 . Let s denote the index of the starting entry of any olumn in the matrix.
Sin e olumns less than i 1 retain the same number and distribution of entries, it follows that
all olumns k 2 f1; :::; i 1g retain the same pointers to their starting entries. Suppose k = i and
let = previous olumn[i℄. If i is a zero olumn in M 0 (i.e. has no nonzero entries, something
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whi h, a ording to our original assumption, implies that i is not a zero olumn in M (q) ), then
I (s) = 0 6= s. Else, if i is not a zero olumn, and if = 1, then I (s) = 1 = s; else, if i is not
a zero olumn and 6= 1, let S ( ) denote the starting index of olumn . We then have

I (s) = I (L( )) + I (S ( ))
= L( ) + S ( ) sin e 1  < i
= s:
Now suppose that k = i +1; :::; j and olumn k is not zero. If I (L(i)) 6= L(i), the start of olumn
k hanges as a result. In parti ular, if = previous olumn[k℄, then I (S (k)) = L( ) + S ( )
if 6= 1, and I (S (k)) = 1 otherwise. If k > j , then sin e the total number of entries in the
matrix blo k M 0 (1 ! n; 1 ! j ) is the same as that in the matrix blo k M (q) (1 ! n; 1 ! j ),
the start of olumn k remains un hanged. The loop a ross steps 6-9 is iterated j i + 1 times,
involving only array a esses, so that it requires at most O(j i) steps. In the worst- ase analysis
when i = 1 and j = d, the operational ount is of the order O(d).
It is immediate to see that the lengths of rows in M 0 do not hange as a result of olumn
inter hanges, and hen e, the pointers to the starts of rows remain un hanged.
Steps 10-18 update the row indi es of entries in the representation of M 0 as a olle tion of
olumns. When i and j are inter hanged, some entries in that olle tion will be displa ed and
as a result, the values in irn will have to be updated a ordingly to t the new displa ement.
Be ause of the dependen e of the new values of irn on former values of the same array, the
updates on irn are opied rst into the auxiliary array new array whi h is then opied onto
irn when all ne essary hanges have been performed. Sin e only olumns k = i; :::; j in M 0 had
the pointers to their starting entries hanged, it follows that only entries along these olumns
undergo a shift in their indi es whi h then a e ts the values in irn. In parti ular, if s denotes
the index of an entry e in M (q) as a olle tion of olumns and I (s) is its index in M 0 , then the
row index of s in M (q) is equal to the row index of I (s) in M 0 . To establish what the exa t
hanges to irn will be, it suÆ es to determine the exa t value of I (s) in ea h of the following
ases:
a. Suppose e 2 j in M (q) , then e 2 i in M 0 . Sin e i < j , and sin e the indexing of entries
along the olle tion of olumns is ordered in reasingly, the index of e in M 0 de reases as e gets
displa ed from j to i. Furthermore, the amount of redu tion orresponds to the total number
of entries being moved ahead of e as i and j are inter hanged. In parti ular, this amounts to
the total number of entries found on olumns k = i; :::; j 1 in M . Summarising, I (s) an be
written as I (s) = s a, where

a=

X

il<j

L(l) = sum + L(i) = sum + I (L(j ))

and sum is as de ned in the algorithm. Write s0 = I (s). Then s0 2 f ol start[i℄; :::; ol start[i℄+
ol length[i℄ 1g. Sin e new array[s0℄ = irn[s℄, we have new array[s0℄ = irn[s0 + a℄. Analogously, it is easy to see that, if e 2 i in M (q) , then e 2 j in M 0 so that I (s) = s + a, where

a=

X

i<lj

L(l):

The loops in steps 13 and 17 over all entries in olumns i and j and involve mainly array
a esses so that their total ost amounts to O( ) eld operations.
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b. Suppose e 2 k su h that k = i + 1; :::; j 1. Inter hanging i and j would result in
de reasing the index of e by L(i) L(j ), sin e i < j , so that I (s) = s a, where

a = L(i) L(j ) = I (L(j )) I (L(i)):
The loop overs all entries of indi es s0 = I (s) along k and assigns new array[s0 ℄ = irn[s0 + a℄.
The iterations of the loop over all entries e along olumns k = i + 1; :::; j 1 involving mainly
array a esses so that the total ost of step 15 is O ((j i) ). When all the updates are
performed, we opy new array onto irn and re-initialise new array to zero. This requires
O( ) operations. In the worst- ase analysis when j = d and i = 1, the total ost for updating
irn thus be omes O ( + d ).
Steps 19-27 aim at updating the olumns of entries as their indi es in the olle tion by rows
hange. As before, we store the new values of j n in new array. Upon inter hanging olumns
i and j , we have seen that only entries found along olumns k0 = i; :::; j get displa ed. Also, if
s denotes the index of an entry in the representation of M (q) as a olle tion of rows su h that
I (s) is the index of that same entry in the representation of M 0 , then the olumn index of s in
M (q) is equal to the olumn index of I (s) in M 0 . For all rows k = 1; :::; d we argue as follows:
a. If k has entries in both olumns i and j , or does not have entries in both olumns i and
j , then its representation in the olle tion by rows does not hange as a result of inter hanging
the two olumns. As a result, the olumn indi es of all its entries remain un hanged.
Let S denote the number of entries o upying position (k; k0 ) for k0 = i + 1; :::; j 1 and let
sum = #S .
b. If k has an entry e in olumn i but not in olumn j of M (q) , and sin e i < j , then
inter hanging the two olumns augments the index s of e by an amount equal to sum as a
result of displa ing elements of S to the left. In other words, we have I (s) = s + sum, and in
parti ular, new array[I (s)℄ = j . On the other hand, if e0 is an entry along row k of M (q) su h
that j n[e0 ℄ = i + 1; :::; j 1, then swit hing olumns i and j auses only e to be shifted to the
right ahead of e0 . If s0 denotes the index of e0 in M (q) , we have
I (s0 ) = s0 1, and new array[s0 1℄ = j n[s0 ℄:
. In a very similar way, if there exists an entry e in olumn j but not in olumn i of M (q) ,
then I (s) = s sum where s is the index of e in M (q) and sum is as above. In parti ular, we
have new array[I (s)℄ = i. Also, for e0 o upying (k; k0 ) and k0 = i + 1; :::; j 1, I (s0 ) = s0 + 1
so that new array[s0 + 1℄ = j n[s0 ℄.
The updates on the olumn indi es an thus be performed through a loop ranging over all
rows of the matrix. Ea h loop involves two alls of the fun tion Lo ation by olumn, whose
ost was seen to be O( ), as well as a series of updates on entries falling between olumns i and
j . In the worst- ase analysis when j = d and i = 1, steps 19-27 require d( r + ) operations.
Summing up the sub- osts of this algorithm, and using < d, it an be seen to require
O (d( r + )) + O( ) = O (d( r + )) eld operations.

4.4.4 Adding rows
Let i denote the pivotal row in a parti ular stage of Gaussian elimination. We hoose to view
the pro ess of repla ing row j > i with j + i as a series of a omposition of two sub-tasks whi h
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involve inserting a new entry to, or removing an already existing one from, row j , resulting in
ll-in and ll-out respe tively. Sin e we are working with integers modulo 2, where an entry
is either zero or one, the ll-out be omes of onsiderable signi an e, for the zeros we obtain
as a result of elimination are not a idental zeros. In other words, if there exists some entry e
in the lo ation (i; k) and another entry e0 in (j; k), then e0 is de nitely (and not a identally)
transformed to zero as a result of the operation j
j + i. Furthermore, our algorithm for
repla ing row j with one that is probably longer than itself es apes previous restri tions in that
it does not require adding a fresh opy of the modi ed row at the end of the data stru ture. In
parti ular, our approa h does not require the use of any elbow room beyond what is needed to
a ommodate for only the extra number of ll-in - ll-out. In some ases when this quantity is
negative, the empty spa e is simply allo ated at the end of the stru ture. Most of the updates
apable of a hieving this involve a shifting pro edure as des ribed in the previous se tion, and
sin e this omes at a higher operational ost than using ompression and elbow room, the trade
o we establish is between savings in memory versus in rease in running time.
We rst present the following two sub-algorithms:

Algorithm 4.4.2 Remove entry(j; k)
Input: M (q) , where lo ation (j; k) is o upied by a nonzero entry.
Output: M 0 = Re(M (q) ), where lo ation (j; k) is empty.
1.   1, x row length[j ℄, row length[j ℄ row length[j ℄ 1;
2. Row hain(j; x; row length[j ℄);
3. x
ol length[k℄, ol length[k℄
ol length[k℄ 1;
4. Column hain(k; x; ol length[k℄);
If (row length[j ℄ = 0) do
5. row start[j ℄ 0;
end;
If ( ol length[k℄ = 0) do
6.
ol start[k℄ 0;
end;
for s 2 fj + 1; :::; dg do
If (row start[s℄ 6= 0) do
7.
row start[s℄ row start[s℄ 1;
end;
end;
for s 2 fk + 1; :::; dg do
If ( ol start[s℄ 6= 0) do
8.
ol start[s℄
ol start[s℄ 1;
end;
end;
9. new array[ + 1℄ 0;
If row start[j ℄ 6= 0 do
for s 2 frow start[j ℄; :::; row start[j ℄ + row length[j ℄ 1g do
If (j n[s℄  k) do
10.
new array[s℄ j n[s + 1℄;
end;
end;
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end;
for t 2 fj + 1; :::; dg do
If (row start[t℄ 6= 0) do
for s 2 frow start[t℄; :::; row start[t℄ + row length[t℄ 1g do
11.
new array[s℄ j n[s + 1℄;
end;
end;
end;
12. Copy(new array; j n), Initialise to zero(new array);
13. new array[ + 1℄ 0;
If ( ol start[k℄ 6= 0) do
for s 2 f ol start[k℄; :::; ol start[k℄ + ol length[k℄ 1g do
If (irn[s℄  j ) do
14.
new array[s℄ irn[s + 1℄;
end;
end;
end;
while t 2 fk + 1; :::; dg do
If ( ol start[t℄ 6= 0) do
for (s 2 f ol start[t℄; :::; ol start[t℄ + ol length[t℄ 1g do
15.
new array[s℄ irn[s + 1℄;
end;
end;
end;
16. Copy(new array; irn), Initialise to zero(new array).

Proposition 4.4.3 Algorithm 4.4.2 performs orre tly and requires O(d)+O( ) eld operations.
Proof: As one entry is deleted, the total number of entries in the matrix and the lengths of
row j and olumn k are all de reased by 1. Any hange in the lengths of rows or olumns
has to be followed by the orresponding hanges in the lists of rows and olumns of the same
ount. In total, steps 1-4 of the algorithm require O(d) eld operations through the two alls to
Row hain and Column hain.
Steps 5-8 perform the updates on row and olumn starts. If row j be omes zero, we set its
row start to be zero. Else, let s denote the index of the starting entry of j in M (q) . If j = 1,
then Re (s) = s = 1. Now suppose that j > 1 and let M 0 = Re (M (q) ). Sin e the total number
and distribution of entries in the matrix blo k M 0 (1 ! j 1; 1 ! d) is the same as that in
M (q) (1 ! j 1; 1 ! d), it follows that all rows less than or equal to j retain the same pointer
to their starting entries. If we further have j < d, we laim that, for rows r = j + 1; :::; d,
Re (s) = s 1 (where s is the index of the starting entry of r) sin e removing one entry from row
j shifts all entries in the remaining rows one unit to the left. As su h, the updates on row starts
require O(d j ) operations, whi h in the worst- ase analysis (j = 1) require O(d) operations.
A similar argument holds for the updates on olumn starts and hen e an be skipped.
Steps 9-12 perform the updates on the olumn indi es of entries in the olle tion by rows.
As one entry e is removed from row j , the lo ation at the end of the array j n is freed and the
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indi es of all entries following e in the olle tion by rows are de reased by 1. As before, the new
updates are stored in new array whi h is then opied onto j n before being re-initialised to
zero. A very similar argument holds for the row indi es of entries in the olle tion by olumns
when an entry is removed from olumn k, and we leave the details to the reader. The updates
on j n and irn thus require at most O( ) steps, onsidering the worst ase when j = k = 1.
This brings the total ost of the algorithm to O(d) + O( ) eld operations.

Algorithm 4.4.3 Add entry(j; k)
Input: M (q) , where lo ation (j; k) is empty.
Output: M 0 = Re(M (q) ), where lo ation (j; k) is o upied by a nonzero entry.
1.   + 1, x row length[j ℄, row length[j ℄ row length[j ℄ + 1;
2. Row hain(j; x; row length[j ℄);
3. x
ol length[k℄, ol length[k℄
ol length[k℄ + 1;
4. Column hain(k; x; ol length[k℄);
If (row start[j ℄ = 0) do
5.
previous row[j ℄;
If ( 6= 1) do
6.
row start[j ℄ row start[ ℄ + row length[ ℄;
else do
7.
row start[j ℄ 1;
end;
end;
for t 2 fj + 1; :::; dg do
If (row start[t℄ 6= 0) do
8.
row start[t℄ row start[t℄ + 1;
end;
end;
for t 2 fk + 1; :::; dg do
If ( ol start[t℄ 6= 0) do
9.
ol start[t℄
ol start[t℄ + 1;
end;
end;
10. t P ASS ;
If (row length[j ℄ = 1) do
11. new array[row start[j ℄℄ k, t F AIL;
else do
for s 2 frow start[j ℄; :::; row start[j ℄ + row length[j ℄) 2g do
If (j n[s℄ > k) and (t = P ASS ) do
12.
new array[s℄ k, t F AIL;
end;
If (j n[s℄ > k) and (t = F AIL) do
13.
new array[s + 1℄ j n[s℄;
end;
end;
end;
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If (t = P ASS ) do
14. new array[s℄ k;
end;
for t 2 fj + 1; :::; dg do
If (row start[t℄ 6= 0) do
for s 2 frow start[t℄; :::; row start[t℄ + row length[t℄ 1g do
15.
new array[s℄ j n[s 1℄;
end;
end;
end;
16. Copy(new array; j n), Initialise to zero(new array);
17. t P ASS ;
for s 2 f ol start[k℄; :::; ol start[k℄ + ol length[k℄) 2g do
If (irn[s℄ > k) and (t = P ASS ) do
18.
new array[s℄ j , t F AIL;
end;
If (irn[s℄ > j ) and (t = F AIL) do
19.
new array[s + 1℄ irn[s℄;
end;
end;
If (t = P ASS ) do
20. new array[s℄ j ;
end;
for t 2 fk + 1; :::; dg do
If ( ol start[t℄ 6= 0) do
for s 2 f ol start[t℄; :::; ol start[t℄ + ol length[t℄ 1g do
21.
new array[s℄ irn[s 1℄;
end;
end;
end;
22. Copy(new array; irn), Initialise to zero(new array).

Proposition 4.4.4 Algorithm 4.4.3 performs orre tly and requires O(d) + O( ) operations.
Proof: When an entry is added to the lo ation (j; k), the total number of entries in the matrix
in reases by 1, and so do the lengths of row j and olumn k. The orresponding lists of rows and
olumns of the same length are modi ed through the alls to Column hain and Row hain.
Steps 1-4 as su h require O(d) eld operations.
Steps 5-9 perform the updates on the row and olumn starts. As in algorithm 4.4.2, and for
rows r = 1; :::; j , we have Ae (s) = s (where s is the index of the starting entry of a nonzero row
r - he k proof of Proposition 4.4.3 above), unless j was originally a zero row, in whi h ase we
argue as follows. If j be omes the rst nonzero row of M 0 , then Ae (s) = 1; else,

Ae (s) = row start[ ℄ + row length[ ℄
where = previous row[j ℄. If we further have j < d, then for rows r = j +1; :::; d, Ae (s) = s +1
sin e adding one entry to row j shifts the indexing of all entries in the remaining rows one unit
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to the right. A similar argument holds for the updates on the starts of olumns in the matrix.
For olumn k, however, we argue that Ae (s) = s, sin e the inserted entry will always appear
after the start of olumn k when this is the pivotal olumn. It an be further established that
the operational omplexity of the updates on the starts of rows and olumns is of the order
O(d j ) + O(d k) eld operations, whi h in the worst- ase analysis (j = k = 1) be omes of
the order O(d).
Steps 10-16 perform the updates on the olumn indi es of entries in the olle tion of rows.
Let e0 denote the entry to be inserted. If row j be omes of length 1, then e0 is given the olumn
index k, and the algorithm skips to step 15 where updates on the olumn indi es for entries
in rows r > j take pla e. Else, suppose that row j be omes of length greater than 1. Let e
denote an entry in j and of index s in M (q) . If j n[s℄ < k, then e also represents an entry of
j in M 0 whose index is not a e ted, sin e it appears before e0 . Else, if e is the rst entry of
j in M (q) su h that j n[s℄ > k, then e0 takes up the index of e so that new array[s℄ = k in
M 0 . For all entries e in row j whose olumns are greater than k in M (q) , Ae (s) = s + 1 so
that new array[s + 1℄ = j n[s℄. If no entry e of row j in M (q) was found to have a olumn
index greater than k (step 14), then e0 is the last entry to appear in row j and hen e has index
s = row start[j ℄+ row length[j ℄ 1, whi h is a hieved through exit of the loop in the pre eding
step 12. For all entries e along rows r greater than j and of index s in M (q) , Ae (s) = s + 1 as a
result of inserting e0 in j . When all updates are performed, new array is opied onto j n and
re-initialised to zero. In total, and onsidering the worst- ase analysis when j = 1, this step an
be seen to require at most O( ) eld operations. A very similar argument an be established
for updating the row values of entries in M 0 as a olle tion of olumns and we leave the details
to the reader. Summing up the sub- osts of the algorithm, the total ost is O(d) + O( ) eld
operations.
The algorithm for adding rows an now be des ribed using the previous two sub-tasks. Our
dis ussion above also demonstrates that no ompression or reation of elbow room is required to
a ommodate for new opies of modi ed rows (or olumns). Whatever extra spa e reated orresponds only to the amount of ll-in minus ll-out, when this amount is positive. In parti ular,
the algorithm an be stated as follows:

Algorithm 4.4.4 Add Rows(i; j )
Input: Rows i and j su h that i is the pivotal row during one stage of Gaussian elimination and
j is some other row in the a tive sub-matrix of M (q) .
Output: Row j su h that j j + i.
for s 2 frow start[i℄; :::; row start[i℄ + row length[i℄ 1g do
1. k j n[s℄;
If lo ation by olumn(j; k) = P ASS do
2.
Remove entry(j; k);
else do
3.
Add entry(j; k);
end;
end.
Proposition 4.4.5 Algorithm 4.4.4 performs orre tly and requires O(d r2 ) eld operations.
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Proof: Repla ing j with j + i modulo 2 an be performed in distin t steps as follows. If both
rows i and j ontain an entry in the same olumn k, then performing j + i will an el out this
entry in lo ation (j; k); else, this will introdu e a new entry in (j; k). The loop through steps
1-3 iterates r times during whi h a all to Remove entry or Add entry is performed. By
Propositions 4.4.3 and 4.4.4, and sin e  = O( r d), the total running time of algorithm 4.4.4 is
at most O(d r2 ) eld operations.

4.4.5 A omplete sparse Gaussian elimination algorithm
The results of the previous subse tions an now be used to onstru t a omplete sparse Gaussian
Elimination algorithm. The forward sweep of the algorithm whi h redu es the matrix into
E helon form onsists of at most d pivotal steps. In ea h step, a Markowitz sear h is performed
to nd a suitable pivotal element. A ordingly, an inter hange of rows and/or olumns is
performed, and/or an elimination of entries falling below the pivotal element is performed by
adding suitable rows. If we onsider the worst- ase analysis in whi h the Markowitz sear h
requires O( ) operations, and ombining the osts in Propositions 4.4.2 and 4.4.5, we nd that
the forward sweep is of the order

O d2 (max( r ; ))2



(4.2)

eld operations. Our experien e has shown that roughly speaking, the maximum number of
entries in a row or olumn is negligible ompared to d (see table 4.1 below). In parti ular,
if denotes the maximum ratio =d attained during any stage of the redu tion, we have =
O(max( r ; )) and the ost in (4.2) is of the order O( 2 d2 ). It an also be seen that the ba kward
sweep of the algorithm, whi h produ es the basis elements on e the matrix is redu ed, requires
O(d r ) eld operations, so that the total ost of the algorithm involving both its forward and
ba kward sweeps is bounded by O( 2 d2 ). When ompared with the dense andpexpli it Gaussian
elimination of order O(d3 ), our algorithm performs faster provided that < d. In terms of its
memory requirements, we have shown that the algorithm requires twelve integer arrays of size
d, and three integer arrays of size  = O( d). Compared to the spatial requirement d2 of the
expli it methods, our algorithm is more memory eÆ ient provided < (d 12)=3. Both upper
bounds hold easily in our implementations.

4.5 Implementation and run times
All programs were written in C. The work was arried out at Oxford University Super omputing
enter (OSC) on the Oswell ma hine. Only one pro essor of the Sun luster was used to perform the serial work. The UltraSPARC III pro essors run at about 122.2 M op/se ea h. We
generated a number of trinomials over F 2 ompletely randomly. Table 4.1 lists the run times in
minutes for setting up and solving the Niederreiter linear system for random binary trinomials
of degree d and having m irredu ible fa tors over F 2 . As before, denotes the maximum ratio
=d attained at any stage, and max( ; r ) denotes the maximum number of entries appearing
in any row or olumn during the entire Gaussian elimination phase. We note the negligible
values of max( r ; ) ompared to d. The run times verify the e e t of in reasing values of
or d on the total exe ution time, and our ndings assert that the matrix remains onsiderably
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d
8000
8000
8000
16000
16000
16000
32000
32000
64000
64000
128000
128000
256000
300000
400000

m
6
7
30
7
10
14
31
10
7
10
10
14
14
11
11

= max(=d) max( r ; ) Time in minutes
6
253
39:4
2
33
1:2
4
150
7:5
2
34
4:7
9
430
258:5
2
126
6:1
3
240
54:9
15
854
19400
2
40
77:8
3
248
215:7
3
363
812:9
2
178
343:5
2
288
1896:1
2
52
1634:3
2
49
5061:1

Table 4.1: Run times for setting up the Niederreiter matrix and solving the asso iated system.
sparse throughout the redu tion phase no matter how large the degree of the trinomial grows.
As a result, our sparse algorithm performs eÆ iently well without having to be transformed
into a dense algorithm towards the nal stages of Gaussian elimination. Our impression is that
a similar behaviour might still be observed for sparse polynomials of more than three terms,
parti ularly be ause of the distribution of the Niederreiter matrix, whi h heuristi ally seems to
preserve its sparsity throughout the elimination phase.

4.6 Con lusion
In this hapter we have investigated the initial and most limiting phase of the Niederreiter
algorithm for trinomials over the binary eld and determined the exa t initial sparsity level of
the asso iated Niederreiter linear system. A new sparse Gaussian elimination algorithm using
the Markowitz strategy was developed for produ ing a basis of the solution set of the sparse
linear system. The new algorithm exploits the Gustavson data stru ture but ir umvents the
problems asso iated with it regarding reation of elbow room and ompression. The problem of
requiring extra spa e and modifying the data stru tures is however shifted within the subroutines
for adding one row to another. Yet, our approa h does not require the use of any elbow room
beyond what is needed to a ommodate for only the extra number of ll-in - ll-out, whi h
in the ase of Niederreiter's linear system for trinomials over F 2 remains onsiderably small.
This was supported by our experimental results where the linear system remained onsiderably
sparse throughout the Gaussian elimination phase. The resulting algorithm is also more memory
eÆ ient than the two dimensional doubly linked list whi h has been the most eÆ ient stru ture
among linked-lists based data stru tures. The gains in spatial requirements ome at the expense
of running time where our new algorithm requires O( 2 d2 ) eld operations, in ontrast to the
O( 2 d) ost of other sparse algorithms, where = =d. Our algorithm was used in solving
very large sparse Niederreiter linear systems for trinomials over F 2 , but an also serve as an
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irredu ibility test for trinomials over F 2 , where a trinomial is irredu ible if and only if the rank
of the redu ed Niederreiter system is su h that m = d rank = 1 [102℄. Although our algorithm
an be easily modi ed to be ome a general linear solver in various other appli ations, we expe t
it to be parti ularly e e tive in solving the Niederreiter linear system for sparse polynomials over
F 2 . Our work in this hapter an be ombined with results of [1℄ where the irredu ible fa tors of f
are extra ted from a basis of the solution set using a parallel approa h to the Gottfert algorithm
over F 2 . When ompared with work in [110℄ for a dense expli it linear algebra approa h to the
Niederreiter algorithm, the resulting hybrid algorithm is of a better spatial omplexity for the
fa torisation of large trinomials over F 2 , provided < (d 12)=3, a riterion that is easy to
establish in the sparse Niederreiter linear system. Our algorithm a hieves fa torisation degrees
that are ina essible to the dense implementation up to 16 pro essors (see [1℄), and performs
the nullspa e stage for d = 300000 in about 27 hours using only one pro essor in ontrast to
the performan e in [110℄ requiring about 10 hours and 256 nodes for a random (possibly dense)
polynomial of the same degree. Our algorithm also a hieves fa torisations beyond this degree.
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Chapter 5

A BSP model of the Gottfert
algorithm for polynomial
fa torisation over F 2
5.1 Introdu tion
The solutions of the Niederreiter linear system an lead to a omplete fa torisation in a variety
of ways, one of whi h was presented by Gottfert [59℄ for elds of hara teristi 2, leading to a
simple and polynomial time algorithm for extra ting the fa tors using only the basis elements
of the solution set of the Niederreiter linear system.
In this hapter, we develop a new BSP parallel approa h to the Gottfert algorithm over F 2 .
The BSP model o ers simpli ity in terms of its ost analysis and its lear distin tion between the
three important phases of omputation, ommuni ation, and syn hronisation. It also has the
advantage of being independent of the underlying ar hite ture of the ma hine, thus providing
portable software that an be used eÆ iently in a variety of appli ations (see [14, 71℄). Our
algorithm a hieves high eÆ ien y in many of our test ases and an thus be used eÆ iently to
fa torise very large polynomials over F 2 provided a basis of the solution set is given. For a brief
survey of the algorithms underlying our work and some ba kground information des ribing the
BSP parallel model, we refer the reader to Chapter 3. In Se tion 5.2 we present our parallel
algorithm, prove its orre tness and dis uss its BSP ost analysis. In Se tion 5.3 we report on
our experimental results and dis uss the s alability of the algorithm.

5.2 A parallel approa h to Gottfert's re nement of the Niederreiter algorithm
As in the earlier hapter, let F 2 be the binary eld of order 2 onsisting only of the elements
0; 1; it is thus understood that all polynomials des ribed in this hapter are moni . Let f be a
polynomial of degree d over F 2 , and
em
f = g1e1    gm
be its anoni al fa torisation over the eld. Let Nf be the Niederreiter matrix of oeÆ ients of
f . Let h = (h0 ; :::; hd 1 ) denote the oeÆ ient row ve tor of an unknown polynomial h over F 2
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of degree less than d. In [102℄, Niederreiter establishes that the solutions h of the system (3.3)
form a linear subspa e of the ve tor spa e F 2 [x℄ of dimension m over F 2 and that they are given
by
f
h = b0
b
where b denotes a fa tor of g1    gm . Sin e b is square-free (so that g d(b; b0 ) = 1), we have also
seen that
f
f
g d(f; h) = g d(b; b0 ) = :
b
b
Let fh1 ; :::; hm g be a basis spanning the solution set of the system (3.3). The orresponding
polynomials
f
bi =
2 F 2[x℄ for i = 1; :::; m
g d(f; hi)
are square-free fa tors of f . In the present hapter, all ops are onsidered as binary operations,
sin e we are working over the binary eld.

5.2.1 Dete ting parallelism in the Gottfert setting
Let #rn denote the maximum number of nononstant polynomials Pi , for i = 1; :::; #rn , that
::
an appear in any row n des ribed in the Gottfert onstru tion of Chapter 3. Ea h Pi an be
the result of a g d or a division operation, in whi h ase we denote it by a D-polynomial or an
R-polynomial respe tively. Furthermore, we assert the following:

Claim 5.2.1 #rn = 2n 1 for n = 1; :::; m.
Proof: We prove the laim by indu tion on n. For n = 1, we know that row 1 onsists of the
polynomial b1 only. Suppose the assertion is true for n. We know that any row n + 1 has at
most one plus twi e the number of non- onstant polynomials in row n so that

#rn+1 = 2#rn + 1 = 2  (2n

1) + 1 = 2n+1

1:

It is easy to see that there are at most (#rn 1)=2 non- onstant D-polynomials and at most
(#rn + 1)=2 non- onstant R-polynomials in ea h row n. We denote D and R-polynomials in
row n by n; Dj and n; Rj 0 respe tively, where j and j 0 are the polynomials' indi es along row
n. For onsisten y throughout the text, we an arrange the omputations along rows so that
all the D polynomials
are omputed rst, their orresponding R polynomials next, and the
Q
polynomial bn = j n; Dj (where the produ t is over non- onstant polynomials n; Dj ) last. With
this notation, it is also easy to see that, if the polynomials in row n 1 are written as
(n 1); Di ; for some i = 1; :::; (#rn

1

1)=2;

and
(n 1); Ri ; for some i = (#rn
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1 + 1)=2; :::; #rn 1 ;

then row n onsists of

n; Di =



n; Ri =



g d(bn ; (n 1); Di );
g d(bn ; (n 1); Ri (#rn 1
(n 1); Di =n; Di ;
(n 1); Ri (#rn 1

if 1  i  (#rn 1 1)=2,
1)=2 ); if (#rn 1 + 1)=2  i  #rn 1 ,

if 1  i  (#rn 1 1)=2,
1)=2 =n; Di ; if (#rn 1 + 1)=2  i  #rn 1 ,

and

n; R#rn 1 +1 =

bn
#rQ
n 1
i=1
n;D 6=1

n; Di

:

i

The rst step in our parallel approa h onsists of studying the dependen ies between the g d
and division omputations and stru turing these dependen ies in a parallel hierar hy. Without
loss of generality we may assume that the number of threads oin ides with the number of
pro essors available. We introdu e the on ept of a parallel queue, whi h onsists of a list of
polynomials that an be omputed independently by a number of p pro essors using a number
of supersteps. The queue omprises a set of jobs that are not ne essarily performed in the same
parallel superstep; however, the jobs are entirely independent (and hen e an be performed in
any order) and do not require that the pro essors syn hronise at any point before the queue is
fully ta kled. The rst parallel queue onsists of the polynomials bi , for i = 1; :::; m, where m
polynomials an be omputed simultaneously in parallel. The se ond parallel queue onsists of
the polynomial 2; D1 only, sin e all other polynomials (in its row or in following rows) depend
on it. This onstitutes the only queue where not enough distin t tasks are available to engage
all pro essors. In fa t, the ensuing queues start lling up immediately a ording to an iterative
formula derived from the dependen ies that we des ribe in the following algorithm:

Algorithm 5.2.1 Set Queues(queuek ; queuek0 )
Input: queuek = fP1 ; :::; Ps g, a list of non- onstant polynomials from the Gottfert setting omputed in a parallel queue k  2.
Output: queuek0 , a list of polynomials that an be omputed in the parallel queue k0 > k.
1. queuek0 = ;;
for j 2 f1; :::; sg do
if Pj = n; Di for some n = 2; :::; m and some i = 1; :::; #rn 1 do
2.
queuek0 queuek0 [ fn; Ri g [ f(n + 1); Di g.
end;
if Pj = n; Di for some n = 2; :::; m and i = #rn 1 do
3.
queuek0 queuek0 [ fn; R#rn 1 +1 g.
end;
if Pj = n; Ri for some n = 2; :::; m and some i = 1; :::; #rn 1 + 1 do
4.
queuek0 queuek0 [ f(n + 1); Di+((#rn 1)=2) g.
end;
end.
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Theorem 5.2.1 The algorithm works orre tly as spe i ed, produ ing all the rows in the Gottfert
algorithm required to a hieve a omplete fa torisation. As a result, the algorithm requires at most
3s steps for a list of size s.
Proof: We assume that the polynomials b1 ; :::; bm are already omputed. Corre tness of the
algorithm follows as a result of justifying the steps 2-4:
Step 2: Suppose Pj = n; Di for some n = 2; :::; m and some i = 1; :::; #rn 1 . If 1  i 
(#rn 1 1)=2, then
(n 1); Di
Pj = g d(bn ; (n 1); Di ) and n; Ri =
:
Pj
Sin e Pj has already been omputed in queue k, we know that (n 1); Di must be a non- onstant
polynomial omputed in queue j < k. As su h, n; Ri has both its omponents available and an
be assigned to queuek0 . Else, if (#rn 1 + 1)=2  i  #rn 1 , then
(n 1); Ri ((#rn 1 1)=2)
:
Pj = g d(bn ; (n 1); Ri ((#rn 1 1)=2) ) and n; Ri =
Pj
Again, (n 1); Ri ((#rn 1 1)=2) must be a non- onstant polynomial omputed in queue j < k,
so that n; Ri an be assigned to queuek0 . On the other hand, for i = 1; :::; #rn 1 (or i =
1; :::; (#rn 1)=2) we know that
(n + 1); Di = g d(bn+1 ; n; Di ):
The proof now follows as above.
Step 3: Suppose Pj = n; Di for some n = 2; :::; m and i = #rn 1 . Sin e n; D#rn 1 is the
D-polynomial to be omputed last in row n, and sin e
b
;
n; R#rn 1 +1 = #rn 1n
Q
n; Di
;i=16=1

n Di

the proof follows as above.
Step 4: Suppose that Pj = n; Ri for some n = 2; :::; m and some i = 1; :::; #rn 1 + 1. We
know that i also satis es i = 1; :::; (#rn + 1)=2 or
(#rn + 1)
(#rn 1)

i+
 #rn:
2
2
Moreover, we have
(#rn + 1)
 i  #rn;
(n + 1); Di = g d(bn+1 ; n; Ri ((#rn 1)=2) ) if
2
or equivalently
(#rn 1)
(#rn + 1)

i+
 #rn:
(n + 1); Di+ #rn 1 = g d(bn+1 ; n; Ri ) if
2
2
2
The proof now follows as above.
With the orre tness of the algorithm now established, it be omes immediate to see that
any polynomial in queuek an lead to at most 3 polynomials in queuek0 (e.g. the polynomial
satisfying the onditions in steps 2 and 3 above).
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5.2.2 The parallel Gottfert algorithm
One major hara teristi of the algorithm is that it onsists of task parallelism, sin e distributing
the data would require mu h more syn hronisation between pro essors in the inner loops than
would be the ase in our present algorithm. To minimise the number of syn hronisation barriers,
we hoose to make all initial data available globally at the beginning of the algorithm and all
re ently omputed data available to all pro essors on e they are obtained. The following details
are ru ial in following up on the algorithm and des ribe some of the data stru tures as well
as the notations we adopt throughout this se tion. The polynomials are represented by integer
arrays whose entries are either zero or one. The oeÆ ients are pa ked into bit-words (where
wl is the bit-size of the omputer word being used). This not only speeds up the polynomial
arithmeti sub-routines but also minimises the number of messages to be transmitted among
pro essors, and hen e the BSP ost of the algorithm. We des ribe several arrays that store
either the values of the polynomials or information about them. Unless otherwise stated, all
arrays are global.
We rst de ne two opies of three integer arrays, T ypej;j 0 , Rowj;j 0 , and Indexj;j 0 , ea h of size
m. Those serve to hold temporarily information about a polynomial Pi being omputed in some
parallel queue. In parti ular, T ypej;j 0 [i℄ denotes the type of the polynomial (whether a D or an
R polynomial), Rowj;j 0 [i℄ the row to whi h it belongs, and Indexj;j 0 [i℄ its index within that row.
Those arrays are embedded within two queues queuej and queue0j su h that queuej is a sequen e
of triples (T ypej [i℄; Rowj [i℄; Indexj [i℄), for i = 0; :::; #(queuej ) 1, and ea h su h triple des ribes
a polynomial already omputed in some parallel queue. On the other hand, queuej 0 onsists of
similar triples des ribing polynomials to be omputed in a forth oming parallel queue.
By a simple abuse of notation we also de ne what we all an array of polynomials P olyk
of size dd=wl e (where wl is the bit-size of the omputer word being used). By this we simply
mean a two dimensional array of integers P oly su h that the k'th row of the two dimensional
array ontains the oeÆ ients of the polynomial P olyk . The array is used to store permanently
the values of all non- onstant polynomials omputed in the parallel pro ess. Similarly, we
de ne an array of polynomials Bk of size dd=wl e ontaining the oeÆ ients (in bit-words) of
the polynomials bi = f=g d(f; hi ), for i = 0; :::; m 1. We note that the polynomial indi es are
global variables indi ating that P olyk and Bk are global polynomials whose individual values are
omputed by one parti ular pro essor then broad ast to all at one xed lo ation k independent
of the pro essor id. To keep tra k of the number of non- onstant polynomials in ea h row,
we de ne the integer array Length of size m su h that Length[i℄ denotes the total number of
non- onstant polynomials lo ated along row i during any phase of the parallel pro ess. We also
de ne two dimensional arrays of pointers, D and R, of approximate sizes m  (2m 1). D[n℄[i℄
points to null if the polynomial n; Di is onstant; else, it ontains the address of the row in P oly
where the polynomial n; Di is stored. A similar des ription holds for the array R. Finally, we
de ne two integer arrays sum, and lo al sums, of sizes m and p  m respe tively, that are used
to update the lengths of rows individually by ea h pro essor, as will be des ribed later on.
All ommuni ation between pro essors is a hieved through the bsp put ommand [66, 67℄.
We use the short-hand of the fun tion all as in

y

BSP P ut(s; N; x):

where N is an integer greater than or equal to zero. If N = 0, this indi ates that the pro essor
meeting the ommand is sending its individual value of variable x onto variable y found on
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pro essor s. Otherwise, x denotes a polynomial whose oeÆ ients form the rst N entries of
array x and are being sent to pro essors s at the same orresponding lo ations in the global
array y. Signal is an indi ator whi h ontrols the ow of the loops in that, if the length of any
row be omes equal to m, we set Signal to Stop, indi ating that all irredu ibles have been found
(see Theorem 3.1.7); else, we set it equal to OK in whi h ase all loops ontinue to operate.
queue length always designates the number of polynomials to be omputed in a new parallel
queue, and total poly designates the total number of non- onstant fa tors determined during
any stage of the parallel algorithm. Our parallel algorithm now takes the following form:

Algorithm 5.2.2 P arallel Gottfert(f; d; m; fh0 ; :::hm 1 g; p; id)
Input: f a polynomial of degree d over F 2 , m > 1 the number of irredu ible fa tors of f ,
fh0; :::; hm 1 g a basis for the solution set of (3.3), p the total number of pro essors operating in
parallel, and id the pro essor identi ation number ranging from 0; :::; p 1.
Output: the m irredu ible fa tors of f and their multipli ities in f .
1. Signal OK , k id;
while (k < m) do
2. bk f= g d(f; hk ), degree deg(bk );
for y 2 f0; :::; p 1g do
3.
bk BSP P ut(y; degree + 1; bk );
end;
4. k k + p;
end.
5. BSP syn hronise().
6. P0 g d(b0 ; b1 );
if (P0 6= 1) do
7. P oly0 P0 , D[2℄[1℄ &P oly0 , total poly 1, Length[2℄ 1;
else do
8. total poly 0;
end;
9. queuej fP0 g, Set Queues(queuej ; queuej 0 ), queue length #queuej 0 ;
while (Signal = OK ) do
10. k id, Set to zero(sum; lo al sums);
while (k < queue length) do
11.
T ype T ypej 0 [k℄, n Rowj 0 [k℄, i Indexj 0 [k℄,
Pk Compute P olynomial(T ype; n; i);
if (Pk 6= 1) do
12.
P oly(k+total poly) Pk ;
if (T ype = D type) do
13.
D[n℄[i℄ &P oly(k+total poly) ;
else do
14.
R[n℄[i℄ &P oly(k+total poly) ;
end;
15.
sum[n℄ sum[n℄ + 1, degree deg(P olyk );
for y 2 f0; :::; p 1g do
16.
P oly(k+total poly) BSP P ut(y; degree + 1; P oly(k+total poly) );
end;
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17.

18.

19.

20.
21.
22.
23.

24.

if (T ype = D type) do
for y 2 f0; :::; p 1g do
D[n℄[i℄ BSP P ut(y; 0; D[n℄[i℄);
end;
else do
for y 2 f0; :::; p 1g do
R[n℄[i℄ BSP P ut(y; 0; R[n℄[i℄);
end;
end;

end;
k k + p;

end;
for y 2 f0; :::; p 1g do
for w 2 f2; :::; mg do
lo al sums[y℄[w℄ BSP P ut(y; 0; sum[w℄);
end;
end;
BSP syn hronise();
for (y 2 f0; :::; p 1g) do
for (w 2 f2; :::; mg) do
Length[w℄ Length[w℄ + lo al sums[y℄[w℄,
total poly total poly + lo al sums[y℄[w℄;
if (Length[w℄ = m) do
Signal Stop, last row w;
end;
end;
end;
if (Signal = OK ) do;
queuej queuej 0 , queue length Sort(queuej ), queuej 0
Set Queues(queuej ; queuej 0 );
end;

end;
25. i id + 1;
while (i  2last row 1 ) do
if (D[last row℄[i℄ 6= NULL) do
26.
fa tor D[last row℄[i℄, exp
return (fa tor; exp);
end;
if (R[last row℄[i℄ 6= NULL) do
27.
fa tor R[last row℄[i℄, exp
return (fa tor; exp);
28. i i + p;
end.

(),

Multipli ity(f; fa tor),

Multipli ity(f; fa tor),

The algorithm is alled by all pro essors whi h implement the same opy of it for various
data, onforming to the SPMD model: A single program with multiple data is en ountered by
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all pro essors, whi h then exe ute their own version of the program, distinguished by their own
identi ation number, id = 0; :::; p 1. In step 1 of the algorithm, few initialisations are set. The
rst \while" loop is a parallel loop met by all pro essors whi h ompute the square-free fa tors
bk = f= g d(f; hk ), for k = 0; :::; m 1. k is a global variable whi h when rst set to id and then
in remented by p guarantees that all pro essors ompute almost an equal number of polynomials
bk . This onstitutes the rst parallel queue a ording to Algorithm 5.2.1. Every pro essor then
broad asts its own value of bk to all other pro essors, but no syn hronisation barrier is met until
all the bk 's are omputed, sin e they are not needed in any loop omputation. A syn hronisation
point in the loop as su h would only in ur an extra ost of syn hronisation without a tually
being required.
The se ond parallel queue onsists of the polynomial 2; D1 (see Algorithm 5.2.1) whi h is
omputed by all pro essors. Although this onstitutes a sequential step, the pro essors start to
engage in distin t omputations soon after the se ond queue is set up. If P0 = 2; D1 is not trivial,
it is stored in a permanent lo ation in P oly0 , D[2℄[1℄ is set to point to the lo ation of P oly0
(whi h we denote by &P oly0 ), and the length of row 2 and the total number of non- onstant
fa tors omputed so far are updated. We all Algorithm 5.2.1 to set up the ensuing queuej 0 of
polynomials to be omputed in parallel. queue length denotes #queuej 0 .
Thereafter, the main loop of the algorithm is iterated so long as Signal is not set to Stop
(indi ating that none of the rows has attained m non- onstant polynomials). The global variable
k loops over indi es in queuej 0 , and as above, the in rement it re eives arranges for the pro essors
to ompute almost an equal number of polynomials Pk in queuej 0 . The pro essors re eive
information about the polynomials they should ompute through the global data found in T ype =
T ypej 0 [k℄, n = Rowj 0 [k℄, and i = Indexj 0 [k℄, and all the sub-routine Compute P oly whi h
determines the polynomial Pk as de ned in the Gottfert setting. If Pk is non- onstant, pro essor
id stores it permanently in P oly(k+total poly) , and sets D[n℄[i℄ (or R[n℄[i℄) to point to the address
of P oly(k+total poly) . Be ause total poly represents the total number of non- onstant fa tors
omputed so far, this parti ular index of P oly is su h that all new polynomials do not overwrite
previous ones, and no two pro essors store their results in the same lo ation. The lo al value
of the polynomial and its pointer are then broad ast by pro essor id to all pro essors, and
the total number of non- onstant fa tors found along row n by pro essor id during the set up
of queuej 0 is in reased by 1 in the pro essor's lo al opy of sum[n℄ (it is assumed that sum
and lo al sums are initialised to zero before every new iteration of the main loop of step 10).
When all polynomials in queuej 0 have been omputed, ea h pro essor id pla es its own opies
of sum[n℄, for n = 2; :::; m in global lo ations at lo al sums[id℄[n℄. A syn hronisation barrier
is now met, whi h updates the values of the non- onstant polynomials, their pointers, and the
partial lengths of rows as omputed by every individual pro essor. We note the absen e of a
syn hronisation point immediately after the broad asting of P oly(k+total poly) and the pointer
to it, due to the fa t that they were not needed in any omputation within the loop of step 11.
We also note that, although updating the total row lengths inside the loop of step 11 (i.e. while
pro essors are still operating within the same parallel queue) de nitely dis ards any unne essary
g d or division operations remaining in the queue, our hoi e not to perform a ordingly an
be justi ed by the fa t that this will require a syn hronisation point within the innermost loop,
one whose repeated appli ation ould prove to be ostly. Ea h pro essor now has all the partial
sums available to it globally in lo al sums[id℄[n℄ and an thus sum them all up into one global
quantity in Length[n℄. The total number of non- onstant fa tors is also updated as being the
sum of all row lengths. If any row length be omes equal to m, all pro essors are signalled to
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stop. Else, queuej 0 is transferred onto queuej (so that the most re ent polynomials an help
determine what the new parallel queue will be), and queuej is sorted through a all to Sort.
Sin e some pro essors ompute onstant polynomials whose index k leaves the orresponding
lo ation in the array P oly empty, the Sort sub-routine re-arranges the elements stored in P oly
(and their orresponding pointers in the arrays D or R) so that the non- onstant fa tors are
stored onse utively after ea h other. Sort also returns the length of the sorted list. Finally, a
new queuej 0 is set a ording to Algorithm 5.2.1. The loop of step 10 an be shown to end, sin e
we are bound to rea h a row ontaining m non- onstant polynomials whi h onstitute all the
irredu ible fa tors of f (Theorem 5.2.1). At this point, last row ontains the index to that row.
All pro essors s an in parallel the non- onstant D and R pointers to the polynomials found along
last row (using our notation, the polynomials are a essed by applying  to a parti ular lo ation
in the D or R arrays). By Claim 5.2.1, there is a maximum of #rlast row 1 = (2last row 1 1) Dpolynomials and #rlast row 1 +1 = 2last row 1 R-polynomials in last row, whi h by Theorems
3.1.7 and 3.1.8 onstitute the m non- onstant fa tors of f . Ea h pro essor then determines the
multipli ity of that fa tor in f (by a all to the sub-routine Multipli ity). At this stage, we
an hoose not to distribute the results globally so that ea h pro essor outputs its own set of
(fa tor; exp) pairs. The algorithm terminates with the last iteration of this loop.

5.2.3 The BSP ost of the algorithm
In this se tion we establish the parallel omplexity of our algorithm. To this end, we rst state
and prove several preliminary results.

Lemma 5.2.1 In the parallel setting des ribed in Algorithm 5.2.1, every row n has its rst
element n; D1 omputed in the parallel queue n and its last element n; R#rn 1 +1 omputed in
the parallel queue 2n 1.
Proof: We prove the result by indu tion on n. For n = 2, we know that queue 2 starts with
2; D1 , and by Algorithm 5.2.1, queue 3 ontains the polynomials 3; D1 , 2; R1 and 2; R2 , where
2; R2 is the last polynomial to be omputed in row 2. Suppose that n; D1 an be rst omputed
in queue n. Sin e (n +1); D1 = g d(bn+1 ; n; D1 ), the rst queue whi h assigns the omputation of
(n +1); D1 is n +1. Furthermore, suppose that queue 2n 1 ontains the polynomial n; R#rn 1 +1
whi h is omputed last in row n. Sin e

(n + 1); D#rn = g d(bn+1 ; n; R#rn 1 +1 );
this polynomial an be determined at the earliest in the parallel queue 2n. But (n + 1); R#rn +1
depends on the values of all polynomials (n + 1); Di , for i = 1; :::; #rn , and hen e an be an be
omputed at the earliest when (n + 1); D#rn is available, whi h is in the parallel queue 2n + 1.

Corollary 5.2.1 It takes at most 2m 1 parallel queues for a omplete fa torisation into irredu ibles to be established.
Proof: By Theorem 3.1.8 it takes at most m rows to ompute all irredu ible fa tors of f (see
[59℄ for proof). By Lemma 5.2.1, row m requires at most 2m 1 parallel queues before all
non- onstant polynomials appearing in it are omputed. This on ludes the proof.
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Lemma 5.2.2 If n is odd, then queue n ontains polynomials belonging only to rows (n+1)=2+j ,
for j = 0; :::; (n 1)=2, if 2  n  m, and for j = 0; :::; m (n + 1)=2, if m < n  2m 1.
Else, if n is even, then queue n ontains polynomials belonging only to rows n=2 + 1 + j , for
j = 0; :::; n=2 1, if 2  n  m, and for j = 0; :::; m (n=2 + 1), if m < n  2m 1.

Proof: For all queues n appearing in the parallel set-up, Corollary 5.2.1 maintains that 1 
n  2m 1. Suppose now that n is odd. Let k be a row o upying queue n. By Lemma 5.2.1,
we must have n  2k 1 (or k  (n + 1)=2). Write k = (n + 1)=2 + j for j  0 (sin e n is odd,
this expression is an integer). For n = 2; :::; 2m 1, we must have k  n (so that j  (n 1)=2);
otherwise, row k starts appearing in queues n + 1 onwards, a ontradi tion. If m < n  2m 1,
the upper bound on k an be strengthened to satisfy k  m (or j  m (n + 1)=2), sin e the
last row to be set up in the Gottfert representation is row m.
If n is even, n  2k 1 implies that n  2k 2 sin e 2k 1 is odd, or that k  n=2 + 1.
Write k = n=2 + 1 + j for j  0 (again, this expression is an integer sin e n is even). A similar
argument as above follows to establish the upper bounds on j , and we leave the straightforward
proof to the reader.

Lemma 5.2.3 Ea h parallel queue onsists of at most 2m g d and division operations and
ontributes to at most m non- onstant polynomials.
Proof: First, we note that, sin e ea h row k in the Gottfert representation requires at most
2m g d and division omputations and has at most m non- onstant polynomials appearing in
it, and sin e ea h su h row requires a number of at most k queues to be fully set up, we would
expe t, roughly and on average, ea h parallel queue n to require a number of 2m=k g d and
division operations leading to about m=k non- onstant polynomials for ea h row k assigned to
queue n. Let n be odd (the ase when n is even an be proven similarly and hen e an be
omitted). If 2  n  m, Lemma 5.2.2 implies that queue n has polynomials belonging to rows
k = (n + 1)=2 + j , for j = 0; :::; (n 1)=2, where ea h row k has roughly m=k non- onstant
polynomials appearing in queue n. Thus, the total number of g d and division operations to be
performed in queue n is approximately
(nX
1)=2

j =0





n 1
2m
2m
+1
= 2m:
n+1 + j <
2
(
n
+
1)=2
2

Furthermore, if m < n  2m 1, this number is approximately
m (X
n+1)=2





2m
n+1
+1
2
(n + 1)=2
j =0
m+1
2m
< (m
+ 1)
= 2m:
2
(m + 1)=2
Using a very similar al ulation, the total number of non- onstant polynomials produ ed is easily
shown to be at most m.
2m
n+1 + j < m
2

Sin e the number of pro essors will be xed throughout the text, we shall refer to the
ommuni ation and syn hronisation BSP parameters as simply g and ` respe tively, where it is
impli itly understood that the two parameters depend on p.
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Theorem 5.2.2 Assuming lassi al polynomial arithmeti with multipli ation time M (d) =
O(d2 ), the BSP ost of Algorithm 5.2.2 is of the order
 2
 

m
d
2
O
M (d) log d + gm (
+ p) + m` ops.
(5.1)
p
wl
Proof: In our proof, we note the following remarks. Sin e all polynomials appearing in the
ourse of the algorithm are fa tors of f , their degrees are at most equal to d = deg(f ). It is
also understood that any omputational omplexity is the maximum work load a hieved by any
one pro essor. Sorting a list of size at most k an be a hieved in O(k log k) ops (e.g. see [26℄).
Computing the multipli ity of a fa tor of f requires at most d polynomial multipli ations over
F 2 (and hen e in our ase, M (d) ops). We also assume that a essing an array entry requires
almost as mu h time as one op. A message denotes one omputer word (i.e. a message of
size 1). The total ost of the algorithm is the summation of the osts of its supersteps. The
individual BSP osts of the main supersteps (i.e. those whose ost is not onstant) an be
detailed as follows:
Supersteps 2-4: we have seen earlier that this loop is divided almost equally among all
pro essors. As a result, the parallel loop is a essed at most dm=pe times. Ea h iteration of the
outer loop involves mainly one g d and one division omputation, and an inner loop onsisting
of a bsp put operation, whereby ea h pro essor sends ddegree=wl e  dd=wl e messages to all
pro essors (and hen e p opies of these) and re eives pddegree=wl e  pdd=wl e messages. Thus,
hmax = pddegree=wl e < pdd=wl e. Superstep 5 is a syn hronisation point, so that the total BSP
ost of supersteps 2-4 is at most
 

  
d
m
M (d) log d + gp
+ ` ops.
(5.2)
O
p
wl
Supersteps 6-9: onsist mainly of one g d operation and a all to Set Queues with input
queuej = fP0 g, whi h a ording to Theorem 5.2.1 requires at most 3 steps. Thus, the BSP ost
of these supersteps is of the order
O(M (d) log(d)) ops.
(5.3)
Supersteps 10-28: onstitute the main body of the parallel algorithm. The outer{most loop
designates the total number of times the pro essors set up parallel queues before a omplete
fa torisation is a hieved. This number has been shown in Corollary 5.2.1 to be at most 2m 1.
Supersteps 11-19 are embedded within an inner loop ranging over all polynomials along queuej 0 .
The tasks within the queue, onsisting mainly of g d and division operations, are divided almost
equally among pro essors ( he k the initial value of the loop variable k and the in rement it
re eives). By Lemma 5.2.3, ea h queue onsists of at most 2m g d and division operations to
perform equally among all pro essors, and hen e the loop is a essed at most d2m=pe times.
The bulk of the work appears in the following: step 11 onsists of either a g d or a division
operation, step 16 onsists of sending at most pdd=wl e messages and re eiving at most pdd=wl e
messages (resulting in hmax = pdd=wl e), and step 17 or 18 onsists of sending p messages and
re eiving one message (resulting in hmax = p). Within ea h inner loop iteration, the BSP ost
of supersteps 11-19 is at most

 
d
O M (d) log(d) + gp
wl
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whi h a ross both the outer and inner loops be omes of the order


O m



m
p



M (d) log(d) + gp



d
wl



ops.

(5.4)

Supersteps 20-28 are found outside the inner loop of step 11 but inside the loop of step 10. In the
ommuni ation superstep 20 ea h pro essor sends pm messages and re eives pm messages (so
that hmax = pm). Superstep 21 is a syn hronisation point, and superstep 22 onsists of about
2pm additions. Superstep 24 onsists mainly of a all to Sort with input list of size at most
2m (produ ing a list of size at most m by Lemma 5.2.3), as well as a all to Set Queues with
input list of size at most m (this requiring at most 3m ops). Summing up, a single appli ation
of supersteps 20-28 requires at most

O (m(p + log m) + gpm + `)
ops whi h when iterated a ross the outer loop of step 10 be omes of the order

O(m2 (p + log m) + gpm2 + m`) ops.

(5.5)

Supersteps 25-28 onsist of omputing the multipli ity of all m fa tors in parallel, where ea h
pro essor takes up almost an equal number of D and R-fa tors. If ea h all to Multipli ity
requires about M (d) ops, the supersteps will require

O







m
M (d)
p

ops.

(5.6)

Summing up the individual osts (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), (5.5), and (5.6), the total BSP ost an be
found to be of the order
  

  
d m
m
2
2
M (d) log d + m (p + log m) + gp(m
+ m ) + m`
O m
p
wl p
ops. Sin e




m
m
< + 1; p = O(d); M (d) = O(d2 ) and m = O(d);
p
p

(where the se ond inequality easily holds in implementations involving large polynomial degrees {
see Table 5.2, the third estimate holds in our implementations of lassi al polynomial arithmeti
[55℄), it follows that

m2 (p + log m) = O(m2 d) = O









m
M (d) log d ;
m
p

from whi h the total BSP ost (5.1) an be derived.

Corollary 5.2.2 Assuming the given in Theorem 5.2.2 above, Algorithm 5.2.2 has low syn hronisation and ommuni ation requirements.
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Proof: We laim that our algorithm has very good syn hronisation and ommuni ation requirements, in that the number of ops required by both an be negligible ompared to the
omputation ost. In parti ular, and based on the values of the BSP parameters in table 5.2, it
an be easily attained that

g = O(

m
d log d
); p = O(d); and ` = O( M (d) log d)
p
p

for large values of d, so that

gm2







d
m2
+ p + m` = O( M (d) log d):
wl
p

5.2.4 Redu tion of the algorithm's memory requirements

As de ned in Algorithm 5.2.2, the two dimensional arrays D and R of size m  (2m 1) ea h
an be easily seen to onstitute an infeasible (exponential) spa e requirement unless m is very
small. To this end, we des ribe how a linked-list stru ture an be adopted whi h redu es the
memory requirements to four integer arrays of size m ea h and four integer arrays of size 2m2
ea h, requiring only a polynomial order spa e omplexity.
Re all that, for n = 2; :::; m and i = 1; :::; 2m 1, D[n℄[i℄ represents a pointer whi h is NULL
if n; Di is a onstant polynomial, and whi h points to the lo ation of n; Di in the array P oly,
otherwise. Similarly for R[n℄[i℄. We also note that there are many more onstant polynomials
than there are non- onstant ones, and hen e, the distribution of non- onstant polynomials among
all possibilities is a sparse one. Our algorithm in its present form ontains many NULL pointers,
and a andidate for a more eÆ ient method has to repla e this stru ture with one whi h lo ates
only non- onstant polynomials without any referen e to the others.
The improvement an be des ribed as follows. We rst order the non- onstant fa tors in a
list F , in whi h ea h fa tor o upies an index orresponding to its position in the array P oly.
For instan e, if a non- onstant fa tor is stored at lo ation k in P oly, it would appear as the k +1
polynomial in F . In this way, a non- onstant fa tor in the entire olle tion an be ompared to
a nonzero entry in a olle tion of sparse row ve tors (or olumns) representing a sparse matrix.
We de ne four global integer arrays, D header, D tail, R header and R tail, ea h of size
m, and four global integer arrays, D fwd link, R fwd link, D index and R index, ea h of
size 2m2 . The aim would be to arrange polynomials in F in lists of polynomials of the same
type and row. The des ription below on erns only D-arrays but a very similar one holds for
R-arrays.
Suppose we want to link all D- polynomials in F appearing in row n. For n = 2; :::; m,
D header[n℄ represents the index in F of the rst (non- onstant) D-polynomial appearing in
row n. All ensuing non- onstant D-polynomials in row n are adjoined to the list, and as su h, we
need to preserve various information des ribing ea h one of them as they appear together. For
ea h row n, we keep tra k of the index in F of the last D-polynomial appearing in the row by
storing it in D tail[n℄. Thus, for a start, if one non- onstant D-polynomial of row n appears in
F at lo ation k, we set D header[n℄ = k and D tail[n℄ = k. We also store its index along row
n in D index[k℄, whi h ompletes all information about the polynomial. For ea h non- onstant
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D-polynomial in row n and of index k in F , we maintain a pointer to the index in F of the next
su h polynomial and store it in D fwd link[k℄. If D fwd link[k℄ = 0, polynomial k is the
last one in the list of non- onstant D-polynomials belonging to row n, whi h an be generated
ompletely as follows:
Algorithm 5.2.3 Input: A non- onstant D-polynomial of index i in some row n = 2; :::; m and
index k in F .
Output: The polynomial adjoined to the end of the list of non- onstant D-polynomials belonging
to row n.
if (D header[n℄ = 0) do
1. D header[n℄ k, D tail[n℄ k, D index[k℄ i, D fwd link[k℄ 0;
else do
2. D fwd link[D tail[n℄℄ k, D tail[n℄ k, D index[k℄ i;
end.
It is trivial to see that the all to this algorithm omes at a very negligible onstant ost and
hen e an be embedded within the estimate of (5.1). We now illustrate the use of this stru ture in
lo ating non- onstant fa tors whenever required for new omputations. Suppose, for instan e,
that we need to ompute n; Di for some n = 3; ::; m and i = 1; :::; (#rn 1 1)=2 (so that
n; Di = g d(bn ; (n 1); Di )). Using the two dimensional array D, and if D[n 1℄[i℄ is NULL,
one on ludes that n; Di is onstant; otherwise, the polynomial pointed to by D[n 1℄[i℄ is used
to ompute the required g d. Using the linked list stru ture, the pro ess an be des ribed as
follows:

Algorithm 5.2.4 Input: A D-polynomial of index i in some row n 1, n = 3; :::; m.
Output: The lo ation of (n 1); Di in the array P oly if it is non- onstant or F AIL otherwise.
1. t F AIL, x D header[n 1℄;
if (D header[n 1℄ 6= D tail[n 1℄) do
while (x 6= 0 and t = F AIL) do
if (D index[x℄ = i) do
2.
t P ASS ;
3.
k x, x D fwd link[x℄;
end;
end;
end;
else do
if (D index[x℄ = i) do
4.
t P ASS ;
end;
5. k x;
end;
if (t = P ASS ), return (k 1);
else return F AIL.

If D header[n 1℄ 6= D tail[n 1℄, the list of D-polynomials belonging to row n ontains
more than one polynomial and hen e has to be s anned entirely; else, the list ontains only one
element. x takes up indi es in this list, starting with its header, and moving a ross the forward
links. t is an indi ator whi h when set to P ASS indi ates that a non- onstant polynomial
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(n 1); Di has been found whose lo ation in F is k (or lo ation in P oly is k 1). If x be omes
zero, this signals the end of the list. Finally, the loop a ross the list ends either when t be omes
PASS or x = 0. The algorithm demonstrates how he king D[n℄[i℄ an be substituted with
s anning a list of size at most m. The in rease in the total omputational ost as a result of
using the improved data stru ture an be realised as follows. We have seen that the all to
Compute P olynomial in step 11 of algorithm 5.2.2 is issued at most 2m  dm=pe times. Ea h
su h polynomial omputation will require two alls to algorithms 5.2.3 and 5.2.4, thus in reasing
the total ost of Algorithm 5.2.2 by O(2m2  dm=pe) ops. Sin e m = O(M (d) log d), the upper
bound estimate given in (5.1) remains of the same order, and as su h, the new improvement an
be introdu ed at little ost to the worst- ase analysis initially provided.

5.3 Implementation and run times

d
8000
8000
8000
16000
16000
32000
64000
128000
256000
300000
400000

m max
6 7446
7 3200
30 600
10 10224
14 5600
31 19360
10 26400
14 44800
14 92800
11 120000
11 160000

Table 5.1: Parallel run times.
Pro essors
seq.
1
2
4
2.37
2:32
1
0:8
(1)
(1:2)
(0:7)
2.62
2:6
0:9
0:7
(1)
(1:5)
(0:9)
48.98
48:36
27
17:4
(1)
(0:9)
(0:7)
29.9
29:9
14:2
10:4
(1)
(1:1)
(0:7)
8.78
8:74
4:7
2:4
(1)
(0:9)
(0:9)
145.8 144:89 76:4
31:5
(1)
(1)
(1:2)
82.6
82:01
64:2
29:3
(1)
(0:6)
(0:7)
2629.62 2609
794:8 761:4
(1)
(1:7)
(0:9)
6819.12 6761:89 2696:3 1420:4
(1)
(1:3)
(1:2)
621.8 621:32 408:68 242:2
(1)
(0:8)
(0:6)
1658.2
1658
829
592
(1)

(1)

Table 5.2: BSP parameters.
p
g
`
1 0.34 55
2 1.64 1496
4 2.48 1683
8 2.34 2562
16 4.83 3431
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(0:7)

8
16
0:2
0:6
(1:5)
(0:2)
1:4
1:1
(0:2)
(0:1)
6:8
6:6
(0:9)
(0:5)
10:4 3:7
(0:4)
(0:5)
2:6
1:4
(0:4)
(0:4)
13:8 10:4
(1:3)
(0:9)
27 29:05
(0:4)
(0:2)
760:6 468:8
(0:4)
(0:4)
1417 325:1
(0:6)
(1:3)
51:2 57:6
(1:5)
(0:7)
188:4 148
(1:1)

(0:7)

All programs were written in C and extended using the standard BSP library [66, 67℄. The
work was arried out at the Oxford University Super omputing Centre (OSC) using the Oswell
ma hine. Oswell is a Sun luster of 84 pro essors and a shared memory system where the
pro essors are arranged in three groups of 24 pro essors and a group of 12 pro essors (ea h
pro essor having 2 GBytes of memory). With this s heme, any work submitted to the ma hine
is queued to one of those four boxes, and the number of pro essors available for use by any one
job is at most 24. In pra ti e, however, we had a ess to 16 pro essors only.
The various input data were taken from the results of Chapter 4 where the Niederreiter
linear system for a trinomial over F 2 is solved and a basis for the solution set is produ ed. We
remark that, in spite of the input polynomial being sparse, the intermediary polynomials in the
Gottfert representation are not ne essarily so, whi h renders su h a ase study for trinomials
not so spe ial a ase as it appears. The run times in table 5.1 represent the times in se onds
for produ ing the entire fa torisation using our BSP parallel algorithm given a parti ular basis
set. The timings orrespond to the sequential as well as the parallel results. max represents the
maximum over all i = 1; :::; m of deg(giei ), and d and m are as de ned previously. The absolute
eÆ ien ies are shown in parentheses. All polynomial arithmeti was performed using lassi al
algorithms so that the multipli ation time for polynomials of degree at most d is O(d2 ) [55℄.
Let Tp and Ts denote the parallel run time using p pro essors and the sequential run time
respe tively. Our run times suggest a speed gain in almost all ases, an out ome that is to be
expe ted a ording to our BSP ost (5.1), whi h roughly suggests that

Tp < Ts i

m2
< m2 i p > 1;
p

ignoring the negligible ommuni ation and syn hronisation requirements of our algorithm as
well as any other parallel overheads asso iated with the reation and management of threads.
To measure the s alability of our parallel algorithm, we al ulate the absolute eÆ ien y Ep [86℄
for all ases, where

Ep =

Ts
;
pTp

whi h when a hieving values lose to one indi ates a good parallel performan e. A ordingly,
and upon examining our eÆ ien ies, we note that almost all our experiments s ale very well
for up to 8 pro essors. Thereafter, the eÆ ien y remains very good for a xed d either as m
in reases (e.g. ompare trinomials with m > 30 to others), or as max in reases (for d = 8000,
ompare the trinomials with max = 7446 and max = 3200). We also note that eÆ ien y remains
almost onstant around 1 for d  256000. We remark the absen e of a sharp u tuation in the
eÆ ien y levels mainly be ause our algorithm does not involve data partitioning (but only task
parallelism), whi h results in the omputation being either entirely in a he or out of a he
a ross all pro essors for the same d. This has the advantage of revealing the real s alability of
the algorithm and avoiding a he e e ts.

5.4 Con lusion
In this hapter we presented and analyzed a omplete BSP algorithm for extra ting the fa tors
of a polynomial over F 2 using the Gottfert re nement of the Niederreiter algorithm, whi h,
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given a basis for the solution set of the Niederreiter linear system, performs the last phase of the
fa torisation algorithm in polynomial time. Our BSP theoreti al model resulted in an eÆ ient
BSP ost requiring relatively small ommuni ation and syn hronisation osts. The parallel
algorithm not only a hieves onsiderable speed gains as the number of pro essors in reases up
to 16, but maintains a moderate to very good eÆ ien y that is better maintained as the degree of
the polynomial, the number of its irredu ible fa tors or the maximum over its irredu ible fa tors'
degrees in reases. The algorithm an be applied over elds of hara teristi 2 in general, provided
an input basis is available. When ombined with our work in Chapter 4 whi h exploits sparsity
in the Niederreiter linear system, the hybrid algorithm provides a heaper and more memory
eÆ ient alternative to the fa torisation of trinomials over F 2 than the implementation in [110℄,
whi h uses dense expli it linear algebra and a maximum of 256 nodes to a hieve a polynomial
re ord of degree 300000. When ompared with the Bla k Box Niederreiter algorithm of [39℄, the
hybrid algorithm is a simpler approa h for moderately high re ord fa torisations of trinomials
over F 2 as those allowed by the use of impli it linear algebra, requiring reasonable running times
(see Chapter 4). Apart from the signi an e of its experimental results, our algorithm provides a
good model of how parallelism in general, and the BSP model in parti ular, an be in orporated
elegantly and su essfully into problems in symboli omputation.
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Chapter 6

Fa toring polynomials via polytopes
6.1 Introdu tion
This hapter is based on joint work with Shuhong Gao and Alan Lauder [2℄. As mentioned in
Chapter 1, fa toring multivariate polynomials is a fundamental problem in all major omputer
algebra systems. There is an extensive literature on this problem | we refer the reader to
the referen es in [23, 44, 52, 63, 75, 78, 88, 89, 90, 101, 131, 130℄. Most of these papers deal
with dense polynomials, two notable ex eptions being [52, 78℄. These two papers redu e sparse
polynomials with more than two variables to bivariate or univariate polynomials whi h are then
treated as dense polynomials. It is still open whether there is an eÆ ient algorithm for fa toring
sparse bivariate or univariate polynomials. The goal in this hapter is to study sparse bivariate
polynomials using their onne tion to integral polytopes.
Newton polytopes of multivariate polynomials re e t to a ertain extent the sparsity of
polynomials and they arry a lot of information about the fa torisation patterns of polynomials
as demonstrated in the re ent work of Gao [43℄ and Gao and Lauder [45℄. In this hapter the
fo us is on the more diÆ ult problem of fa toring sparse polynomials. We do not solve this
problem ompletely. However, our approa h is a pra ti al new method whi h generalises Hensel
lifting; its running time will in general improve upon that of Hensel lifting and sparse bivariate
polynomials an often be pro essed signi antly more qui kly. As with Hensel lifting, it has an
exponential worst- ase running time. Also, our method does not work for all polynomials, but
only for those that are square-free on ertain subsets of the edges of their Newton polytopes (see
Theorem 6.6.1).
In Se tion 6.2 we present a brief introdu tion to Newton polytopes and their relation to
multivariate polynomials, and in Se tion 6.3 we state the entral problem. Se tion 6.4 ontains
an outline of our method, and highlights the theoreti al problems we need to address. The
main theorem underpinning our method is proved in Se tion 6.6, after a key geometri lemma in
Se tion 6.5. Se tion 6.8 ontains a detailed des ription of the algorithm. Finally in Se tion 6.9
we present a small example, as well as details of our omputer implementation of the algorithm.

6.2 Newton polytopes and Ostrowski's theorem
This hapter onsiders polynomial fa torisation over a eld F of arbitrary hara teristi . We
denote by N the non-negative integers, and Z, Q and R the integers, rationals and reals. For
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an earlier introdu tion on polytopes and polynomials we refer the reader to hapter 3.
Let F [X1 ; X2 ; : : : ; Xn ℄ be the ring of polynomials in n variables over the eld F . We re all
the motivating theorem behind our investigation:

Theorem 6.2.1 (Ostrowski) Let f; g; h 2 F [X1 ; : : : ; Xn ℄. If f = gh then Newt(f ) = Newt(g)+
Newt(h).
An immediate result of this theorem relates to testing polynomial irredu ibility: In the
simplest ase in whi h the polytope does not de ompose, one immediately dedu es that the
polynomial must be irredu ible. This was explored in [43, 45, 47℄. In this hapter, we address
the more diÆ ult problem: Given a de omposition of the polytope, how an we re over a
fa torisation of the polynomial whose fa tors have Newton polytopes of that shape, or show
that one does not exist?
In the remainder of this hapter, we restri t our attention to bivariate polynomials, and f
always denotes a bivariate polynomial in the ring F [x; y℄. For e = (e1 ; e2 ) 2 N 2 , we rede ne the
notation X e to mean xe1 ye2 .

6.3 Extending partial fa torisations
Let Newt(f ) = Q + R be a de omposition of the Newton polytope of f into integral polygons in
the rst quadrant. For ea h latti e point q 2 Q and r 2 R we introdu e indeterminates gq and
hr . The polynomials g and h are then de ned as

g :=
h :=

P
g Xq
Pq2Q q r

r2R hr X

:

We all g and h the generi polynomials given by the de omposition Newt(f ) = Q + R. Let
#Newt(f ) denote the number of latti e points in Newt(f ). The equation f = gh de nes a
system of #Newt(f ) quadrati equations in the oeÆ ient indeterminates obtained by equating
oeÆ ients of ea h monomial X e with e 2 Newt(f ) on both sides. The aim is to nd an eÆ ient
method of solving these equations for eld elements. Our approa h, motivated by Hensel lifting,
is to assume that, along with the de omposition of the Newton polytope, we are given appropriate
fa torisations of the polynomials de ned along its edges. This \boundary fa torisation" of the
polynomial is then \lifted" into the Newton polytope, and the oeÆ ients of the possible fa tors
g and h revealed in su essive layers. Unfortunately, to des ribe the algorithm properly we
shall need a onsiderable number of elementary de nitions | the reader may nd the gures in
Se tion 6.9.1 useful in absorbing them all.
Let S be a subset of Newt(f ). An S -partial fa torisation of f is a spe ialisation of a subset of
the indeterminates gq and hr su h that for ea h latti e point s 2 S the oeÆ ients of monomials
X s in the polynomials gh and f are equal eld elements. (A spe ialisation is just a substitution of
eld elements in pla e of indeterminates.) The ase S = Newt(f ) is equivalent to a fa torisation
of f in the traditional sense, and we will all this a full fa torisation. Now suppose we have
an S -partial fa torisation and an S 0 -partial fa torisation. Suppose further S  S 0 and the
indeterminates spe ialised in the S -partial fa torisation have been spe ialised to the same eld
elements as the orresponding ones in the S 0 -partial fa torisation. Then we say the S 0 -partial
fa torisation extends the S -partial fa torisation. We all this extension proper if S 0 has stri tly
more latti e points than S .
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Let Edge(f ) denote the set of all edges of Newt(f ). Ea h edge Æ 2 Edge(f ) is viewed as
dire ted so that Newt(f ) lies on the left hand side of the edge, and this dire ted edge an
be de ned by an aÆne fun tion ` as follows. Suppose the edge Æ is from (u1 ; v1 ) to (u2 ; v2 ),
verti es with integral oordinates; (u1 ; v1 ) is alled the starting vertex of the edge. Let d =
g d(u2 u1 ; v2 v1 ), u0 = (u2 u1 )=d, and v0 = (v2 v1 )=d. Then (u0 ; v0 ) represents the
dire tion of Æ and the integral points on Æ are of the form
(u1 ; v1 ) + i(u0 ; v0 ); i 2 Z:
Assuming the Eu lidean plane is endowed with an orthonormal system of oordinates, let
(1 ; 2 ) := ( v0 ; u0 ) be a rotation of (u0 ; v0 ) by 90 degrees ounter lo kwise. For any edge
Æ of Newt(f ), all integral points of Newt(f ) lying on the left hand side of Æ are of the form
(u1 ; v1 ) + i(u0 ; v0 ) + j ( v0 ; u0 ); for some integers j  0; i 2 Z:
Let  = v0 u1

u0 v1 . De ne
`(e) = 1 e1 + 2 e2 + ;

for e = (e1 ; e2 ) 2 R 2 :

Then ` has the property that `(e)  0 for ea h point e 2 Newt(f ), with the equation holding
i e 2 Æ, that is, Newt(f ) lies in the positive side of the line ` = 0. We all this fun tion ` the
primitive aÆne fun tion asso iated with Æ, denoted by `Æ .
The fun tion `Æ has another ni e property: Sin e g d(1 ; 2 ) = 1, there exist integers 1 and
2 su h that 1 1 + 2 2 = 1, and they are unique under the requirement that 0  2 < 1 .
De ne the hange of variables

z := x2 y 1 and w := x1 y2 :

(6.1)

Then any monomial of the form xe1 ye2 an be written as xe1 ye2 = z i1 wi2 , where
  
i1 = 2
1
i2

Its inverse transform is

1
2

  
e1 = 2
e2
1

 
e1 :
e2

1
2

 
i1 :
i2

This hange of variables has the ni e property that when (e1 ; e2 ) moves along the dire tion
(u0 ; v0 ) of the edge Æ, then the exponent of w remains onstant (as i2 = `Æ (e1 ; e2 ) ), while
the exponent of z stri tly in reases (by 1 = 2 u0 1 v0 for ea h in rement of (u0 ; v0 )).
For ea h Æ 2 Edge(f ), there exists a unique pair of fa es (either edges or verti es) Æ0 and Æ00
of Q and R, respe tively, su h that Æ = Æ0 + Æ00 , and the lines supporting the edges Æ; Æ0 and Æ00
are parallel (see [36℄ for instan e). One an also show that there exists a unique integer Æ su h
that
Æ0 = fe 2 Q j `Æ (e) = Æ g
Æ00 = fe 2 R j `Æ (e) = Æ + g
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where  is the onstant oeÆ ient of `Æ . In parti ular, let Æ be the unique positive integer su h
that
Æ0 = fr 2 Q j lÆ (r) = Æ g:
For any r00 2 Æ00 , we know that r00 = r r0 for some r 2 Æ and r0 2 Æ0 . Write r = r0 + r00 for
r0 = (r10 ; r20 ) 2 Æ0 and r00 = (r100 ; r200 ) 2 Æ00 . Then
lÆ (r) = 1 (r10 + r100 ) + 2 (r20 + r200 ) + 
= 1 r10 + 2 r20 + 1 r100 + 2 r200 + 
= lÆ (r0 ) + 1 r100 + 2 r200
= Æ + 1 r100 + 2 r200 :
But lÆ (r) = 0, and so

1 r100 + 2 r200 +  = 
whi h gives lÆ (r00 ) = 
Let

Æ.

We then have
Æ00 = fr 2 R j lÆ (r) =

Æ
Æ +  g:

 Edge(f ), and let K = (k ) 2 be a ve tor of positive integers labelled by . De ne
Newt(f )j ;K := fe 2 Newt(f ) j 0  l (e) < k for some 2 g:

This de nes a strip along the interior of Newt(f ), or a union of su h strips.
We denote by Qj ;K and Rj ;K the subsets of Q and R respe tively given by

Qj
Rj

;K
;K

:=
:=

fe 2 Q j 0  lÆ (e) < kÆ + Æ for some Æ 2 g
fe 2 R j 0  lÆ (e) < kÆ Æ +  for some Æ 2 g:

On e again these denote strips along the inside of Q and R whose sum ontains the strip
Newt(f )j ;K in Newt(f ).
We now ome to the main de nition of this se tion.

De nition 6.3.1 A Newt(f )j
lowing two properties hold:




;K -fa

torisation is alled a ( ; K ; Q; R)-fa torisation if the fol-

Exa tly the indeterminate oeÆ ients of g and h indexed by latti e points in Qj
Rj ;K , respe tively, have been spe ialised.

;K

and

Let K 0 = (k0 ) 2 be a ve tor of positive integers with k0  k for all 2 , with the
inequality stri t for at least one . Then not all of the indeterminate oeÆ ients of g
indexed by latti e points in Qj ;K 0 have been spe ialised.

The se ond property will be used only on e, in the proof of Lemma 6.6.1.
In most instan es Q; R and will be lear from the ontext. If so we will omit them and
refer simply to a K -fa torisation. Furthermore, if K is the all ones ve tor, denoted (1), of the
appropriate length indexed by elements of some set , then we all this a ( ; Q; R)-boundary
fa torisation. We shall simplify this to partial boundary fa torisation or (1)-fa torisation when
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, Q and R are evident from the ontext. This spe ial ase will be the \lifting o " point for our
algorithm.
The entral problem we address is

Problem 6.3.1 Let f 2 F [x; y℄ have Newton polytope Newt(f ) and x a Minkowski de omposition Newt(f ) = Q + R where Q and R are integral polygons in the rst quadrant. Suppose
we have been given a ( ; Q; R)-boundary fa torisation of f for some set  Edge(f ). Constru t
a full fa torisation of f whi h extends it, or show that one does not exist.
Moreover, one wishes to solve the problem in time bounded by a small polynomial fun tion
of #Newt(f ).

6.4 The polytope method
6.4.1 An outline of the method
We now give a basi sket h of our polytope fa torisation method for bivariate polynomials.
Throughout this se tion will be a xed subset of Edge(f ) and Newt(f ) = Q + R a xed
de omposition. We shall need to pla e ertain onditions on later on, but for the time being
we will ignore them. Sin e ; Q and R are xed we shall use our abbreviated notation when
dis ussing partial fa torisations.
We begin with K = (1) the all-ones ve tor of the appropriate length and a K -fa torisation
(partial boundary fa torisation). Re all this is a partial fa torisation in whi h exa tly the
oeÆ ients in the sets Qj ;K and Rj ;K , subsets of points on the boundaries of Q and R, have
been spe ialised.
At ea h step of the algorithm we either show that no full fa torisation of f exists whi h
extends this partial fa torisation, and halt, or that at most one an exist, and we nd a new
K 0 -fa torisation with K 0 = (kÆ0 ) su h that
X

Æ2

kÆ0 >

X

Æ2

kÆ :

(Usually the sum will be in remented by just one.) Iterating this pro edure either we halt after
some step, in whi h ase we know that no fa torisation of f exists whi h extends the original
partial boundary fa torisation, or we eventually have Newt(f )  Newt(f )j ;K , for the updated
K (or just Q  Qj ;K or R  Rj ;K will do). At that point all of the indeterminates in our
partial fa tors have been spe ialised, and we may he k to see if we have found a pair of fa tors
by multipli ation. (In the ase, say, that just Q  Qj ;K we only know that the partial fa tor g
has all of its oeÆ ients spe ialised, so we may use division to see if this is a fa tor.)
Note that in the situation in whi h Newt(f ) is just a triangle with verti es (0; n); (n; 0)
and (0; 0) for some n, our method redu es to the standard Hensel lifting method for bivariate
polynomial fa torisation. As su h, our \polytope method" is a natural generalisation of Hensel
lifting from the ase of \generi " dense polynomials to arbitrary, possibly sparse, polynomials.

6.4.2 Hensel lifting equations
In this se tion we derive the basi equations whi h are used in our algorithm.
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For any Æ 2 Edge(f ) re all that lÆ is the asso iated normalised aÆne fun tional. For i  0
we de ne

fiÆ :=

X

lÆ (e)=i

ae X e :

Thus fiÆ is just the polynomial obtained from f by removing all terms whose exponents do not
lie on the \ith translate of the supporting line of Æ into the polytope Newt(f )". We all the
polynomials f0Æ edge polynomials.
Given the de omposition Newt(f ) = Q + R let Æ0 and Æ00 denote the unique fa es of Q and
R whi h sum to give Æ. As before assume lÆ (Æ0 ) = Æ and lÆ (Æ00 ) = Æ + . Let g and h denote
generi polynomials with respe t to Q and R. For i  0 de ne

giÆ :=
hÆi

:=

X

q2Q; lÆ (q)= Æ +i

gq X q

X

r2R; lÆ (r)=

+i

Æ+

hr X r :

On e again giÆ and hÆi are obtained from g and h by onsidering only those terms whi h lie on
parti ular lines. The next result is elementary but fundamental.

Lemma 6.4.1 Let f 2 F [x; y℄ and Newt(f ) = Q + R be an integral de omposition with orresponding generi polynomials g and h. Let Edge(f ) denote the set of edges of Newt(f ) and
Æ 2 Edge(f ). The system of equations in the oeÆ ient indeterminates of g and h de ned by
equating monomials on both sides of the equality f = gh has the same solutions as the system
of equations de ned by the following:
f0Æ

= g0Æ hÆ0 ;

and

g0Æ hÆk + hÆ0 gkÆ

= fkÆ

k 1
X
j =1

gjÆ hÆk

j

for k  1:

(6.2)

Thus any spe ialisation of oeÆ ient indeterminates whi h is a solution of equations (6.2) will
give a full fa torisation of f .
Proof: In the equation f = gh gather together on ea h side all monomials whose exponent
ve tors lie on the same translate of the line supporting Æ. We then have f0Æ = g0Æ hÆ0 and
P

k g Æ hÆ
fkÆ =
j =0 jPk j for k  1
Æ
= g0 hÆk + jk=11 gjÆ hÆk j + hÆ0 gkÆ

or that

g0Æ hÆk + hÆ0 gkÆ = fkÆ

k 1
X
j =1

gjÆ hÆk

j

for k  1;

where a sum over the empty set is understood to be zero.
These are pre isely the equations whi h are used in Hensel lifting to try and redu e the nonlinear problem of sele ting a spe ialisation of the oeÆ ients of g and h to give a fa torisation
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of f , to a sequen e of linear systems whi h may be re ursively solved. We re all pre isely how
this is done, as our method is a generalisation.
We begin with a spe ialisation of the oeÆ ients in the polynomials g0Æ and hÆ0 whi h yields
a full fa torisation of the polynomial f0Æ . Equation (6.2) with k = 1 gives a linear system for
the indeterminate oeÆ ients of g1Æ and hÆ1 . In the spe ial ase in whi h standard Hensel lifting
applies this system may be solved uniquely, and thus a unique partial fa torisation of f is de ned
whi h extends the original one. This pro ess is iterated for k > 1 until all the indeterminate
oeÆ ients in one of the generi polynomials have been spe ialised, at whi h stage one he ks
whether a fa tor has been found by division.
The problem with this method is that in general there may not be a unique solution to
ea h of the linear systems en ountered. There will be a unique solution in the dense bivariate
ase mentioned at the end of 6.4.1, subje t to a ertain oprimality ondition. General bivariate
polynomials may be redu ed to ones of this form by randomisation, but the substitutions involved
destroy the sparsity of the polynomial. Our approa h avoids this problem, although again is not
universal in its appli ability. As explained earlier, our method extends a spe ial kind of partial
boundary fa torisation of f , rather than just the fa torisation of one of its edges. In this way
uniqueness in the bivariate ase is restored.

6.5 A geometri lemma
This se tion ontains a geometri lemma whi h ensures our method an pro eed in a unique way
at ea h step provided we start with a spe ial type of partial boundary fa torisation. We begin
with a key de nition.

De nition 6.5.1 Let  be a set of edges of a polygon P in R 2 and r a ve tor in R 2 . We say
that  dominates P in dire tion r if the following two properties hold:

P

is ontained in the Minkowski sum of the set  and the in nite line segment rR 0 (the
positive hull of r). Call this sum Mink(; r).



Ea h of the two in nite edges of Mink(; r) ontains exa tly one point of P .

Thus Mink(; r) omprises a region bounded by the interior strip between its two in nite
edges and all edges in . This de nition is illustrated in Figure 1 where  onsists of all the
bold edges on the boundary indi ated by T .
We will all  an irredundant dominating set if there exists a ve tor r 2 R 2 su h that 
dominates P in dire tion r and no two edges ei , ej in , for i 6= j , are su h that

rR >0 + ei  rR >0 + ej :
The edges in an irredundant dominating set are ne essarily onne ted.
The next lemma is at the heart of our algorithm.

Lemma 6.5.1 Let P be an integral polygon and  an irredundant dominating set of edges of
P . Suppose 1 is a polygonal line segment in P su h that ea h edge of 1 is parallel to some
edge of . If 1 is di erent from  then  has at least one edge that has stri tly more latti e
points than the orresponding edge of 1 .
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Figure 1: Dominating set of edges
The lemma is illustrated in Figure 1, where T denotes the union of the edges in  and T1
the union of the line segments in 1 .
Before proving this lemma we make one more de nition. We de ne a map r onto the
orthogonal omplement hri? := fs 2 R 2 j (s  r) = 0g of the ve tor r as follows:
v  r
r (v) = v
r:
rr
We all this proje tion by r, and we have that r (P ) = r (). To see this, it suÆ es to show
that r (v) 2 r () for any v 2 P . Sin e P is ontained in Mink(; r), we an write v = r + 
for some point  2 . Then
r (v) = r (r + ) 

(r+):r
= (r +  )
r:r  r
r:r
= r +   r:r + :r
r:r r
=  :r
r
r:r
= r ()
from whi h one on ludes that r (P )  r ().
Now, noti e that if e1 and e2 are edges in an irredundant dominating set, then the length
of the proje tion by r of the polygonal line segment e1 e2 is just the sum of the lengths of
the proje tions by r of the individual edges e1 and e2 . For otherwise, we would have, say,
r (e1 )  r (e2 ) and hen e rR 0 + e1  rR 0 + e2 , a ontradi tion, sin e e1 and e2 belong to
an irredundant dominating set. The same is true if we repla e e1 and e2 by any line segments
parallel to them | we still obtain an \additivity" in the lengths, whi h shall be used in the
proof of the lemma.
Proof: We assume that  dominates P in the dire tion r as shown in Figure 1. Let Æ1 ;    ; Æk
be the edges in  and Æ10 ;    ; Æk0 the orresponding edges of 1 . Let ni be the number of latti e
points on Æi , and mi that on Æi0 , 1  i  k. We want to show that ni > mi for at least one i,
1  i  k. Suppose otherwise, namely
ni  mi ; 1  i  k:
(6.3)
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We derive a ontradi tion by onsidering the lengths of  and 1 on the proje tion by r . Note
that if mi = 0 for some i then ertainly ni > mi and we are done; thus we may assume that
mi  1 for all i.
First, ertainly (1 )  () as  is a dominating set. Sin e 1 is di erent from , their
orresponding end points must not oin ide. Hen e at least one end point of 1 will not be on
the in nite edges in the dire tion r. Hen e r (1 ) lies ompletely inside r (), so has length
stri tly shorter than r ().
Now for 1  i  k let i be the length of the proje tion of a primitive line segment on Æi
(whi h means that the line segment has both end points on latti e points but no latti e points
in between). Certainly i  0. Sin e the end points of Æi arePlatti e points, the length of r (Æi )
is exa tly (ni 1)i for 1  i  k, hen e r () has length ki=1 (ni 1)i . (Here we need the
fa t that the dominating set is irredundant, to give us the ne essary \additivity" in the lengths.)
For Æi0 , sin e it is parallel to Æi , the proje
ted length of a primitive line segment on it is also i .
P
Hen e the length of r (1 ) is at least ki=1 (mi 1)i and from (6.3) we know that
k
X
i=1

(mi

1)i 

k
X
i=1

(ni

1)i :

This ontradi ts our previous observation that r (1 ) is stri tly shorter than r (). The lemma
is proved.

6.5.1 On identifying irredundant dominating sets
Before on luding this se tion we des ribe an algorithm for identifying all possible irredundant
dominating sets of the polygon. This is pre eded by some results whi h we present as follows:

Lemma 6.5.2 Let P denote a onvex polygon with m verti es in R 2 ordered y li ally around
a hosen pivot v0 in a ounter- lo kwise dire tion. Let vi 1 ; vi , and vi+1 , for i  1, denote any
three onse utive verti es, and let v denote an arbitrary point in R 2 di erent from vi 1 ; vi , and
vi+1 . Then the line (vi v) uts P only at vi if and only if it does not lie in the angular se tor
de ned by the two ve tors (vi vi 1 ) and (vi vi+1 ).
Proof: First, note that, sin e P is onvex, the line segment joining vi 1 to vi+1 is ompletely
lying in P . Suppose that (vi v) lies in the se tor de ned by the angle (vi vi 1 ; vi vi+1 ). Then (vi v)
will ne essarily interse t the line segment [vi 1 vi+1 ℄ at a point of P di erent from vi . Conversely,
suppose that (vi v) interse ts P at a point v0 di erent from vi . By onvexity of P , an arbitrary
point of the plane is interior to P if and only if it lies to the left of the line supporting every
dire ted edge of P . As a result, v0 is to the left of the lines supporting ei and ei+1 , where
ei = vi vi 1 and ei+1 = vi+1 vi . Hen e, the line (vi v) lies in the angular se tor de ned above.

Now, let vi 1 ; vi ; vi+1 and v be as de ned in Lemma 6.5.2. Let the range of admissible slopes
of vi , denoted by admiss(i), represent the union of all possible slopes of lines (vi v) su h that
(vi v) does not interse t the angular se tor de ned by (vi vi 1 ; vi vi+1 ).

Lemma 6.5.3 Let P be a polygon with m verti es in R 2 and let  denote a set of onse utive
edges of P onne ting (either in the lo kwise or ounter lo kwise dire tion) any two verti es vi
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and vj , for i; j = 0; :::; m 1, and i < j . Then  is an set of dominating fa ets if and only if
admiss(i) \ admiss(j ) 6= ;.
Proof:

1. Suppose that admiss(i) \ admiss(j ) 6= ; and no two edges in  are parallel. Let a be an
element of the interse tion. We an then onstru t two parallel lines ri and rj passing
through vi and vj respe tively and having slope equal to a. Consider Mink(; r), where
r is a ve tor in R 2 having the dire tion of the parallel lines. As su h, ea h of the two
in nite edges of Mink(; r) ontains exa tly one point of . To show that P is ontained
in Mink(; r), it suÆ es to show that all verti es vk , for k = j + 1; :::; m 1, belong to
Mink(; r). Suppose there is one su h vertex vk not in the Minkowski sum. Then vk lies
outside the interior strip bounded by ri and rj . But this implies that either segment [vi vk ℄
will interse t rj in a point v0 6= vi ; vk or [vj vk ℄ will interse t ri in a point v00 6= vj ; vk . Sin e
P is onvex, v0 or v00 is ontained in P , a ontradi tion, by Lemma 6.5.2 and the fa t that
ri and rj have admissible slopes.
2. Proof of the onverse is immediate by noting that, sin e  is a set of dominating fa ets
onne ted by the two verti es vi and vj , we an onstru t two parallel lines ri and rj
through vi and vj respe tively su h that P is ontained in Mink(; r), where r is a ve tor
in R 2 having the dire tion of the two parallel lines, and ea h of the two in nite edges of
Mink(; r) ontains exa tly one point of P , whi h implies that admiss(i) \ admiss(j ) 6= ;.
The algorithm for nding all possible irredundant sets of dominating edges an now be stated
as follows

Algorithm 6.5.1 Input: A polygon P in R 2 with m verti es vk , for k = 0; :::; m 1.
Output: The olle tion D of all irredundant sets of dominating edges of P , in the form f(i; j; d)g,
for i; j = 0; :::; m 1 and i < j , where vi and vj are the rst and last verti es to appear in any set
of dominating edges, and d is the dire tion ( lo kwise or ounter lo kwise) of the path onne ting
the two verti es.
Step 1: S ;, num sets 0.
Step 2: For i = 0; :::; m 1 determine admiss(i) using Lemma 6.5.2 above.
Step 3: For i = 0; :::; m 1 do
For j = i + 1; :::; m 1 do
If admiss(i) \ admiss(j ) 6= ;:
Set S S [ f(i; j )g, Inum sets admiss(i) \ admiss(j ),
and num sets num sets + 1.
Step 4: Repeat Steps 4.1-4.3 for d = lo kwise and d = ounter lo kwise:
4.1: Consider the num sets dominating sets found so far.
For k = 0; :::; num sets 1 do
For h = k + 1; :::; num sets 1
If Ik = Ih and either the dire ted dominating set of index h is a subset of the
dire ted dominating set of index k or the onverse is true:
Mark the larger set for deletion from S .
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4.2: Choose only the unmarked sets in S of the form (i; j ) and store (i; j; d) in D.
4.3: Unmark all sets in S .
Step 5: Return D.

Proposition 6.5.1 Algorithm 6.5.1 works orre tly as spe i ed and requires O(m4 ) arithmeti
operations, where m is the number of verti es of the polygon P .
Proof: That Steps 1-3 above produ e all sets of dominating edges is a dire t onsequen e of
Lemma 6.5.3. Note that for a xed pair of verti es (i; j ), both the lo kwise and ounter lo kwise
paths of edges onne ting them are dominating. In Step 4, we sort all su h sets in order to keep
only the irredundant ones. The sorting rule is as follows. Suppose for instan e that we are
given two dominating sets (i1 ; j1 ) and (i2 ; j2 ) su h that the lo kwise path of edges onne ting
i1 to j1 , say, is a subset of the lo kwise path onne ting i2 to j2 . For (i2 ; j2 ; lo kwise) to be
irredundant, one must be able to nd at least one dire tion r 2 R 2 su h that P an be embedded
in a strip along the dire tion of r using (i2 ; j2 ; d) as a dominating set, but not (i1 ; j1 ; d). This an
happen only when I1 6= I2 , where I1 = admiss(i1 ) \ admiss(j1 ) and I2 = admiss(i2 ) \ admiss(j2 ).
The same argument an be repeated for the ounter lo kwise dire tion along whi h the paths
are onsidered.
The ost an be easily established by noting the following. The loops in Step 3 iterate O(m2 )
times in total, produ ing O(m2 ) dominating sets. These are then sorted in Step 4, where the
two loops iterate O((m2 )2 ) times in total. All operations in the above algorithm require only
arithmeti operations for al ulating and omparing slopes as well as interse tion of rational sets.
We will see in Chapter 7 how the latter interse tions an be made to involve stri tly integral
values.

6.6 The main theorem
Let be an irredundant dominating set of Newt(f ). We all a ( ; Q; R)-boundary fa torisation
of f a dominating edges fa torisation relative to ; Q and R. A oprime dominating edges
fa torisation is a ( ; Q; R)-boundary fa torisation with the property that for ea h Æ 2 the edge
polynomials g0Æ and hÆ0 are oprime as Laurent polynomials (see De nition 2.1.14 of Chapter 2),
up to monomial fa tors.
We are now ready to state our main theoreti al result.

Theorem 6.6.1 Let f 2 F [x; y℄ and Newt(f ) = Q + R be a xed Minkowski de omposition,
where Q and R are integral polygons in the rst quadrant. Let be an irredundant dominating
set of Newt(f ) in dire tion r, and assume that Q is not a single point or a line segment parallel
to rR 0 . For any oprime dominating edges fa torisation of f relative to ; Q and R, there
exists at most one full fa torisation of f whi h extends it, and moreover this full fa torisation
may be found or shown not to exist in time polynomial in #Newt(f ).
We shall prove this theorem indu tively through the next two lemmas.

Lemma 6.6.1 Let f; Q; R and be as in the statement of Theorem 6.6.1. Suppose we are given
a K -fa torisation of f , where K = (kÆ )Æ2 (more spe i ally, a ( ; K ; Q; R)-fa torisation). For
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ea h Æ 2 , denote by Æ0 the fa e of Q supported by lÆ
properties
 The fa e Æ0 is an edge (rather than a vertex).

Æ.

There exists Æ 2 with the following



The number of unspe ialised oeÆ ients of gkÆÆ is nonzero but stri tly less than the number
of integral points on Æ0 .



All the unspe ialised terms of gkÆÆ have exponents being onse utive integral points on the
line de ned by `Æ = ( Æ + kÆ ).

Proof: Let Q be the polygon

Q := fr 2 Q j `Æ (r) 

Æ

+ kÆ for all Æ 2

g:

Note that the latti e points in Q orrespond to unspe ialised oeÆ ients of g. Let  denote the
set of edges Æ 2 of Newt(f ) su h that the fun tional `Æ Æ supports an edge of Q (rather
than just a vertex). Note that  6= ;, for otherwise Q must be a single point or a line segment
in dire tion r, ontradi ting our assumption. We denote the edge by Æ0 , and write Æ for the fa e
of Q supported by `Æ ( Æ + kÆ ). Note that ea h Æ ontains at least one latti e point. (This
follows from the se ond property in De nition 6.3.1.) Certainly, Æ is parallel to Æ0 for ea h Æ 2 ,
and the edge sequen e fÆgÆ2 , forms a polygonal line segment in Q. Sin e is an irredundant
dominating set for Newt(f ), the set of edges fÆ0 gÆ2 is an irredundant dominating set for Q.
By Lemma 6.5.1, there is at least one edge Æ 2 , su h that Æ0 has stri tly more latti e points
than Æ. This edge Æ has the required properties. This ompletes the proof.

Lemma 6.6.2 Let f; Q; R and be as in the statement of Theorem 6.6.1. Suppose we are
given a K -fa torisation of f , where K = (kÆ )Æ2 . Moreover, assume this fa torisation extends
a oprime dominating edges fa torisation, i.e., the polynomials g0Æ and hÆ0 are oprime up to
monomial fa tors for all Æ 2 . Then there exists Æ 2 su h that the oeÆ ients of gkÆÆ are not
all spe ialised, but they may be spe ialised in at most one way onsistent with equations (6.2).
This spe ialisation may be omputed in time polynomial in #Newt(f ).
Proof: The basi idea of the proof is to rst transform the bivariate equation (6.2) into
equations of univariate polynomials determined by the individual edges, then to determine the
existen e or uniqueness of solutions.
Sele t Æ 2 su h that the properties in Lemma 6.6.1 hold. Let nÆ and mÆ be the number of
integral points on the edges Æ0 and Æ respe tively, where Æ0 and Æ are de ned as in the proof of
Lemma 6.6.1. Thus we have mÆ < nÆ and mÆ  1. With the notation from Se tion 6.3, write
`Æ (e1 ; e2 ) = 1 e1 + 2 e2 + , where 1 and 2 are oprime.
Let z and w be new variables. Using the transform (6.1), any monomial of the form xe1 ye2
an be written as

xe1 ye2 = z i1 wi2
where

i1 = e1 2 e2 1 ; i2 = e1 1 + e2 2 = `Æ (e1 ; e2 ) :
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(6.4)

Every monomial in giÆ is of the form xe1 ye2 where `Æ (e1 ; e2 ) = Æ + i. Let the monomials s and t be
the terms of g and h respe tively whose exponents ve tors are the starting verti es of the fa es of
Q and R de ned by `Æ Æ and `Æ + Æ , respe tively. Thus we have giÆ (z; w) = swi Gi (z ) for some
univariate Laurent polynomial Gi (z ). Similarly hÆi (z; w) = twi Hi (z ) and fiÆ (z; w) = stwi Fi (z ),
where Hi (z ) and Fi (z ) are univariate Laurent polynomials. With this onstru tion, G0 (z ); H0 (z )
and F0 (z ) have nonzero onstant term and are \ordinary polynomials", i.e., ontain no negative
powers of z . For i < kÆ all of the oeÆ ients in the polynomials Gi (z ) and Hi (z ) have been
spe ialised. Moreover G0 (z ) is of degree nÆ , and all but mÆ of the oeÆ ients of GkÆ (z ) have been
spe ialised. Equations (6.2) with this hange of variables may be written as F0 (z ) = G0(z )H0 (z ),
and for k  1

Gk (z )H0 (z ) + G0 (z )Hk (z ) = Fk (z )

k 1
X
j =1

Gj (z )Hk j (z ):

We know that all of the oeÆ ients of Gi (z ) and Hi (z ) have been spe ialised for 0  i < kÆ in
su h a way as to give a solution to F0 = G0 H0 and the rst kÆ 1 equations above. Thus we
need to try and solve

GkÆ H0 + G0 HkÆ = FkÆ

kX
Æ 1
j =1

Gj HkÆ j :

(6.5)

for the unspe ialised indeterminate oeÆ ients of GkÆ and HkÆ .
We rst ompute using Eu lid's algorithm ordinary polynomials U (z ) and V (z ) su h that

V (z )H0 (z ) + U (z )G0 (z ) = 1
where degz (U (z )) < degz (H0 (z )) and degz (V (z )) < degz (G0 (z )). (Note that G0(z ) and H0 (z )
are oprime sin e we have a oprime partial boundary fa torisation.) Any solution GkÆ of
Equation (6.5) must be of the form

GkÆ = fV (FkÆ

kX
Æ 1
j =1

Gj HkÆ j ) mod G0 g + "G0

(6.6)

for some Laurent polynomial "(z ) with undetermined oeÆ ients.
We rearrange (6.6) as

GkÆ

fV (Fk

Æ

kX
Æ 1
j =1

Gj HkÆ j ) mod G0g = "G0

(6.7)

Let the degree in z of the Laurent polynomial on the left hand side of this equation be d. Now
the degree of the polynomial G0(z ) as a Laurent polynomial (and an ordinary polynomial) is
nÆ 1. If d < nÆ 1 then we must have d = 0. In other words, (6.6) has a unique solution, namely
that with " = 0. Otherwise d  nÆ 1 and the degree in z of "(z ) as a Laurent polynomial is
d (nÆ 1). Hen e in this ase we need to also solve for the d nÆ + 2 unknown oeÆ ients
of "(z ). We know that all but mÆ oeÆ ients of GkÆ have already been spe ialised, and these
unspe ialised ones are adja ent terms. Hen e exa tly (d + 1) mÆ oeÆ ients on the left hand
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side of (6.7) have been spe ialised, whi h are adja ent lowest and highest terms. By assumption
we have that mÆ < nÆ , and hen e (d + 1) mÆ  d nÆ + 2.
All of the oeÆ ients of the right hand side of Equation (6.7) have been spe ialised, ex ept
those of the unknown polynomial "(z ). On the left hand side all but the middle mÆ oeÆ ients
have been spe ialised. This de nes a pair of triangular systems from whi h one an either
solve for the oeÆ ients of " uniquely, or show that no solution exists (this may happen when
nÆ > mÆ +1). We des ribe pre isely how this is done: Suppose that exa tly r of the lowest terms
on the left hand side have been spe ialised, and hen e also (d + 1) (mÆ + r) of the highest
terms. We an solve uniquely for the r lowest terms of "(z ) using the triangular system de ned
by onsidering oeÆ ients of the powers z a ; z a+1 ; : : : ; z a+r 1 on both sides of Equation (6.6),
where z a is the lowest monomial o urring on the left hand side. One may also solve for the
oeÆ ients of the (d + 1) (mÆ + r) highest powers uniquely using a similar triangular system.
(Note that to ensure the triangular systems ea h have unique solutions we use here the fa t that
the onstant term of G0 is nonzero, and the polynomial is of degree exa tly nÆ 1.) Noti ing
that (d + 1) (mÆ + r) + r = (d + 1 mÆ )  d nÆ + 2, we see that all the oeÆ ients of "
have been a ounted for. However, if d + 1 mÆ > d nÆ + 2 (i.e. nÆ > mÆ + 1) there will be
some \overlap", and the two triangular systems might not have a ommon solution. In this ase
there an be no solution to the Equation (6.6). If an "(z ) does exist whi h satis es Equation
(6.7) then the remaining oeÆ ients of GkÆ an now be omputed uniquely. Having omputed
the only possible solution of (6.6) for GkÆ we an substitute this into Equation (6.5) and re over
HkÆ dire tly. More pre isely ompute
(FkÆ

PkÆ 1
j =1 Gj HkÆ j )
G0

GkÆ H0

:

(6.8)

If its oeÆ ients mat h with the known oeÆ ients of HkÆ then we have su essfully extended
the partial fa torisation; otherwise we know no extension exists.
These omputations an be done in time quadrati in the degree of the largest polynomial
o urring in the above equations. Sin e all polynomials are Newton polytopes whi h are line
segments lying within Newt(f ) this is ertainly quadrati in #Newt(f ). (In fa t, the running
time is most losely related to the length of the side nÆ from whi h we are performing the lifting
step. We shall show in Chapter 8 that this number is of the order O(n), where n = deg(f ).)
This ompletes the proof.
Theorem 6.6.1 may now be proved in a straightforward manner: Spe i ally, one rst shows
that for any partial fa torisation extending a oprime dominating edges fa torisation, there exists
at most one full fa torisation extending it, and this may be eÆ iently found. This is proved by
indu tion on the number of unspe ialised oeÆ ients in the partial fa torisation using Lemma
6.6.2. Theorem 6.6.1 then follows easily as a spe ial ase.

6.7 On long division with remainder of Laurent polynomials
In this se tion we dis uss in some detail how to perform long division with remainder for Laurent
polynomials. The set of all su h polynomials forms a ommutative ring R[z; z 1 ℄, where division
with remainder between two Laurent polynomials is possible; however, this division is not a
unique operation [30℄. Given two Laurent polynomials, say a(z ) and b(z ) 6= 0, there always exists
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a Laurent polynomial q(z ) and a Laurent polynomial r(z ) so that r(z ) = a(z ) b(z )q(z ) and
deg(r(z )) < deg(b(z )). As su h, r(z ) onsists of deg(b(z )) terms or less (where some of the middle
terms an be zero), and hen e b(z )q(z ) has to mat h a(z ) in at least deg(a(z )) deg(b(z )) + 1
terms. However, sin e the remainder is also a Laurent polynomial, there exists more than one
hoi e for the integer pair (i; j ) su h that

r(z ) =

j
X
k=i

rk z k ;

where j i = deg(r(z )). As a result, we are free to hoose the mat hing terms of a(z ) and
b(z )q(z ) in the beginning, the end, or divided between the beginning and the end of a(z ). For
ea h hoi e of terms, a orresponding long division algorithm exists.
Sin e division is not unique, this allows us to transform the modular operations in (6.7) to
that between two regular polynomials (see de nition 2.1.16 in Chapter 2). We have seen earlier
that sin e G0 is an edge polynomial, it is a regular polynomial whose degree is equal to one plus
the number of integral points found on its orresponding edge. We an thus require that the
Laurent remainder be a stri tly regular polynomial of degree less than that of G0 . As a result,
and to ompute the quantity
kX
Æ 1

V (FkÆ

j =1

Gj HkÆ j ) mod G0 ;

where

a(z ) = V (FkÆ

kX
Æ 1
j =1

(6.9)

Gj HkÆ j )

is a Laurent polynomial, it suÆ es to rewrite a(z ) = z m reg(z ), where m is the lowest negative
exponent appearing in a(z ), and to ompute the inverse of z m modulo G0 , alled inv(z ) (by
onstru tion, we also know that G0 has a nonzero oeÆ ient term, and hen e is relatively prime
to z m , whi h makes z m invertible modulo G0 , with inv(z ) a regular polynomial). We then have

V (FkÆ

kX
Æ 1
j =1

Gj HkÆ j ) mod G0  inv(z ):reg(z ) mod G0 ;

where the right hand side redu es to an ordinary modular operation over F involving only regular
polynomials, and whose remainder, if nonzero, has degree less than deg(G0 ).
On the other hand, equation (6.8) requires that we ompute the quotient of a Laurent
polynomial over G0. Note that in this ase
[(FkÆ

kX
Æ 1
j =1

Gj HkÆ j ) GkÆ H0 ℄ mod G0

should be zero; else, we know that no extension exists for the partial fa torisation. The quotient
q(z ) an thus be found uniquely, by simply solving for q(z ) in
(FkÆ

kX
Æ 1
j =1

Gj HkÆ j ) GkÆ H0 = q(z )G0 :
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6.8 The algorithm
We now gather everything together and state our algorithm:

Algorithm 6.8.1 Input: A polynomial f 2 F [x; y℄ of total degree n, and a positive integer M .
Output: A fa torisation of f or \failure" or \f is irredu ible".
Step 1: [Convex hull℄
Compute a vertex-edge des ription of Newt(f ) using a polygon onvex hull algorithm. Let the
edges be Æ0 ; : : : ; Æm 1 , y li ally joining verti es v0 ; : : : ; vm 1 . So Edge(f ) = fÆi g.
Step 2: [Fa tor edge polynomials℄
Compute a omplete fa torisation of all edge polynomials f0Æ , Æ 2 Edge(f ).
Step 3: [Admissible edge de ompositions℄
For ea h edge Æi 2 Edge(f ) ompute the set fmj(i) j 0  j  deg(f0Æi )g, where m(ji) is the number
of moni fa tors of the edge polynomial f0Æi of degree j .
Step 4: [Dominating sets℄
List all sets f i g of square-free dominating fa ets of Newt(f ) using algorithm 6.5.1. If there are
no su h sets then fail.
Step 5: [Count oprime dominating fa ets fa torisations℄
For ea h set i , ount the number of oprime ( i ; Q; R)-boundary fa torisations, where Q and
R range over all integral de ompositions of Newt(f ).
Step 6: [Sele t a dominating set℄
Sele t the dominating set for whi h the number omputed in Step 5 is minimal. If this number
is greater than M then fail.
Step 7: By repeatedly applying the method in the proof of Lemma 6.6.2, lift ea h oprime dominating edges fa torisation of f as far as possible. If any of these lift to a full fa torisation output
this fa torisation and halt. If none of them lifts to a full fa torisation then output \irredu ible".

Proposition 6.8.1 Algorithm 6.8.1 outputs orre tly.
Proof: The algorithm will always su eed when one nds a dominating set of Newt(f )
su h that the polynomials f0Æ , Æ 2 , are all square-free (up to a monomial fa tor), provided we
take M \suÆ iently large" (an upper bound on M is dm , where d is the maximum number of
integral points falling along any edge and m is the number of edges of Newt(f )). One might all
polynomials for whi h su h sets exist ni e. Suppose that the polynomial is redu ible, and we have
a proper fa torisation f = gh with orresponding non-trivial de omposition Newt(f ) = Q + R.
This is a full fa torisation extending a -boundary fa torisation, whi h is ne essarily oprime
by the assumption on . It will therefore be found during one of the liftings, by Theorem 6.6.1.

Prior to dis ussing the time omplexity we shall dis uss in details some of the steps above. In
the forth oming dis ussion we shall treat F as a nite eld whose hara teristi ts in a ma hine
word.
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Steps 1,2
Steps 1 and 2 an be lassi ed as a pre- omputation sin e they are performed only on e for
ea h input polynomial. If s denotes the number of nonzero terms in f , the onvex hull may
be omputed in time O(s log (s)) (see [60℄). Note that s  #(Newt(f )). Ignoring logarithmi
fa tors, Step 2 may be performed using a univariate fa torisation algorithm over nite elds
in O(dM (d)) eld operations, where d is the maximum degree of any of the edge polynomials.
Certainly d  #(Newt(f )).
Step 3
This is also another pre- omputation step whi h is performed only on e during the entire algorithm. We refer the reader to the re ursive ounting Algorithm 7.3.4 of Chapter 7. Given a
univariate polynomial P (z ) of degree d over F and its anoni al fa torisation (not ne essarily
square-free) into irredu ibles, the algorithm returns the number of fa tors of P (z ) of degree
k = 1; :::; d using O(d1+h h) bit operations, where h denotes the number of irredu ible fa tors of
P (z ). Obviously, h = O(d), although on average it is approximately log d [83, 84, 100℄.
Step 4
The maximum number of edges is ertainly s, and thus one may easily nd all suitable using
algorithm 6.5.1, whi h in this ase requires O(s2 ) arithmeti operations.
Steps 5
For Step 5, one may use a modi ed version of the polygon summand ounting algorithm in [45℄.
The modi ation needed is that one only onsiders summands of the polygon whose edges have
lengths mat hing the degrees of the known univariate fa tors of the edge polynomials. Also, one
ounts two di erent fa torisations of the edge polynomials on the dominating set separately even
if the de omposition of the polytope is the same in ea h ase. It is easily seen that the algorithm
has running time polynomial in #(Newt(f )). More pre isely the subroutine is as follows:
Algorithm 6.8.2 (Step 5) Input: The edge sequen e fni ei g0im 1 of the Newton polytope
of a bivariate polynomial, starting at vertex v0 where ei 2 Z2 are primitive ve tors (i.e. have
oprime integer oordinates) and ni are positive integers, a set of dominating fa ets of Newt(f ),
and a set fm(ji) j 1  j  ni g of admissible edge de ompositions lengths for ea h edge ni ei .
Output: The number of oprime -boundary fa torisations of Newt(f ) and an array A. Ea h
ell in A ontains a pair (u; S ) where u is a non-negative integer and S is a subset of f(k; i) :
1  k  ni ; 0  i  m 1g.
Step 5.1: Compute the set IP of all the integral points in Newt(f ) (so v0 2 IP); say IP has
t(= #(Newt(f ))) points. Initialize a t-array A indexed by the points in IP. Set A 1 [v℄ := (0; ;)
for all v 2 IP ex ept the ell A 1 [v0 ℄ whi h is set to (1; ;).
Step 5.2: For i from 0 up to m 1, ompute the t-array Ai from Ai 1 :
5.2.1 First opy the ontents of all the ells of Ai
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into Ai (this step is for k = 0).

5.2.2 For ea h v 2 IP with the rst number of the ell Ai 1 [v℄ nonzero, and for ea h 0 < k  ni
for whi h m(ki) > 0, if v0 = v + kei 2 IP then update the ell Ai [v0 ℄ as follows: if (u1 ; S1 ) is
the value of Ai 1 [v℄ and (u2 ; S2 ) the urrent value of Ai [v0 ℄ then the new value of Ai [v0 ℄ is
(u; S2 [ f(k; i)g). Here we take u = u2 + u1 in the ase niei 2= and u = u2 + m(ki) u1 in
the ase niei 2 .
Step 5.3: Return the number u and the array A = Am , where (u; S ) is the ontent of ell
Am 1 [v0 ℄.

Proposition 6.8.2 The above algorithm works orre tly, produ ing the total number of integral
summands in time polynomial in #(Newt(f )).
Proof: Corre tness of the algorithm follows by a suitable modi ation of Theorem 18 in
[45℄. By Lemma 13 of [45℄, the
number of integral summands of Newt(f ) orresponds to the
P
total number of losed paths 0im 1 ki ei , su h that ki 6= 0 for all i and km 1 6= nm 1 . We
shall show that this number is the integer stored in Am 1 [v0 ℄. Sin e the length of an edge is
de ned to be the number of integral points lying on it, whi h in turn orresponds to one plus
the degree of the edge polynomial asso iated with it, the ondition m(ki) > 0 guarantees that
we ount only those summands whose edges have lengths orresponding to degrees of \known"
univariate fa tors of the original edge polynomial in Newt(f ). Now, as seen in the original proof,
we suppose that v = v0 + k0 e0 + ::: + ki ei , for any v 2 IP . We an then view the ve tor sum
as a path from v0 to v, so that the number of su h paths is equal to the sum of the number of
paths from v0 to v kei , for 0  k  ni, using e0 ; :::; ei 1 . However, if we further know that ni ei
belongs to , then for ea h k = 1; :::; ni , we should ount all possible fa torisations of the edge
polynomial orresponding to the same edge, as indi ated by the number of fa tors of degree k
of the edge niei polynomial. As a result, and for ea h admissible k = 1; :::; ni , the value of u in
Ai [v℄ is in remented as follows: by the number of paths from v0 to v kei , using e0 ; :::; ei 1 , if
ni ei is not in , or by m(ki) times this number, otherwise. The loops in the above pro ess an be
easily seen to be of the order O(#(Newt(f )):md), where d is the maximum number of integral
points on any edge. The innermost loop omputations involve updating the integer u through
integer addition and updating the set S through the set union operation. Sin e u requires an
upper bound of M < dm , its update has an upper bound of O(m log d) bit operations. If we
further onsider set union to require a single bit operation, the omplexity of the above algorithm
be omes of the order O(#(Newt(f )):m2 d), ignoring logarithmi fa tors.

Step 6
Having sele ted a dominating set, one an re over all oprime dominating fa ets fa torisation
in the array output by Algorithm 6.8.2. We des ribe how one su h fa torisation an be found.
Suppose the ell A[v0 ℄ ontains the pair (u; S ). Choose any (k; i) 2 S . The line segment kei
will be the \ nal edge" in our summand of Newt(f ). Sin e by assumption m(ki) > 0, we an
also hoose a fa tor g0Æi of the edge polynomial of Æi whi h has degree k. This is the \ nal edge
polynomial" in our dominating fa ets fa torisation. Let (u0 ; S 0 ) be the ontents of ell A[v0 kei ℄.
Pi k any (k0 ; i0 ) 2 S 0 with i0 < i. The line segment k0 ei0 will be the \penultimate edge" in our
summand of Newt(f ), and we an further hoose a \penultimate edge polynomial" if ni ei 2 .
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As our sequen e of i's is de reasing we shall eventually return to the ell A[v0 ℄. At that point
we will have re overed one summand in a de omposition of Newt(f ).
The omplexity of the above pro ess is M times the time required to nd one dominating
fa ets fa torisation, whi h is linear in the number of edges m. Certainly m = O(Newt(f )).

Step 7
Now one lifts ea h oprime dominating fa ets fa torisation using the method des ribed in Lemma
6.6.2. Using Theorem 6.6.1, lifting from ea h oprime dominating edges fa torisation an be
done in time polynomial (in fa t ubi ) in d, whi h itself is bounded by Newt(f ). However,
although one an nd su h a dominating edges fa torisation eÆ iently, the number of them
may be exponential in the degree. In pra ti e we re ommend that a relative small number of
dominating edges fa torisations are tried before the polynomial is randomised and one resorts
to other \dense polynomial" te hniques.
Time omplexity and omments
Proposition 6.8.3 Assuming Step 3 above is performed as a pre omputation, Algorithm 6.8.1
halts in time polynomial in M and #(Newt(f )).
Proof: Steps 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 are performed in time polynomial in #(Newt(f )). In Step 7
one performs at most M liftings. The result now follows using the estimates dis ussed above.

This algorithm should be ompared with the standard method of fa toring \ni e" polynomials using Hensel lifting [46℄. Pre isely, in the literature a bivariate polynomial of total degree
n whi h is square-free upon redu tion modulo y is often alled \ni e". The standard Hensel
lifting algorithm will fa tor \ni e" bivariate polynomials, on average very qui kly [46℄, although
in exponential time in the worst ase. Noti e that a \ni e" polynomial would be one whose Newton polytope has \lower boundary" a single edge of length n whi h is square-free. The above
algorithm fa tors not just these polynomials, but also any polynomials whi h have a \square-free
dominating set". In the ase of a generi dense \ni e" polynomial, it redu es to a modi ed form
of standard Hensel lifting. (The algorithm also in ludes as a spe ial ase that given in Wan
[128℄, where one \lifts downward" from the edge joining (n; 0) and (0; n))

6.9 Examples and implementation
6.9.1 Example
Suppose we want to fa tor the following polynomial over F 2

f = x12 + x19 + (x10 + x11 + x13 )y + (x8 + x9 + x12 + x17 )y2 + x7 y3 + (x4 + x11 )y4
+(x2 + x5 + x10 )y5 + y6 + x10 y8 + (x8 + x11 )y9 + x6 y10 + x9 y12 + x15 y16
with Newton polytope pi tured in Figure 2 where a star indi ates a nonzero term of f .
Newt(f ) is found to have three non-trivial de ompositions, and eight irredundant dominating
sets. None of these sets have edge polynomials whi h are all square-free; however, fortunately
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Figure 4: Newton polytope R of the generi polynomial h
we are still able to lift su essfully from one of the oprime partial boundary fa torisations.
Spe i ally, onsider the de omposition Newt(f ) = Q + R, where Q and R are the onvex
hulls of the sets f(0; 2); (4; 0); (11; 0); (9; 8)g and f(0; 4); (8; 0); (6; 8)g respe tively (see Figures
3 and 4). The generi polynomials for this de omposition are as usual denoted g and h. The
dominating edges of Newt(f ) whi h allow a oprime edge fa torisation are given by

Æ1 = onvf(0; 6); (12; 0)g; Æ2 = onvf(12; 0); (19; 0)g
and the orresponding edge polynomials are

f0Æ1 = y6 + x2 y5 + x4 y4 + x8 y2 + x10 y1 + x12
f0Æ2 = x12 + x19 :
The oprime fa tors from whi h the lift begins are

g0Æ1 = y2 + x2 y + x4 ; hÆ01 = y4 + x8
g0Æ2 = x4 + x11 ; hÆ02 = 1:
The lifting pro ess is then initiated; Figures 3 and 4 help illustrate the pro ess in that the
lines drawn in the interior of the polygons indi ate the rst few layers of oeÆ ients whi h are
revealed during the lifting, and the lines in the interior of Newt(f ) the known oeÆ ients of f
whi h are used to do this. We re all some notation de ned earlier in the hapter. For i = 1 and
2, the normalised aÆne fun tional of Æi is denoted lÆi . In this ase lÆ1 (r1 ; r2 ) = r1 + 2r2 12
and lÆ2 (r1 ; r2 ) = r2 . The onstants Æi su h that lÆi Æi de nes a fa e of Q are Æ1 = 8 and
Æ2 = 0 respe tively.
We start then with a K -fa torisation where K = (kÆ1 ; kÆ2 ) and kÆ1 = kÆ2 = 1. At this
stage, we would like to extend this partial fa torisation to either a (2; 1)-fa torisation, or a
(1; 2)-fa torisation. By Lemma 6.6.2 we are guaranteed that it will be possible in at least one
of these two ases. (We shall borrow notation from the proof of Lemma 6.6.1 for the next few
paragraphs.) The polygon Q is that obtained from Q by moving the two lower fa ets \one step
in" as indi ated in the diagram. Examining Q we see that the edge supported by lÆ2
Æ2 ,
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namely the line joining (4; 0) and (11; 0), has 8 integral points. The edge of Q supported by
lÆ2 ( Æ2 + 1) (this is the line joining (3; 1) and (10; 1)) also has eight integral points. Thus we
annot lift from Æ2 . So Lemma 6.6.2 assures us we must be able to lift from Æ1 . Indeed, the edge
of Q supported by lÆ1 Æ1 has three points, and the orresponding edge of Q only two points.
We now des ribe expli itly the rst lifting step from Æ1 . To simplify notation let Æ1 be
repla ed simply by Æ. We shall now also use notation from the proof of Lemma 6.6.2. We have
lÆ (r1 ; r2 ) = 1 r1 + 2 r2 +  where 1 = 1; 2 = 2;  = 12. Also 1 1 + 22 = 1 where 1 = 1 and
2 = 0. Thus the hange of variables is z := x2 y 1 and w := x1 y0 . The monomials s and t are
y2 and y4 respe tively. Hen e we have that g0Æ = y2 + x2 y + x4 = y2 (1 + +(x2 y 1 ) + (x2 y 1 )2 ) =
sw0 G0 (z ) where G0 (z ) = 1 + z + z 2 . Also, g1Æ = g(1;2) xy2 + g(3;1) x3 y + g(5;0) x5 where the g(i;j )
are indeterminates. The indeterminate g(5;0) has already been spe ialised to the value 0 in our
partial fa torisation. We thus have g1Æ = sw1 (g(1;2) + g(3;1) z ), and so G1 (z ) = g(1;2) + g(3;1) z .
Similarly, H(0) (z ) = 1 + z 4 and H(1) (z ) = h(1;4) + h(3;3) z + h(5;2) z 2 + h(7;1) z 3 ; and F0 (z ) =
1 + z + z 2 + z 4 + z 5 + z 6 , F1 (z ) = z 3 + z 4 + z 5 .
The equation we shall use in the lifting step is

G0 (z )H(1) (z ) + G1 (z )H(0) (z ) = F1 (z ):
The polynomials U (z ) and V (z ) su h that

U (z )G0 (z ) + V (z )H(0) (z ) = 1
are U (z ) = 1 + z 2 + z 3 and V (z ) = z . Thus

G1 (z ) + (V (z )F1 (z ) mod G0 (z )) = "(z )G0 (z )
for some polynomial "(z ) = "0 with undetermined oeÆ ients. Now the se ond term on the left
hand side is just 0 and hen e the degree of the left hand side as a Laurent polynomial is 1. This
is less than the degree of G0, and so the only solution is that with " = 0. Thus G1 (z ) = 0.

F1 H(0) G1
= z3;
G0
and we dedu e that H(1) (z ) = z 3 . Thus h(7;1) = 1 and h(1;4) = h(3;3) = h(5;2) = 0. This
ompletes the rst lifting step.
At this stage one may ontinue to lift from Æ1 , or alternatively start to lifting from Æ2 .
The latter has the advantage that more oeÆ ients will be revealed at ea h step; however, the
omputations required involve higher degree polynomials and as su h it may be preferable to
keep lifting from the shorter edge. We do this and next obtain a (3; 1)-fa torisation of K , with
g(2;2) = g(4;1) = h(2;4) = h(4;3) = h(6;2) = 0. Noti e that this lifting step is somewhat easier sin e
F2 G1 H(1) = 0 whi h again results in G2 = H(2) = 0. One may ontinue lifting from Æ1 to
obtain a (4; 1)-fa torisation. In this we nd g(5;1) = 1 and g(3;2) = h(3;4) = h(5;3) = h(7;2) = 0.
At this stage lifting further from Æ1 be omes impossible. Thus one must now lift from Æ2 to get
a (3; 2)-fa torisation. We explain brie y how this step is performed as it illustrates somewhat
the role of the triangular systems.
So let Æ := Æ2 . The hange of variable is now z := x and w := y and we have the equation

G1 (z ) (V (z )F1 (z ) mod G0 ) = "(z )G0 :
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Here

G1 (z ) = 1z

2 + 0z 1 + 0 + 1z + g

(6;1) z

2+g

(7;1) z

3+g

(8;1) z

4+g

(9;1) z

5+g

(10;1) z

6

and G0 (z ) = 1 + z 7 . Also V is the inverse of H(0) (z ) = 1 modulo G0 (z ), whi h is just 1. The
polynomial F1 (z ) = z 2 + z 1 + z . We rst ompute (V F1 mod G0 ) as

z 2 (1 + z + z 3 ) mod (1 + z 7 ) = z + z 5 + z 6 :
Hen e the left hand side is

z

2+g

(6;1) z

2+g

(7;1) z

3+g

(8;1) z

4 + (1 + g

(9;1) )z

5 + (1 + g

(10;1) )z

6:

This has degree 8 as a Laurent polynomial, and hen e the degree of our unknown polynomial
"(z ) is 8 7 = 1. Let "(z ) = (" 1 z 1 + " 2 z 2 ). Then equating the powers of z 2 and z 1 we
get the triangular system
1" 2 + 0" 1 = 1
0" 2 + 1" 1 = 0
whi h has solution " 2 = 1 and "1 = 0. Hen e we get that
G1 (z ) = z + z 5 + z 6 + z 2 (1 + z 7 )
= z 2 + z + z6:
This ompletes the lifting step.
Now one may on e again hoose to lift from Æ1 another few steps to get a (7; 2)-fa torisation.
Then one may lift for two steps from Æ2 to obtain a (7; 4)-fa torisation. One ontinues in this
manner until all the indeterminate oeÆ ients in one of the two generi fa tors g and h have been
spe ialised. (Of ourse, if we are not lifting an a tual full fa torisation, we may have to abandon
the lifting at some stage be ause either our triangular systems have no ommon solution, or the
omputed oeÆ ients in H do not mat h with the known oeÆ ients.)
It is perhaps appropriate at this stage to make a few observations on how sparse polynomials
may be fa tored more qui kly using Algorithm 6.8.1. Using standard Hensel lifting the polynomial f above would rst be randomised to obtain a dense polynomial of total degree 31. It ould
have as many as (32  33)=2 = 528 nonzero terms, and heuristi ally around half this many sin e
f is over the binary eld. The fa tor g we found above would then orrespond to a \dense"
fa tor of our original polynomial of total degree 17. It would be found by Hensel lifting a degree
17 fa tor of the redu tion modulo y of our randomised version of f , and (17  18)=2 = 153 terms
(heuristi ally half of them nonzero) need to be determined. In our algorithm, one restri ts attention to unknown terms in possible fa tors whose exponents lie within ertain polygons. Thus
for the fa tor g we found we only need to determine 57 oeÆ ients. Moreover, if the polynomial
f is sparse, there is good han e that most of these terms, and those in h, will be zero and so one
an exploit sparse data stru tures (see Chapter 7). The main bene t, though, of our approa h
appears to be for very sparse but omposite polynomials of very high degree. In this ase, one
expe ts few oprime partial boundary de ompositions, and as one an try and lift ea h one to
a full fa torisation, the algorithm will su eed (or fail) relatively qui kly. If one randomises the
polynomial by substitution of linear forms, the spe ial sparse stru ture is ompletely lost. To
fa tor the randomised polynomial using Hensel lifting, for example, one expe ts to have to try
a large number of lifts. Thus, as demonstrated in the next hapter, our algorithm an be used
to fa tor very sparse polynomials of degree beyond the rea h of lassi al Hensel lifting.
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6.9.2 Implementation
We have developed a preliminary implementation of the algorithm with the aim of demonstrating
how it would work for bivariate polynomials over F 2 . The work was arried out at the Oxford
University Super omputing Centre (OSC) on the Oswell ma hine. The implementation was
written using a ombination of C and Magma programs, and was divided into three phases.
In the rst phase, the input polynomial is read and its Newton polytope omputed using the
asymptoti ally fast Graham's algorithm for omputing onvex hulls [60℄. In that phase we also
ompute all irredundant dominating sets, and output the edge polynomials. In the se ond phase,
a Magma program invokes a univariate fa torisation algorithm to perform the partial boundary
fa torisations, and the results are dire ted into the third phase program. In this last phase,
a sear h for oprime dominating edges fa torisations is performed, and when appropriate, the
lifting pro ess is started. The polynomial arithmeti was performed using lassi al multipli ation
and division, and the triangular systems were solved using dense Gaussian elimination over F 2 .
We generated a number of random experiments as follows: The input polynomial f was
onstru ted by multiplying two random polynomials g and h of degree d=2, ea h with a given
number of nonzero terms. Spe i ally, for ea h polynomial the given number of exponent ve tors
(e1 ; e2 ) were hosen uniformly at random subje t to 0  e1 + e2  d=2. These ve tors always
in luded ones of the form (e1 ; 0), (0; e2 ) and (e3 ; (d=2) e3 ) to ensure the polynomial was of
the orre t degree and had no monomial fa tors. As the polynomials hosen were sparse the
orresponding Newton polytopes had very few edges. In all these ases, the omponents of
edge ve tors of Newt(f ) had a very small g d, so that the edges had few integral points and
onsequently the polygon itself had very few summands. The table below gives the running times
(in se onds) of the total fa torisation pro ess to nd at least one non-trivial fa tor involving all
three phases des ribed above. Here s is the number of nonzero terms of the input polynomial f ;
#Newt(f ), #Newt(g), and #Newt(h) are the total number of latti e points in Newt(f ), Newt(g)
and Newt(h) respe tively; and t is the total running time in se onds. The a tual polynomials
f; g and h in ea h of the ve ases are also listed.
Table 6.1: Run time data for random experiments.
d
s #Newt(f ) #Newt(g) #Newt(h)
t
50
14
561
166
50
2:3
100 16
2234
472
222
11:6
500 15
52940
12758
11282
21:5
1000 30 206461
28582
56534
42:9
2000 28 848849
133797
132932 619:7

d = 50:
f = x9 + x18 + x22 y8 + x14 y16 + (x4 + x13 )y20 + (x8 + x17 )y21 + x18 y24 + x17 y28 + x21 y29 +
x1 y32 + y36 + x4 y37 ,
g = x4 + x13 + x17 y8 + y16 ,
h = x5 + x1 y16 + y20 + x4 y21 .
d = 100:
f = x26 + x29 y3 + x31 y5 + x34 y8 + x20 y13 + x25 y18 + x6 y19 + (x9 + x48 )y22 + x53 y27 + y32 +
x28 y41 + x11 y45 + x14 y48 + x5 y58 + x33 y67 ,
g = x20 + x25 y5 + y19 + x5 y45 ,
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h = x6 + x9 y3 + x28 y22 + y13 .
d = 500:
f = x99 + x151 y30 + x176 y130 + x151 y142 + x228 y160 + x99 y181 + x56 y220 + x43 y223 + x108 y250 +
228
x y272 + x176 y311 + x120 y353 + x108 y362 + x56 y401 + y443 ,
g = x56 + x108 y30 + x108 y142 + x56 y181 + y223 ,
h = x43 + x120 y130 + y220 .
d = 1000:
f = x727 + x678 y3 + x935 y13 + x886 y16 + x679 y67 + x600 y79 + x887 y80 + x551 y82 + x469 y86 +
420
x y89 + x448 y93 + x399 y96 + x279 y136 + x636 y143 + x552 y146 + x487 y149 + x421 y153 + x844 y156 +
x400 y160 + x152 y215 +(x21 + x509 )y222 +(1+ x378 )y229 + x357 y236 + x611 y251 + x562 y254 + x563 y318 +
x163 y387 + x520 y394 ,
g = x448 + x399 y3 + x400 y67 + y136 + x357 y143 ,
h = x279 + x487 y13 + x152 y79 + x21 y86 + y93 + x163 y251 .
d = 2000:
f = x875 + x856 y6 + x1469 y18 + x1450 y24 + x776 y66 + x1370 y84 + x722 y157 + x703 y163 + x963 y190 +
x944 y196 + x623 y223 + x864 y256 + x487 y291 + x468 y297 + x647 y334 + x628 y340 + x982 y375 + x548 y400 +
x235 y514 + x476 y547 + x769 y619 + x1363 y637 + x0 y648 + x160 y691 + x616 y776 + x857 y809 + x381 y910 +
x541 y953 ,
g = x487 + x468 y6 + x388 y66 + y357 + x381 y619 ,
h = x388 + x982 y18 + x235 y157 + x476 y190 + x160 y334 + y291 .

6.10 Con lusion
In this hapter we have investigated a new approa h for bivariate polynomial fa torisation based
on the study of their Newton polytopes. The approa h ombines results on polytopes with
generalised Hensel lifting. In standard Hensel lifting, one lifts a fa torisation from a single edge,
and uniqueness an be ensured by randomising the polynomial to enfor e oprimality onditions
and make sure the edge being lifted from is suÆ iently long. However, this randomisation is
by substitution of linear forms whi h destroys the sparsity of the input polynomial. We show
how uniqueness may be ensured in the bivariate ase without destroying the sparsity of the
polynomial, only under ertain oprimality onditions, and without restri tions on the lengths
of the edges. For ertain lasses of sparse polynomials, namely those whose Newton polytopes
have few Minkowski de ompositions, this gives a pra ti al new approa h whi h greatly improves
upon Hensel lifting. As with Hensel lifting, our method has an exponential worst- ase running
time; however, we have demonstrated the pra ti ality of our algorithm on several randomly
hosen omposite and sparse binary polynomials of high degree.
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Chapter 7

An eÆ ient sparse adaptation of the
polytope method over F p and a
re ord-high binary bivariate
fa torisation
7.1 Introdu tion
In the previous hapter, we examined polynomial fa torisation through a generalisation of Hensel
lifting as applied to the Newton polytope of the input polynomial. Despite its worst- ase exponential running time, the polytope method has been asso iated with a number of advantages
promising to make it very eÆ ient in pra ti e. First, when applied to the spe ial ategory
of sparse polynomials whose Newton polytopes have very few Minkowski de ompositions, one
would expe t to have a small number of edges to lift from. Although we do not yet have a
heuristi estimate of the frequen y with whi h this an happen, experiments reported in the
earlier hapter learly re e ted this observation, whereby most random input polynomials had
Newton polytopes with the above property, and the bulk of the work was spent in the lifting
stage. However, the implementation used there was dense, where the total amount of work is
of the order O(d4 ) for a bivariate polynomial of total degree d, and requiring an order of O(d2 )
bits of memory, whi h prompts us to investigate further advantages resulting from the sparsity
of the input polynomial. Sin e the polytope method has been shown to preserve the sparsity of
the polynomial by avoiding the randomisation and substitution of linear forms in the lassi al
Hensel lifting method, one natural question to answer is how to des ribe the sensitivity of the
polytope method with respe t to the number of nonzero terms of the input polynomial. We are
equally motivated to investigate how exploiting this aspe t an possibly in rease the problem
sizes whi h the polytope method an handle for the spe ial lass of sparse polynomials. The
approa h we present produ es a sparse fa torisation algorithm per se, where the operational and
spatial omplexities be ome dependent on both the degree of the input polynomial as well as
the number of nonzero terms of its possible fa tors whi h the polytope method an dete t. The
aspe ts we exploit are that the input polynomial and its fa tors have many zero oeÆ ients, and
that most of the lifted polynomials are zero, or at worst very sparse. As in the original algorithm,
this method works only under ertain oprimality onditions governing the edge fa torisations
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along a spe ial subset of edges of the Newton polytope (see Chapter 6).
The rest of this hapter is organised as follows: In Se tion 7.2 we des ribe the model of sparse
polynomials to whi h this algorithm is best suited. In Se tion 7.3 we des ribe the implementation
in C and the sub-routines omprising the pre-lifting stages. In Se tion 7.4 we present our sparse
adaptation whi h a e ts the polytope method at the lifting stage. In Se tions 7.5 and 7.6 we
analyse the omplexity of the sparse method, and in Se tion 7.7 we report on the run times of
our experiments produ ing high re ord degree fa torisations over F 2 .

7.2 Input model
We hoose to investigate the performan e of the sparse adaptation when the input polynomial
belongs to F p[x; y℄, for a nite eld F p with prime order. As previously reported in the dense
implementation of [2℄, the random experiments are generated by onstru ting a degree d input
polynomial f using two random polynomials g and h of degree d=2 ea h, with a given number
of nonzero terms. Let tg and th denote the number of nonzero terms in g and h respe tively,
and let t = tg th . The number of nonzero terms in f is thus O(t). For reasons that will be ome
apparent later on, we will assume the ondition

t3 < d2 :
This will make up our de nition of a sparse polynomial f , where d2 is an upper bound on the
number of nonzero terms that an appear in a degree d polynomial in F p[x; y℄. Note that one
of tg or th has to be at most t1=2 , and hen e we an assume that g and h have t terms ea h,
for some onstant 0 <  < 1. In the remainder of this hapter, we shall omit the referen e to
\nonzero terms" and refer to these as simply \terms". Also, when analysing the omplexity of
the sparse method with respe t to an integral de omposition
Newt(f ) = Q + R;
we will restri t our attention to the ase when Q and R orrespond to the sparse fa tors g and
h as de ned above; i.e, when Q = Newt(g) and R = Newt(h). By this, we understand that an
extension of a oprime dominating edges fa torisation using our sparse method should be aborted
on e the number of spe ialised oeÆ ients orresponding to Q or R ex eeds max(tg ; th ) = O(t ),
for 0 <  < 1.

Generi shape of Newt(f )
We now des ribe few aspe ts hara terising the generi shape of Newt(f ) for a non-trivial input
f . By non-trivial we refer to the ase when f is non- onstant and not known to be divisible by
any monomial of the form f(e1 ;e2 ) xe1 ye2 , for some integers e1 ; e2  0, and f(e1 ;e2 ) 2 F p .
Lemma 7.2.1 Let f 2 F p [x; y℄ be of total degree d. Then f has at least one term with degree
zero in y and one term with degree zero in x if and only if the orresponding exponent ve tors of
those two or more terms are verti es or form edges of Newt(f ) that lie on the x-axis and y-axis
respe tively.
Proof: Re all that for a bivariate regular polynomial f , Newt(f ) lies entirely in the quadrant
of positive oordinates. Suppose that Newt(f ) has at least two verti es lying on the x-axis and
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y-axis respe tively. Sin e Newt(f ) is the onvex hull of all exponents of f whose orresponding
oeÆ ients are nonzero, f should have at least two terms whi h have a zero exponent in y
and x respe tively. Now suppose that f has at least two su h terms denoted by f(i;0) xi and
f(0;j ) yj , for i; j = 1; :::; d. Then the points (i; 0) and (0; j ) belong to Newt(f ). We want to show
that p = (i; 0) annot but be a vertex or lying on an edge of Newt(f ) (the ase for (0; j ) is
established similarly and so are the ases when there are more than one term in f of the form
f(i;0) xi or f(0;j ) yj ). Suppose to the ontrary that p is a stri tly interior point of the polytope. By
onvexity of Newt(f ), p should lie stri tly in the interior of every angular se tor formed by any
three onse utive verti es. But then the x-axis would interse t at least one edge of the polytope
in one point di erent from the two endpoints of the edge, so that Newt(f ) ontains points in
the half-plane

f(x; y) 2 R 2jy < 0g;
a ontradi tion, sin e Newt(f ) lies entirely in the quadrant of positive oordinates.

Corollary 7.2.1 Let f 2 F p [x; y℄ be of total degree d. Then f has no trivial monomial fa tors
of the form f(i;j ) xi yj for some integers i; j  0, f(i;j ) 2 F p , if and only if Newt(f ) has at least
two of its verti es on the x-axis and y-axis respe tively.
Proof: Suppose that f has no trivial monomial fa tors of the form f(i;j ) xi yj for some positive
integers i and j . Then f must have at least one term that has zero degree in x and one term
that has zero degree in y. By the lemma above, Newt(f ) would then have at least two verti es
on the x and y axes. The onverse is immediate to establish.

7.3 Pre-lifting stages
The pre-lifting sub-routines all require a non-trivial implementation tou hing upon issues about
proper data stru ture and areful manipulation of geometri data. In the ourse of this des ription we explore the primary data types representing the geometri stru tures su h as edges,
verti es, straight lines, and dominating sets of edges. We also address how operations involving
geometri stru tures with integer oordinates an be performed orre tly, under the restri tion
that all su h omputations should involve input and output integer values only.

7.3.1 Floating-point operations and integer over ow
As will be seen shortly, many aspe ts of our C implementation are designed so as to avoid both
instan es of oating-point operations (unless the result an be guaranteed to be exa t) and
integer over ow. Be ause one an predi t the possible o urren e of a oating-point operation
before su h an operation is arried out, this type of problem is easier to handle than integer
over ow. On most urrent ma hines, signed integers use 32 bits whi h represent numbers in
the range 2:109 . This sets the rst restri tion on the size of the input data representing the
exponent pairs (e1 ; e2 ) of terms of f . However, when operations su h as addition or multipli ation
of signed integers produ e an output that ex eeds this range, standard C gives no error upon
integer over ow. In the absen e of a multi-pre ision pa kage for dealing with arbitrary sizes
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of signed integers (see for e.g. [53℄), one may opt to use doubles to represent integers, so that
integer al ulation an be performed a urately with oating-point numbers. This, ombined
with tests to depi t the safe range of any omputation prior to its exe ution, makes up a good
strategy for avoiding integer over ow. In doing this, one has to onsider possible an ellations
of even in orre t al ulations of the generi form ab + d. There, for instan e, it suÆ es to test
for the sizes of ab and d prior to an ellation (addition) and de ide whether or not the upper
bound on the size of the nal sum ex eeds the allowed bound.
Assuming the order of the nite eld in question ts in a ma hine word, all eld operations
will be referred to as bit operations, and the spatial omplexity will be measured in bits.

7.3.2 Computing Newt(f )
The rst phase of the algorithm onsists in omputing Newt(f ) using a onvex hull algorithm.
We hoose to use Graham's fast algorithm of omplexity O(t log t) for an input of size t (see
[60℄), despite the fa t that slower algorithms of quadrati time in t would still be eÆ ient in the
sparse ase. We also adopt the eÆ ient variant of Graham's algorithm found in [107℄. The input
polynomial f is given as a olle tion of points P representing the exponent ve tors of terms of
f . Graham's algorithm above produ es a sta k of verti es of Newt(f ), whi h uniquely des ribes
the entire polytope, sin e it is suÆ ient to store information about the verti es of a onvex set to
retrieve any further information about its edges or interior latti e points. The sta k of verti es
is built in a ounter- lo kwise order around a xed pivot, hosen to be the lowest rightmost of
all input points. If m denotes the total number of verti es of Newt(f ), the sta k is represented
by a singly linked list of pointers to the verti es V0 ; :::; Vm 1 . In turn, ea h vertex is a stru ture
ontaining information about the index of the vertex in the sta k, as well as the x oordinate
(abs issa) and the y oordinate (ordinate) of the vertex. For further uses in the algorithm, we
also store the edge des ription of Newt(f ) as follows. For i = 0; :::; m 1, let Ei denote the edge
de ned by Vi+1 Vi . If ni denotes the g d of the two omponents of the edge ve tor, then Ei
an be written as ni ei for a primitive ve tor ei whose omponents (ai ; bi ) are relatively prime.
We shall adopt this notation throughout the text.

Representing terms of f
Sin e terms of f (and thereafter spe ialised terms of g and h) will have to be a essed during
every lifting step, one has to modify the representation of f , originally given as an arbitrarily
ordered olle tion of points, to allow qui k a essibility. Ideally, this would be through the use
of a dense representation, whereby the nonzero oeÆ ient of a term f(e1 ;e2 ) xe1 ye2 of f is stored
in the array lo ation (e1 ; e2 ). A possible solution would be to balan e the time it takes to sear h
for a parti ular term and the total memory required for storing all of them, through the use of a
\semi-sparse" representation, so long as this requires no more than the largest stru ture used in
the entire algorithm, whi h will be shown later to be O(t d) bits of memory, for some onstant
, 0 <  < 1.
To illustrate, suppose that ymax and xmax denote the largest degree in y and x respe tively,
and ymin and xmin denote the smallest degree in y and x respe tively, among all terms of f . By
Corollary 7.2.1, we know that ymin and xmin are both equal to zero when f is a \non-trivial"
polynomial. We then have ymax  d and xmax  d. Without loss of generality we shall always
assume that ymax  xmax , and that all arrays have starting index equal to 0 (rather than 1).
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We an now de ne a re ursive stru ture as follows. Let fterms denote an integer array of size
ymax su h that ea h entry fterms[k 1℄ denotes the number of terms of f whose degree in y
is k. Although this makes the array fterms a dense one, it an now be used to in orporate a
sparse data stru ture as follows: for k = 0; :::; ymax 1 and j = 0; :::; fterms[k℄ 1, de ne a
list of integers fabsk su h that the j 'th element in the list ontains the degree in x of the j 'th
term of f belonging to the list of terms of degree k in y. A similar list an be onstru ted to
store the oeÆ ients of terms over F p . In the worst- ase analysis, all terms of f will have the
same degree in y, and we an allow the above sparse stru ture to o upy at most O(td) bits of
memory. Assuming that the oordinates of the input polynomial are no larger than a ma hine
word size, and ombining the requirements for storing the output in Graham's algorithm above,
where the number of verti es of Newt(f ) is of the order O(t) [35℄, the total spatial omplexity
of this stage is dominated by O(td) bits. With this stru ture, we an de ide for the existen e
of a term f(e1 ;e2 ) xe1 ye2 of f through a simple s an of the list fabse2 1 whi h ontains at most
O(t) elements, so that a naive sear h is of the order O(t).

7.3.3 Finding all irredundant sets of dominating edges
For determining all irredundant sets of dominating edges we use the algorithm reported in
Chapter 6. Re all that the pro edure depends on the notion of admissible slopes asso iated with
a vertex Vi , and denoted by admiss(i), whi h designates the range of slopes of all straight lines
that an be drawn through Vi su h that their interse tion with the polytope is only one point. It
was shown that su h straight lines have to be lying in the angular se tor de ned by the two edges
vi 1 vi and vi vi+1 , and that a ne essary ondition for any set of edges onne ting two distin t
verti es vi , vj to form an irredundant set of dominating edges is that admiss(i) \ admiss(j ) 6= ;.
The input to this sub-routine are the verti es of Newt(f ) as omputed above. The pro ess an
be a hieved through several implementations of the following:

Slopes of edges
We rst need a areful manipulation of slopes whi h avoids any instan es of oating-point
operations while performing simple tasks su h as determining and omparing slopes of lines
supporting edges. In our implementation, slopes are always integral ratios a=b, whi h is one
good property to start with. If k 2 Z and a; b 6= 0, any equality of the form a=b = k(a=b) is not
guaranteed to hold for oating point division in C. As a result, we have to treat this quantity
as a dis rete one. Using a re ursive stru ture we de ne an array of pointers, Slope, indexed by
the edges Ei , for i = 0; :::; m 1, su h that the entry Slope[i℄ points to a list of two elements:
the numerator and denominator of the slope of Ei , in normalised form (having g d equal to 1).
When omputing admiss(i) we are on erned with hara terising all straight lines that fall in
the angular se tor whose vertex is Vi and whose rays are with endpoints Vi 1 and Vi+1 . Let s1
and s2 denote the slopes of lines (Vi 1 Vi ) and (Vi Vi+1 ) respe tively. Obviously, any straight line
falling in the interior of the angular se tor de ned above has to have slope in the range
I = (min(s1 ; s2 ); max(s1 ; s2 ))
if s1 and s2 are of the same sign, or in the range

I=(

1; min(s1; s2 )) [ (max(s1 ; s2); +1)
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otherwise. The set admiss(i) is then simply the omplement of I , whi h an be a single interval
or a union of two intervals. This an be represented by a stru ture of intervals of the form A [ B ,
for two ontinuous intervals A and B , where only B an be empty. A ontinuous interval then
extends re ursively into a two dimensional array Component of pointers su h that Component[0℄
and Component[1℄ point to its lower and upper bounds respe tively. In turn, su h lower and
upper bounds represent slopes of edges, and are hen e represented by a two dimensional integer
array bound, su h that bound[0℄ and bound[1℄ denote the numerator and denominator of the
quantity denoting slope. Of ourse, by this we understand that bound[1℄ = 0 whenever the
orresponding slope is in nite.

Complements and interse tions of sets
At this point we have at hand a representation of rational intervals that will allow us to perform
the set operations of taking omplements and of interse ting sets. If I denotes an interval or a
union of two intervals as en ountered previously, then R n I an be trivially determined and must
have the same representation of I as de ned above. Furthermore, we will need to determine
whether or not the interse tion of two intervals I = A [ B and I 0 = A0 [ B 0 , for ontinuous
intervals A; B; A0 and B 0 , is empty. That redu es easily to nding whether A00 \ B 00 6= ; for some
A00 = (a; b) and B 00 = (a0 ; b0 ), where a; a0 ; b; b0 2 Z [f1g. To do this, it suÆ es to ompare the
orresponding lower and upper boundaries of the ontinuous intervals (a; b) and (a0 ; b0 ), whose
interse tion is non-empty if and only if any of the following holds:









both a and a0 are 1,
both b and b0 are +1,

1, b is nite, and a0 < b,
1, b0 is nite, and a < b0,
only b0 is +1, a0 is nite, and a0 < b,
only b is +1, a is nite, and a < b0 .
only a is
only a0 is

a; b; a0 and b0 are nite, and b < a0 or b0 < a.

A ording to our representation above, a; b; a0 and b0 are stored as rational quantities, where
omparison of two su h fra tions n=d and n0 =d0 redu es to omparing the produ t nd0 and n0 d.
Even though the numerators and denominators are bounded by the oordinates of exponent
ve tors of terms of f , performing the above integer produ ts may result in over ow. For this,
a possible test an be inserted at the beginning of ea h su h multipli ation to ensure that the
size of any of the intervals boundaries are bounded by at most square root of 2:109 .
When admiss(i) \ admiss(j ) 6= ; for i = 0; :::; m 1 and j = i + 1; :::; m 1, we on lude that
the edges onne ting the two verti es Vi and Vj form two dominating sets of edges omprising
the ounter- lo kwise and lo kwise sequen e of edges onne ting them. A further ondition
that examines the di eren e of two intervals representing interse tions of admissible slopes of
various dominating sets is required to sele t the irredundant ones (see Chapter 6. All su h sets
are represented by a singly linked list Dominating set ordered a ording to in reasing values
of i. The k'th element of the list points to the two integers i and j su h that Vi and Vj form
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the k'th irredundant dominating set, and to the dire tion of the set onne ting the two verti es
(whether lo kwise or ounter lo kwise). In Chapter 6, the entire pro edure has been shown to
require an order of O(m2 ) operations of set interse tions and omplements. From the dis ussion
above, these require no more than integer multipli ation and omparison. Assuming all su h
integers and intermediary produ ts t in a ma hine word, the total ost of this stage is of the
order O(m4 ) bit operations (see Chapter 6). We have also seen that the amount of storage
needed does not ex eed eight integers per vertex (representing the total number of numerators
and denominators of rational boundaries of intervals representing admiss(i) for some i), as well
as three integers per dominating set, whose number itself is dominated by m. As a result, this
sub-routine requires at most O(m) = O(t) bits of storage.

7.3.4 Determining univariate edge polynomials
At this point, we shall make the distin tion between a sparse and dense polynomial representation as de ned throughout the text. In parti ular, we denote by a sparse polynomial stru ture
any su h stru ture where only information about the exponents of the terms is available, even
when the orresponding polynomial is not sparse enough. In the rest of the text it will be assumed that all entries in a sparse polynomial representation are ordered a ording to in reasing
values of exponents. For simpli ity, we shall also always assume that the oeÆ ients of terms
in a sparse representation are stored in a stru ture mat hing the one used for exponents, and
it will be impli it everywhere in our dis ussion that oeÆ ients of terms are retrieved whenever
their exponents are so.
On the other hand, we denote by a dense polynomial stru ture any su h stru ture where
information about the (zero and nonzero) oeÆ ients of the orresponding polynomial is available, as indexed by the degrees of their terms. In the worst- ase analysis, both sparse and dense
representations will require the same amount of storage for dense polynomials.
When f is sparse, so are the orresponding univariate edge polynomials along Newt(f ).
Thus, we require that they be represented using a sparse data stru ture. The entire pro ess of
determining these polynomials depends on a number of sub-tasks, su h as identifying integral
points belonging to the edge, hoosing only those points (e1 ; e2 ) orresponding to a term of f ,
and determining the orresponding term in z as de ned by the hange of basis in Step 4 of
Algorithm 6.8.1.

Identifying integral points
Let Æ 2 Edge(f ) where Æ = niei = Vi+1 Vi for some i = 0; :::; m 1, so that Æ has ni +1 integral
points lying on it. To identify ea h of these points, one an start from one of the endpoints, say
Vi = (xi ; yi ), and use the gradients as de ned by the slope of the line supporting the edge. Re all
that the normalised slope s = a=b of the line supporting Æ an be retrieved using the pointer
stored in Slope[i℄, and hen e, all integral points on the line supporting Æ an be des ribed by
x = xi + kb; y = yi + ka;
for k 2 Z. In parti ular, points (e1 ; e2 ) lying between Vi+1 and Vi are de ned by k = 1; :::; k0 1,
where k0 = (xi+1 xi )=b. One an then test whether (e1 ; e2 ) is an exponent orresponding to a
term of f by s anning the list fabse2 1 , this requiring no more than O(t) bit operations. By
Corollary 26 of Chapter 8, we know that, for a polynomial f 2 F p [x; y℄ of degree d, ea h edge of
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Newt(f ) will have at most O(d) integral points lying on it. Throughout the text, we shall refer
to this number as max int pts.

Change of basis
To determine the hange of basis asso iated with Æ one rst has to determine its asso iated
primitive aÆne fun tion as de ned in Chapter 6. Given only the slope and two end points of
Æ, one an rst derive the equation of its supporting line. If (xi ; yi ) and s = a=b are as de ned
above, then the equation of this line is given by
y yi a
= :
x xi b
To avoid any oating-point operations asso iated with the right hand side division, we view this
as
ax + by (byi axi ) = 0;
where we are fa ed with a possible integer over ow upon the al ulation of byi axi . This, of
ourse, an be avoided through a pre-test on the sizes of byi and axi as mentioned previously.
The primitive aÆne fun tion lÆ = 1 x + 2 y +  an now be derived from the equation of Æ in a
straightforward way. Sin e Newt(f ) should lie in the non-negative halfplane fr 2 R 2 jlÆ (r)  0g,
one an simply hoose any vertex of Newt(f ) di erent from the two endpoints of Æ, and substitute
its oordinates in the equation of the line omputed above. If the result is positive, we set

1 = a; 2 = b;

and  = (byi

axi ):

Else, we set

1 = a; 2 = b;

and  = (byi

axi ):

These oeÆ ients an now be stored in an integer array indexed by the position of Æ in the sta k
of edges. Finally, we all the Extended Eu lidean algorithm to ompute the integers 1 and 2
su h that

1 :1 + 2 :2 = 1;
and we store 1 and 2 ontiguously next to 1 ; 2 and . Assuming all input and intermediary
integer values do not ex eed the required bound, the above pro ess per edge is dominated by a
onstant number of bit operations.
The hange in basis as des ribed in Step 4 of Algorithm 6.8.1 an be retrieved using the
oeÆ ients 1 ; 2 ; 1 , and 2 . Let (e01 ; e02 ) denote the oordinates of the starting vertex of Æ. For
ea h integral point of Æ orresponding to a term f(e1 ;e2 ) xe1 ye2 in f , a univariate term in f(e1 ;e2 ) z
an be found using
= (e2 e0 )=( 1 ) if 1 6= 0; or = (e1 e0 )=(2 ) if 2 6= 0;
2

1

and every su h exponent is stored in the sparse data stru ture representing the sparse edge
polynomial. Sin e all oordinates of points in Newt(f ) are assumed to t in a ma hine word, this
requires no more than O(1) bit operations per term. Combining the osts of the previous tasks,
the whole pro ess of onstru ting the univariate edge polynomials is of the order O(md) = O(td)
bit operations, and requires no more than O(mt) = O(t2 ) bits of memory.
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7.3.5 Interse ting arbitrary lines with the polytope
In many of the sub-routines to follow it be omes essential to investigate how a geometri interse tion between arbitrary straight lines and Newt(f ) an be performed under the restri tion
that all omputations have to re eive and produ e only integer values. Determining the interse tion between an arbitrary straight line `0 and the polytope redu es to nding the interse tion
between `0 and all edges Æ 2 Edge(f ). The main problem then lies in that the interse tion points
between any two lines may not be latti e points. But then, they would simply not ontribute
to any terms in the lifted polynomials and hen e the algorithm as a whole, whi h makes them
dispensable for our appli ation. A possible solution resides in onsidering other suitable points
whi h an still serve the same purpose, that of identifying all possible points of the polytope
orresponding to terms in parti ular lifted polynomials. For this, we alternatively introdu e the
notion of a near interse tion point, to be that latti e point ( ommon to the line and the edge
of the polytope) that is losest (or at best identi al) to the real interse tion point. The ru ial
idea behind our approa h depends on that if `0 interse ts an edge of Newt(f ) in some point,
this should lie in the smallest re tangle R ontaining Newt(f ) and whose edges fall on the lines
of equations x = 0; x = xmax ; y = 0 and y = ymax . That this an be found is a result of the
fa t that the onvex hull omputed above is the smallest onvex polygon ontaining all points
orresponding to terms of f . The entire sub-routine is then as follows:

Algorithm 7.3.1 Interse tion(Newt(f ); u; v; w)
Input: The vertex des ription of Newt(f ) and an arbitrary line `0 of generi equation
ux + vy + w = 0.
Output: The near interse tion points of `0 and Newt(f ), or the empty set (where the latter
implies that the line does not ontribute to any terms in the lifted polynomials).
Step 1: Set k0 0, and i0 ; i00
1;
repeat
1.1: If (vk0 + w) mod u = 0 and (vk0 + w)=u 2 f0; :::; xmax g, set i0
1.2: If (i0 ; k0 ) 2 Newt(f ) then exit the loop;
1.3: Set k0 k0 + 1.
while k0  ymax ;
Step 2: If k0 < ymax , set k00 ymax and repeat:
2.1: If (vk00 + w) mod u = 0 and (vk00 + w)=u 2 f0; :::; xmax g, set i00
2.2: If (i00 ; k00 ) 2 Newt(f ) then exit the loop.
2.3: Set k00 k00 1.
while k00 > k0 ;
Step 3: If i0 6= 1 output (i0 ; k0 ), and if i00 6= 1 output (i00 ; k00 ).

(vk0 + w)=u.

(vk0 + w)=u.

Corre tness of the algorithm an be shown as follows. If ux + vy + w = 0 denotes the generi
equation of `0 , we know that all latti e points (a; b) of `0 and lying in R have a y oordinate
in the range f0; :::; ymax g su h that ( vb w)=u is an integer between 0 and xmax . A possible
approa h to nding near interse tions onsists in identifying (and then ex luding) latti e points
that belong to `0 \R but not in Newt(f ). By onvexity of Newt(f ), the latter olle tion of points
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are non-adja ent, and form lower and upper latti e points in `0 \ R, whose ordinates belong to
the union of the two intervals
[0; k0 ℄ [ [k00 ; ymax ℄

for some integers k0 and k00 .
Before establishing the ost of the above algorithm, we need to dis uss how to de ide whether
an arbitrary latti e point of the plane belongs to Newt(f ). In a rather straightforward approa h
one would just ompute the set of all points belonging to the polytope, so that testing an
arbitrary point for in lusion be omes almost an immediate task. However, this requires about
#Newt(f ) = O(d2 ) bits of storage, whi h is highly restri tive for high degree fa torisations.
Furthermore, our up oming sub-algorithm for omputing all integral points of Newt(f ) requires
that we perform interse tions between arbitrary lines and the polytope, so that a more eÆ ient
test for in lusion in Newt(f ) is needed. The test we propose works best when the number
of edges is signi antly less than #Newt(f ). Re all that, in Graham's algorithm above, we
onstru ted the verti es and edges in a ounter- lo kwise dire tion around the pivot. A simple
onsequen e of this and the fa t that Newt(f ) is onvex is that an arbitrary latti e point belongs
to the polytope if and only if it belongs to one of its edges, or it lies to the left of the dire ted line
of ea h edge Æ 2 Edge(f ). For this, we adopt the test for \leftedness" suggested in [107℄: Given
three arbitrary points A = (a1 ; a2 ); B = (b1 ; b2 ), and C = ( 1 ; 2 ), C is to the left of the dire ted
line AB if and only if the signed area of the ounter lo kwise triangle ABC is positive. The
formula we use, derived from the ross produ t of the two ve tors B A and C A, produ es
twi e the value of the above area, and is given by
(b1

a1 )(

a2 ) (

2

a1 )(b2 a2 ):

1

Combining, we have the following:

Algorithm 7.3.2 Input: An arbitrary point C = ( 1 ; 2 ), and the vertex des ription of Newt(f ).
Output: PASS if C 2 Newt(f ), FAIL otherwise.
Step 1; For i = 0; :::; m 1 do
1.1: Retrieve Vi+1 = (b1 ; b2 ) and Vi = (a1 ; a2 ); ompute

E = (b1 a1 )(

2

a2 ) (

1

a1 )(b2

a 2 ):

1.2: If E < 0 return(FAIL).
Step 2: Return(PASS);

Proposition 7.3.1 Algorithm 7.3.2 works orre tly and requires O(t) bit operations.
Proof: Corre tness of the above pro edure relies on that of the signed area test as dis ussed
in [107℄. It suÆ es for an arbitrary point to fail the test for only one edge of Newt(f ) for us to
on lude that it does not belong to the polytope. The run time of the algorithm is dominated
by the ost of omputing the signed area for every edge of Newt(f ). Assuming the integer
omputations in E are all orre t and tting in a ma hine word, this brings the total ost to
O(m) = O(t) bit operations.
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Corollary 7.3.1 Algorithm 7.3.1 for omputing the near interse tion points of an arbitrary
straight line with Newt(f ) requires O(td) bit operations.
Proof: The two major loops in Algorithm 7.3.1 iterate at most O(d) times, during whi h
one multipli ation, one addition, and one division operation of integers are performed, along
with a test for in lusion in Newt(f ). The ost of the inner loop omputations is dominated by
that of testing for in lusion in Newt(f ), whi h is of the order O(t). The laim now follows.

7.3.6 Computing the set of all integral points in Newt(f )
Often throughout the rest of the algorithm, we will need to test for in lusion of arbitrary points
in the polytope. Although the test in Algorithm 7.3.2 is ru ial for the Interse tion sub-routine,
it an be ostly to invoke this test very frequently. Hen e, we introdu e a more eÆ ient method
for identifying all integral points in Newt(f ), whi h uses the above version of Interse tion only
on e, but whi h an later be used as a less expensive test for in lusion.
Let IP denote the set of all integral points in Newt(f ). The solution we provide is enhan ed
by the fa t that nowhere in our sparse adaptation will we need to have all elements of IP
available at one and the same time. A ordingly, it is suÆ ient to store a signi antly smaller
subset of IP that still allows us to either retrieve all of its elements or he k whether an arbitrary
point of the plane belongs to it. As dis ussed previously, one possible idea is to examine latti e
points of the polytope that lie on every horizontal line y = k, for k = 0; :::; ymax . This an be
done by omputing the near points of interse tion between all su h horizontal lines and Newt(f ).
Sin e these an be either a tual integral points of interse tion or integral points that are losest
to the interse tion, we are sure that all elements of IP falling on the line y = k should lie
between the two near points of interse tion. Repeating the pro edure for all y = 0; :::; ymax
labels in this way all elements of IP , and more. Given an arbitrary point of the plane (a; b), we
an de ne a boolean fun tion whi h returns whether (a; b) 2 IP or not, by simply retrieving the
near interse tion points between Newt(f ) and y = b. Obviously, a is an integer lying between
the abs issas of the two near interse tion points if and only if (a; b) 2 IP .
The data stru ture we de ne for this sub-routine will be a re ursive one, where an array of ymax pointers Int pts is su h that Int pts[y℄ points to another array of two integers,
Int oordinatesy , representing the x oordinates of the two possible points of interse tion with
ordinate equal to y. Sin e we know that the line y = k interse ts the polytope for k = 0; :::; ymax
in at least one near point, the rst entry of Int oordinatesy ontains its oordinate. If there
exists another near point of interse tion, we use the remaining entry of Int oordinatesy ; else,
we set this to be 1.

Algorithm 7.3.3 Input: The vertex des ription of Newt(f ).
Output: The set IP of all integral points in Newt(f ).
Step 1: For y = 0; :::; ymax do
1.1: Call Interse tion(Newt(f ); 0; 1; y); store the x oordinate of the rst near point of
interse tion in the orresponding lo ation of Int oordinatesy ;
1.2: If there is another near point of interse tion store its oordinates in the orresponding
lo ation of Int oordinatesy , and output all points lying between the two interse tion
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points.
1.3: Else, output the only near point of interse tion.

Proposition 7.3.2 Algorithm 7.3.3 works orre tly as spe i ed and produ es a des ription of
IP in O(td2 ) bit operations and O(d) bits of memory.
Proof: Corre tness follows easily from the dis ussion above. The run time depends on the
size of the range y = 0; :::; ymax as well as the ost of one all to the fun tion Interse tion, whi h
is of the order O(td). In total, this brings the ost of nding all integral points to O(td2 ). Sin e
at most two integers less than or equal to d (and hen e tting in a ma hine word) are stored for
y = 0; :::; ymax , where ymax = O(d), the spatial omplexity follows.

Assuming this subset of points in IP is produ ed only on e at the beginning of the algorithm,
testing for in lusion of an arbitrary point in the plane omes at no ost beyond that of referen ing
two array entries. In the remainder of this hapter, we shall denote by In(IP; a; b) the fun tion
all whi h tests whether a point (a; b) belongs to IP . Moreover, we an now obtain a more
eÆ ient pro edure for determining the interse tion of an arbitrary straight line with Newt(f ).
In parti ular, we have:

Corollary 7.3.2 Assuming that the above representation of IP is obtained as a pre omputation,
Algorithm 7.3.1 for nding the interse tion of an arbitrary straight line with Newt(f ) an be
modi ed to require O(d) bit operations.
Proof: The proof is immediate to establish, by noting that Interse tion an repla e its
sub-routine for testing in lusion by the test In(IP ).

Here and hereafter, we shall refer to the modi ed interse tion sub-routine as Interse tion0.

7.3.7 Counting fa tors of univariate fa torisations
On e the edge polynomials have been stored in univariate form, we are ready to perform the
fa torisations over the de ning eld. For simpli ity of ode we hoose to make use of the
omputer algebra pa kage MAGMA  , whereby the output of all previous stages is dire ted
to a le that an serve as a MAGMA ode le within whi h lies its input. The input in this
ase omprises the following: all pie es of data previously omputed and that will be needed in
the lifting stage, among whi h are the verti es of Newt(f ), and the list of sets of dominating
edges. Also available are the univariate polynomials whi h MAGMA has to fa torise using its
built-in fun tion (based on the Berlekamp algorithm [8℄) for univariate polynomial fa torisation
over nite elds. The output of the MAGMA ode is now dire ted into a le whi h has, in
addition to the original information above, the full fa torisation of univariate edge polynomials
into powers of irredu ibles, and whi h an be fed into the following sub-routines forming the
third phase of the implementation.
In all what follows let F0(Æ) denote the univariate edge polynomial asso iated with Æ and let dÆ
denote its degree. Assuming that irredu ible fa tors of F0(Æ) are stored in sparse representation,
we de ne a list irredÆ of integer pointers su h that element s of irredÆ points to the address
 See http://magma.maths.usyd.edu.au/magma/
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in memory of the s irredu ible fa tor of f0(Æ) produ ed by the MAGMA ode above. We also
de ne an integer array head irred of size at most O(d) su h that head irredÆ [j ℄ points to the
lo ation in the list irredÆ of the rst irredu ible polynomial of degree j , for j = 0; :::; dÆ . Let h
denote the total number of irredu ible fa tors of F0(Æ) . We de ne two integer arrays, mulÆ and
degÆ , of size h ea h, su h that mulÆ [s℄ denotes the multipli ity in F0Æ , and degÆ [s℄ denotes the
degree, of the s irredu ible in irredÆ . The ru ial idea behind our approa h is that any degree
j fa tor Rj of F0(Æ) has to satisfy the following:
(k)
(s) ps
(1) p1
p0
1. Rj = (irred(0)
Æ )  (irredÆ )    (irredÆ ) , where firredÆ gk=0;:::;s represents the set of
all irredu ible fa tors of F0(Æ) of degree less than or equal to j ,

2. pk  mulÆ [k℄, for k = 0; :::; s,

3.

P

k=0;:::;s degÆ [k ℄  pk

= j.

Using this notation, ounting the number of all possible polynomials Rj redu es to ounting all
possible ways one an onstru t an obje t with s + 1 spots, ea h of whi h an be o upied by
some integer ag pk , for pk = 0; :::; mulÆ [k℄, and then to ex luding those hoi es of Rj whi h
fail ondition 3 above. We restate this simple ounting problem through the following re ursive
pro edure:

Algorithm 7.3.4 Input: A degree dÆ univariate polynomial F0(Æ) fa torised ompletely into powers of irredu ibles.
Output: the number m(jÆ) of degree j fa tors of F0(Æ) , for j = 0; :::; dÆ .
Part I:
Count divisors(dÆ )
Step 1: for j = 0; :::; dÆ , do
1.1: Let tail denote the address in memory of the last irredu ible fa tor of F0(Æk ) of degree
j , and set
spot tail.
1.2: V ary ount(spot; j; tail).
Part II:
V ary ount(spot; j; tail)
Step 1: Set pspot
1;
repeat
1.1: Set pspot pspot + 1;
1.2: If (spot = 0) do
P
If k=0;:::;tail degÆ [k℄  pk = j , set m(jÆ) m(jÆ) + 1.
1.3: Else if (spot > 0), all V ary ount(spot 1; j; tail).
while (pspot < mulÆ [spot℄).
Proposition 7.3.3 Algorithm 7.3.4 works orre tly as spe i ed. When used to determine the
number of fa tors of all possible degrees, the algorithm requires at most O(d1+h h) bit operations
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and O(td) bits of memory, where h denotes the maximum number of irredu ible fa tors of edge
polynomials F0(Æ) over all Æ 2 Newt(f )y.
Proof: For a xed j = 0; :::; dÆ , Part I invokes the re ursive fun tion V ary Count using
all irredu ible fa tors of the edge polynomial of degree less than or equal to j . Those fa tors
have indi es 0; :::; tail in the list irredÆ , so that ea h o upies a \spot". We shall establish
orre tness of the re ursive fun tion by indu tion on the number of spots. Let N denote this
number. If N = 1, the all to the re ursive fun tion determines the number of ways one an
form fa tors of F0(Æ) using only the rst irredu ible fa tor, irred0 . All su h possible fa tors are
of the form irredp00 , for p0 = 0; :::; mulÆ [0℄. Now, suppose that the algorithm is true for N 1.
The all to V ary ount(N; j; tail) lists all possible powers that an o upy spot N , and hen e
all possible powers of the irredu ible having index N in the list irredÆ . For ea h su h hoi e, a
all to V ary ount(N 1; j ) is assumed to have produ ed all possible ways to form produ ts of
powers of irredu ibles o upying lo ations 0; :::; N 1 in the list irredÆ . Combining, this results
in new ways to form produ ts of powers of irredu ibles o upying lo ations 0; :::; N in the list.
When ea h su h produ t has total degree j , a suitable fa tor would have been found, and m(jÆ)
is in remented by 1.
For a xed j , 1  j  d, sin e h denotes the maximum number of irredu ible fa tors of edge
polynomials F0(Æ) over all Æ 2 Newt(f ), there are O(h) irredu ibles (or spots) for every edge,
and ea h spot k an have at most mulÆ [k℄  O(d) hoi es. When ea h hoi e is made a test is
performed involving at most O(h) multipli ations and additions of integers bounded by d. Sin e
j  d, the total run time now follows.
It an be easily seen that the list irredÆ has size at most O(h). The array head irredÆ is
of size O(d) sin e ea h of its entries points to lo ations in memory of the rst irredu ible fa tor
of F0(Æ) of some degree less than or equal to d. Hen e, its entries are also bounded by O(h) in
value and thus t in a ma hine word, as h  d. Sin e multipli ities and degrees of all irredu ible
fa tors are bounded by d, the arrays mulÆ and degÆ are of size O(h) and have entries whi h t
in a ma hine word. In total, the algorithm will require O(d) bits per edge polynomial, and so
O(td) bits in total.

7.3.8 Summand ounting and re overing algorithm
The summand ounting algorithm used in Chapter 6 requires all elements of IP to be available
in about O(d2 ) bits of memory, whi h makes it one of several bottlene ks we would like to
address before attempting very high degree fa torisations. Sin e our appli ation is designed
so as to spe i ally target sparse polynomials, we allow again the use of a \naive" summand
ounting algorithm, whi h, despite its being exponential in the number of edges m of Newt(f ),
requires negligible storage. Sin e m = O(t), we expe t this trade-o between memory and run
time to be e e tive only for signi antly sparse polynomials. The pro ess an be des ribed in
very similar terms as in the ounting pro edure in Algorithm 7.3.4. By Lemma 13 of [45℄, an
integral polygon is a summand of Newt(f ) if and only ifPit has an edge sequen e of the form i ei ,
for 0  i  ni , for some i 6= 0 and m 1 6= nm 1 , and 0i<m i ei is the zero ve tor (the other
summand is understood to have the edge sequen e f(ni i )ei g, for i = 0; :::; m 1). Hen e, we
y
hd
h
d
Note that although

the

, it has been shown in [83, 84, 100℄ that

is approximately log

ounting algorithm a hieves its output in a reasonable amount of time
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, so that in pra ti e,

an view any possible summand of Newt(f ) as an obje t onsisting of m spots, ea h of whi h
has a ve tor ei asso iated with it, and an be o upied by a omponent i = 0; :::; ni , su h that
X

i=0;:::;m 1

i ei

= 0:

This again entails a re ursive pro edure examining all possible hoi es of a summand with m
edges, ea h of whi h has a possible length in the range i = 0; :::; ni . The extra restri tions we
pla e over the i 's are that they should mat h the degrees of the known univariate fa tors of
the edge polynomials f0Æ su h that Æ = ni ei . In parti ular, we ex lude any value for i su h that
m(Æi ) = 0. On e a omplete hoi e using some ombination of s alar multiples of ve tor edges
has been formed, we he k if the resulting ve tor sum is zero, in whi h ase a summand would
have been found.
Sin e the above approa h uses information about the edges rather then the verti es of
Newt(f ), any of its possible summands will be produ ed using an edge sequen e des ription.
The data stru ture we use for edges is a ir ular doubly linked list of pointers: Ea h element
of the list links to previous and following neighbours, and the last element links to the rst.
Ea h pointer is asso iated with some edge Æ0 in the summand, and points to an array Edge of
integers su h that EdgeÆ0 [0℄ and EdgeÆ0 [1℄ denote the respe tive x and y omponents of Æ0 . The
algorithm an now be des ribed as follows:

Algorithm 7.3.5 Input: The edge des ription fni ei gi=0;:::;m 1 of Newt(f ), the set fm(ji) j 0 
j  deg(F0Æi )g, where m(ji) is the number of degree j fa tors of F0Æi , and an upper bound M on
the total number of summands.
Output: The edge des ription of all possible pairs Q; R su h that Newt(f ) = Q + R, or \failure"
if the number of su h de ompositions ex eeds M .
Part I: Count summands()
Step 1: Set spot m 1, first spot 0.
Step 2: Call V ary hoi e0 (spot; first spot);
Part II: V ary hoi e0 (spot; first spot)
Step 1: Set spot
1; repeat
1.1: spot
spot + 1;
(spot)
1.2: If m spot > 0 do
1.2.1: If spot = first spot, he k if the hosen edge sequen e forms the zero ve tor and
that the sequen e i ei , for i = 0; :::; m 1, is not trivial. If so, output this summand.
1.2.2: Else, if spot > last spot, all V ary hoi e0 (spot 1; first spot).
while ( spot < nspot).
Step 2: If total number of summands ex eeds M , halt the polytope algorithm.
Proposition 7.3.4 Algorithm 7.3.5 works orre tly and requires O(tdt ) bit operations and no
more than O(t) bits of memory to list all pairs of summands.
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Proof: Corre tness follows similarly as in the proof of Proposition 7.3.3 above, and we leave
the details for the reader. To establish the running time, we rst know that the maximum over
all ni 's, denoting the maximum number of integral points along any edge of Newt(f ), is O(d).
The naive method has to ount over O(dm ) = O(dt ) di erent summands of Newt(f ), where
every ount is a ompanied by O(m) additions and multipli ations of ve tor oordinates, ea h
of whi h is an integer less than or equal to d, and hen e an t in a ma hine word for values of
d used in our appli ation. If the number of all possible pairs of summands is larger than some
large parameter M , the entire ode is halted produ ing Failure as in Algorithm 6.8.1 above.
Note that we do not need to keep information about more than one pair of summands at a
time. For ea h su h non-trivial pair, we an arry out further omputations in luding the lifting
stage. If unsu essful, the pro ess an be repeated using a di erent pair of summands whi h
o upies the spa e of its prede essor. As su h, the amount of storage needed is O(m) = O(t)
bits of memory, where we understand that the omponent ve tors des ribing the edges of any
summand are bounded in size by the omponent ve tors of edges of Newt(f ).

Re overing a vertex des ription of the summands
In the above algorithm, we obtained only the edge sequen e des ribing a pair of summands Q
and R of Newt(f ), whi h des ribes a unique de omposition up to translation with an arbitrary
ve tor in R 2 . However, it is essential that we identify whi h of these translated summands will
orrespond to possible fa tors of f . In parti ular, the following onsequen e of Corollary 7.2.1
requires that we seek a vertex des ription allowing the proper translation of Q and R a ording
to the fa t below:
Corollary 7.3.3 Let f 2 F p [x; y℄ be of total degree d su h that f has no trivial monomial fa tors
of the form f(i;j )xi yj for some positive integers i and j , f(i;j ) 2 F p , and let Q be any summand
of Newt(f ) that orresponds to a possible fa tor g of f . Then Q must have at least two verti es
or edges on the x-axis and y-axis respe tively.
Proof: Suppose Q is a summand of Newt(f ) orresponding to a possible non-trivial fa tor
g of f . For f as above, g must have no trivial monomial fa tors of the form f(i;j ) xi yj . By
Corollary 7.2.1, Q must have at least two verti es on the x and y axes.

The data stru ture we use for the vertex des ription of the summands is the sta k of points
as used in the representation of Newt(f ). For onsisten y, we will always assume that ea h of
the summands has m verti es and edges, though some of the edges may be trivial, in whi h ase
we also de ne appropriate trivial verti es with oordinate values ( 1; 1), as we show in the
following pro edure.
Let fqi = i ei gi=0;:::;m 1 denote the edge sequen e of a summand of Newt(f ). We rst hoose
an arbitrary point to be the pivot V0 , su h as the origin of oordinates (0; 0) for instan e, and
then de ne an auxiliary ve tor sum, sum, initialised to zero. We then build around the pivot by
adding to sum the ve tor edges given one at a time. Sin e the edges are dire ted in a ounterlo kwise fashion around the pivot as in Newt(f ), we expe t to build the verti es in a sta k
stru ture. If some edge qi = Vi+1 Vi is trivial, we insert a trivial vertex at the appropriate
index of the sta k as follows. If qi is followed by a non-trivial edge qj , for some j = i +1; :::; m 1,
then Vi+1 is a trivial vertex. Else, if qi is not followed by any non-trivial edge, then, sin e the
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last non-trivial edge of the summand is qi 1 , it must onne t Vi to V0 , so that Vi oin ides with
the pivot, at whi h point the edge sequen e forms a losed zero sum. A ordingly, we de ne
all the remaining verti es Vj , for j  i, to be trivial. When all non-trivial verti es have been
determined with (0; 0) as the pivot, we translate the polytope so that the following is satis ed:
1. Q lies ompletely in the positive quadrant f(x; y)jx; y  0g,
2. Q interse ts the x-axis and y-axis in at least one point respe tively.
In simpler terms, the lowest abs issa and ordinate among all oordinates of verti es should be
zero. As a result, it suÆ es to determine

a = min(xi )i=0;:::;m

1

and b = min(yi )i=0;:::;m

1

for Vi = (xi ; yi ) and to translate ea h of the verti es of Q by the ve tor ( a; b). The pro edure
an now be summarised as follows:

Algorithm 7.3.6 Input: The edge sequen e qi = f i ei gi=0;:::;m
where not all the i 's are zero and where m 1 6= nm 1 .
Output: The verti es V0 ; :::; Vm 1 of Q.

1

of a summand Q of Newt(f ),

Step 1: Set sum (0; 0), V0 (0; 0);
For i = 0; :::; m 1 do
1.1: If qi is not trivial, set Vi+1 sum + qi and sum sum + qi ;
1.2: Else, if qi is followed by a non-trivial edge, set Vi+1 ( 1; 1);
1.3: Else, for j = i; :::; m 1, set Vj ( 1; 1).
Step 2: Let a and b denote the lowest abs issas and ordinates among all oordinates of the
non-trivial verti es; translate all non-trivial verti es of Q by ( a; b).

The proof of orre tness and that the algorithm requires O(t) bit operations is immediate,
bearing in mind that m = O(t) and that a ve tor sum in our appli ation redu es to the addition
of two integers whi h do not ex eed d, and hen e whi h t in a ma hine word.

Computing the integral points belonging to Q and R
On e a vertex des ription of the appropriate translated images of summands has been omputed,
we an determine the sets of integral points IPg and IPh belonging to Q and R respe tively, as we
have seen earlier in the ase of Newt(f ), in O(td2 ) bit operations. We further keep tra k of two
indi es, denoted by remg and remh, and initialised to #IPg and #IPh respe tively. The indi es
are de reased by 1 every time a new oeÆ ient is spe ialised, so that a total spe ialisation
of oeÆ ients of g or h is rea hed when any of remg or remh is zero. For future use, we
also determine the number of integral points gnÆi0 falling on every edge Æi0 of Q, using the O(d)
te hnique of Subse tion 7.3.4. We also note that the lo ation in memory used to store information
about the summands an be reused upon ea h new hoi e.
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7.3.9 Choosing oprime dominating edges fa torisations
As a result of the hanges we have introdu ed to the summand ounting algorithm re ommended
in Chapter 6, the pro edure with whi h we hoose a oprime edges fa torisation has to be modi ed as well. Given a xed pair of summands of Newt(f ) and a set of all irredundant sets of
dominating edges, we want to identify all resulting oprime dominating edges fa torisations. For
every pair of verti es Vi and Vj su h that i < j and whose onne ting edges form a dominating
set, we an hoose to be the (forward) sequen e of edges ni ei ; :::; nj 1 ej 1 or the (ba kward)
sequen e nj ej ; :::; nm 1 em 1 ; n0 e0 ; :::; ni 1 ei 1 . Let denote a xed irredundant set of dominating edges of ardinality m0 , and suppose that all edges in have been relabelled to o upy
an index in f0; :::; m0 1g. We an generate a sequen e of oprime edges fa torisations by examining all possible ways we an form a m0 sequen e of polynomials G0(Æi ) , for i = 0; :::; m0 1,
ea h satisfying the following:
1. G0(Æi ) = irredp00    irredpss , where firredk gk=0;:::;s denotes the list of all irredu ible fa tor
of F0(Æi ) of degree less than or equal to length of Æi .
2. pk = 0 or pk = mulÆi [k℄, for k = 0; :::; s.
3.

P

k=0;:::;s ps  degÆi [k ℄

= jjÆi jj.

Here, jjÆi jj denotes the length of edge Æi . The se ond ondition above guarantees a oprime
edges fa torisation, sin e

H0(Æi ) =

F0(Æi )
mulÆi [0℄ p0
   irredsmulÆi [s℄
(Æi ) = irred0
G0

ps

;

so that G0(Æi ) and H0(Æi ) have a non-trivial fa tor in ommon if and only if there exists at least
one k su h that irredk has a non-trivial multipli ity di erent from 0 and mulÆi [k℄ in both G0(Æi )
and H0(Æi ) . Sin e we need only one edge polynomial de omposition F0Æi = GÆ0i H0Æi at a time to
make a sequen e of fa torisations using all Æi 2 , and only one sequen e of edges fa torisations
at a time to initiate lifting, we an interleave the two pro esses as follows:

Algorithm 7.3.7 Input: A xed integral de omposition Newt(f ) = Q + R and all fa torisations
of the edge polynomials into powers of irredu ibles.
Output: All possible oprime dominating edges fa torisations asso iated with Q and R.
Part I: Choose oprime fa torisations
Step 1: For all pairs of verti es (Vi ; Vj ) of Newt(f ), where i = 0; :::; m 1 and j = i +1; :::; m 1,
and where the edges onne ting Vi and Vj form an irredundant set of dominating edges:
while no fa torisation has been a hieved and any of the irredundant sets has not been used, do:
1.1: Consider the edge sequen e omprising :
1.1.1: Set m0 # and perform a hange of index so that the edges
in are relabelled as fÆ0 ; :::; Æm0 1 g.
0 0 g be the orresponding set of edges in Q su h
1.1.2: Let fÆ00 ; :::; Æm
1
that Æk0 is a summand of Æk , for k = 0; :::; m0 1.
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1.1.3: Let tail denote the address in memory of the last irredu ible fa tor of F0(Æk ) of
degree equal to jjÆk0 jj.
1.1.4: Set k m0 1, and spot tail, and all V ary hoi e a ross edges(Æk ; Æk0 ; spot; tail).
Part II: V ary hoi e a ross edges(Æk ; Æk0 ; spot; tail)
Step 1: Set power(spot)
1;
repeat
1.1: If power(spot) = 1, set power(spot) power(spot) + 1.
1.2: Else, set power(spot) mulÆk [spot℄.
1.3: If spot = 0, he k if a oprime edges fa torisation orresponding to the lengths of the
summand edges has been found:
1.3.1: If jjÆk0 jj = 0, set

G(0Æk ) = 1 and H0(Æk ) = F0(Æk )
and go to 1.3.3.
1.3.2: Else, nd the produ t P oly of all polynomials polyr , for r = 0; :::; tail,
su h that polyr = irredÆk [r℄power(r) . If deg(P oly) = jjÆk0 jj, set

G(0Æk )

P oly and H0(Æk )

F0(Æk ) =G(0Æk )

and go to 1.3.3. This will onstitute the oprime fa torisation asso iated with edge Æk0 .
1.3.3: If Æk is the rst edge in , all edges now have a oprime fa torisation asso iated
with them, and we start lifting using all dominating boundary fa torisations.
1.3.4: Else, repeat Step 1 in Part II above for the pre eding edge Æk 1 :
Let tail denote the address in memory of the last irredu ible fa tor of F0(Æk 1 ) of degree
equal to jjÆk0 1 jj, set spot tail, and all V ary hoi e a ross edges(Æk 1 ; Æk0 1 ; spot; tail).

Step 1.4: Else if spot > 0, we still need to hoose powers of irredu ible fa tors of F0(Æk )
of index spot 1; spot 2; :::; 0: Call V ary hoi e a ross edges(Æk ; Æk0 ; spot 1; tail).
while (power(spot) < mulÆk [spot℄ and fa torisation still not a hieved).

Proposition 7.3.5 Algorithm 7.3.7 works orre tly and requires O(t2 d1+h h) bit operations and
O(td) bits of memory, where h denotes the maximum number of irredu ible fa tors of edge
polynomials F0(Æ) over all Æ 2 Newt(f ).
Proof: We establish orre tness by indu tion on the number of edges in . If m0 = 1, the
pro edure above redu es to nding all possible fa tors of F0(Æ0 ) of degree jjÆ00 jj. Corre tness in this
ase an be proven by indu tion as in the proof of Proposition 7.3.3 above. Now, suppose the algorithm is orre t when the number of edges in is less than m0 . For the xed edge Æm0 1 2 , the
(Æ
)
0 0 jj, whi h is orre t
main loop in Part II examines all possible fa tors of F0 m0 1 of degree jjÆm
1
00 ,
as shown in Proposition 7.3.3. For ea h su h fa tor whose degree mat hes the length of Æm
1
0
and by the indu tion hypothesis, the all to V ary hoi e a ross edges(Æm0 2 ; Æm 2 ; spot; tail)
determines all possible oprime edges fa torisations along edges Æk , for k = 0; :::; m0 2. But now
a full hoi e using one fa tor of F0(Æm0 1 ) and all possible fa tors of F0(Æk ) , for k = 0; :::; m0 2,
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has been made. At this stage, one an then initiate lifting using oprime fa torisations for all
edges in .
The worst- ase run time of the algorithm an be derived from the fa t that one would have to
try all possible oprime fa torisations using . By Proposition 7.3.3, nding all possible hoi es
of polynomials per edge is of the order O(d1+h h). A ross all edges of , this be omes of the order
O(md1+h h). Assuming that there are at most O(m) pairs of verti es (Vi ; Vj ) onne ting two sets
of dominating edges, the total worst- ase omplexity is of the order O(m2 d1+h h) = O(t2 d1+h h).
Now, sin e any of the summands Q and R will have at most #Newt(f ) = O(d2 ) integral
points, the maximum number of integral points found along any edge of Q or R is bounded by
that same number found along any edge of Newt(f ), whi h is O(d). The amount of storage
needed in the above algorithm is for one oprime edges fa torisation only, where the univariate
edge polynomials orresponding to Q or R have degrees bounded by O(d), so that the memory
needed is about O(td) bits.
On e a oprime dominating edges fa torisation has been hosen, we an perform further
hara terisations of the orresponding edge polynomials in Q and R. First, and for all pairs of
oprime edge polynomials G0 and H0 , we ompute the unique polynomials U and V su h that
UG0 + V H0 = 1
and deg(U ) < deg(H0 ); deg(V ) < deg(G0 ), using the Extended Eu lidean algorithm for polynomials. Even though G0 and H0 are sparse, the polynomials U and V may be dense themselves,
having about O(d) terms. However, we shall store these in a sparse data stru ture whereby only
information about the terms is available. We also determine other edge hara teristi s, su h as
the primitive aÆne fun tion asso iated with every edge of the summands. Given Æ 2 Edge(f )
and Æ0 its summand in Q, we have that
lÆ0 (x; y) = lÆ (x; y) Æ = 1 x + 2 y +  Æ
for some unique integer Æ [2℄. Sin e 1 ; 2 and  have already been omputed, it suÆ es to
determine and store only Æ , by nding the equation of the straight line with slope 1 =2 and
passing through one of the verti es of Æ0 , as shown in Se tion 7.3 above. This immediately
determines the primitive aÆne fun tion of the edge Æ00 = Æ Æ0 . Furthermore, we an now use
the oprime dominating edges fa torisation hosen above to spe ialise a subset of the oeÆ ients
of the possible fa tors g and h orresponding to the xed pair of summands we have used above.
In parti ular, if we write
0

G(0Æk ) =

X

s=0;:::;jjÆk0 jj 1

gs z s ;

and if (a; b) denotes the oordinates of the head of the edge Æk0 , then, by Lemma 9 of [2℄, ea h
0
term gs z s of G(0Æk ) will result in the spe ialisation of a oeÆ ient of a term gs xi yj in g, su h that
i = 2 :s + a and j = 1 :s + b;
where (a; b) denote the oordinates of the starting vertex of Æ0 . As in the sparse representation
of terms of f , we store only these terms of g and h spe ialised so far. The data stru ture is
identi al to the one des ribed in Se tion 7.3 for representing terms of f , with gymax and hymax ,
gxmax and hxmax , gterms and hterms, and gabs and habs the analogous terms of ymax , ymin ,
yterms, and fabs respe tively. This would require at most O(td) bits of memory.
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7.4 The sparse lifting algorithm
With the ex eption of the summand ounting algorithm and the orresponding subroutine for
determining dominating oprime edges fa torisations, all the previous tasks omprise the preomputation phase, whose omplexity bounds are dominated by O(d1+h h) bit operations and
O(t2 + d) bits of storage. As noted in [2℄, the summands and boundary fa torisations need not
be all omputed at on e. Lifting an be initiated for ea h oprime edges fa torisation one at a
time until a fa tor is found or the lifting pro edure fails. Our empiri al ndings in Tables 7.1
and 7.2 demonstrate that in pra ti e, and given very sparse polynomials su h as those de ned
in Se tion 7.2, the total number of dominating oprime edges fa torisations is onsiderably less
than the total degree of the input polynomial. For su h lass of polynomials, we will onsider
that the sparse lifting pro edure will be invoked a number of times that is bounded by some
small onstant M . It is re ommended that the polytope method be dis arded on e the number
of oprime edges fa torisations attempted ex eeds this bound, and one revert to other \dense"
methods [2℄.
The main sub-routine of the polytope lifting stage is as follows:

Algorithm 7.4.1 Input: A ( ; K ; Q; R) oprime dominating edges fa torisation, where K =
(1)Æi 2 , for i = 0; :::; m0 1.
Output: A fa torisation of f , or \failure".
While a fa tor of f has not been found and not all oeÆ ients in Q and R have been spe ialised,
do:
Step 1: For every Æi 2 do
1.1: Retrieve its summand Æi0 2 Q and the orresponding primitive aÆne fun tion lÆi0 .
1.2: Count the number of unspe ialised terms uÆi0 on the kÆi +1 translate of the supporting
line of Æi0 into Q, and whose equation is de ned by lÆi0 = (kÆi + 1).
Step 2: Choose one edge Æi whose summand satis es:
. uÆi0 < gnÆi0
. uÆi0 = max(uÆs0 )s=0;:::;m0 1
Step 3: Set kÆi kÆi + 1 and perform a K lifting of the given partial fa torisation. If this
extension produ es failure, exit the loop and hoose a new oprime edges fa torisation.
End.

The pseudo- ode above mostly re e ts the operations in Step 4 of Algorithm 6.8.1, whi h has
been proven to terminate either with a failure or with a fa tor of f (see [2℄ for full details). The
only slight modi ation is in hoosing the suitable edge to lift from. Primarily, one has to hoose
Æ0 su h that the number of unspe ialised terms on its kÆ + 1 translate is less than the number
of integral points on Æ0 . In the dense implementation of [2℄, preferen e was given to \shorter"
edges even though lifting from these edges revealed a smaller number of oeÆ ients of g and h,
sin e their orresponding lifted univariate polynomials had smaller degrees, and hen e ould be
pro essed faster by polynomial arithmeti sub-routines. However, this argument does not hold in
our sparse adaptation, where the omplexity of sparse polynomial arithmeti be omes dependent
on the number of terms in a polynomial rather than its degree. Also, sin e we expe t many of
the lifted univariate polynomials to be zero, non-trivial polynomial arithmeti is performed only
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very rarely. Preferen e is thus shifted to longer edges whi h reveal more oeÆ ients per lifting
step.
To establish the run time and spatial omplexity of the above lifting module, we shall need
to investigate ea h of its inner sub-routines, for whi h the rest of this se tion is dedi ated.

7.4.1 Dete ting spe ialised oeÆ ients
A ru ial aspe t of our sparse adaptation onsists in that only nonzero terms of g or h get
stored as they are revealed during the lifting stages. Consequently, it be omes essential to nd
eÆ ient ways of identifying whether or not an arbitrary point in Q (or R) orresponds to a
spe ialised term of g (or h), a task whi h is otherwise immediate in a dense implementation,
where information about all the latti e points is stored. For this, we propose the following
algorithm:

Algorithm 7.4.2 Input: An arbitrary point (i; j ) of Q, and a partial ( ; K )-fa torisation extending a oprime dominating edges fa torisation.
Output: PASS if (i; j ) orresponds to a spe ialised oeÆ ient of g, and FAIL otherwise.
Step 1: For every Æ 2 , let Æ0 denote its summand in Q, let kÆ denote the entry in the K ve tor
indexed by Æ, and let lÆ0 denote the primitive aÆne fun tion asso iated with Æ0 .
Step 1.1: If lÆ0 (i; j ) < kÆ return(PASS).
Step 2: Return(FAIL).

Proposition 7.4.1 Algorithm 7.4.2 works orre tly and requires O(t) bit operations.
Proof: The input to the algorithm presupposes a partial ( ; K ) fa torisation, where exa tly
the oeÆ ients of g indexed by latti e points in Qj ;K have been spe ialised [2℄. But these are
pre isely the points given by:
Qj ;K := fe 2 Q j 0  lÆ0 (e) < kÆ where Æ0 is a summand of some Æ 2 g;

whi h establishes orre tness. Assuming that no integer over ow o urs as a result of omputing
lÆ0 (i; j ), the main loop of the algorithm iterates at most O(m) = O(t) times, during whi h only
multipli ation and addition of bits is performed.
The algorithm above still does not produ e whether (i; j ) orresponds to a nonzero term
of g, if at all spe ialised. However, this an be readily he ked by a simple s an of the list of
nonzero terms of g that have already been spe ialised, so that in general, the following s heme
would work best:

Algorithm 7.4.3 Spe ialised(i; j )
Input: An arbitrary point (i; j ) of Q, and a partial ( ; K )-fa torisation extending a oprime
dominating edges fa torisation.
Output:



The oeÆ ient of g(i;j ) xi yj in g, if (i; j ) orresponds to a nonzero term of g,
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 0 if (i; j ) orresponds to a zero term of g,
 and 1 otherwise.
Step 1: S an the list gabsj 1 ; if there exists an element with value i, return the value of its
oeÆ ient.
Step 2: Invoke Algorithm 7.4.2 with input (i; j ); if output is PASS, return (0), else return (-1).

It is trivial to see why the above algorithm works orre tly and requires an order of O(t) bit
operations, the ost for both s anning the list gabsj 1 and alling Algorithm 7.4.2.

7.4.2 Counting unspe ialised terms
In this se tion we dis uss another frequently used pro edure for ounting unspe ialised terms on
translated edges of Q. The approa h mirrors in many aspe ts that of identifying integral points
interior to Newt(f ), and is des ribed as follows:
Algorithm 7.4.4 Input: Æ in , Æ0 its summand in Q, and a partial ( ; K )-fa torisation extending a oprime dominating edges fa torisation.
Output: The number of unspe ialised oeÆ ients orresponding to integral points on the kÆ + 1
translate of the supporting line of Æ0 into Q.
Step 1: Retrieve the primitive aÆne fun tion lÆ0 = 1 x + 2y +  Æ , and onsider the equation
of the line `0 given by lÆ0 = kÆ + 1; set num 0.
Step 2: Call Interse tion0(IPg ; 1 ; 2 ;  ( Æ + kÆ + 1)).
Step 3: For every integral point (i; j ) between and in luding the two near points of interse tion
produ ed in Step 2 above, if Spe ialised(i; j ) = 1, set num num + 1.
Step 4: Return num.

Proposition 7.4.2 Algorithm 7.4.4 works orre tly as spe i ed and requires at most O(td) bit
operations.
Proof: Given a partial ( ; K )-fa torisation, the algorithm aims to ount the number of
unspe ialised terms of the polynomial G(kÆÆ)+1 , for all Æ 2 . This is done by examining the
orresponding number of integral points on the kÆ + 1 translate of Æ0 into Q, su h that Æ0 is a
summand of Æ. By Lemma 8 of [2℄, if GÆkÆ +1 has a nonzero number of unspe ialised terms that
is stri tly less than the number of integral points on Æ0 , then all of these have exponents whi h
are adja ent integral points on the kÆ + 1 translate of the supporting line of Æ0 into the polytope,
whose equation is de ned by lÆ0 (kÆ + 1) = 0, where lÆ0 = lÆ Æ = 1 x + 2 y +  Æ . The above
algorithm alls the interse tion fun tion Interse tion0 to determine integral points on this line
whi h are then tested for spe ialisation.
Interse tion0 with the given input requires O(d) bit operations, while a all to Spe ialised
requires O(t) bit operations. Sin e there are about O(d) integral points lying on `0 and inside
Q, the total amount of time required by the above algorithm is at most O(td) bit operations.
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7.5 Investigating one lifting step
The following se tion is dedi ated to analysing the omplexities of a number of major subroutines used per one step of lifting from a xed edge in . It is in these tasks that other strong
aspe ts exploiting sparsity will be highlighted.

Sparse univariate polynomial arithmeti over F p
The most basi of these tasks is related to sparse arithmeti of univariate polynomials over F p.
Assuming that terms of sparse polynomials are stored in in reasing order of their exponents,
the following algorithm performs the summation of two sparse polynomials in time linear in the
input size; in parti ular, we have:
Algorithm 7.5.1 Sum(f0 ; f2 )
Input: Two polynomials f0 , f1 2 F p[z ℄ in sparse format su h that fj [i℄ represents the exponent
of the i'th term in fj , j = 1; 2. Also given are t0 and t1 , the total number of terms in f0 and f1
respe tively. We may also assume that f0 and f1 are nonzero.
Output: f0 + f1 in sparse format.
Step 1: index 0, index0 0, index1 0;
Step 2: while (index0 < t0 and index1 < t1 ) do
2.1: If f0 [index0 ℄ > f1 [index1 ℄ and index1 < t1 do
2.1.1: Set sum[index℄ f1 [index1 ℄.
2.1.2: Set index1 index1 + 1.
2.1.3: Set index index + 1.
2.2: Else, if f0 [index0 ℄ < f1 [index1 ℄ and index0 < t0 do
2.2.1: Set sum[index℄ f0 [index0 ℄.
2.2.2: Set index0 index0 + 1.
2.2.3: Set index index + 1.
2.3: Else, if f0 [index0 ℄ = f1 [index1 ℄ do
2.3.1: Let 0 and 1 denote the oeÆ ients of terms whose exponents are f0 [index0 ℄ and
f1 [index1 ℄ respe tively.
2.3.2: If 0 + 1 6= 0 mod p, set sum[index℄ f0 [index0 ℄, and index index + 1.
2.3.3: If index0 < t0 set index0 index0 + 1.
2.3.4: If index1 < t1 set index1 index1 + 1.
Step 3: If index0 < t0 set the remaining terms of sum to be the remaining terms of f0 ; else, if
index1 < t1 , set the remaining terms of sum to be the remaining terms of f1 .

Proposition 7.5.1 The above algorithm works orre tly as spe i ed, requiring O(t) bit operations and O(t) bits of memory, for input polynomials in sparse format with at most O(t) terms.
Proof: The algorithm is based on a omparison pro edure whereby terms of f0 and f1 are
olle ted together in in reasing order of exponents, su h that any two terms from f0 and f1
respe tively and having the same exponent are added modulo p. When any one summand is
examined entirely, the remaining terms in the other polynomial will all belong to the sum. The
sub-routine above is linear in the number of omparisons it makes between exponents of terms,
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so that it requires no more than O(t) bit operations for input polynomials with at most O(t)
terms, whose exponents do not ex eed a ma hine word. The sum produ ed has at most t0 + t1
terms, and hen e requires O(t) bits of memory.

Note: The produ t of two polynomials with O(t0 ) and O(t1 ) terms respe tively an now be
a hieved using repeated alls, say O(t0 ) of them, to the fun tion Sum, using input of at most
O(t1 ) terms. This osts O(t0 t1 ) bit operations, and requires O(t0 t1 ) bits of memory for storing
the nal produ t.

7.5.1 A omplete des ription of a sparse lifting step
The most omputationally extensive part of a single lifting step onsists in solving for the known
polynomial e(z ) su h that

GkÆ

V [(FkÆ

kX
Æ 1
j =1

Gj HkÆ j ) mod G0 ℄ = e(z )G0 ;

(7.1)

where Gs (or Hs ), for s = 1; :::; kÆ 1, are fully spe ialised univariate polynomials. In the
worst- ase analysis, one would expe t to lift at most O(d) times from any edge of Newt(f ) (a
number we will denote by max lift), where this measure is derived from the dimensions of the
d  d square embedding Newt(f ). Consequently, we would require to preallo ate a region of
memory suÆ ient to hold about O(d) polynomials per edge, ea h having degree bounded by
O(max int pts) = O(d). But this amounts to O(d2 ) bits of memory, despite the fa t that
many of these polynomials may turn out to be zero. A ru ial modi ation to the above dense
s enario aters not only to the fa t that these polynomials would at worst be as sparse as g or
h, but that very few of them will be nonzero. Parti ularly, we have the following:

Lemma 7.5.1 Let f 2 F p [x; y℄ be a polynomial of total degree d and at most t nonzero terms.
Let r be a ve tor in R 2 and let be an irredundant dominating set of Newt(f ) in dire tion r.
Assume furthermore that f = gh for two non-trivial monomial fa tors g; h 2 F p [x; y℄ with tg and
th terms respe tively, su h that max(tg ; th ) = O(t ) for some onstant  satisfying 0 <  < 1.
Then, given the de omposition Newt(f ) = Newt(g) + Newt(h) su h that Newt(g) is not a single
point or a line segment parallel to rR 0 , and for any oprime dominating edges fa torisation of
f relative to ; Newt(g) and Newt(h), there will be at most O(t ) non- onstant polynomials gkÆ
and hkÆ relative to any Æ 2 , for kÆ  0, and satisfying the Hensel lifting equations in (6.2).
Proof: Consider all possible liftings from some edge Æ 2 , and let Æ0 denote its summand
in Newt(g). Sin e g has O(t) nonzero terms, Newt(g) will have O(t ) latti e points whi h
orrespond to spe ialised nonzero terms of g. In the worst- ase analysis, none of these points
will fall on the same translate of the supporting line of Æ0 into Newt(g). In that ase, the lifted
polynomials whose terms orrespond to latti e points of Newt(g) on these translates will be
nonzero, and there will be at most O(t ) of them. An identi al argument applies for the lifted
polynomials in Newt(h).

The dis ussion we shall present below applies for the representation of both G and H polynomials. The data stru ture we hoose treats the distribution of the Gs 's as a sparse one, from
whi h information an be derived only about the nonzero lifted polynomials. We de ne a singly
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linked ordered list G , whose elements point only to nonzero polynomials Gs, ordered in in reasing order of their translate index s. Another integer array, Ghead, of size O(max lift) = O(d),
is used to provide qui k a ess to the list as follows. If Ghead[s℄ = 1, for some s < max lift,
then Gs is understood to be zero; else, if Ghead[s℄  0, then Gs is nonzero and o upies position
Ghead[s℄ in G . Furthermore, ea h polynomial in the list is represented by a sparse array, Gpoly ,
whose entries ontain the exponents of its nonzero terms only. As before, we make impli it the
onstru tion of a similar stru ture for obtaining the oeÆ ients of terms whose exponents are
stored. The ost for updating G is onstant, due to the fa t that it's ordered in the same order
in whi h nonzero polynomials appear during the entire lifting stage, so that new elements are
appended to the end of the list. The total memory required per edge for this entire s heme is
O(max lift) = O(d) bits of memory for Ghead, t bits of memory for G , and O(t ) bits for the
array Gpoly . For all edges, this amounts to O(m(d + t)) = O(t(d + t)) bits of memory. With this
P Æ 1
stru ture, the sub-routine for omputing kj =1
Gj HkÆ j is as follows:

Algorithm 7.5.2 F orm sum(kÆ )
Input: A partial ( ; K )-fa torisation extending a oprime dominating edges fa torisation, a
xed edge Æ to lift from, and all univariate polynomials Gs and Hs, for s = 1; :::; kÆ 1, as fully
spe ialised
polynomials.
P Æ 1
Output: kj =1
Gj HkÆ j in sparse format.
Step 1: Set sum 0; for j = 1; :::; kÆ 1 do
If Ghead[j ℄ 6= 1 do
If Hhead[kÆ j ℄ 6= 1 do
1.1: Retrieve the polynomials in G and H pointed to by Ghead[j ℄ and Hhead[kÆ j ℄;
1.2: Invoke a sparse multipli ation sub-routine to form their produ t prod;
1.3: Invoke a sparse addition sub-routine to form the summation of sum and prod;
1.4: Store the result in sum.

Proposition 7.5.2 Algorithm 7.5.2 works orre tly as spe i ed, and requires at most O(t) bit
operations per any lifting step and O(t) bits of temporary storage.
Proof: Corre tness of the use of the data stru ture is an immediate onsequen e of the
dis ussion above. To establish the run time ost, we know that the main loop iterates at most
O(max lift) = O(d) times. However, sin e there are at most O(t) nonzero polynomials Gj
or Hj , for j = 1; :::; kÆ 1, we know that in many ases the pro edure will never perform the
inner-most arithmeti polynomial omputations. Hen e, we need to rede ne what a worst- ase
s enario will be. By Lemma 7.5.1, there will be a olle tion G 0 of at most O(t) polynomial
pairs (Gj ; HkÆ j ) per any lifting step su h that both polynomials are nonzero. In the worst- ase
analysis, there will be one pair (Gj 0 ; HkÆ j 0 ) in G 0 with O(t ) terms per polynomial. The produ t
of one su h pair requires O(t) bit operations. The remaining pairs in G 0 (Gj 0 ; HkÆ j 0 ) will have
O(1) terms per polynomial, so that the produ t of one su h pair requires O(1) bit operations,
and the sum of produ ts of pairs in G 0 (Gj 0 ; HkÆ j 0 ) requires O(t) bit operations. Adding this
sum to Gj 0 HkÆ j 0 is dominated by O(t) bit operations, and produ es a polynomial of at most
O(t) terms.
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Unlike the lifted polynomials Gs and Hs, the polynomial FkÆ is used only on e in a parti ular al ulation and so need not be stored for any edge. Hen e, we represent this polynomial
temporarily in a sparse data stru ture that an be reused by any edge from whi h one is lifting.
The pro edure for determining FkÆ is as follows:
Algorithm 7.5.3 Input: A partial ( ; K )-fa torisation extending a oprime dominating edges
fa torisation, and a xed edge Æ 2 to lift from.
Output: The univariate polynomial FkÆ stored in sparse format in array Fpoly .
Step 1: Set index 0; retrieve the primitive aÆne fun tion lÆ = 1 x + 2 y +  and onsider
the equation of the line `0 : lÆ = kÆ .
Step 2: Call Interse tion0(IP; 1 ; 2 ;  kÆ ).
Step 3: For every integral point (i; j ) lying between the two near points produ ed in Step 2 above
do:
3.1: S an the list fabsj 1; if there exists an element i in this list, do
. Let (a; b) denote the oordinates of the starting vertex of edge Æ. Compute

exponent = (j

if 1 6= 0

(b + (2 :kÆ )))= 1 ;

or

exponent = (i (a + (1 :kÆ )))=2 ;

if 2 6= 0:

. Set Fpoly [index℄ exponent and index index + 1.
Step 4: Rearrange the entries in Fpoly in in reasing order of exponents and return Fpoly .

Proposition 7.5.3 Algorithm 7.5.3 works orre tly and requires at most O(td) bit operations.
Proof: The above algorithm determines all possible integral points found along the kÆ
translate of the supporting line of Æ into Newt(f ), using O(d) bit operations. The maximum
number of su h integral points is O(d), and for every integral point, we s an the lists of terms
of f in no more than O(t) bit operations to see if the point orresponds to some nonzero term
of f . If su h a term f(i;j ) xi yj is found, a orresponding z term is formed using integer addition,
multipli ation, and division, all of whose input does not ex eed a ma hine word size. Finally, the
terms of the produ ed polynomial are rearranged in in reasing order of exponents, to onform
to the representation required by sparse polynomial arithmeti sub-routines. In total, the ost
of the above algorithm is at most O(td) bit operations.

Now that we have omputed FkÆ , we an form

FkÆ

kX
Æ 1
j =1

Gj HkÆ

j

(7.2)

using sparse addition over F p , and
(FkÆ

kX
Æ 1
j =1

Gj HkÆ j ) mod G0
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(7.3)

using division with remainder for Laurent polynomials (see Chapter 6). Note that the number of terms in G0 is bounded by the number of terms in g, and its degree is bounded by
O(max int pts) = O(d). Also, the dividend in (7.3) has at most O(t) terms and has degree
at most O(d). Despite that both dividend and divisor are sparse, the intermediary remainders
may not be ne essarily so. The above will then require O(d2 ) operations over F p , produ ing a
remainder with degree at most O(d) and that has up to O(d) terms. Finally, we an ompute
the produ t

V [(FkÆ

kX
Æ 1
j =1

Gj HkÆ j ) mod G0 ℄

(7.4)

using O(d2 ) bit operations, sin e deg(V ) < deg(G0 ) = O(d). From the dis ussion on Laurent
polynomial division with remainder in Chapter 6, the result is a regular polynomial of degree
O(d) and is stored temporarily in sparse format using an integer array, say temp, of size O(d).

7.5.2 Representing unknown polynomials and expressions
All the omputations so far have involved fully spe ialised polynomials, whi h led us to exploit
ommonly known data stru tures in their representation. We now dis uss the more omplex
symboli representation of polynomials with unknown oeÆ ients and systems of equations
involving several unknowns. The rst su h example is in representing the polynomial GkÆ , whose
oeÆ ients are not all known at the time we start performing a partial ( ; K )-fa torisation. We
represent GkÆ temporarily using an array, tempg , of whi h one opy an be used by any edge
during any lifting stage. The array will have size bounded by max int pts = O(d), and the
entries of the array will ontain the exponents in z of every possible term (whether zero, nonzero,
or simply unknown) in GkÆ . In a standard sparse polynomial stru ture, one an initialise the
entries of the orresponding array to some negative number, assuming that the polynomial is
regular and hen e annot have negative exponents. However, sin e GkÆ is a Laurent polynomial
whose terms an have negative exponents, it be omes essential to keep tra k of the maximum
possible number of terms in GkÆ , in order to avoid a essing unwanted entries in tempg that
may ontain information from previous omputations. If lbG and ubG denote the respe tive
lowest and highest exponents among terms of GkÆ that are either nonzero or unspe ialised,
and assuming that entries in tempg are stored in in reasing order of exponents, we de ne the
possible degree of the unknown polynomial GkÆ to be the di eren e ubG lbG . GkÆ an then be
represented using at most O(td) bit operations as follows:

Algorithm 7.5.4 Input: A partial ( ; K )-fa torisation extending a oprime dominating edges
fa torisation, and a xed edge Æ 2 to lift from.
Output: The polynomial GkÆ stored in sparse format in array tempg .
Step 1: Set index
0; retrieve the primitive aÆne fun tion lÆ0 = 1 x + 2 y +  Æ , and
onsider the equation of the line ` : lÆ0 = kÆ .
Step 2: Call Interse tion0(IPg ; 1 ; 2 ;  ( Æ + kÆ )).
Step 3: For every integral point (i; j ) lying between the two near points produ ed in Step 2 above
do
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3.1: Call Spe ialised(i; j ); if this returns 1 or 1, do
3.1.1: Let (a; b) denote the oordinates of the starting vertex of edge Æ0 .
Compute

exponent = (j

(b + (2 :kÆ )))= 1 ;

if 1 6= 0

or

exponent = (i (a + (1 :kÆ )))=2 ;

if 2 6= 0:

Set tempg [index℄ exponent, and index index + 1.
Step 4: Rearrange the rst index entries of tempg in in reasing order of exponents, and return
array tempg .

Data stru ture for expressions using unknown polynomials
Another example of an unknown symboli entity is the expression
GkÆ

V [(FkÆ

kX
Æ 1
j =1

Gj HkÆ j ) mod G0 ℄

(7.5)

where as we have seen above, GkÆ is a polynomial whose oeÆ ients are partially spe ialised, and
where the se ond summand is a fully known polynomial. Let this quantity be denoted by LHS ,
representing the left hand side of the main lifting equation (7.1). Be ause we need a symboli
stru ture mat hing the nature of LHS before the unknown oeÆ ients are spe ialised, this has
to deal with its two separate summands, the rst of whi h is treated as a dense polynomial.
Suppose we hoose to use an array lhs: Two issues to resolve are the size and nature of lhs.
We have seen that GkÆ and the polynomial in (7.4) both have degree at most O(d), so that in
total LHS will have at most O(d) terms. We store these in sparse format and only temporarily.
Furthermore, the expression in (7.4) is a regular polynomial, but sin e GkÆ an be a Laurent
polynomial, LHS inherits the same stru ture. Let lbG and ubG be as de ned above, and lb and
ub denote the smallest and largest exponents of terms appearing in (7.4), so that ub lb = O(d).
Then lhs should have entries whose exponents range from min(lbG ; lb) to max(ubG ; ub), whi h
we shall denote by lowlhs and highlhs respe tively. As su h, highlhs lowlhs represents the
highest possible degree that LHS an attain after being fully spe ialised.
Be ause we have to use LHS in a pro ess whi h involves omparing oeÆ ients of terms on
both sides of equation (7.1), it will be more onvenient to store LHS in dense format, whereby
information about the oeÆ ients of terms rather than their exponents is revealed. A ordingly,
the entries of lhs should point to the oeÆ ients of the polynomial expression in (7.5). Sin e lhs
represents a Laurent polynomial whose terms an have negative exponents, we have to dis uss
not only the dense stru ture of oeÆ ients but also their address in the memory lo ations, whi h
are always labelled by indi es starting from zero. In parti ular, sin e the lowest term of LHS
has exponent lowlhs, and as its oeÆ ient has to be stored in the zero lo ation of the array lhs,
all remaining oeÆ ients i of the left hand side, for i = lowlhs + 1; :::; highlhs , have to be stored
in lo ations i lowlhs . Now, sin e the oeÆ ients an inherit two pie es of input, one from GkÆ ,
representing an unknown, and one from (7.4), whi h is fully spe ialised, we allow ea h oeÆ ient
to re e t this stru ture, by asso iating with the i lowlhs entry of lhs two integers: the rst
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ontaining the oeÆ ient of z i in GkÆ , and the se ond ontaining the oeÆ ient of z i in (7.4).
In total, this requires that we treat lhs as a double array of size 2  O(d). We now have the
following:

Algorithm 7.5.5 Input: A partial ( ; K )-fa torisation extending a oprime dominating edges
fa torisation, and a xed edge Æ 2 to lift from. Also given is the representation of GkÆ in
array tempg with indg entries, the representation of (7.4) in temp with ind entries, and lowlhs
and highlhs designating the lowest and highest exponents in the unknown expression:
GkÆ

V [(FkÆ

kX
Æ 1
j =1

Gj HkÆ j ) mod G0 ℄:

Output: The dense representation of the expression LHS in the array lhs.
Step 1: Initialise array lhs to zero.
Step 2: For i = 0; :::; indg 1 do
2.1: Set e tempg [i℄, and use the hange of basis in Step 4 of Algorithm 6.8.1 to determine
the integers a and b su h that g(a;b) xa yb is the bivariate term in gkÆ orresponding to z e
in GkÆ .
2.2: Set lhse lowlhs [0℄ Spe ialised(a; b).
Step 3: For i = 0; :::; ind 1, set e temp[i℄ and lhse lowlhs [1℄ to be the oeÆ ient of z e in
(7.4).

The above pro edure is obviously orre t, as it reads from lo ations of the sparse arrays
temp and tempg and writes to proper data lo ations of the dense array lhs. Data found in
tempg represents powers of univariate terms of GkÆ that are then transformed into equivalent
powers (a; b) of bivariate terms, whose oeÆ ients are determined by a all to Spe ialised(a; b).
Data in the array temp however is simply translated into lhs at the proper lo ations, as it
represents exponents of terms that are known to be nonzero. Sin e the number of terms in lhs
is bounded by O(d), and sin e ea h all to Spe ialised requires O(t) bit operations, the entire
pro ess requires O(td) bit operations and O(d) bits of temporary storage.
We now need to dis uss how to make use of all the above representations to solve for the
unknown polynomial e(z ) in (7.1). The trivial ase when deg(G0 ) is greater than the highest
possible degree of the left hand-side results in e(z ) being the zero polynomial, so that LHS itself
is zero. The unknown oeÆ ients of z i in GkÆ an then be spe ialised as follows:

Algorithm 7.5.6 Input: A partial ( ; K )-fa torisation extending a oprime dominating edges
fa torisation, and aPxed edge Æ 2 to lift from. Also given is LHS as a fully spe ialised polynomial in the form j =lowlhs;:::;highlhs j z j , for some known values j 2 F p .
Output: GkÆ as a fully spe ialised polynomial, and the spe ialisation of the orresponding oeÆients of the polynomial g.
Step 1: For i = lbG ; :::; ubG , if lhsi lowlhs [0℄ = 1 do
1.1: Set lhsi lowlhs [0℄ (lhsi lowlhs [1℄ + i ) mod p and tempg [i lbG ℄ lhsi lowlhs [0℄.
1.2: Use the hange of basis in Step 4 of Algorithm 6.8.1 to determine the integers a and b
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su h that g(a;b) xa yb is the bivariate term in gkÆ orresponding to z i in GkÆ .
1.3: If Spe ialised(a; b) = 1
1.3.1: If lhsi lowlhs [0℄ 6= 0, add g(a;b) xa yb to the list of nonzero terms of g, and redu e

remg

by 1.
1.4: Else if Spe ialised(a; b) is not equal to the oeÆ ient of the term in g whose exponent
is tempg [i lbG ℄, output \failure" for this hoi e of oprime dominating edges
fa torisation.
Step 2: For i = lbG ; :::; ubG , form the polynomial in z whose nonzero terms have exponents stored
in tempg ; if this polynomial is nonzero, add it to the end of the list G , store it permanently in
sparse format in the array Gpoly , and let Ghead[kÆ ℄ point to its lo ation in the list.

Proposition 7.5.4 Algorithm 7.5.6 works orre tly as spe i ed and requires O(td) bit operations.
Proof: The above pro edure identi es those entries in LHS whose partial summands are
terms in GkÆ . For all unspe ialised terms gi z i of GkÆ , the orresponding oeÆ ients are determined su h that the oeÆ ient of z i in LHS is zero. This spe ialisation of terms in GkÆ leads to
a spe ialisation of g oeÆ ients, among whi h only the nonzero elements are added to the sparse
representation of g. A he k is made so that g oeÆ ients mat h previously known values, if
those exist. Finally, if the polynomial GkÆ is nonzero, the polynomial (in fa t, its address in
memory) is appended to the end of Glist, with Ghead[kÆ ℄ pointing to its position in the list.
Obviously, the above pro ess requires O(td) bit operations, sin e only O(d) terms of GkÆ require
a all to Spe ialised.

If deg(G0 ) is greater than highlhs lowlhs, we know from the dis ussion in Lemma 9 of [2℄
that ea h triangular system arising from omparing oeÆ ients on both sides of LHS = e(z )G0
an be solved uniquely. We now laim the following:

Lemma 7.5.2 The triangular systems resulting from equating oeÆ ients of polynomials on
both sides of LHS = e(z )G0 are sparse linear systems with at most O(td) nonzero elements
over F p , for some onstant  su h that 0 <  < 1.
Proof: Write

G 0 (z ) =

X

j =0;:::;deg(G0 )

gj z j ;

where at most tO(1) number of the gj 's are nonzero over F p , and write

LHS =

X

j =lowlhs ;:::;highlhs

jz

j;

where not all of the j 's are spe ialised. We know that e(z ) is a Laurent polynomial satisfying
LHS = e(z )G0 . Let lowe and highe denote the respe tive lowest and highest exponents of terms
of e(z ). Then, sin e G0 is a regular polynomial with a nonzero onstant term over F p, we have

lowe = lowlhs

and highe = highlhs
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deg(G0 ):

P

Write e(z ) = i=lowe ;:::;highe ei z i . Using our data stru ture for LHS above, there exist two integers, say low range and high range, su h that the known lower and higher terms of LHS
have exponents lying in the two intervals [lowlhs ; low range℄ and [high range; highlhs ℄ respe tively. Suppose, for instan e, that we wish to solve for the unknown oeÆ ients of e(z )
using the lower known terms of LHS . Let B be the matrix of oeÆ ients of terms i z i in
LHS , for i = lowlhs ; :::; low range, su h that ea h i o upies row i lowe in the olumn
ve tor B . Let A be the matrix of oeÆ ients in e(z )G0 orresponding to oeÆ ients i , for
i = lowlhs; :::; low range. We then have
i

=

X

j =lowe ;:::;highe

ej gi j ;

so that row i lowe of A ontains ej gi j in olumn j lowe , for j = lowe ; :::; highe . Sin e at
most O(t) oeÆ ients of G0 are nonzero, for 0 <  < 1, it follows that ea h row of A ontains
at most O(t ) nonzero entries over F p . Sin e the number of spe ialised lower terms in LHS is
bounded by O(d), the system

Ax = B
ontains at most O(d) olumns and so O(t d) nonzero entries in total.
Assuming the entries of any of the triangular systems belong to a nite eld with prime order
whi h ts in a ma hine word, one an now obtain a solution using O(tt d) = O(t2 d) bit operations with no more than O(t d) bits of temporary storage memory using any of the well known
sparse dire t methods (see for instan e [33℄ on a broad survey of data stru tures and algorithms
for sparse Gaussian elimination). When one or two of the triangular systems have been solved
uniquely, and assuming the results of the two triangular systems have been onsistent, one an
then immediately retrieve e(z ). Note that Algorithm 7.5.6 above an be applied in the general
ase when LHS is a fully spe ialised, not ne essarily zero polynomial, and hen e an be invoked
to determine the polynomial GkÆ and the orresponding g oeÆ ients when e(z ) is not zero.

7.5.3 Re overing HkÆ
Invoking Algorithm 7.5.4 using the polynomial HkÆ and the summand Q, we an set up a
representation of HkÆ using a temporary array temph and solve for the unknown oeÆ ients of
HkÆ using the equation

HkÆ =

(FkÆ

PkÆ 1
j =1 Gj HkÆ j )
G0

GkÆ H0

:

(7.6)

Note that the only new omputations are for determining the produ t Gj HkÆ j if GkÆ is nonzero,
and nding the quotient over G0 , with both divisor and dividend having at most O(t) and t
terms respe tively. The intermediary remainders have degree at most O(d), and hen e at most
O(d) terms. When the numerator is non-trivial, this will require at most O(d2 ) bit operations
and O(d) bits of temporary storage. The unknown oeÆ ients of temph are mat hed with their
orresponding oeÆ ients in the quotient, and the orresponding oeÆ ients of h are spe ialised
through a pro ess similar to Step 2 of Algorithm 7.5.6, using at most O(td) bit operations.
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7.6 Total run time and memory
We are now ready to establish the total omplexity of the sparse adaptation, ombining the
above sub osts a ross all possible liftings per one oprime dominating edges fa torisation. In
parti ular, we shall distinguish between two ategories of sub-tasks, those that will be arried
out during every possible lifting step, and those whi h will be performed a number of times that
is dependent on the sparsity fa tor t of f . We have the following on luding result:

Theorem 7.6.1 Let f 2 F p [x; y℄ be a polynomial of total degree d and at most t nonzero terms
su h that t < d. Let r be a ve tor in R 2 and let be an irredundant dominating set of Newt(f ) in
dire tion r. Assume furthermore that f = gh for two non-trivial monomial fa tors g; h 2 F p [x; y℄
with tg and th terms respe tively, su h that max(tg ; th ) = O(t ) for some onstant  satisfying
0 <  < 1. Then, there exists an integral de omposition Newt(f ) = Newt(g)+Newt(h) su h that
Newt(g) is not a single point or a line segment parallel to rR 0 . Furthermore, for any oprime
dominating edges fa torisation of f relative to ; Newt(g) and Newt(h), there exists one full
fa torisation of f whi h extends it in O(td2 ) + O(t3 d) bit operations and O(t d) bits of memory,
assuming that d and p t in a ma hine word.
Proof: That there exists an integral de omposition of Newt(f ) into two Newton polytopes
orresponding to g and h, and that the algorithm an re over the two fa tors using any oprime
dominating edges fa torisation is a result of Ostrowski's theorem and Theorem 6.6.1 of Chapter
6. We now establish the total running time and memory required by the sparse method. In the
following, Æ denotes an edge in from whi h lifting an take pla e, and Æ0 denotes its summand in
Newt(g). During a single lifting step, one rst has to determine the fully spe ialised polynomial
FkÆ and onstru t the unknown polynomials GkÆ and HkÆ , all using at most O(td) bit operations
and O(d) temporary bits of temporary storage. Hen e, the total ost of representing the lifted
polynomials is max lift  O(td) = O(td2 ) bit operations and a temporary O(d) bits of memory.
We have also shown that omputing the quantity in (7.2) requires in the worst- ase analysis
O(t) bit operations and O(t) bits of temporary storage, so that the total ost is max lift  O(t)
= O(td) bit operations and O(t) bits of memory. Computing the polynomial in (7.4) may in the
worst- ase require O(d2 ) bit operations and O(d) bits of temporary storage per any lifting step.
However, we laim that this need not be done during every lifting step. In parti ular, and sin e
the modular operation is non-trivial only when the polynomial (7.2) is nonzero, it suÆ es to
determine the maximum number of times that the latter an happen in order to obtain the total
ost of long division throughout the lifting stage. Note that the polynomial (7.2) is nonzero in
at most one of these ases:

 Fk is nonzero,
 or Pj=1;:::;k 1 Gj Hk
Æ

Æ

Æ

j

is nonzero.

However, there are at most O(t) nonzero polynomials FkÆ for all kÆ  max lift, sin e at most t
latti e points in Newt(f ) orrespond to nonzero terms of f . By Lemma 7.5.1, there exist at most
O(t ) nonzero polynomials Gj and Hi , for i; j = 1; :::; kÆ 1, where i + j = kÆ  max lift, and so
there will be at most O(t) nonzero polynomial expressions of the form Gj Hi . In the worst- ase
analysis,
no two su h produ ts Gj Hi and Gj 0 Hi0 will be su h that j + i = j 0 + i0 = kÆ , so that
P
j =1;:::;kÆ 1 Gj HkÆ j is nonzero whenever onePpair Gj HkÆ j 6= 0 for some xed j . Hen e, there
will be at most O(t) nonzero sums of the form j =1;:::;kÆ 1 Gj HkÆ j , for all kÆ  max lift. This
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implies that the polynomial (7.3) is nonzero in at most O(t) of the total number of lifting steps,
whi h brings the total ost of omputing its remainder modulo G0 to O(td2 ) bit operations, and
O(d) bits of temporary storage.
The quantity in (7.4) has been shown to require at most O(d2 ) bit operations and O(d) bits
of temporary storage. But as seen above, this should only be performed when the polynomial
in (7.3) is nonzero. In the worst- ase analysis, this in turn is nonzero whenever the polynomial
(7.2) is nonzero, whi h has been seen to happen in at most O(t) of the total number of lifting
steps. Hen e, omputing the polynomial in (7.4) requires at most O(td2 ) bit operations and
O(d) bits of memory in total.
The sparse triangular system(s) for solving for the unknown oeÆ ients of e(z ) in LHS =
e(z )G0 have been shown to require at most O(t2 d) bit operations and O(t d) bits of temporary
storage. However, we now laim that one does not require to set up and solve a triangular
system when

 The polynomial in (7.4) is zero, and
 Gk has no spe ialised terms.
Æ

To see this, let uÆ and gnÆ denote respe tively the number of unspe ialised terms on the kÆ + 1
translate of the supporting line of Æ0 into Newt(g), and the number of integral points on Æ0 of
Newt(g). We know that if GkÆ has no spe ialised terms, the possible degree of GkÆ is given by
uÆ 1, whi h is less than deg(G0 ) = gnÆ 1, be ause of the inequality uÆ < gnÆ . This, ombined
with the fa t that (7.4) is zero, results in the degree of LHS being less than deg(G0 ), from whi h
one on ludes that e(z ) is zero. Consequently, one has to set up a triangular system in at most
one of the two following ases:

 the polynomial in (7.4) is nonzero, or
 Gk has at least one spe ialised term.
Æ

Sin e the rst ondition an happen in at most O(t) of the ases, and the se ond an happen
in at most O(t) of the ases, one has to set up and solve a triangular system at most O(t)
times. The total ost for solving any of the triangular systems is hen e O(t3 d) bit operations,
and O(t d) bits of temporary storage, throughout the entire lifting stage.
Determining HkÆ per one lifting step has been seen to require O(d2 ) bit operations and O(d)
bits of temporary storage. Similarly as above, the long division to be performed in (7.6) is
non-trivial only when the numerator is nonzero. This, in turn, happens in at most one of the
two ases:

 The polynomial in (7.2) is nonzero, or
 Gk H0 is nonzero.
Æ

This an be easily seen to happen in at most O(t) of the ases, whi h brings the total ost of
determining an expression of HkÆ to O(td2 ) bit operations and O(d) bits of temporary storage.
When fully spe ialised, only the nonzero polynomials among all GkÆ 's and HkÆ 's ought to
be stored in sparse form. Spe ialising the oeÆ ients of these polynomials during one lifting
step and using Algorithm 7.5.6 requires at most O(td) bit operations, so that in total this will
be at most max lift  O(td) = O(td2 ) bit operations. Sin e the total number of terms of all
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su h polynomials should not ex eed O(t), the total amount of memory for storing the lifted
polynomials is of the order O(t2 ) = O(td), for t < d.
Combining all of the above, any oprime dominating edges fa torisation asso iated with the
de omposition Newt(f ) = Newt(g) + Newt(h) an be extended using at most O(td2 ) + O(t3 d)
bit operations and O(t d) bits of memory.
The above result helps justify the earlier onditions we imposed on t as follows: Sin e the
lifted polynomials are bounded in degree by O(d), and sin e Newt(f ) = O(d2 ), the standard
polytope method requires O(max lift  d3 ) = O(d4 ) bit operations in total and O(d2 ) bits of
memory. When

t3 < d2 ;
we ertainly have that t < d, and hen e

O(t2 d) + O(t3 d)  O(d3 ):
By Theorem 7.6.1, the sparse adaptation outperforms the dense one in both the operational and
spatial omplexity.

7.7 Computational results
The work was arried out at the Oxford University Super omputing Centre (OSC) on the Oswell ma hine, using an UltraSPARC III pro essor running at about 122 M op/se and with 2
GBytes of memory. All experiments were arried out over F 2 . The input polynomials have been
onstru ted as explained in Se tion 7.2 above. For ea h of the random polynomials g and h the
exponent ve tors (e1 ; e2 ) were hosen uniformly at random su h that 0  e1 + e2  d=2, and at
least three of them are of the form (e1 ; 0), (0; e2 ) and (e3 ; (d=2) e3 ), so that f was of degree
d and had no monomial fa tors. The table below gives the running times (in se onds) of the
total fa torisation pro ess to nd at least one non-trivial fa tor f . In the following, t denotes
the number of terms of the input polynomial f , T:Sum: denotes the total number of non-trivial
integral de ompositions Newt(f ) = Q + R, ss denotes the run time in se onds of the sparse
method, orresponding only to the su essful liftings whi h produ e at least one fa tor of f , and
sd is the orresponding run time in se onds of the dense method wherever appli able (as allowed
by the ma hine's memory resour es). Also, T:Bd:F: denotes the total number of oprime edges
fa torisations asso iated with all possible summands and irredundant set of dominating edges of
Newt(f ), whereas A:Bd:F: denotes the number of oprime edges fa torisations attempted before
a su essful extension produ es the two fa tors g and h. Finally, #Nf , #Ng , and #Nh denote
the number of latti e points in the Newton polytopes of f , g and h respe tively.
The run times in Table 7.1 indi ate that the sparse algorithm is faster than the dense one for
input polynomials whi h an be handled by both methods. Obviously, the run times also in rease
for in reasing input degrees. For larger degree polynomials where the dense algorithm no more
applies, we monitor the variations in running times by xing all parameters apart from the
number of terms of the input. For this, we onstru t families of random polynomials having the
same Newton polytope as well as the same boundary fa torisations along a xed dominating set
of edges. Di erent polynomials with varying number of terms an then be hosen by randomly
sele ting the appropriate number of latti e points in the interior of the polytope. As predi ted
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earlier, the run times in Table 7.2 in rease upon in rementing either the degrees or the terms
of the input polynomials. Note that in almost all ases Newt(f ) has extremely few non-trivial
integral de ompositions, as predi ted earlier in [2℄ for sparse polynomials. Although the number
of all possible oprime edges fa torisations is not small in all ases, it is still signi antly smaller
than the input degree of the polynomial, and hen e the size of Newt(f ).

d
50
100
500
2000

t ss sd
14 4
3
16 8 12
15 13 22
28 540 620

Table 7.1: Smalll degree polynomials
T:Sum: T:Bd:F: A:Bd:F: #Nf
#Ng
#Nh
1
8
2
561
166
50
2
15
0
2234
472
222
1
25
17
52940 12758 11282
1
21
9
848849 133797 132932

Table 7.2: Large degree polynomials
d
t
ss
T:Sum: T:Bd:F: A:Bd:F:
#Nf
#Ng
#Nh
6000 36
230 5000
3
36
16
8496181 502330 2615634
6000 100
280 2800
...
...
...
...
...
...
6000 196
590 510
...
...
...
...
...
...
10000 12
220 5700
1
15
7
15521707 2417337 3063179
10000 60
380 3600
...
...
...
...
...
...
20000 16 48hr 40 5300
1
42
18
39374376 5716256 9914429

7.8 Con lusion
It has been previously shown that, despite the fa t that a randomly hosen bivariate polynomial
over a nite eld is unlikely to be redu ible, there is still a signi ant number of bivariate
polynomials that are redu ible [46℄, whi h justi es ontinuing e orts in developing eÆ ient
fa torisation algorithms. Of parti ular interest in real life appli ations are sparse polynomials,
for whi h no well de ned `sparse' fa torisation algorithm has still been devised. In this hapter
we have attempted to address the open question of nding su h an algorithm by investigating
potentially strong areas of the polytope method in appli ation to sparse bivariate polynomials
over F p . In addition, we have been able to address another signi ant aspe t in whi h the
algorithm an be adapted so that the run time of the lifting stage is made dependent on the
number of terms belonging to the input polynomial, rather than its degree only. Assuming
an upper bound on the sparsity of the possible fa tors of the input polynomial, the gains for
sparse polynomials that are a produ t of sparse fa tors are demonstrated not only through the
improved run time of the algorithm during its lifting stage, but also in the redu ed memory
requirements, so that the sparse adaptation requires O(td2 ) + O(t3 d) bit operations and O(t d)
bits of memory, 0 <  < 1, ompared to the orresponding dense osts of O(d4 ) and O(d2 ).
In addition to the above, this hapter has overed omplete details of the implementation we
have arried out, where problems related to omputing with geometri stru tures and maintaining orre t exa t arithmeti have been highlighted. The ombination of our sparse adaptation
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has led to a very fast and high re ord in sparse binary bivariate fa torisation of degree 20000,
whi h we believe has not been previously a hieved using any other di erent algorithm. We expe t our adaptation of the polytope method to perform equally well for sparse and high degree
bivariate polynomials over elds of other prime orders. To the best of our knowledge, the highest dense bivariate fa torisation to date a hieved using Hensel lifting te hniques is for a dense
polynomial of degree 2000 over F 17 [13℄.
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Chapter 8

Parallel absolute irredu ibility
testing via polytopes
8.1 Introdu tion
Absolute irredu ibility testing of polynomials is of importan e in various elds in algebra and
geometry (see for instan e [6, 68, 92, 124, 125℄). Convex polytopes have been studied in onne tion with multivariate polynomials over arbitrary elds. We have seen how re ent work has
examined the onne tion that onvex polytopes bear to fa torising bivariate polynomials [2℄,
and to testing absolute irredu ibility of multivariate polynomials [43, 45℄, over arbitrary elds.
In the latter ase, the problem of testing inde omposability of Newton polytopes formed part of
a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm (see [48℄) for bivariate absolute irredu ibility testing, and
of a heuristi and randomised algorithm in the multivariate ase. The fa t that the nonzero
oeÆ ients of the input polynomial do not matter in the testing pro ess makes it possible to
show absolute irredu ibility of families of polynomials, rather than single polynomials [45℄. The
empiri al sequential tests and timing results reported in [47℄ indi ated a high su ess rate for a
large lass of low degree and sparse multivariate polynomials, whose number of terms is bounded
by O(nd), where n is the number of variables and d is the upper bound on the degree in ea h
variable. In the instan es when the algorithm is highly su essful and the input polynomials
have a number of nonzero terms bounded by a onstant multiple of their total degree, the runtimes have been shown to be at most ubi in the total degree of the input polynomial [47℄. For
a degree q polynomial with n variables and oeÆ ients from a nite eld, for instan e, the input
size of the irredu ibility problem is N = O(qn ), ignoring logarithmi fa tors. Expressing the
3
omplexity of Gao and Lauder's algorithm [45℄ in terms of the input size, this requires O(N n ),
whi h for polynomials with more than 3 variables implies a run time that is almost linear in the
input size. As su h, the algorithm an be used as a fast pretest before any of the infallible yet
slower irredu ibility tests are invoked [34, 44, 51, 63, 75, 89, 90℄.
Motivated by these original ndings and the spe ial feature whi h makes absolute irredu ibility testing dependent in large upon the shape and the size of Newton polytopes, we investigate
a parallel s heme mainly set to widen the range of appli ability of the algorithm, by making
it possible to ta kle signi antly higher degree, sparse polynomials, and by allowing a more
eÆ ient performan e for low degree yet denser polynomials. We show that the algorithm an
be eÆ iently parallelised, thanks to some of its inherent features: First, we dis uss a balan ed
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load s heme whi h an be onstru ted using the pattern of omputations in the sequential ase
in [45℄. Se ond, we dis uss how a orresponding data distribution representing latti e points
inside polytopes in R 2 an be onstru ted, adhering to the balan ed load s heme, and allowing
a s alable parallel algorithm aimed at high degree irredu ibility testing. We adopt the BSP
model for parallel omputation [15, 66, 67, 127℄, and we analyse the onditions ne essary for
an eÆ ient parallel performan e in the bivariate ase. This then serves as a sub-problem for
the multivariate ase, where a model involving parallelism at two di erent levels is des ribed.
The BSP algorithm makes it possible to test signi antly higher degree polynomials than an
be allowed in the sequential ase in [45℄, and hen e, to the best of our knowledge, using any
other known absolute irredu ibility testing algorithm. We further study both parallel models
for issues relating to eÆ ien y, and establish some onditions under whi h a good performan e
is guaranteed. Our empiri al results agree losely with the theoreti al estimates, and we report
on our implementation in this respe t.
The reader may wish to re all some terminology and results relating to polynomials and
polytopes from Chapter 3. In Se tion 8.2 we study a parallel s heme for bivariate polynomial
irredu ibility testing, and in Se tion 8.3 we address the multivariate ase. Finally, empiri al
results are presented and analysed in Se tion 8.4.

8.2 Parallel bivariate absolute irredu ibility testing
In all the following we shall assume that nd ts in a ma hine word for an input polynomial
with n variables and upper bound d on ea h variable. We will thus measure run-time in bit
operations and spa e in bits.
Sin e the Newton polytope of a bivariate polynomial already lies in R 2 , a strong feature of
Algorithm 3.3.2 is that it will always de ide inde omposability of polygons, and hen e will always
establish absolute irredu ibility of the input bivariate polynomial f if Newt(f ) is inde omposable.
Initial empiri al results in [47℄ indi ate that the algorithm has a high su ess rate when the
number of terms is bounded by a onstant fa tor of the total degree, and that the probability
of su ess in reases with in reasing degrees of input polynomials. While these observations
still stand as onje tures based on empiri al results, it is important to extend the range of
appli ability of the algorithm for higher degrees, and to support initial arguments related to the
rate of su ess of the algorithm. However, as degrees of the input bivariate polynomials in rease,
so do the sizes of their Newton polytopes, and hen e one major diÆ ulty limiting attempts to
improve the performan e of Algorithm 3.3.1 be omes the spa e requirement. Yet, the fa t that
one an shift the fo us from a data stru ture and distribution representing bivariate polynomials
to one that represents shapes of Newton polytopes in R 2 suggests that a parallel re- onstru tion
of the irredu ibility testing algorithm whi h exploits the shapes of the polygons an a hieve
onsiderable improvements, both in the operational and spatial omplexities. In the remainder
of this se tion, we dis uss our rst BSP model for a bivariate absolute irredu ibility testing
based on a parallel polygon inde omposability testing algorithm.
Let f 2 F [x; y℄ be of total degree q with no non- onstant monomial fa tors and let IP denote
the set of integral points belonging to Newt(f ). Sin e all ve tors in Supp(f ) have positive integral
oordinates that are at most equal to q, Newt(f ) an be embedded within a square of dimension
O(q2 ). Moreover, Algorithm 3.3.1 requires a des ription of IP in two di erent ways. First, one
has to have, at the beginning of the algorithm, a stru ture by whi h one an test an arbitrary
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point for in lusion in IPP
. Se ond, the algorithm re- onstru ts integral points in IP following
paths of the form v0 + 0ij ki ei , for 0  ki  ni and j = 0; :::; m 1. In the following
dis ussion, we aim to show how the problems asso iated with ea h of the two representations
an be ir umvented by redu ing the quadrati spatial fa tor.

8.2.1 Computing the set of all integral points in a polygon
Often in the innermost loops of Steps 2 and 3 of Algorithm 3.3.1, one will have to test for in lusion
of arbitrary points in IP . Computing and then storing the set of all integral points belonging
to the polytope requires about O(q2 ) bits of storage, whi h an be ome highly restri tive even
for moderately large input degrees. As has been already noted in Chapter 7, the alternative
approa h whi h does not require that we store any latti e points but performs a test of in lusion
based on the \leftedness" of an arbitrary point with respe t to all dire ted edges of the polytope
has a ost of O(m) integer operations. In our appli ation, it an be ostly to invoke this test
very frequently, in urring a ost of O(m2 ) for ea h loop iteration in Steps 2 and 3 of Algorithm
3.3.1 above, and hen e a ost of O(t0 m3 N ) integer operations in total, where t0 is the total
number of latti e points in Newt(f ) and N is the maximum number of integral points along any
edge of Newt(f ). We hen e adopt the strategy earlier introdu ed in Chapter 7 whi h requires
that we store only a \useful" subset of IP with no more than O(q) points. Let xmin , xmax ,
ymin and ymax denote respe tively the lowest and highest x oordinates, and the lowest and
highest y oordinates, of all e 2 Supp(f ). We then store only the interse tion points between
all horizontal (or verti al) lines y = k, for k = ymin ; :::; ymax , using only ymax ymin + 1 = O(q)
bits of memory. However, unlike the ase in Chapter 7 where omputations are performed su h
that all output is integral, we need a weaker ondition a e ting the following. The interse tion
of the polytope with a horizontal straight line is obtained by interse ting the line with at most
all of the polytope's edges (until two points of interse tion are found, not ne essarily distin t).
If ux + vy + w = 0 denotes the generi equation of a line `0 de ning an edge of Newt(f ), then
nding the interse tion of `0 with y = k requires that we solve for x in
w vk
;
ux + vk + w = 0 or x =
u
when u 6= 0. Although this division operation involves only integral values, the quotient itself
may not be an integer, in whi h ase x has to be de lared as a oat or a double, for otherwise, the
division might produ e a rounded-o integral value bx , whi h may not orrespond to a latti e
point in IP . Note that omputing this subset of IP must be performed as a pre- omputation,
requiring at most O(qm) oating point operations, where m is the number of edges in Newt(f ).

8.2.2 Constru ting sets of points along paths of edges
Obviously, the above strategy of redu ing the des ription of IP by preserving only a smaller
subset of it annot be extended when dealing with the main omputations of Algorithm 3.3.1.
Spe i ally, one needs to have all points of IP that are rea hable via a subset of edges e0 ; :::; ei ,
for 0  i  m 2, in order to nd a larger subset rea hable via e0 ; :::; ei+1 . Eventually, the last
path requires that one has available almost all of the points in IP , and hen e, the best that
one an attempt is to distribute the points in IP among a xed number of pro essors. Sin e
this task is never so immediate, we need to address several of the following issues: Whether
there exists at all any potential parallelism in the main omputations of Algorithm 3.3.1 that
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an make su h an approa h possible, whether there exists a balan ed load s heme that ensures
all pro essors are almost equally engaged in the independent omputations, and nally, whether
there exists a data distribution whi h not only ensures that a given number of np pro essors,
say, store at most O(q2 )=np latti e points in IP , but also adheres to the pattern of the proposed
balan ed load s heme.

8.2.3 Dete ting independent omputations
Re all that the main omputations in Algorithm 3.3.1 build up iteratively by onstru ting subsets
of IP in ea h step of the iteration. However, it is almost immediate to see that the inner-most
omputations of the iterative loop an themselves be independent, generating a \horizontal"
inherent parallelism a ross ea h iteration of the main loop over edges of the input polygon. In
parti ular, we have:

Lemma 8.2.1 Algorithm 3.3.1 for polygon inde omposability testing ontains two patterns of
omputations, one whi h des ribes a sequen e of inter-dependent iterative steps for onstru ting
new subsets of IP using previous subsets, and another pattern des ribing ompletely independent
tasks for ve tor operations a ross a xed iterative step.
Proof: During a xed stage i = 0; :::; m 2 of the main loop iteration (Step 2) of Algorithm
3.3.1, one nds all points u0 2 Ai satisfying the following:
1. u0 = v0 + kei , for 0 < k  ni , in whi h ase the omputations over all k require no
information from the previous loop iteration of index i 1, and ea h omputation per
xed k requires no information apart from ei .
2. u0 = u + kei , for 0  k  ni and for all u 2 Ai 1 , in whi h ase the omputations over all u
require information from the previous loop iteration of index i 1, ea h omputation per
xed u and over all k = 0; :::; ni requires no information apart from ni and ei , and ea h
omputation per xed u and xed k requires no information apart from ei .
For i = m 1, one nds all points u0 2 Ai satisfying u0 = u + kem 1 , for 0  k < nm 1 and
u 2 Am 2 , whi h involves the dependen ies des ribed in 2 above.

8.2.4 Constru ting a balan ed load s heme
We will now attempt to examine the geometri pattern of the omputations above, on whi h we
an base a possible load balan ing s heme. To this end, we will onsider a slight modi ation
of Algorithm 3.3.1 to produ e sets of points Bi in R 2 , for 0  i  m 1, onstru ted as follows:
1. Initialise Bi

;, for i = 1; :::; m 1.

2. For i = 0; :::; m 1, ompute the set of points of the plane that are rea hable from v0 via
the ve tors e0 ; :::; ei , and store them in Bi :
3. For ea h u 2 Bi

1

and k = 0; :::; ni , add u + kei to Bi .
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The di eren es between the sets Ai (de ned in Algorithm 3.3.1 in Chapter 3) and Bi are
that v0 is in every single set Bi , that Bi ontains points rea hable via e0 ; :::; ei whi h are not
ne essarily in IP , and that the points v0 + kem 1 , for k = 0; :::; nm 1 , do lie in Bm 1 . As su h, it
is lear that Ai  Bi for every i. Note that Newt(f )  Bm 1 by onstru tion of Bm 1 . Be ause
the sets Bi have weaker onditions hara terising their points, it will be simpler to des ribe
the geometri pattern they follow. Sin e Ai  Bi for every i, any su h pattern will apply to
elements of Ai . Moreover, we will de ne every region Bi to be an a tive region in the sense
that all omputations and possible ommuni ations a ross a main loop iteration of index i in
Algorithm 3.3.1 are restri ted to only those points belonging to Bi , but not to R 2 Bi .
Let P denote a onvex polygon and w a ve tor in R 2 , and let T rw (P ) denote the image of
P under translation by w. The following result gives an expli it geometri des ription of Bi , for
0  i  m 1.

Lemma 8.2.2 Let P be a onvex polygon with verti es v0 ; :::; vm 1 and edge sequen e fni ei g,
for 0  i  m 1, where ei 2 Z2 are primitive ve tors. For ea h iterative step i = 0; :::; m 1 of
the polygon inde omposability test in Algorithm 3.3.1, the omputations are restri ted to a tive
regions Bi of the plane representing points rea hable from v0 via e0 ; :::; ei . Furthermore, the
regions an be de ned indu tively as follows:
1. For i = 0, B0 = onv(v0 ; v1 ),
2. For 1  i  m 1, Bi = onv([fT rkei (Bi 1 )g0kni ).

Proof: We prove the assertion by indu tion on i. For i = 0, B0 onsists only of the points
v0 + ke0 , for k = 0; :::; n0 . But this spans all integral points along the rst edge E0 = n0 e0 , so
that B0 = onv(v0 ; v1 ). We now
assume the assertion is true for i  m 2, i.e., that the set of
P
points in Bi of the form v0 + 0im 2 ki ei , for ki = 0; :::; ni , onstitutes a onvex polygon as
de ned in 2 above. Sin e all the points u 2 Bi lead to points u0 in Bi+1 obtained as
X
u0 = u + jei+1 = (v0 +
ki ei ) + jei+1 ;
(8.1)
0i<m 1
for ki = 0; :::; ni and j = 0; :::; ni+1 , this redu es to translating all points of Bi by jei+1 , for all
j . Sin e Bi is onvex, its image is also a onvex set, whose verti es are de ned by the images
under the translation T rjei+1 of verti es of Bi . Let C denote the onvex hull of all verti es in
the union of the sets T rjei+1 (Bi ) over all j = 0; :::; ni+1 . We shall show that C = Bi+1 . Sin e C
ontains all possible points in the sets T rjei+1 (Bi ), we have that C  Bi+1 . On the other hand,
and by Eq. (8.1) above, any point in Bi+1 belongs to some set T rjei+1 (Bi ), so that Bi+1  C .
This establishes our indu tive proof.

8.2.5 Constru ting a balan ed data distribution
The above lemma provides the general guidelines under whi h a balan ed load s heme an be
hosen. In parti ular, it is immediate that the bulk of the work during any iterative step of
Algorithm 3.3.1 takes pla e in well-de ned a tive zones of the plane. One should thus avoid
any form of data distribution whereby the polygon is triangulated into zones and ea h zone
is ex lusively assigned to one single pro essor. Spe i ally, this risks having some pro essors
ompletely idle when others are engaged in the a tive zones. Instead, we propose the following:
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Lemma 8.2.3 Let Bi , for 0  i  m 1, denote an a tive region of the plane as de ned in
Lemma 8.2.2 above, and let bi denote the total number of latti e points belonging to the smallest
square ontaining
p Bi. Let np denote the total number of pro essors operating in parallel su h
that 1  np < bi . The data distribution of integral points in IP whi h allo ates every point
(k; k0 ) 2 Bi to the pro essor with identi ation number id  (k + k0 ) mod np allows for a balan ed
load s heme as required by Lemma 8.2.2 above, and assigns to ea h pro essor O(bi )=np integral
points, where bi represents an upper bound on the number of integral points in Bi .
Proof: Consider ea h of the onvex a tive regions Bi of the plane, for i = 0; :::; m 1,
de ned in Lemma 8.2.2 above. Let x1 , y1 , x2 and y2 denote respe tively the lowest x and y
oordinates and the highest x and y oordinates appearing in any point in Bi . Assume without
loss of generality that Bi is translated so that x1 = y1p= 0. Then an upper bound on (k + k0 )
over all k = x1 ; :::; x2 and k0 = y1 ; :::; y2 is equal to bi . Let t0id denote the total number of
latti e points of Bi assigned to a pro essor with identi ation number id = 0; :::; np 1. For any
integer z  0 de ne the lass asso iated with z :

[z ℄ = f(x; y)jx; y 2 Z; x; y  0; and x + y = z g;
and let #[z ℄ denote the number of elements in this lass. Then #[z ℄ = z + 1. Given an arbitrary
point (k; k0 ) of Bi and 0  id < np, the distribution whi h maps (k; k0 ) to pro essor id  (k + k0 )
mod np assigns to it all lasses of the form [id + hnp ℄ su h that

id  id + hnp 

p

p

p

bi :

Sin e np < b0 , we have that np < bi , for i = 1; :::; m 1, and we an require
k

j p

0  h  ( bi

id)=np :

Hen e, the total number of points in Bi that are assigned to pro essor id is at most
b(pbiXid)=np
t0 =
(id + hnp + 1):
id

For 0  id  np 1, we have

t0id



=



=
<
<
=

h=0

bp
b

P ( bi id)=np
(np + hnp )
hp
=0
P bi =np
  p (np + hnp )
 ph=0
bi
bi
jp k
np ( np +1)
bi + 1)n
n
+
(
p
p
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n
p
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i
n
+
(
p
2
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i
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p
p
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for np < bi ; i = 0; :::; m
2npp
p
2
2
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sin e bi > np 1
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3bi :

p

np
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p



1

This establishes t0id =

O(bi )
np .

p

In pra ti e, and even though the ondition np < b0 may not easily hold (as B0 is simply
the rst edge of Newt(f ), in whi h ase b0 denotes the number of integral points on that edge),
we note that the sizes of the sets Bi , for i > 0, start growing fast immediately afterwards;
spe i ally, sin e the number of latti e points in B1 is at least four, we expe t many more
pro essors to be engaged in their assigned omputations as soon as the rst edge of the input
polygon is examined. Another similar result a e ting the data distribution is the following:

Lemma 8.2.4 Let f 2 F [x; y℄ be a non- onstant polynomial with no non- onstant monomial
fa tors and IP denote the set of integral points in Newt(f ). Let xmin , ymin , xmax and ymax
denote respe tively the lowest x and y oordinates and the highest x and y oordinates appearing
in any point belonging to Newt(f ), and write = max(ymax ymin ; xmax xmin ). Let np denote
the total number of pro essors operating in parallel su h that 1  np < 2 . The data distribution
of integral points in IP whi h allo ates every point (k; k0 ) 2 Newt(f ) to the pro essor with
identi ation number id  (k + k0 ) mod np assigns to ea h pro essor O( 2 )=np integral points,
where 2 is an upper bound on the number of latti e points in Newt(f ).
Proof: Assume without loss of generality that Newt(f ) is translated so that xmin = ymin =
0. Note that an upper bound on (k + k0 ) over all k = xmin ; :::; xmax and k0 = ymin ; :::; ymax is
equal to 2 . Let t0id denote the total number of latti e points of Newt(f ) assigned to a pro essor
with identi ation number id = 0; :::; np 1. For any integer z  0 onsider the lass asso iated
with z de ned in the proof of Lemma 8.2.3 above. Given an arbitrary point (k; k0 ) of Newt(f )
and 0  id < np, the distribution whi h maps (k; k0 ) to pro essor id  (k + k0 ) mod np assigns
to it all lasses of the form [id + hnp℄ su h that

id  id + hnp  2 :
Sin e np < 2 , we an require
0  h  b(2

id)=np :

Hen e, the total number of points in Newt(f ) that are assigned to pro essor id is at most

t0id =

b(2 X
id)=np
h=0

(id + hnp + 1):

We an now pro eed similarly as in the proof of Lemma 8.2.3 above and we obtain t0id =

O( 2 ) .
np

8.2.6 Removing repetitions in omputation
Re all that in Algorithm 3.3.1 above, one has to test for repetitions in appending points u to ea h
set Ai . The reason that this needs to be done is that it may be possible to nd two points u and u0
in Ai 1 , and two positive integers k; k0  ni, su h that u + kei = u0 + k0 ei 2 IP . If left un he ked,
this may produ e up to O(N ) opies of the same point, so that in the worst- ase s enario, ea h
multi-set Ai will have O(t0 N i ) points, and the run-time of polygon inde omposability testing
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will be ome exponential in the edges of the input polygon. Che king for repetitions in the
sequential ase an be made at a ost not ex eeding that of an integer operation per point. In
parti ular, one an use a double array of integers, say F lag, of total size t0 , and whose entries
are all initialised to PASS. F lag[k℄[k0 ℄ is then set to FAIL when a point (k; k0 ) is rst added to
Ai , so that any future attempts to add another opy of the point are halted upon a simple he k
of the value in F lag[k℄[k0 ℄.
The above strategy, however, an be ome extremely ineÆ ient in the parallel setting as
follows. Let Ai (id) denote the set of points in IP that are rea hable via e0 ; :::; ei and that are
assigned to pro essor id. Assume that i < m 1 and that some pro essor pa omputes the
ve tor operation v = u + kei , for some u 2 Ai (a), and some k = 0; :::; ni . Suppose further that
all pro essors have their own opy of a F lag array, F lag(id), labelling points that have already
been added to their sets Ai (id). If v 2 IP and v has to be assigned to some other pro essor pb ,
then pa has to read the information in the entry of array F lag(b) orresponding to point v. This
involves a ommuni ation step for every su h point v. Moreover, reading from remote lo ations
requires a syn hronisation barrier for all pro essors to update their ommuni ated values. This
also requires a syn hronisation step for every su h point v. Consequently, a pro ess like the
above will require extremely expensive ommuni ation and syn hronisation osts whi h an
even overwhelm the omputational ost of the sequential algorithm. Alternatively, we introdu e
the following iterative strategy that will later be shown to ome at a very modest ost: For any
pro essor id = 0; :::; np 1, we know that A0 (id) does not ontain any redundant points. For
i > 0, we pro eed as follows:

 Start with a set Ai 1(id) that ontains no repeated o urren es of points in IP .
 Add all relevant points to their orresponding lo ations in Ai(id0 ), for some pro essor id0
di erent from or equal to id, without any he k on repetitions.

 When the omputations a ross the iterative step of index i are over, remove all repetitions
in Ai (id).

More details illustrating where ommuni ation and syn hronisation steps should be invoked in
the above will be given next in our parallel algorithm for polygon inde omposability testing.

8.2.7 A BSP algorithm for testing polygon inde omposability
We are now ready to present our parallel algorithm based on the BSP model for parallelisation. The algorithm is designed as an SPMD model, where a single program with multiple
data is en ountered by all pro essors, whi h then exe ute their own version of the program, as
distinguished by their own identi ation number, id = 0; :::; p 1.

Algorithm 8.2.1 (Parallel Polygon De omposability Test)
Input: The edge sequen e fni ei g0im 1 of an integral onvex polygon P starting at a vertex v0
where ei 2 Z2 are primitive ve tors, and a number np of pro essors su h that np  1. Let ymin ,
ymax , xmin and xmax denote the respe tive smallest and largest y oordinates, and the smallest
and largest x oordinates, of verti es of P , and assume further that
np < 2 ;
where = max(xmax

xmin ; ymax

ymin ).
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Output: Whether P is de omposable.
Step 1: De ne a double integer array Int of size 2(ymax ymin + 1). Let id denote the pro essor
identi ation number, and N denote the maximum over all ni's, for i = 0; :::; m 1.
Step 2: Set h ymin + id, and while h  ymax , do:
2.1: Compute the points of interse tion of the line y = h with P .
2.2: Broad ast the x oordinates of the points of interse tion to all
pro essors at the entries Int[h℄[0℄ and Int[h℄[1℄ respe tively.
2.3: Set h h + np.
Step 3: bsp syn ().
Step 4: Set Ai ;, for i = 1; :::; m 1, and Result Inde omposable. De ne an auxiliary
array of integer ve tors, Aux, of size O( 2 N )=np , an index array of integers, Index, of size np,
and a ag double array of integers, F lag, of size O( 2 )=np .
Step 5: For i = 0; :::; m 2, ompute the set Ai (id) of points (k; k0 ) in IP that are rea hable via
the ve tors e0 ; :::; ei and satisfying (k + k0 )  id mod np:
5.1: For h = 0; :::; np 1, set Index[h℄ 0.
5.2: Set l id + 1, and while (l  ni ) do:
5.2.1: If v0 + lei = (k; k0 ) 2 IP , set id0 (k + k0 ) mod np, and send (k; k0 ) to
pro essor id0 in the array Aux at lo ation Index[id0 ℄.
5.2.2: Set l l + np and Index[id0 ℄ Index[id0 ℄ + 1.
5.3: For ea h u 2 Ai 1 (id) and l = 0; :::; ni , if u + lei = (k; k0 ) 2 IP , set
id0 (k + k0 ) mod np, send (k; k0 ) to pro essor id0 in the array Aux at lo ation
Index[id0 ℄, and set Index[id0 ℄ Index[id0 ℄ + 1.
5.4: bsp syn ().
5.5: Initialise all ags in array F lag to P ASS . For ea h u = (k; k0 ) 2 Aux do:
5.5.1: Find the smallest integer j  ymin su h that k + j  id mod np .
5.5.2: Set h (k0 j )=np ; if F lag[k xmin ℄[h℄ 6= F AIL, add u to Ai (id) and
set F lag[k xmin ℄[h℄ to F AIL.
Step 6: Compute the last set Am 1 (id):
6.1: For h = 0; :::; np 1, set Index[h℄ 0.
6.2: For ea h u 2 Am 2 (id) and l = 0; :::; nm 1 1: if u + lem 1 = (k; k0 ) 2 IP ,
set id0 (k + k0 ) mod np and send (k; k0 ) to id0 in the array Aux
at lo ation Index[id0 ℄, and set Index[id0 ℄ Index[id0 ℄ + 1.
Step 7: bsp syn ().
Step 8: Remove the repetitions in Aux as des ribed in 5.5 above and store the unique points in
Am 1 (id).
Step 9: Let v0 = (k; k0 ). If id  (k + k0 ) mod np and if v0 2 Am 1 (id), set Result
De omposable and broad ast Result to all pro essors.
Step 10: bsp syn ().
Step 11: Return \Result".
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Theorem 8.2.1 Let ymin , ymax , xmin and xmax denote the respe tive smallest and largest y
oordinates, and the smallest and largest x oordinates, of verti es of P , and assume as above
that np < 2 , where = max(xmax xmin ; ymax ymin ). Then the above algorithm works
orre tly as spe i ed, has a BSP ost equal to




O( 2 mN )
O( 2 mN )
+
+ O( + np) g(np ) + (m + 2)  `(np)
np
np
2

ops, and requires O(npN ) bits of storage per pro essor, assuming that the maximum of absolute
values of all oordinates of verti es of P ts in a ma hine word. Here, m denotes the number
of edges in P , N denotes the maximum number of integral points along any edge in P , and 2
denotes an upper bound on the total number of integral points in P .
Proof: The algorithm is exe uted by all pro essors whi h implement their own opy of the
ensuing instru tions. In the rst step, all pro essors de ne a global array that will be used
to store the x oordinates of points of interse tion between horizontal lines y = ymin ; :::; ymax
and P . We assume that there are always two points to be stored even if they were identi al,
in whi h ase they designate a vertex. The amount of memory required to keep this global
information about IP is 2(ymax ymin + 1) bits. Step 2 is done in parallel where pro essors
perform almost an equal number of interse tions between horizontal lines and the polygon. Sin e
ea h su h interse tion onsists of at most m(ymin ymax + 1) oating point operations followed
by a ommuni ation of two integers to np pro essors, the omputation and ommuni ation osts
for this step are

dm(ymin ymax + 1)=npe + 2np d(ymin ymax + 1)=npe g(np)
ops. Step 3 is a syn hronisation point needed for all pro essors to update the values of the
above points of interse tion and hen e for ea h to have a omplete des ription of IP . Note that
ymax ymin + 1  + 1 and hen e Steps 1-3 require

O(m )=np + O( )g(np ) + `(np)
ops and O( ) bits of storage.
In the remaining steps, ea h pro essor id omputes its own subset of Ai , for i = 0; :::; m 1,
denoted by Ai (id). A ording to our data distribution in Lemma 8.2.4, ea h pro essor will
be in harge of O( 2 )=np points, but makes use of a private opy of an auxiliary array, Aux,
whi h temporarily stores the points as they build up in one iterative step, even when they o ur
redundantly up to N times. The inner-most omputations in ea h iteration in Steps 5 and 6
require that ea h pro essor id performs a ve tor sum ( nding a new point v = u + lei ), two
integer omparisons ( he king for in lusion of v in IP ), an integer division (determining the
relevant pro essor id0 ), and a ommuni ation of two ma hine words representing the oordinates
of the ommuni ated point. Note that the ommuni ation is done only to the relevant pro essor
id0 in the auxiliary array Aux, and that pro essor id keeps an updated index on the address
in Aux(id0 ) where it an ommuni ate v to its relevant pro essor id0 . By Lemma 8.2.1, all the
omputations within a single iteration of the loops over the edges of the polygon are independent,
and hen e, a syn hronisation barrier is needed only at the end of the sequen e of omputations
and ommuni ations dete ting paths along e0 ; :::; ei for i = 0; :::; m 1. This ensures that all
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pro essors update the values of the newly added points in the array Aux. When this is done,
ea h pro essor an then remove the repetitions in its storage as follows. For k = xmin ; :::; xmax ,
pro essor id stores all points (k; k0 ) su h that k + k0  id mod np, and ymin  k0  ymax . In
removing repetitions, ea h point (k; k0 ) has to have a ag asso iated with it, whi h is initially
set to P ASS but then permanently set to F AIL signalling that it has been opied from Aux
to Ai (id) exa tly on e. We have seen in Lemma 8.2.4 that this distribution allo ates O( 2 )=np
integral points per pro essor, hen e the size of the array F lag. The ag of (k; k0 ) has to o upy
an address in F lag that is dependent solely on both the order of the entries and their values
in the pair (k; k0 ). Flags also have to o upy entries in the double array su essively starting
from the lo ation (0; 0). This justi es the index k xmin , spe ifying the row in whi h the ag
of (k; k0 ) will be found, where k xmin = 0; :::; xmax xmin  . For a xed su h k, the hoi e
of the integer j su h that j is the rst integer greater than or equal to ymin (and of ourse less
than or equal to ymax sin e np  ymax ymin + 1 and ymin  j  ymin + np 1) and satisfying
k + j  id mod np implies that any k0 su h that (k; k0 ) 2 Ai (id) has to satisfy




y
j
for some integer h = 0; :::; max
np
(note that j  k0  ymax for (k; k0 ) to belong to IP ). For h = (k0 j )=np , we have that h
uniquely identi es k0 su h that k + k0  id mod np and that the ags of (k; k0 ) for a xed k and
in reasing values of k0 o upy olumns h = 0; :::; b(ymax j )=np of array F lag. Sin e j  ymin ,
this ensures that the number of olumns per row of the array F lag is at most O( )=np , and
hen e the total size of the array does not ex eed  O( )=np = O( 2 )=np .
The BSP ost of Steps 5-8 an then be omputed as follows. The loop over all edges of the
polygon iterates m times. In ea h iteration, every pro essor performs at most O( 2 N )=np ve tor
operations, ommuni ates a set of possibly redundant O( 2 N )=np points, ea h to one pro essor
only, removes the repetitions in its auxiliary array using at most O( 2 N )=np integer operations,
and syn hronises with other pro essors on e. The BSP ost of Steps 5-8 is then
O( 2 mN ) O( 2 mN )
+
g(np ) + m  `(np)
np
np
ops.
By the end of all omputations, the pro essors assume the result to be \Inde omposable".
The pro essor whi h is assigned the pivot v0 he ks whether v0 is in its opy of Am 1 (id). Only
then does it broad ast to all other pro essors the result \De omposable" (say in the form of a bit
word F AIl = 0 or P ASS = 1). A syn hronisation barrier is nally met to update the ultimate
result. The total ost of this superstep is npg(np ) + `(np ). Summing up the above sub- osts, the
nal estimate in the theorem is established. Sin e np < 2 , the spatial omplexity is dominated
by the spa e required by the array Aux, whi h is O( 2 N )=np bits, assuming that the maximum
over absolute values of all oordinates of verti es of P ts in a ma hine word.
k0 = j + hnp ;

Corollary 8.2.1 Given a bivariate polynomial f over F of degree q with no non- onstant monomial fa tors and with nonzero terms, absolute irredu ibility testing an be performed in parallel
using


O( q3 )
O( q3 )
+
+ O(q + np) g(np ) + O( )`(np )
np
np
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ops and On(qp ) bits of storage, assuming q ts in a ma hine word, and 1  np = O(q).
Proof: Let ymin , ymax , xmin , xmax and be as de ned above. Sin e ymax ymin  q and
xmax xmin  q, Newt(f ) an be embedded in a q  q square whose lowest leftmost vertex is
the origin of oordinates. Let u denote some unit of length on the horizontal
p or verti al axes.
Then, the longest edge of Newt(f ) will have length that is bounded by 2qu representing the
length of the diagonal of the square, and hen e will have O(q) integral points so that N = O(q).
Moreover, sin e = max(ymax ymin ; xmax xmin ), we have  q. We also know that the
number of edges of Newt(f ) is bounded by the number of terms of f . Summarising, the input
to Algorithm 8.2.1 will then satisfy N = O(q), 2 = O(q2 ) and m = O( ), and by Theorem 8.2.1
above, the result follows immediately.

Let Ts denote the sequential run time in ops of Algorithm 3.3.1 and Tnp denote the parallel
run time in ops using np pro essors of the parallel version 8.2.1. We have seen that Ts =
O( 2 mN ) where 2 represents an upper bound on the number of integral points in P . Let Enp
denote the absolute eÆ ien y (see [86℄) de ned by Enp = Ts =(np Tnp ), measuring the s alability
of the above parallel algorithm. The following result establishes the onditions under whi h our
BSP algorithm an a hieve linear speed-up, where eÆ ien y approa hes 1.

Corollary 8.2.2 Then Algorithm 8.2.1 for testing inde omposability of a onvex polygon P in
parallel a hieves eÆ ien y Ep  1=2 under the onditions
1. g(np ) = O(1),
2. np < mN ,
3. np <



mN
np

(see note below)


1 ,

4. np `(np) = O( 2 mN ).
Proof: Re all from Theorem 8.2.1 that


Tnp = Ts =np + O( 2 mN )=np + O( + np) g(np ) + (m + 2)`(np ):
For g(np ) = O(1) we have

Tnp = Ts =np + O( + np) + (m + 2)`(np ):
If np < mN ,
so that

mN
np

1 > 0 and hen e we an require np <



mN
np



1 or + np <

Tnp = Ts =np + (m + 2)`(np ):
If we also have np`(np) = O( 2 mN ), then (m + 2)`(np ) = O( 2 mN )=np and

Tnp =

Ts
(1 + O(1))
np
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2 mN=n

p,

from whi h one dedu es that

Ep =

Ts
npTnp

 1=2:

Note 1:
Although the rst ondition in the orollary above poses a heavy requirement on the ommuniation parameter, we note that the experimental results obtained later on bene t mainly from
the low syn hronisation ost, whi h is dependent on the number of edges of the input polygon. In the ase of sparse polynomials, this number is usually very small, hen e the speed-up
we report in our experiments. Furthermore, we view our ommuni ation ost as an a ordable
requirement in pra ti e, espe ially that the parallel algorithm promises absolute irredu ibility
testing of polynomials with signi antly higher degrees than an be tested using a sequential
version of the polygon de omposability testing algorithm.

8.3 Parallel multivariate absolute irredu ibility
testing
As dis ussed earlier, multivariate polynomial absolute irredu ibility testing through polytopes
an be performed only heuristi ally with varying rates of su ess. For a multivariate polynomial
of n variables and degree bound equal to d on ea h variable, the empiri al results in [47℄ re e t
a very high probability of su ess for polynomials whose number of terms is O(nd). For polynomials whose number of terms ex eeds this bound, the probability of su ess an be in reased
by loosening the bound on the absolute values of the randomly hosen matri es, or the bound
on the number of proje tions that one an try before the algorithm outputs su ess. The rst
strategy obviously omes at the expense of a larger running time, sin e it implies in reasing
the sizes of the shadow polygons and hen e the run time of the polygon inde omposability test.
The se ond option also in reases the run time of the algorithm, simply be ause it involves many
more shadow polygons (of roughly the same size) to be tested for inde omposability. Unlike the
ase for bivariate absolute irredu ibility testing, improving the sequential algorithm not only involves extending the range of su ess for higher degree polynomials, but also investigating how
parallel te hniques an improve upon the performan e when any of the two above strategies is
invoked, with the aim of in reasing the han es of su ess even for polynomials that are denser
than those for whi h the randomised algorithm is generally su essful. A parallel approa h to
multivariate absolute irredu ibility testing will naturally depend on the parallel bivariate ase
as a sub-problem; however, we shall emphasise the role that a parallel environment an have in
the interplay between the number of proje tions and their \size", as one manipulates the two
parameters to improve the su ess rate.

8.3.1 A BSP algorithm for testing polytope inde omposability
In the following, let np denote the maximum number of pro essors that an be made available,
and let p denote the number of pro essors that are a tually invoked. We then have p  np.
As sizes of shadow polygons may hange (a ording to the matrix bound one hooses in Step
2 of Algorithm 3.3.2), so an their numbers, and a ordingly we identify the two parameters
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governing the behaviour of our parallel algorithm: First, the number pr of pro essors that we
assign for testing inde omposability of one ommon shadow polygon using the parallel bivariate version, and the total number j of shadow polygons to whi h one applies Algorithm 8.2.1
simultaneously in parallel. Sin e pr  p, one will have j  1 blo ks of pr pro essors, ea h blo k
performing a parallel polygon inde omposability test, resulting in a \doubly" parallel s heme
aimed at improving the sequential performan e at the two levels of size and number of proje tions. Before presenting our algorithm, we shall need a few more notations. Let pmin denote
the minimum number of pro essors required to test inde omposability of one shadow polygon
(i)
(i)
i)
using the parallel algorithm in 8.2.1. For every shadow polygon Pi , let ymax
, ymin
, x(max
, and
(i)
ymin denote respe tively the largest and smallest y oordinates, and the largest and smallest
(i)
i)
i)
(i)
x oordinates, among all latti e points in Pi . Let i = max(ymax
ymin
; x(max
x(min
) and
de ne max = max( i ), where the maximum is taken over all possible shadow polygons Pi . The
number pmin thus orresponds to the minimum number of pro essors required to store a number
2
of integral points that is bounded by max
using the data distribution in Lemma 8.2.4. Note
that, given a polynomial f with total degree at most nd, the proje tions of the support ve tors
of f into the plane using a matrix whose entries are bounded by b have oordinates that are
equal to at least 2nbd and at most 2nbd, and we onsequently have max = O(nbd).
Let np, p and pr be as de ned above, and assume in the following that more than pmin
pro essors an be allowed to test one shadow
k In parti ular, let u 2 f0; :::; np pmin g be
j polygon.
np
su h that pr = pmin + u, and let j 2 f1; :::; pmin +u g be su h that jpr = p. With this stru ture
we an have blo ks of j shadow polygons, ea h of whi h is tested for inde omposability by
Algorithm 8.2.1 using j (pmin + u) = jpr = p  np pro essors. Taking the maximum over all
shadow polygons, let N denote the maximum number of integral points along any edge, E denote
the maximum number of edges, and max be as de ned above, denoting the maximum number
of integral points belonging to any shadow polygon.

Algorithm 8.3.1 (Parallel Polytope Inde omposability Test)
Input: Let f 2 F [X1 ; :::; Xn ℄, with n > 2, be a polynomial with terms and no non- onstant
monomial fa tors, and let Sf denote the set of exponent ve tors of nonzero terms of f .
Output: Absolutely irredu ible or Failure, where the latter ase means that inde omposability of
onv(Sf ) (and hen e absolute irredu ibility of f ) is not de ided.
Step 1: Re-arrange the points in Sf as an n  matrix S . Choose positive integers b and e. Let
M (b) denote the set of all 2  n matri es with integer oeÆ ients bounded in absolute value by
b.
Step 2: Determine the minimum number of pro essors pmin ne essary to test inde omposability
of a shadow polygon of size O((nbd)2 ).
Step 3: Choose a parameter u 2 f0; :::; np pmin g su h that any shadow polygon is ta kled by
pmin + u pro essors. Set pr = pmin + u.
j k
Step 4: Choose a parameter j 2 f1; :::; nprp g su h that jpr  np .

Step 5: Invoke p = jpr pro essors to operate in parallel. If e mod j 6= 0, set e e + j (e mod j ).
2 N )=p , an index array
Step 6: De ne an auxiliary array of integer ve tors, Aux, of size O( max
r
2 )=p .
of integers, Index, of size pr , and a ag double array of integers, F lag, of size O( max
r
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Step 7: Pro essors are divided into j blo ks a ording to indi es as follows:

blo k0 = fidjid = 0; :::; pr 1g;
blo k1 = fidjid = pr ; :::; 2pr 1g;
::::
blo kj 1 = fidjid = (j 1)pr + jpr 1g:
All pro essors in blo k w, for some w = 0; :::; j 1, perform Steps 8-18 repeatedly up to e=j
times:
Step 8: Sele t a ommon matrix Matw uniformly at random from M (b) and ompute the set of
points in R 2 de ned by Matw (S ) := fMatw :sjs 2 S g.
Step 9: Compute the onvex hull and the edge sequen e fni ei g0im 1 of Matw (S ). Che k that
ea h vertex of onv(Matw (S )) has only one pre-image in S under the proje tion Matw . If this
ondition is not met, all pro essors in blo k w return to Step 8.
Step 10: bsp syn ();
Step 11: Compute a des ription of the set IP of all the integral points in Matw (S ) as des ribed
in Steps 1 and 2 of Algorithm 8.2.1. Let A(iw) (id) denote the set of points in onv(Matw (S ))
that are rea hable via e0 ; :::; ei and that are assigned to pro essor id in blo k w. Set A(iw) = ;, for
i = 1; :::; m 1, and Result(w) Inde omposable. Let id denote the pro essor's identi ation
number.
Step 12: For i = 0; :::; E 2 do:
12.1: If i  m 2, ompute the set A(iw) (id) of points (k; k0 ) in IP that are rea hable via
the ve tors e0 ; :::; ei and satisfying (k + k0 )  id mod pr :
12.1.1: For h = w:pr ; :::; (w + 1):pr 1, set Index[h℄ 0.
12.1.2: Set l id (w:pr ) + 1, and while (l  ni ) do:
. If v0 + lei = (k; k0 ) 2 IP , set
id0 [(k + k0 ) mod pr ℄ + w:pr , and send (k; k0 )
to pro essor id0 in the array Aux at lo ation Index[id0 ℄.
. Set l l + pr and Index[id0 ℄ Index[id0 ℄ + 1.
12.1.3: For ea h u 2 A(iw1) (id) and l = 0; :::; ni , if u + lei = (k; k0 ) 2 IP , set
id0 [(k + k0 ) mod pr ℄ + w:pr , send (k; k0 ) to pro essor id0 in the array
Aux at lo ation Index[id0 ℄ and set Index[id0 ℄ Index[id0 ℄ + 1.
12.2: bsp syn ();
12.3: Initialise all ags in array F lag to P ASS . For ea h u = (k; k0 ) 2 Aux do:
12.3.1: Find the smallest integer j  ymin su h that k + j  id mod pr .
12.3.2: Set h (k0 j )=pr ; if F lag[k xmin ℄[h℄ 6= F AIL, add u to A(iw) (id) and set
F lag[k xmin ℄[h℄ to F AIL.

Step 13: Compute the last set A(mw) 1 (id):
13.1: For h = wpr ; :::; (w + 1)pr 1, set Index[h℄ 0.
13.2: For ea h u 2 A(mw) 2 (id) and l = 0; :::; nm 1 1: if u + lem
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1

= (k; k0 ) 2 IP , set

id0 [(k + k0 ) mod pr ℄ + w:pr , send (k; k0 ) to id0 in the array Aux at lo ation
Index[id0 ℄, and set Index[id0 ℄ Index[id0 ℄ + 1.
Step 14: bsp syn ().
Step 15: Remove the repetitions in Aux as des ribed in 12.3 above and store the unique points
in A(mw) 1 (id).

Step 16: Let v0 = (k; k0 ). If id = [(k + k0 ) mod pr ℄ + w:pr and if v0 2 A(mw) 1 (id), set Result
De omposable and broad ast Result to all pro essors.
Step 17: bsp syn ().
Step 18: If this polygon is integrally inde omposable, output \Absolutely irredu ible" and halt.
Else, all pro essors return to Step 8.
Step 19: All pro essors output \Failure".

Theorem 8.3.1 Let f 2 F [X1 ; :::; Xn ℄, with n > 2, be a polynomial with terms and no nononstant monomial fa tors. Let d denote the upper bound on the degree in ea h variable of f ,
and let b denote the upper bound on the absolute values of integer oeÆ ients of 2  n matri es
representing random proje tions. Let pmin denote the minimum number of pro essors needed to
store O((nbd)2 )jintegralkpoints using the distribution in Lemma 8.2.4. Let k 2 f0; :::; np pmin g
np
and j 2 f1; :::; pmin
+k g su h that p = j (pmin + k ) pro essors are operating in parallel and
p  np, np = O(nbd). Then Algorithm 8.3.1 an de ide absolute irredu ibility of f orre tly or
else produ e \failure" using at most
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ops, and requires O( max
bits of storage per pro essor, assuming that nbd ts in a ma hine
pr
word. Here, E denotes the maximum over all shadow polygons of total number of edges, N
denotes the maximum over all shadow polygons of number of integral points along any edge, and
2
max denotes an upper bound on the total number of interior integral points belonging to any
shadow polygon.

Proof: The rst four steps of the algorithm are performed sequentially, whereby a matrix
bound b is hosen, whi h determines pmin a ording to the data distribution in Lemma 8.2.4.
The two parameters u and j are also hosen su h that pmin + u = pr  np pro essors an be
assigned for any shadow polygon, and j shadow polygons an be tested simultaneously. The
algorithm then invokes p = jpr  np pro essors to operate in parallel. The minor modi ation to
the value of the number of proje tions e ensures that j divides e, so that all pro essors are made
to enter the loop starting at Step 8. The reason we enfor e su h full parti ipation of pro essors
is that syn hronisation barriers will be met throughout that parti ular loop, whi h auses a
run-time error if any of these supersteps is not met by all pro essors. In Step 6, all arrays that
will be used for removing repetitions in the up oming omputations are de lared. Note that the
amount of memory per array is dependent on the number of pro essors pr operating in one blo k
rather than the total number of pro essors. This is be ause only pr pro essors will be allowed
to share the work in the parallel polygon inde omposability testing. In Step 7, all p pro essors
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re- luster into j blo ks as determined by their identi ation number. This re-grouping ensures
pro essors within one blo k w = 0; :::; j 1 ompute the same random proje tion Matw (S ), and
perform the rest of the Steps 8-18 using this ommon input.
The loop starting at Step 8 iterates at most e=j times. We analyse ea h step in the iteration as follows. Step 8 is only a omputation whereby all pro essors perform matrix ve tor
multipli ations using their assigned matrix Matw . Ea h su h multipli ation requires 2n multipli ations and 2(n 1) additions of integers bound in absolute value by nbd, and so Step 8
has a BSP ost of O( n) ops. In Step 9, all pro essors in blo k w ompute the edge sequen e
of the shadow polygon onv(Matw (S )). This is only a omputation step with BSP ost O( 2 )
ops. A syn hronisation barrier is met at Step 10 to ensure that pro essors in a parti ular
blo k w whi h have found a su essful proje tion wait for others in di erent blo ks still sear hing for a good andidate proje tion. Without this barrier, one risks having some but not all
pro essors entering the loop of the parallel polygon inde omposability testing phase (whi h in
turn ontains a syn hronisation barrier that should be met by all p pro essors). In Steps 11-17,
ea h pro essor joins the others in its blo k to test inde omposability of their ommon shadow
polygon. In Step 12, we enfor e an upper bound of E 2 rather than m 2, sin e E is a global
maximum of the number of edges belonging to any shadow polygon, whereas m is a private opy
representing the number of edges of onv(Matw (S )). This is again to ensure that all pro essors
enter the loop within whi h a syn hronisation barrier is to be met in Step 12.2. However, the
relevant omputations and ommuni ations are performed only when the pro essors in blo k w
an do so (as indi ated by the ondition i  m 2 in Step 12.1). The ve tor omputations
and the repetition he kings in Steps 12.1, 12.3 and 13 are similar to those in the parallel polygon inde omposability testing algorithm. However, we note the following essential di eren es.
Note that any pro essor in the above s heme has two labels atta hed to it, one des ribing its
identi ation number id = 0; :::; p 1, and another des ribing its index ind within its blo k,
for ind = 0; :::; pr 1. Moreover, a pro essor id operates within blo k w = bid=pr , and has
index ind  id mod pr in that blo k. Conversely, a pro essor with index ind in blo k w has id
equal to w:pr + ind. The data allo ation in the present algorithm should assign arbitrary points
(k; k0 ) of the polygon onv(Matw (S )) only to pr pro essors. Thus, one he ks for the value of
(k + k0 ) modulo pr rather than p, the total number of pro essors in a tion. But this gives the
index of the pro essor to whi h (k; k0 ) should be allo ated. The a tual id an then be retrieved
as [(k + k0 ) mod pr ℄ + w:pr . As seen previously, the BSP ost required by Steps 11-15 is at most
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+ O( max ) g(p) + (E + 2)`(p)
pr
pr
2 N )=p bits of storage. Note that we make expli it the dependen e of g and `
ops and O( max
r
on p, sin e their ost depends on the total number of pro essors invoked despite the fa t that
the omputations and ommuni ations are shared between blo ks of pr pro essors only.
In Step 16, all p pro essors resume onta t to be able to know whi h of the w shadow
polygons have been shown inde omposable. The pro essor in blo k w whi h is in harge of the
pivot v0 of Conv(Matw (S )) de ides whether the polygon is inde omposable, and if so, signals
to all pro essors in its blo k and other blo ks to halt the algorithm. Else, all pro essors repeat
Steps 8-18 hoosing a di erent proje tion Matw . This involves p ommuni ations of a boolean
representing \Inde omposable", and brings the total ost of the entire algorithm to
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2 N )=p bits needed per pro essor to
ops. The memory requirement is dominated by O( max
r
store its subset of integral points belonging to any shadow polygon.

Corollary 8.3.1 Algorithm 8.3.1 for absolute irredu ibility testing of multivariate polynomials
a hieves eÆ ien y
1
pr

Ep 
under the onditions
1. g(p) = O(1),
2. p <

2+

2
max EN=pr )

n+(

2

2

max ,

N
3. `(p) < +E n + max
pr .

Proof: Re all that the sequential time for testing absolute irredu ibility of a random multivariate polynomial is given by

Ts = eO( 2 + n +

2
max EN )

bit operations, assuming nbd ts in a ma hine word. Rewrite this as

Ts = T1 + T2
where T1 = eO( 2 + n) denotes the ost of that part of the algorithm in whi h the proje ted
2 EN ) denotes the ost of testing
points and their onvex hull are omputed, and T2 = eO( max
integral inde omposability of the shadow polygons. We also have
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2
max EN )=pr

or



T
1
Tp = T1 + 2
j
pr
for T1 and T2 as de ned above. We then have







pTp = pj T1 + Tpr2
= pr T1 + T2
 pr (T1 + T2 )
= pr Ts
from whi h one on ludes that

Ts
pTp

 p1 :
r

The above dis ussion investigates the parallel eÆ ien y for an in reasing number of pro essors. However, the impli ations play an important role in the hoi e we have to make of the
parameters u and j . In parti ular, the lower bound on Ep an be improved for de reasing values
of pr , whi h indi ates that the best realisti performan e is a hieved by hoosing u = 0, so
that pr = pmin . Sin e one annot invoke Algorithm 8.3.1 without less than pmin pro essors per
shadow polygon, we expe t this to be the best ase s enario des ribing the parallel s alability
of the algorithm.

8.4 Implementation and Run Times
All programs were written in C and extended using the standard BSP library [66, 67℄. The
work was arried out at the Oxford University Super omputing Centre (OSC) using the Oswell
ma hine. In pra ti e, we had a ess to 16 pro essors only.
In the following, n denotes the number of variables in the input polynomial f , D denotes its
total degree, d denotes the upper bound on the degrees in ea h of its variables, and denotes
the number of its terms. Also, E and N denote the number of edges and the maximum number
of integral points along any edge of Newt(f ) if f is bivariate. If f is multivariate, E and N
denote the maximum over the number of edges and the maximum number of integral points
along any edge over all shadow polygons of Newt(f ). S denotes the number of ases (out of
100) in whi h Newt(f ) is integrally inde omposable. In the ase that n > 2, MB denotes the
matrix upper bound on absolute values of random oeÆ ients of the proje tions, P B denotes
the upper bound on the number of proje tions per polytope, AP denotes the average number of
proje tions required to show that the input polynomial is absolutely irredu ible, and pr denotes
the number of pro essors allo ated per shadow polygon in the parallel multivariate algorithm.
T1 denotes the sequential running time in se onds, and Tp , for p > 1, denotes the parallel running
time in se onds using p pro essors, to show absolute irredu ibility su essfully for one ase that
uses about the average number of proje tions. An empty olumn lo ation appearing before
the rst reported running time Tp indi ates that there is not enough memory using less than p
pro essors to ta kle the input polygon or shadow polygons of the input polytopes. An empty
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olumn lo ation appearing after the last reported running time Tp indi ates that there are no
more pro essors available in the system for our use. The absolute eÆ ien ies Ep are shown in
parentheses below their orresponding parallel times. Note that when the algorithm annot be
run using one pro essor for memory onstraints, we are ontended with al ulating absolute
eÆ ien y using p pro essors as p0 Tp0 =pTp , where Tp0 is the rst reported parallel running time.
The input to the two parallel algorithms is generated as follows. A hoi e is rst made
on the parameters n, D or d, , E and N . A hundred random polynomials satisfying the
above parameters are then hosen: In the bivariate ase, those polynomials should also satisfy
the onditions governing their Newton polytopes (in terms of the number of edges E and the
maximum number N of integral points appearing along any of their edges). In the multivariate
ase, the proje tions hosen for these 100 polynomials should produ e shadow polygons satisfying
the parameters E and N . In the pro ess of generating the random polynomials, we ex lude all
ases where the orresponding input polygons or shadow polygons of the orresponding input
polytopes have parameters E and N that do not satisfy the imposed restri tions.
In Table 8.1 we examine relatively small degree bivariate polynomials with 300 terms and
whose Newton polytopes have no more than 6 edges, and we study the e e t of variations in the
average number N of integral points along any edge of the polygon. The performan e generally
has good eÆ ien y up to 4 pro essors, but it an be improved for more pro essors by in reasing
the degree (and hen e the total number of integral points in the polygon) or in reasing values of
N for a xed degree. Spe i ally, and a ording to Corollary 8.2.2 and the values in Table 5.2,
we see that the rst three onditions are easily satis ed. For small degree polynomials whose
Newton polytopes have a small value for the parameter N , the fourth ondition might not hold
as we in rease the number of pro essors. In this ase eÆ ien y an be improved by in reasing
the maximum number of integral points along any edge of Newt(f ). The rate of su ess is
generally high, sin e as indi ated previously in [47℄, one expe ts the algorithm to perform well
for sparse polynomials whose number of terms is O(nd). However, we note that the rate of
su ess de reases with in reasing values of N .
In Table 8.2 we examine larger degree bivariate polynomials with varying numbers of terms.
Mostly, eÆ ien y improves signi antly for larger degree polynomials. As noted above, and for
a xed degree polynomial whose Newton polytope has a xed number of edges, the run-time
in reases and eÆ ien y improves when N in reases for a xed D or when D in reases. Unlike
the examples in Table 8.1 though, varying the number of terms indi ates that the rate of
su ess de reases for in reasing ratios N= rather than simply for in reasing values of N . Fixing
the degree, the number of terms, and the parameter N , we also note an in rease in the run-time
and improvement in eÆ ien y when the number of edges in reases, whi h is to be expe ted from
Corollary 8.2.2.
In Table 8.3 we study the performan e of the parallel algorithm in the multivariate ase
and for small degree polynomials. The number of edges belonging to the shadow polygons is
xed. For all unstarred rows, the number of pro essors in ea h blo k is set to be the minimum
required. EÆ ien y improves for a xed degree as the number of terms in reases. This relates to
onditions 2 and 3 of Corollary 8.3.1. For a xed degree and a xed number of terms, eÆ ien y
improves when the matrix bound in reases, sin e this implies larger shadow polygons and hen e
larger values for max and N in onditions 2 and 3 of Corollary 8.3.1. In the starred rows
we ompare the performan e of the algorithm when only pr is in reased beyond the minimum
required, but all other parameters remain xed. As predi ted at the end of Se tion 8.3, and for
a xed total number of pro essors p, eÆ ien y is better maintained when pr = pmin . As earlier
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noted in [47℄, the su ess rate de reases with in reasing numbers of terms, and an be improved
by either in reasing the proje tion bound or the matrix bound.
In Table 8.4 we examine the performan e for large degree trivariate polynomials. Here, the
number of terms is xed, and is signi antly less than the total degree of the input. Also, E and
N are xed for all shadow polygons, and so are the matrix bound and proje tion bound. We
note a mu h better parallel performan e than in the ase of small degree trivariate polynomials
in Table 8.3. This also improves upon in reasing degrees (as indi ated by onditions 2 and 3 of
Corollary 8.3.1). The algorithm has never failed for examples using only one proje tion per ase
and a very small matrix bound. This emphasises the expe ted high su ess rate of the algorithm
for sparse polynomials [47℄.
Finally, in Table 8.5, we examine the performan e for multivariate polynomials all with the
same small bound on the degree in ea h of their variables. Also xed are the number of terms,
E and N of the shadow polygons, and the matrix bound and proje tion bound. Here, pr is
set to be the minimum number of pro essors required to ta kle a shadow polygon. We in rease
the number of blo ks to be tested in parallel by in reasing the number of pro essors available.
EÆ ien y is very good in all ases, even for polynomials whose total degree is less than others.
This is to be expe ted sin e the sizes of shadow polygons are relatively large ( onditions 2 and
3 of Corollary 8.3.1). The su ess rate is also high for these sparse polynomials, and so are the
number of proje tions needed to produ e a su essful experiment.
Re all that:







n = the number of variables in the input polynomial f
D = the total degree of f
d = the upper bound on the degrees in ea h of the variables in f
= the number of terms of f

E = the number of edges of Newt(f ) if f is bivariate, or else the maximum over the number
of edges over all shadow polygons of Newt(f )

 N = the maximum number of integral points along any edge of Newt(f ) if f is bivariate,

or else the maximum number of integral points along any edge over all shadow polygons
of Newt(f )







S = the number of ases (out of 100) in whi h Newt(f ) is integrally inde omposable
MB = the matrix upper bound on absolute values of random oeÆ ients of the proje tions
P B = the upper bound on the number of proje tions per polytope
AP = the average number of proje tions required to show that f is absolutely irredu ible
pr = the number of pro essors allo ated per shadow polygon in the parallel multivariate
algorithm

 Tp = the parallel running time in se onds using p pro essors, to show absolute irredu ibility
su essfully for one ase that uses about the average number of proje tions
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Table 8.1:
Input
D
N
S
1500 10 100
1500 50 100
1500 100 97
1500 900 89
2500 10 100
2500 50 100
2500 100 100

n = 2, = 300, E = 6
T1 T2 T4 T8 T16
11
7
9
14 15
(0:7) (0:3) (0:1) (0:1)
68 42 24 16 10
(0:8) (0:7) (0:5) (0:4)
83 46 26 17 10
(0:9) (0:8) (0:6) (0:5)
828 427 216 115 52
(1)
(1) (0:9) (1)
35 20 12
7
4
(0:9) (0:7) (0:6) (0:5)
185 94 58 37 19
(1) (0:8) (0:8) (0:6)
240 122 67 37 25
(0:9)

(0:9)

(0:8)

(0:6)

Table 8.2: n = 2

D
3000
3000
5000
5000
5000
5000
10000
10000
10000
10000
20000
20000
30000

Input
1000
1000
500
500
2000
2000
500
500
1000
3000
2000
5000
3000

E
7
7
6
10
10
8
6
10
8
8
8
8
8

N
2000
3000
10
10
4000
5000
100
100
3000
5000
1000
7000
3000

S T1 T2 T4 T8 T12 T16
72 108 56 30 17 10
7
(1) (0:9) (0:8) (0:9) (1)
6 129 65 36 18 12
9
(1) (0:9) (0:9) (0:9) (0:9)
100 72 37 20 13
9
8
(1) (0:9) (0:7) (0:7) (0:6)
98 168 84 47 24 18 15
(1) (0:9) (0:9) (0:8) (0:7)
81 ... 115 60 37 27 25
(1) (0:8) (0:7) (0:6)
5
... 230 117 64 48 37
(1) (0:9) (0:8) (0:7)
100 ... ... 60 32 22 18
(0:9) (0:9) (0:8)
100 ... ... 190 95 79 50
(0:8) (0:8) (1)
96 ... ... 133 73 55 40
(0:9) (0:8) (0:8)
86 ... ... 371 206 155 116
(0:9) (0:8) (0:8)
100 ... ... ... ... 131 112
(0:9)
90 ... ... ... ... 177 142
(0:9)
100 ... ... ... ... 329 235
(1)
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Table 8.3: E = 8, N = 50

n
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Input
D
pr MB P B S AP T1 T2
75 100 1
2 100 61 16 7
6
(0:6)
75 100 1
2 200 82 80 49 33
(0:7)
75 100 1
6 100 80 14 127 74
(0:9)
75 100 2
6 100 80 14 ... 74
(0:9)
75 200 1
2 100 30 18 7
5
(0:7)
75 200 1
2 200 45 127 232 129
(0:9)
75 200 1
6 100 51 8 51 25
(1)
75 200 2
6 100 51 8
... 26
(1)

T4
4
(0:4)
20
(0:6)
33
(1)
66
(0:5)
5
(0:4)
72
(0:8)
18
(0:7)
19
(0:7)

T8 T16
5
3
(0:2) (0:1)
13 31
(0:5) (0:1)
24 17
(0:7) (0:5)
29 26
(0:5) (0:3)
6
4
(0:1) (0:1)
41 24
(0:7) (0:6)
12
7
(0:5) (0:5)
22 15
(0:3)

(0:2)

Table 8.4: n = 3, = 500, E = 8, N = 100, MB = 1, P B = 100
Input
D
S AP T1 T2 T4 T8 T16
1500 100 1 19 10 6
3
2
(1) (0:8) (0:8) (0:6)
3000 100 1 ... 65 28 16
8
(1)
(1)
(1)
15000 100 1 ... ... 138 74 39
(0:9) (0:9)
21000 100 1 ... ... 150 83 47
(0:9) (0:8)
30000 100 1 ... ... ... 237 118
(1)

Table 8.5:
Input
n
S pr
500 100 2
1000 100 3
2000 100 5
3000 100 6

d = 10, = 500, E = 8, N = 50, MB = 1, P B = 100
AP T1
20 ...
24 ...
24 ...
26 ...

T1pr
2460
3004
854
3224

T2pr T3pr T4pr T5pr T6pr T8pr
1250 828 617 517 410 313
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
1501 885 800 680
...
...
(1)
(1:1)
(1)
(1)
427 280
...
...
...
...
(1)
(1)
1543 ...
...
...
...
...
(1)

Note 2:
The eÆ ien ies noted in Table 8.5 seem over-optimisti , but this an perhaps be attributed to
the fa t that Ep was not al ulated using a sequential time but rather using the ratio p0 Tp0 =pTp ,
for p0 ; p > 1. In the ases when it is almost impossible to get a sequential time referen e, this
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slightly impre ise measurement of parallel performan e is the best available in pra ti e.
Note 3:
Although both our parallel algorithms have omputation and ommuni ation osts growing almost together, the very eÆ ient parallel performan e an perhaps be a result of a onstant fa tor
within the omputational omplexity that is larger than the one in the omputational estimate.
In pra ti e, this an happen when the omputations within the inner-most loops produ e many
more latti e points that do not belong to the given polygon (or shadow polygon) than latti e
points whi h do (and whi h hen e have to be ommuni ated). In this ase, there is more omputation that is performed and then dis arded without being mat hed with a orresponding
ommuni ation.

8.5 Con lusion
In this hapter we have revisited a fast irredu ibility testing algorithm for multivariate polynomials over arbitrary elds. The algorithm works deterministi ally in the bivariate ase but
heuristi ally and randomly for polynomials with more than two variables. Although nding a
polynomial time algorithm for multivariate polynomial irredu ibility testing remains an open
problem, the work in [45℄ gives a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm, whi h an be applied as
a fast pre-test before any of the rigorous yet slower algorithms are invoked. Motivated by the
original empiri al ndings in [47℄ whi h provide various ranges of appli ability of the heuristi
algorithm, we investigated potential parallelism with the aim of extending these ranges, both
for large degree bivariate polynomials and for multivariate polynomials of all degrees. A ru ial
aspe t of our work exploited the fa t that absolute irredu ibility testing an be redu ed to polytope inde omposability testing in R n . For n = 2, we addressed the two important issues of load
balan ing and data distribution. Having set the parallel framework we provided an algorithm
whose ommuni ation ost an be easily bounded by the omputation, and whose syn hronisation ost has a fa tor that is a onstant multiple of the number of edges in the polygon. This
immediately implies highly eÆ ient parallel performan e for sparse bivariate polynomials whose
Newton polytopes have few edges. Empiri al results in this ase a hieve overall eÆ ien y under
reasonable parametri onditions that are implied by our theoreti al analysis of the algorithm,
and by signi antly higher degree absolute irredu ibility testing up to degree 30000.
We in orporated the above for the parallel multivariate ase into a doubly parallel s heme
where several shadow polygons are tested in parallel by blo ks of pro essors. This was done
by identifying two parameters re e ting the size as well as the number of the shadow polygons.
Conditions under whi h this algorithm a hieves good eÆ ien y were also studied, and re e ted
in the empiri al results for the multivariate ase. Those exhibited a good eÆ ien y for both small
degree polynomials and for high degree polynomials, where parallelism ould be exploited not
only for speeding up omputations but also for in reasing the rate of su ess of the algorithm.
The algorithm was used to test absolute irredu ibility of trivariate polynomials with degree up
to 30000 and of low degree multivariate polynomials with up to 3000 variables.
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Chapter 9

Con lusion
9.1 Dis ussion and future work
The various algorithms for polynomial fa torisation over nite elds and many other related
algorithms in symboli omputation have ourished under the assumption that better algorithms
are those whi h ta kle larger input sizes and a hieve better running times. Thus, ontinuity in
su h a domain does not rely solely on progress in asymptoti analysis, and some other aspe ts
of symboli omputation have to be investigated.
Over the past thirty years, the theory of polynomial fa torisation over nite elds has been
largely exhausted from a mathemati al point of view; nevertheless, this progress has yet to be
fully mat hed with advan es on erning the ma hinery originally designed to foster su h algorithms. A lot of hallenge lies not only in oming up with faster sequential algorithms, but also
in trying to in rease the problem sizes for the already existing algorithms, and in omparing the
various algorithms when one a tually embarks on their implementation. A sequential algorithm
may outperform another one simply be ause it requires a smaller number of operations; however,
mu h else has to be said, for instan e, when the algorithms are approa hed from a parallel point
of view.
Among the many approa hes in a omputer algebra system are the following. Primarily,
introdu ing new mathemati al algorithms gains most redit for the reativity that this entails,
obtaining better omplexity bounds. However, there omes a time when these need to be tested
in pra ti e, before they an be branded as eÆ ient as they are laimed to be. Heuristi s an
play an important role in bringing about improvements, espe ially in spe ial ases like sparse
or binary polynomials. The disadvantage of this approa h is that heuristi s still need to be
proven to work before they an be generally a epted by the mathemati al ommunity. Data
stru tures also have an important role in improving existing mathemati al algorithms. These
are the basi building tools whose areful manipulation an have a de isive fa tor in determining
the eÆ ien y of a parti ular algorithm. Parallelism is an a tive area of resear h and it be omes
almost immediate to try and in orporate this whenever possible. Apart from the inherent
interest in parallel design, this an help when either run time or memory is a problemati issue
in a parti ular sequential algorithm. The risk involved is that, unless problems are big enough,
parallel performan e an in fa t be worse than the sequential one.
Based on the above, we have dis overed an interest in ta kling su h algebrai problems from
a omputational point of view. In this thesis, we have fo used on two re ent algorithms in the
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eld of polynomial fa torisation algorithms over nite elds. The fo us of interest in the earlier
hapters was on Niederreiter's algorithm and its appli ability over the binary eld. We developed
a new sparse binary linear solver based on the Gustavson data stru ture, aimed at avoiding elbow
room and ompression. The method an be easily generalised to deal with arbitrary prime elds.
This was in orporated in the linear algebra part of Niederreiter's algorithm, and helped assert
that the algorithm performs favourably in the ase of sparse polynomials, spe i ally trinomials.
We onje tured that the system remains onsiderably sparse over F 2 .
The results of the rst hapter were used in the following work on a BSP model for the
::
Gottfert algorithm. An example where the BSP model an be used in omputer algebra, the
parallel algorithm was used in that phase of Niederreiter's algorithm where the fa tors have
to be extra ted using a basis of the linear system solution set. We demonstrated eÆ ient and
s alable parallel performan e, thanks to the algorithm's low ommuni ation and syn hronisation
osts. The empiri al results show that the algorithm an perform favourably in omparison with
previous parallel implementations of Niederreiter's algorithm.
In later hapters we helped develop the polytope fa torisation method with S. Gao and A.
Lauder as a novel method for bivariate fa torisation. Apart from the mathemati al foundations
of this algorithm, the hallenges in that respe t have been to develop those areas of the method
that helped make it pra ti ally omputable and a essible for use, and demonstrate through
preliminary examples over the binary eld that it an ompete with the standard Hensel lifting method for bivariate fa torisation. As a follow up, we developed a sparse variant whi h
on rmed the original arguments in [2℄ that the method an work well for sparse polynomials.
The omplexity of the new variant was determined using the number of terms of the input
polynomial and its degree rather than the degree only, so that both the run time and memory
requirements are made dependent on the sparsity fa tor of the input. Although it works under
spe i onditions governing the sparsity of the expe ted fa tors of the input, we believe that
the fa torisation re ord a hieved through this method ould not have been a hieved using any
other algorithm.
We on luded with another instan e of where parallelism an be used to a hieve ompetent
results in testing absolute irredu ibility of multivariate polynomials. Investigating a new method
based on the use of polytopes, we exploited the geometri features of the algorithm in a BSP
parallel method based on a well de ned load balan ing s heme and data distribution. The
parallel algorithm exhibited a s alable and eÆ ient performan e, also resulting in very high
absolute irredu ibility testing re ords.
We would always be interested in questioning some of the theoreti al assertions labelling
one algorithm as \better" than another, determining ross over points between the versatile
approa hes, and many other tasks that would not be possible to a hieve without the omputing
tools available at the hand of a omputer s ientist. In relation to our previous work on univariate
fa torisation, it would be interesting to seek theoreti al arguments why the Niederreiter linear
system remains onsiderably sparse throughout the redu tion phase, or else refute our onje ture
that it does. It would also be interesting to investigate the usage of the Blo k Lan zos method in
solving the linear systems asso iated with either Berlekamp's or Niederreiter's algorithm, and to
ompare this to previous versions whi h make use of bla k box methods like the Wiedemann's
method. In relation to our work on bivariate fa torisation, we rst need to perform ample
ode optimisation of the polytope method (both dense and sparse), as the software available is
still in preliminary form. We are also aiming at generalising our ode for the sparse polytope
method to deal with arbitrary elds of prime order rather than the binary eld ex lusively.
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We will be interested in investigating whether an average ase analysis an be developed for
the polytope method, to help explain why this performs well in pra ti e despite its worst ase
exponential running time. We will also be interested in investigating whether any of the previous
improvements to Hensel lifting, su h as quadrati Hensel lifting, an be used to improve on the
present omplexity of the polytope method. An empiri al study omparing Hensel lifting and the
polytope method and determining the ross-over points between the two methods is ne essary
before the latter an be widely made available. Last, it would be of great use to determine
whether a theoreti al justi ation an be found at all, explaining why the probability of su ess
of the absolute irredu ibility testing via polytopes is best when the number of nonzero terms of
a multivariate polynomial is bounded by a onstant multiple of its total degree.
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